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Chapter I

Emergent Literacy

Introduction
Emergent literacy is an area of study "concerned with the earliest phases of literacy

development, the period between birth and the time when children read and write
conventionally" (Sulzby and Teale, 1991, p. 728). Current views regarding emergent

literacy reason that "reading, writing, and oral language develop concurrently and
interrelatedly in literate environments" (Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 728) and that "children

know far more than we have acknowledged in our schools and instructional programs at

the point when they begin formal schooling" (Ferreira & Teberosky, 1982; Freeman &

Whitesell, 1985; Sulzby, 1985). By definition, the study of emergent literacy, now more
than 20 years old, must address the literacy development of children from "birth" to

"conventional literacy." In actuality, studies of the literacy development of children
between the ages of 2 and 4 have become common (Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 728), while

studies regarding literacy development of 1-year-olds is extremely limited (Baghban, 1984;
Doake, 1986; Joyner and Ray, 1987; Lamme and Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982; Ninio and

Bruner, 1978; Schickedanz, 1990) and studies beginning at birth even fewer (Doake,

1986; Joyner and Ray, 1987; Lamme and Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982).
As an expectant mother and educator, I became interested in discovering and
deciphering information regarding emergent literacy behaviors of infants and young
children. I also had the usual questions and concerns regarding pregnancy, childbirth, and

childrearing. Literature from my doctor, Lamaze instructor, family, friends, and
professional library provided valuable information regarding my child's cognitive, physical,

social, and emotional development so that I could determine whether she reached basic
milestones. The same experience did not occur regarding information on literacy
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development. References made to literacy development in these same resources

encouraged parents to read to their children and to provide them with paper and writing

tools. Although such information is valuable, it is certainly unsatisfactory. Sulzby and

Teale (1991) warned, "While we are addressing the needs of emergent literacy to become
a better-defined and more-articulated field of research, we must not neglect the need to

put the research into application" (p. 750). However, because research regarding

emergent literacy behaviors of infants and young children barely exists, it is difficult to
apply.

Parents informally monitor their children's behaviors. Information from literature
and the media enabled parents to determine whether their children are reaching basic
physical, social, emotional, and cognitive milestones. Evaluations from informal
monitoring of basic development are reflected in casual everyday conversations such as,

"She's turning over," "She's smiling," "She's waving bye-bye," "She's crawling early,"
"She's talking," and "She's not walking yet?" Although "most young children in western

middle-class families are inducted into the contracts of literacy at an early age within the
context ofjoint picture-book reading with their caretakers" (Snow & Ninio, 1986, p. 121),

reflective statements regarding literacy development are virtually unheard. Comments

such as, "She's book babbling," "She's scanning left to right," "She's identifying pictures,"
"She's turning pages," "She's scribbling circles," "She's using linear mock," or "She's
creating tadpole people" are generally not a topic of discussion among parents. Holdaway
(1979) stated, "Children with a background of book experience since infancy develop a

complex range of attitudes, concepts, and skills predisposing them to literacy" (p. 49).
Given the extremely limited research on the literacy behaviors of children from birth to
three years, it is apparent that parents, and for that matter, educators, are unaware of the

attitudes, concepts, and literacy skills unique to the "pre" preschooler.

2

Recognizing the need to study literacy development from birth to three years and

noting that success in literacy leads to success in school (Chall, 1983; Hill, B ,1989;
Holdaway, 1979; Miller, Nemoianu, & DeJong, 1986; Obuch-Kent, 1989; Teale & Sulzby,

1987), this study set out to identify the literacy behaviors unique to the "pre" preschooler.

Specifically, this study sought to (1) consolidate information that existed regarding the

literacy development of children from birth to three years, (2) compare consolidated
findings to a case study of my daughter Katelyn's literacy development from birth to three
years, and (3) outline the compared results in a fashion that would allow the research to be
applied. The ultimate purpose for this study is threefold: (1) to identify emergent literacy

behaviors of children from birth to three years; (2) to identify how reading, writing, and
language skills develop concurrently and interreiatedly from birth to three years; and (3) to

offer insight for parents regarding children's literacy development from birth to three
years.
The procedures used to address these issues included the following: (1) collected

background information on emergent literacy, (2) reviewed the relevant literature

regarding the first three years of literacy development, (3) formed an outline of the

emergent literacy behaviors identified with children from birth to age three years from the
literature review, (4) compiled data from a case study of my daughter Katelyn's literacy
development from birth to three years, (5) compared results from the literature review
with the results of the case study, and (6) outlined the literacy behaviors of children from

birth to three years.
Background of Emergent Literacy
Philosophy. A philosophy representing every facet of the study of emergent

literacy requires reference to cognitive, social, linguistic, and psychological fields of study

(Teale & Sulzby, 1986, p. xvii). The heart of emergent literacy, however, is founded by

cognitive learning theories of child development. Teale and Sulzby (1986) stated,
3

"Hallmarks of this new approach have been its cognitive and developmental

underpinnings" (p. xvii).
It is first necessary to understand the responsibilities set forth by learning theories

before discussing the cognitive and developmental principles which guide emergent

literacy. Theories of learning are attempts to organize, simplify, explain, and predict the

facts of learning (Gazda, 1980). Learning theories summarize a mass of data in a way that
makes sense to a researcher. Such theories tell what aspects of learning are most worthy

of attention and what language should be used to describe the research findings. Theories
of learning are intended to clarify information that may otherwise not be easily understood

(McLaughlin, 1971).
Learning theories fall into two main groups, those classified as association theories

and those classified as cognitive theories. The two groups form as a result of opposing
views to questions on learning such as the following:

1.

What are the limits of learning?

2.

What is the role of practice in learning?

3.

How important are drives and incentives, rewards and punishments?

4.

What is the place of understanding and insight?

5.

Does learning one thing help you to learn something else?

6.

What happens when we remember and when we forget? (Hilgard, 1975)
The philosophy, or general principles, supporting the study of emergent literacy

developed primarily from the theories of Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky. Concerning Jean
Piaget's theory of cognitive development, Ferreiro (1985a) studied the "relevance of

Piaget's theory for the understanding of literacy development." According to Ferreiro,

"Piaget never focused his work on literacy as such. The central core of Piaget's
contribution to both epistemology and psychology was a general theory of the processes
of acquisition of knowledge." Ferreiro contended, however, that "As a general theory of
4

the acquisition of knowledge, Piaget's theory is entirely applicable to literacy knowledge,
that is, to the processes of the building up of the writing system as an object of
knowledge" (p. 217).

Piaget's (1970a, 1970b) theory of cognitive development is known as
"Constructivist structuralism" because Piaget believed that conceptual development, or the

development of intelligence, is a building process. Regarding this contention, Genishi
(1988) stated, "In order to make sense of experience, children construct their own
understandings, their own theories" (p.16). Piaget contended that intellectual

development proceeds in a systematic order distinguished by particular growth stages. He
determined that these stages allow children to acquire concepts essential for cognitive

maturity.

In addition to the idea of growth stages, Piaget's constructivist theory offers
various principles which helped guide emergent literacy. First among these principles is the
idea of the child's "self-regulation" of his own knowledge known as equilibrium (Piaget &

Inhelder, 1969, p. 157). A second principle is the idea that experience is necessary to the
development of intelligence (Piaget, 1952, p. 362). Still another principle is the idea that

accommodation of new information requires assimilation of that information. Assimilation
is the process of incorporating new information into one's thinking. Piaget described

assimilation as "the tendency toward repetition of behavior patterns and toward the

utilization of external objects in the framework of such repetition" (Piaget, 1952, p. 42).
This assimilation is necessary for reflex accommodation to occur, which is the actual

adaptation of information to knowledge (Piaget, 1952, p. 42).
A second theory which influenced emergent literacy came from Soviet
psychologist Lev Vygotsky. Vygotsky (1978) emphasized the importance of the

interaction between a literate model and a child. He contended that children become

literate through multiple interactions with a literate adult in a literacy-rich environment.
5

From this developed the idea of scaffolding. Scaffolding is the notion that during shared

literacy experiences the model of literacy provides information for a child with less
experience with literacy. Gradually, as the child becomes more experienced with literacy,

the model of literacy provides less and less information until the child is able to function
independently. Vygotsky ultimately contended that a child's social interaction with literate

adults in a literate environment is what ultimately leads that child to learning literacy.

History. A review of the literary history regarding the process of learning to read
and write revealed insights into this century's researchers and educators concerning the

literacy development of young children. The history of learning to read and write existed
3,000 years ago as the Greeks tried to write their own language in the symbols or letters

of the Semites (Mathews, 1966, p. 1). Teale and Sulzby (1986) noted the "benign

neglect" of preschoolers throughout the literature on learning to read and write (p. viii).
Finally by the twentieth century, when John and Evelyn Dewey (1915/1962) compared

learning at home with learning at school, the study of preschoolers gained attention (p. 2).
Following this, researchers studied the preschool years and the notion of "reading
readiness" developed (Teale & Sulzby, 1986, p. ix).

Based on Teale and Sulzby's (1986) historical account, from the 1920's to the
1960's, researchers believed that "readiness to read" resulted from "neural ripening" and
that "maturation" controlled development (p. ix). By the 1970's theories changed as
researchers now believed that experience rather than maturation resulted in reading

readiness (Teale & Sulzby, 1986, xi). Consequently, research moved away from focusing
on reading readiness as a set of skills that needed to be taught formally to focusing on
cognitive readiness and what the child learned from reading informally.

This transition became apparent as studies from the 1960's to the 1980*s were
compared. Teale's (1979) annotated bibliography on early reading represented studies to

the early 1970's and included research on infants and toddlers. Many of these studies were
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devoted to "teaching" toddlers how to read by the "whole word" or "phonics methods"

(Cohan, 1962; Doman, 1964; Fowler, 1964; Ledson, 1975; Lynn, 1970; and Terman,
1918). This early research focused on identifying the best method of teaching reading to

infants and toddlers. By the 1980's, interest in teaching the child to read had changed to

interest in discovering what the child knew. This change in focus resulted from the
influence of a branch of anthropology known as ethnography. Through ethnography,

researchers studied specific cultures descriptively (Webster's New World Dictionary,
1986, p. 481) which means they drew a picture of the culture through words (Webster's

New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 381). Therefore, the field of education began to view the
child as an informant or a person who served as a source of information (Webster's New

World Dictionary, 1986, p. 722). Hence, descriptive data collected on what children
knew became meaningful. Studies in the 1980's focused on what infants and young
children were learning from informal interactions with literature in their environment

(Baghban, 1984; Doake, 1986; Joyner and Ray, 1987; Lamme and Packer, 1986; Lass,

1982; Ninio and Bruner, 1978) rather than focusing on the best methods for teaching
literacy. As a result of the changing focus, a new term became necessary for the large new

body of research not appropriately identified with reading readiness. Thus, in the early
1980's, the term "emergent literacy" (Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 727) developed.
Emergent literacy is an area of study that focuses on literacy behaviors that exist

prior to full literacy. The word "emergent" evolved from the notion that literacy does not

develop suddenly but rather emerges, or develops, over time through experience within a
literate environment. The basic concepts regarding emergent literacy follow.

Basic Conceptions of Emergent Literacy.
1.

Literacy begins at birth and continues to emerge through conventional literacy.

2.

Literacy develops as children investigate a print-oriented environment.

3.

Literacy development is observable.
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4.

Literacy comes forth from interaction with others who are literate.

5.

Literacy develops from the "concurrent*1 and "interrelated" development of

reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
6.

Literacy emerges through multiple experiences with oral and written language.

Relevant Research on Emergent Literacy. Teale and Sulzby (1986,1989,1991)
organized and defined the parameters of emergent literacy. They (1991) identified the

following research as guiding the development of an emergent literacy philosophy. First,
studies by researchers involved with early child language acquisition guided the

fundamental principle in emergent literacy. This principle established that within an
environment full of literacy, a child is "innately predisposed" to become a conventional
user of literacy. From this research evolved the notion that the child learns literacy

behaviors from the environment without formally being taught reading and writing skills.

Second, research by Piaget guided the fundamental principle in emergent literacy
that the child "constructed literacy" through interactions in the environment. From this
research evolved the idea that as the child interacts in a literacy-rich environment, new

literacy behaviors are built on previously learned behaviors. Subsequently, the notion of
stages of literacy development became open for debate.

Third, research by Vygotsky guided the fundamental principle in emergent
literacy that through social interactions, literacy is learned often as a result of scaffolding.

As previously stated, the idea surrounding scaffolding is that the less experienced a child is
with literacy, the more information a literate model provides during shared literacy
experiences. As the child continues to interact with a literate model, the model gradually

provides less and less information during a shared reading session until the child is capable

of working independently.
Other researchers contributed to the theory of emergent literacy before the term

existed. Although not formally defined until the 1980's, the basic nature of emergent
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literacy appeared in the work of Iredell (1898) as she stated in regards to a young child's
literacy development, "Books are no novelty to him nor writing material, neither their

function nor the method of using them. The power to read and write is in bud, all ready to
blossom." Other work that pertains to yet preceded the study of emergent literacy is by
John and Evelyn Dewey (1915/1962), who compared how children learn at home to how

children learn at school (p. 2). Following the Dewey's study, the study of preschooler's
development gained little attention again until the 1960's with the appearance of Durkin's

(1966) study on early readers, Weir's (1962) study of the pre-sleep monologues of a two-

and-a-half- year-old child, and studies by the Center for Cognitive Studies at Harvard on

language acquisition (Teale & Sulzby, 1986, p. xv).
The studies at Harvard initiated support for cognitive models of learning with

regards to language development. Interested by these findings, reading researchers, who
recognized that reading is a language process, followed Harvard's lead and began using

similar approaches to study reading. A major breakthrough occurred when "researchers
hypothesized that oral language and written language proficiency might develop in parallel

ways" (Teale & Sulzby, 1986, p. xv). Snow's (1983) research considered this hypothesis,
and her work resulted in a description of the parallel ways in which language and literacy
develop. Results indicated "the characteristics of parent-child interaction which support

language acquisition also facilitate early reading and writing development" (p. 165). The

characteristics of parent-child interactions which were determined to be the same for
reading, writing, and language development included: (1) semantic contingency

(e g., parent continues topics, adds new information, and answers questions for children);

(2) scaffolding (e g., parent provides more information or less information depending on
the ability of the child to correctly respond); (3) accountability procedures (eg., parent

expects answers when known, no baby talk, and to follow child's lead at play); and (4) the
use of routines.
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Thomas (1985) then outlined these parallels between learning oral language and reading
development through the study of fifteen early readers. Snow's (1983) contentions were

validated as Thomas (1985) documented (1) the variables that helped to account for

success in beginning reading and (2) pointed toward a theory of linguistic interaction
processes as the basis for successful beginning reading (p. 469).
Other important research that advanced the study of emergent literacy evolved

from the field of linguistics in the form of language acquisition studies. For example,
Halliday (1973,1975) studied how his son Nigel "used" language. He tried to find out:

"(1) the purposes that language serves for us, and (2) how we are able to achieve these
purposes through speaking and listening, reading and writing" (p. 7). Intrigued by this

research, literacy researchers in the 1980's thought they could do similar research on
literacy and followed Halliday's style of research.

Other research that advanced the study of emergent literacy includes the work of

Marie Clay and Yetta Goodman. As one of the first to study the interrelationship among
reading, writing, and language, Clay (1966, 1975) coined the term "emergent literacy."

Goodman (1967) first studied the literacy development of young "at risk" children. Her

work in this area then led her to study environmental print awareness with her husband
(Goodman & Goodman, 1979). From these studies the Goodmans concluded that the

foundation of literacy begins very early in life and that it is "natural" to learn to read in a
literate environment.

Background Summary. The previous section outlines the basic parameters of

emergent literacy and includes a discussion of the philosophy, history, basic concepts, and
relevant research of emergent literacy. A brief review of those parameters follows. First,

the philosophy of emergent literacy is based on cognitive and developmental foundations
with references to social, linguistic and psychological fields of study. Particular attention is

paid to ideas set forth by Piaget and Vygotsky.
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Second, the history of the study of literacy development reflects "benign neglect"

of preschoolers until the initiation of "reading readiness" as a result of "maturation" in the
1920's. This idea became an interest of study until it is replaced by the idea of "reading
readiness" as a result of "environment" in the 1970's. By the 1980's, emergent literacy, the
study of literacy development in infants as well as in young children, had "emerged."

Third, the basic concepts of emergent literacy reflects the child as the constructor

of her own understanding of literacy (eg., reading, writing, and language) from birth. The
concepts maintain that children become literate through a print-oriented environment
supported by social interactions with models of literacy.

Fourth, Teale and Sulzby identified relevant research in their efforts to define and
outline the parameters of emergent literacy. Researchers involved with early child
language acquisition, as well as Piaget and Vygotsky, helped to form a philosophical

foundation. Important contributions advancing the study of emergent literacy are a result
of the work of Iredell, the Deweys, Durkin, Weir, Harvard Center for Cognitive Studies,
Snow, Halliday, Clay, and the Goodmans.

A discussion about the philosophy, history, basic concepts, and relevant research
of emergent literacy identified the valuable discoveries made regarding the literacy

development of young children. However, while many questions about the literacy
development of young children are answered, many questions still remain to be answered.

Rationale
The proposed study is significant for many reasons. First, the study addresses

many gaps in emergent literacy research, such as those listed below.

1.

Home literacy. "Although research in home literacy has revealed much of the

social nature of literacy, including which literacy events (e g., storybook reading)
are routinized structures in some cultures, much remains to be learned" (Sulzby &

Teale,1991, p. 745).
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2.

Consolidated studies. "We definitely need more research, but more than that we

need to begin to consolidate what we do know" (Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 750).
3.

Address issues raised by others. "We urge researchers to begin to design studies

that specifically address issues raised by other researchers and to use the discussion
section more extensively to relate findings acioss studies" (Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 750).

4.

Relatefindings to others. "We think it is particularly important for writers of

ethnography and case studies to relate their research to findings from other researchers

and paradigms" (Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 750).
5.

Connections between reading, writing, and language. "All researchers of

emergent literacy should search across the studies of writing for its relation to reading and

vice versa" (Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 750). "Considerable research exists on language

development but less on language development in relation to reading" (Chall, 1983,
p. 194). "We need studies that focus upon the child as reader/writer-literate person"

(Sulzby & Teale, 1991, p. 743). "Investigation is needed on the effects of reading on
writing and composition and of writing and composition on reading. A growing body of
literature suggests that one enhances the other and the dynamics of the interactions need

further investigation" (Chall, 1983, p. 171).

By identifying the research gap regarding connections between reading, writing,
and language, this study became even more significant because it addresses the literacy

development of infants and young children (from birth to three years). "Studies of the
literacy development of 2-, 3-, and 4-year-olds is now fairly common" (Sulzby and Teale,

1991, p. 728). However, studies regarding literacy development of 1-year-olds is
extremely limited (Baghban, 1984; Doake, 1986; Joyner and Ray, 1987; Lamme and
Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982; Ninio and Bruner, 1978; Schickedanz, 1990), and studies
beginning at birth even fewer (Doake, 1986; Joyner and Ray, 1987; Lamme and Packer,

1986; Lass, 1982). Of the studies just cited only one (Baghban, 1984) addresses the
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development of reading, writing, and language simultaneously as well as cross sectionally
samples each area to show a complete picture of literacy development. It is important to

note, however, that Baghban's study began when her daughter is read her first book at 9
months of age (p. 27). Therefore, a study documenting the simultaneous and cross

sectional development of reading, writing and language behaviors from birth does not

exist.
Considering this gap in the research, it quickly became apparent that Sulzby and
Teale's (1991) statement that "theories and findings of emergent literacy have shown that
reading, writing, and oral language develop concurrently and interrelatedly in literate
environments" (p. 728) has not been proved by studies of infants from birth to three years.
This study addresses the issue regarding the concurrent and interrelated development of
reading, writing, and language from birth to three years. The intent is to answer questions

such as the following: (1) When a child learns to spell her name orally, what behaviors
does she demonstrate in reading or writing? (i.e., Can she recognize her name in print? Is

she attempting to write her name?); (2) Does what one child demonstrates cross
sectionally represent a pattern rather typical for all children? For example, if child A

(a) spells her name orally (i.e., language), (b) recognizes her name in print (i.e., reading),
and (c) attempts to write her name nonconventionally or conventionally (i.e., writing) at

the same point in time, is it then possible to predict that when child B, starts to spell his
name orally, he also will be able to recognize his name in print and attempt to write his
name nonconventionally or conventionally?

In addition to the many gaps in emergent literacy research, a second reason this
study is significant is its potential to address the issue of assigning particular

developmental stages to particular ages. Many researchers caution against developmental
"stages" of literacy (Clay, 1975; Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1982, 1984; Dyson, 1982;

Sulzby, 1992). Sulzby (1992) stated, "I have concluded that the idea of linear, discrete
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stages prior to the onset of conventional literacy is flawed; instead, children appear to be
building a repertoire of understandings with sociolinguistic properties" (p. 295). Is the idea

of linear and/or horizontal "discrete" stages of literacy development prior to the onset of
conventional literacy flawed or just hidden within a multitude of variables? If every child
had consistent daily experiences with literature from birth, is it possible to conjecture that

the sooner literacy is modeled and the more efficiently it is modeled the more consistent

and linear/horizontal will be the behaviors observed across the population of children? Is it

really a lack of linear discrete stages or, in fact, a lack of communication to parents
regarding when to begin reading and writing in the presence of children?

A third reason the proposed study is significant is because it highlights the value of
early literacy experiences. Studies have documented the importance of an early focus on

experience with literacy. Miller, Nemoianu, and DeJong (1986) contended,

The more frequently reading occurs at home the more familiar the child is with the
core of the elementary school curriculum. For all these reasons it can be argued

that the child who is exposed to books on a daily basis during the preschool years
has an edge upon entering school (p. 14).

As recently as 1989, Obuch-Kent stated, "Parents should become aware of the fact that no

age is really too young to begin storybook reading" (p. 22). Obuch-Kent warned,
"Many children are growing up without a positive attitude towards reading." Furthermore,
Obuch-Kent contended,

In homes where reading is not encouraged, the child will enter school without the
necessary tools needed for successful learning. Therefore, in order to instill a

desire for books in our children, parents must begin reading to their child at birth,

or perhaps even before birth while the baby is still in the womb, the assumption
being that language input can have an effect on the developing fetus (Obuch-Kent,

1989, p. 1).
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Indeed, "Scientists tell us that approximately one half of a person's ultimate intelligence is

developed by the age of four, with another 30% occurring by the age of eight. Clearly,
what happens during these years matters" (Butler, 1982, p. 1).

Considering the reasons just outlined, this study is significant for many reasons. It

addresses gaps in the research regarding such issues as (1) home literacy;
(2) consolidating studies; (3) addressing issues raised by other researchers; (4) relating
findings to others; (5) making connections between reading, writing and language; and

(6) identifying the concurrent and interrelated development of reading, writing, and

language from birth to three years. This study addresses the issue of identifying particular
developmental stages with particular ages and highlightes the value of early literacy
experiences. Based on this information, the following research questions guide the

literature review as well as this case study.
Research Questions

1.

What are the emergent literacy behaviors of a child from birth to three years?

2.

In what ways do reading, writing, and oral language skills develop concurrently
and interrelatedly in literate environments?

Definition of Terms

The following list of terms need to be clarified for the purposes of this research.
Although defined briefly here, these terms will be discussed later in the appropriate

context.
Case Study - The detailed examination of one setting or one single subject (Bogdan &

Biklen, 1982, p. 58).

Concurrently - 1. Occurring or existing at the same time or side by side. 2. Acting in
conjunction. 3. Having equal authority or jurisdiction (Random House College
Dictionary, 1975, p. 280).
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Data Analysis - The process of systematically searching and arranging transcripts,
fieldnotes, and other materials that you accumulate to increase your own
understanding of them and to enable you to present what you have discovered to

others (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982, p. 145).
Development - To indicate differentiation and increase in complexity of function, thereby
distinguishing it from "growth," a term used to express increase in size and weight

(Dileo, 1970, p. 14).
Emergent Literacy - An area of study concerned with the earliest phases of literacy

development, the period between birth and the time when children read and write
conventionally (Sulzby and Teale, 1991, p. 728).

Fieldnotes - The written account of what the researcher hears, sees, experiences, and
thinks in the course of collecting and reflecting on the data in a qualitative study

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p. 74).
Grounded Theory - A type of data analysis that insists on the discovery of theory from
data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 1).

Interrelatedly - Reciprocally or mutually related (Random House College Dictionary,

1975, p. 698).
Language - The expression or communication of thoughts and feelings by means of vocal

sounds, and combinations of such sounds, to which meaning is attributed; human
speech (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 79).
Participant Observation - Researchers participate in the lives of the people they are

interested in learning about. They speak with them, joke with them, empathize with
them, and share their concerns and experiences (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975, p. 5).

Phenomenology - The study of objects and events as they appear in experience (Random

House College Dictionary, 1975, p. 996).
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Qualitative Methodologies - Research procedures which produce descriptive data:

people's own written or spoken words and observable behavior (Bogdan & Taylor,
1975, p. 4).
Read - To get the meaning of something written, printed, embossed, etc. by using the

eyes, or for Braille, the finger tips, to interpret its characters or signs; to know a

language well enough to interpret its written form (Webster's New World
Dictionary, 1986, p. 1181).

Subject - Someone to undergo analysis (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 1417).
Theory - A plan as to how something might be done (Webster's New World Dictionary,

1986, p. 1475).
Write - To form or inscribe words, letters, symbols, etc. on a surface, as by cutting,

carving, embossing, or, especially marking with a pen or pencil; put down in a

form to be read; to know a specific alphabet, language, etc. well enough to
communicate in writing (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 1642).

Limitations
Generalizability. The selection of a case study approach automatically raises

questions regarding "generalizability," or the ability to generalize findings with regards to
the general population of infants and children. Although this particular study represents

one female Caucasian child from a middle- to upper-middle class two-parent household,
the results were compared with a consolidated literature review of children's emergent

literacy development across income level and cultural groups. Results therefore reflect
findings conducive to generalizations concerning literacy development in the general
population.

Parent as Participant Observer. Even though parent as participant observer offered

numerous advantages, as established in the methods chapter of this study (Chapter V), the
practice raised legitimate concern regarding the parent's subjective influences on the
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findings. Certainly the disadvantage to being a parent/participant observer is in the way
some may view the parent/participant observer's findings. Even so, "literacy" research by a

parent regarding his or her child is no longer a novelty. Multiple one-child studies by a
parent have contributed to the findings of this research (Anbar, 1984; Baghban, 1984;
Bissex, 1979; Bloom, 1975; Fowler, 1962; Halliday, 1975; Hoffman, 1982; Lass, 1982;
Lass, 1983; Ledson, 1975; Leopold, 1939; Lynn, 1970; Schickedanz, 1990; Shatz, 1994;
Terman, 1918; Weir, 1962; White, 1984; Wolf & Heath, 1992). Hoffman (1982) stated,

"There has been a tradition of intensive one-child diary studies (particularly early language
acquisition) where the richness of detail compensates for the limit in number"

(p. 14). Considering just the studies noted here, the "richness of detail" of one study is
now reinforced by the "richness of detail" of almost twenty. It is no longer necessary for

case studies of literacy development to stand alone. Direct comparison of this literacy
study to other one-child parent-researched literacy studies is possible and valuable.
Biased Interpretations. Considering the concern often associated with parents

studying their children, an extreme effort is made to keep the data from this study free of

motherly prejudices. Other investigators can easily validate the data compiled for this
study. The body of tangible and observable data, including video recordings,

writing/drawing samples, and direct quotations documented in a daily journal, speaks for
itself. Although the interpretations of the data are the author's, so are the interpretations

of any researcher, for any research, qualitative or quantitative.
Summary
Emergent literacy is the term used to identify a large body of research which

focuses on the literacy development of children from birth until conventional literacy.
Chapter I outlines the basic parameters of emergent literacy, including the philosophy,
history, basic concepts, and relevant research. Gaps in emergent literacy research were

then identified and prompted the following research.
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This study identifies and consolidates research regarding the emergent literacy

behaviors of children from birth to three years based on the current research and
philosophy of emergent literacy, and it tests the accuracy of these results by comparing

them with the findings of a case study of my daughter's literacy development from birth to
three years. The ultimate purpose for this study is to: (1) identify emergent literacy
behaviors of children from birth to three years; (2) identify how reading, writing, and

language skills develop concurrently and interrelatedly from birth to three years; and
(3) offer insight for parents regarding children's literacy development from birth to three

years.
Chapters n, III, and IV consolidate information regarding the emergent literacy
behaviors of children from birth to three years by considering the similarities, differences,

unexplored issues, and generalizations posed by studies pertaining to reading, writing and
language development. To test and confirm these findings, Chapter V outlines a case study

of my daughter's emergent literacy development from birth to three years. This case study

follows a phenomenological theoretical perspective which requires the observation and
analysis of emergent literacy behaviors as they appear in experience. Thus, emergent

literacy behaviors (i.e., observable responses to reading, writing, and language) as
demonstrated at home and other normal surroundings are observed and analyzed.

This study involves qualitative research methodologies, which are research

procedures that produce descriptive data: people's own written or spoken words and

observable behavior (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975, p. 4). The qualitative methods used for data

collection in this case study include the collection of fieldnotes, writing/drawing samples,
video recordings, and transcripts. The data collected were analyzed inductively and
followed the guidelines set forth by Glaser's (1978) grounded theory approach, which is a
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type of data analysis that insists on "the discovery of theory from data" (Glaser & Strauss,

1967, p, 1), Chapters VI, VII, VUI present the results of the analysis and Chapter IX

discusses the implications of the findings.
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Chapter II

Studies of Reading Development:

Birth to Three Years

Introduction
This chapter reviews the literature on the reading development of children from

birth to three years, based on the current research and philosophy of emergent literacy.
Studies that identified the reading behaviors of children from birth to three years are

abstracted and then compared and contrasted to determine: (1) similarities and
differences, (2) unexplored issues, and (3) generalizations. The ultimate purpose for this
review is to identify the reading behaviors of children from birth to three years.
Reading, writing, and language development are discussed in separate chapters so

that the individual characteristics of each may be identified. However, as Holdaway (1979)

stated regarding the organization of his own book, "the fact that they are dealt with in this
way is simply a convenience of authorship, not an exemplification of their distinctness"
(p. 22). Holdaway (1979) stated, "A traditional error of thinking about reading and writing

was to see them as discrete subjects isolated from the world of language and spoken

culture and then to teach them as if they had no relationship to listening and speaking"
(p. 12). It is important to remember, "Reading must be seen as part of a child's general

language development and not as a discrete skill isolated from listening, speaking, and
writing" (Anderson, 1984, p. 30). With these points in mind, the following paragraphs
describe reading development studies of children from birth to three years.

Relevant Research Findings
Anbar (1984) studied six early readers, ages two years-nine months to four years-

ten months, to determine: (1) if there was an identifiable process by which these children
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learned to read and (2) the role of parents in these children's early reading acquisition.
Major findings from Anbar's study indicated the following:

(1) evolving process of reading acquisition for each subject, (2) similarity in

process of reading acquisition across subjects, (3) reading acquisition followed

identifiable stages, (4) parents instrumental in child's reading development,
(5) parent help was spontaneous, intuitive, and unplanned yet also used large
variety of techniques to facilitate reading development, (6) parent tried to initiate

enjoyable literacy experiences, (7) parents enjoyed interacting with their child

(pp. 238-239).
Anbar concluded the results were significant because "six preschool children, of

varying ages, of different backgrounds, with no formal reading instruction, learned to read

following a remarkably similar process of development" (p. 241). Anbar described stages
for "the learning process of early readers who learn to read when no planned method of
instruction is utilized" (p.241). The stages that Anbar hypothesized are as follows:

Stage I - A preliminary period of gaining general awareness of books and print
(starting any time during the first year).

Stage II - Learning to identify the letters and acquire a sight vocabulary (starting
around 12-18 months).

Stage III - Learning the sounds of the letters (starting around 20-24 months).
Stage IV - Making Words (starting around 24-32 months)

Stage V - Active participation in reading from familiar books (starting around

20-30 months).
Stage VI - Sounding out short unfamiliar words (starting around 32-34 months).
Stage VII - Ability to read easy unfamiliar books (around 36 months).
Stage VIII - Reading for the enjoyment of content (around 48 months)(p. 242).
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Baghban (1984) presented a case study of her daughter's acquisition of oral

language, reading, and writing. Baghban gathered data regarding her daughter's literacy
development using qualitative procedures such as audio/video recordings with
transcriptions, a collection of writing and drawing samples, a diary of experiences and

activities, and a notebook of observations and speculations. Analysis resulted in a
chronological comparison of oral language, reading, and written language development.

While Baghban's discussion of Giti's oral language development begins at birth, discussion

of early reading experiences does not begin until nine months (p. 27) and a description of
early writing experiences does not begin until 17 months (p. 45). Excerpts from Baghban's

chronological comparison, including her daughter's reading development only, are

presented in table 1.

Table 1. Excerpts From Baghban's Chronological Comparison of Oral Language, Reading,

and Written Language Development
Approximate age in months

Reading

14

imitative reading (book babbling)

14

labeling in books

20

associations across books

25

categorizations of print items

30

story reading schema

(Baghban, 1984, p. 88.)

Doake (1986) studied how parents instill an inner drive for reading in their children

from birth. He described the one-year case study of a baby boy named Raja. "Raja was
read to on the day he was bom and on virtually every day following" (p. 4).
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Doake offered a series of photographs to reinforce observations of Raja's literacy
behaviors from birth to one year. Doake concluded parents must provide a print-oriented

environment for their children.
Doake's description of Raja's experiences with literature from birth to one year
offers insight worth comparing with other emergent literacy studies. Excerpts from

Doake's study are presented below.
Birth to 2 months - Little obvious attention to books; lies passively; occasionally

looks at book, room or reader (p. 4).

2 months - Comforted by reading; begins touching book pages; more "active" and
"animated" as a familiar book is read (p. 4).

3-4 months - Preference for familiar stories; "restless and distracted" by

unfamiliar stories (p. 5).
5 months - Approximate 40 minute attention span; repertoire of 15 familiar stories
(three of which were in Arabic) (p. 5).

6 months - Responds to reading with smiles and excitement; stretches to particular

words (p. 5).
8 months - Appears to recognize the end of a story by gestures; reacts to
illustrations; points to and tastes interesting pages (p. 5).

9 months - Turns pages; treats book "delicately" (p.5).
10 months - Distinguishes between English and Arabic stories by turning pages in

the correct directions; turns pages on request or when the reader stopped

reading (p. 5).
11 months - Identifies some favorite books by name; began long periods of

independent play with books (p. 6).
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In 1950, Ilg and Ames published their "Reading Gradient," which looked at
developmental trends in reading behavior among children 15 months to 10 years.

The children 5 years or younger were studied at home and school responding to pictures

and books as they read and were read to. Parents' observations were also considered in
this research. Results were presented in Ilg and Ames' reading gradient. Excerpts from

this gradient are presented below.

15 months - Pats identified pictures in book.

18 months - Points to identified pictures in book.
24 months - Names objects pictured in book.

36-42 months - 1. May identify some capital letters, in alphabet book or on blocks;
2. some select letters by form: i.e., round letters (O, C, D, G) or vertical and

horizontal ones (T, I); some by association M for Mummy, D for Daddy, J for
Johnny, etc. 3. May know alphabet through songs or poems. Enjoys this but does
not necessarily learn the letters. 4. Wants to look at pictures in book when being
read to" (p. 293).
Lamme and Packer (1986) studied the value of reading with infants. Over a four

month period, they observed 13 middle-class mothers reading to their infants. The infants,
ranging in age from 3 to 8.5 months at the beginning of the study to 7 to 12.5 months by

the end of the study, were observed being read four books. Transcriptions from the
observations were analyzed and compared to: (1) interviews and observations of 20 other
mothers reading to infants in their home setting and (2) case studies by one of the

researchers on her son's and daughters' emergent reading behaviors over the first year of

life. Results identified 19 infant behaviors during reading, which were categorized into

four domains: visual, tactile, verbal, and affective (p. 505). Lamme and Packer organized
a developmental scale of infant bookreading (see table 2).
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Table 2. Lamme and Packer's Developmental

Scale of Infant Bookreading

Receptive bookreading (birth to 3 months) - either the babies are content to sit and

listen or they are not.
Random book awareness (3 to 6 months) - babies more aware of books and want

to become more involved during bookreading.
Considered book involvement (6 to 9 months) - responses more considered. Make

premeditated decisions to put books in their mouths or to try to turn pages.
Active book reading (9 months to 1 year) - infants are integrally involved.

Joint bookreading (12 to 15 months) - short reading sessions due to interest in

mobility. Often lead the bookreading.

(Lamme & Packer, 1986, p. 507-508.)

Joyner and Ray (1987) completed a one-year study of the acquisition of language
development, attitude development, and reading behaviors of infants from birth to 15

months. They observed and analyzed daily reading sessions between parents and infants,
and they compared findings to a control group as well as to the study conducted by

Lamme and Packer (1986). As did Lamme and Packer (1986), Joyner and Ray organized

early reading behaviors into four domains: (1) affective, (2) visual, (3) tactile/motor,
and (4) verbal. From these domains of early reading behaviors, they revised the five "age
span labels" originally defined by Lamme and Packer. Joyner and Ray's age span labels

included: (1) random book awareness, 0-3 months; (2) random book involvement,
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3-6 months; (3) mature book involvement, 6-9 months; (4) active book reading, 9-12
months; and (5) joint book reading, 12-15 months (p. 34).

Joyner and Ray (1987) contended "intentional, consistent, informed parental

reading to infants, beginning at birth and continuing through the first year of life, had a
dramatic effect on the development of reading-like behaviors, language development, and

positive attitudes towards reading in those infants" (pp. 21-22). They concluded that

infants (1) exhibit signs of pleasure and security in positive reading situations, (2) acquire

important reading-like behaviors, and (3) reflect their listening vocabulary in first spoken
words.
Lass (1982) conducted a case study on her son's awareness of print and learning to

read from birth to two years. Data was collected through recording the reading behaviors

of her son Jed in a diary at least twice a month. Table 3 shows how Lass documented her
son's development.

Table 3. Timeline of Emerging Reading Behaviors

Skills
Eyes focus on print

Scans print from left to right

Can turn pages

.Months of Age

1/2

Interests

Shows preference for printed
over solid areas of color

2 1/2

3

Books are playthings,
manipulates

6

Brief periods of looking at
and listening to books

9

(table continues)
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Table 3 (continued)

Skills

Brings books to adults

Months of Age

Interests

10

Sustained periods of looking
at and listening to books

12

Has favorite books, requests
rereadings

13

Discovers television, books
with Sesame Street characters
are favorites

Collects, stacks, and carries books
of same format

15

Scribbles with finger

16

Studies parents in the act of
writing

Recognizes eight letters, identifies
all letters as "B" or "D"

17

Enjoys locating letters on
signs, television, and in books

Recognizes 20 letters, identifies
14 letters

18

Identifies numbers 1-10, identifies
first whole word-"apple"

19

Loves to scribble crayon over
letters as he identifies them

Confuses functions of letters and
numbers, can spell his name

20

Will only request ABC and
number books

Matches letters

21

Enjoys playing with letters
and numbers in songs and
verbal games

Can play oral cloze games with
familiar material

22

Listens to Mother Goose
records, enjoys Dr. Seuss

Is able to relate certain story
events to his experience

23

Enjoys some children's
literature

(table continues
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Table 3 (continued)
Months of Age

-Skills

Pretend-reads the titles of favorite
books, identifies products from
logos, understands up-down
reversals but fails on left-right reversals

Interests

24

(Lass, 1982, p. 23.)

In 1983 Lass did a follow-up study which described her son's third year of reading

development. Excerpts from this study are presented below.
26 months - "It was difficult to tell if substitutions or memorization yielded the
word" (p. 511).

29 months - "He could read some words and letters" (p. 508).
28 months - Had approximately 41 sight words (p. 509), had a preference for

learning words in meaning clumps (e g., colors, numbers, shapes) then by

sound qualities, had no idea that decoding information could be useful
although he was learning about it from TV and Daycare (p. 510),

discovered removing "s" at the end made the word singular" (p. 511).

29 months - "Was perusing titles from library shelves" (p. 512).
30 months - "Using syllabication to determine unknown words, was using TV
viewing guides to find his favorite shows, newspapers for movie selection,
and advertisements to identify toys he wanted, had picked up story
language" (p. 512).

31 months - Began telling narratives.
33 months - "Before the age of 3 becomes a beginning reader" (p. 509).
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33-36 months - Began demonstrating sequencing, and developed skills regarding

main idea, detail comprehension, characterization, classify parts of
speech, brought personal meaning to the book, and had definite reading

interests (p. 512-513).

Snow and Ninio (1986) combined their research on language acquisition and
mother-child interactions to determine how book reading contributed to literacy

development. They concluded that seven "contracts" or rules (1) guided bookreading
sessions with preschool children and (2) had to be learned by children if the children were

to participate successfully in book-reading sessions. The seven basic rules they identified
are as follows:

1.

Books are for reading, not for manipulating (p. 122).

2.

In book reading, the book is in control; the reader is led (p. 124).

3.

Pictures are not things but representatives of things (p. 126)

4.

Pictures are for naming (p. 131).

5.

Pictures, though static, can represent events (p. 132).

6.

Book events occur outside real time (p. 134).

7.

Books constitute an autonomous fictional world (p. 135).

Sulzby (1983) studied the emergent reading behaviors of young children to see if
they indicated developmental patterns. During a one-year study, Sulzby observed 32

middle- and low-income children, ages 2, 3, and 4 years, reading books. The procedure
involved the children selecting books they wanted to read, then reading them to the

examiner and a stuffed animal. Videotape and audiotape recordings of the sessions were
transcribed and analyzed. The results indicated that children's emergent reading behavior

was (1) stable across storybooks, (2) increased with age, and (3) showed developmental
patterns. Sulzby determined that long before conventional reading, children are making

written and oral language distinctions.
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Sulzby (1985a) extended the 1983 study by combining results of the two studies to
show patterns of young children's emergent storybook reading behaviors from age two

until kindergarten. The study in 1985 involved 24 kindergarteners with no formal reading
instruction. Each child was observed reading to an adult once at the beginning of the

school year and once at the end. Analysis of observations indicated that children's
emergent reading behavior followed developmental patterns which could be organized
into a classification scheme.

As a result of her research on the patterns of children's emergent storybook
reading behaviors, Sulzby (1985a) organized a classification scheme for emergent reading

of favorite storybooks. The scheme represented children's reading behaviors during
"independent" reading, without adult interaction (p. 464). Sulzby (1985a) determined that

"Further research needs to be conducted to probe the nature of the classification scheme
and address issues of what sort of ordering is appropriate" (p. 478). Valencia and Sulzby
(1991) offered a "simplified version of the Sulzby storybook reading classification

scheme." Five broad categories of the "Simplified Version" are presented in table 4.

Table 4. Excerpts From the Simplified Version of the Sulzby Storybook
Reading Classification Scheme

1. Attending to Pictures, Not Forming Stories
2. Attending to Pictures, Forming ORAL Stories
3. Attending to Pictures, Reading and Storytelling Mixed

4. Attending to Pictures, Forming WRITTEN Stories
5. Attending to Print

(Excerpts from Valencia & Sulzby, 1991, p. 500.)
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Sulzby and Teale (1987) combined Sulzby's research on emergent storybook
reading with Teale's research on parent-child interactions during storybook reading.
During a three-year study, the researchers observed the reading behaviors of eight families

from different income and cultural groups. Observations indicated that children's

emergent reading behavior increased with time and followed patterns supporting Sulzby's
classification scheme. Sulzby and Teale concluded that from birth until conventional

literacy, children are discovering the interrelationships between oral and written language
within their culture.

Whereas the studies cited previously outlined the reading behaviors of children
from birth to three years, Trelease (1989) described how parents should read to infants

and children. The description offered insight into the developing reading behaviors of

infants and how parents might respond to these behaviors. Excerpts from Trelease's book
regarding children from birth to 3 years are presented below.
At four months of age, since he has limited mobility, a child has little or no

choice but to listen and observe, thus making a passive, noncombative audience for

the parent.

By six months, however, the child is more interested in grabbing the book
to suck on it than listening (Which he's also doing). Bypass the problem by giving

him a teething toy or other distraction.

At eight months, he may prefer turning pages to steady listening. Allow
him ample opportunity to explore this activity but don't give up the book entirely.

At 12 months, the child's involvement grows to turning pages for you,

pointing to objects you name on the page, even making noises for animals on cue.

By 15 months and the onset of walking, his restlessness blossoms fully, and
your reading times must by chosen so as not to frustrate his immediate interests

(p. 44).
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Similarities Between Reading Research Findings

Similar reading behaviors identified across the studies just reviewed are discussed
below. (Similarities appear in italics.) For organizational purposes, the information is

divided into age categories. This is not an attempt to identify stages of reading
development. As Caplan (1973) stated, "Please do not regard this as a rigid timetable.

Babies are unpredictable. Some perform an activity earlier or later than the chart

indicates" (p. 34). Instead, regard the following information as a collection of what is
currently known about reading behaviors of infants and young children.

Birth - 3 months. Infants sat and listened to reading. Lamtne and Packer (1986)
stated that while reading "either the baby is content to sit and listen or they are not" and

labeled the behaviors from birth to three months as "receptive bookreading," which
implied the baby was listening and receiving from reading (p. 507). Doake (1986) noted

that infants "pay little obvious attention to books but lie passively with occasional looks at
the book, room, or reader" (p. 4). Joyner and Ray (1987) commented that infants were
"content to sit and listen" (p. 8). Trelease (1989) stated that an infant's "limited mobility"

caused it to be a "passive, noncombative audience with little or no choice but to listen and

observe" (p. 44).
Reading comforted infants. Doake (1986) noted that Raja was "comforted by
reading" as indicated when he stopped crying once a familiar story was read" (p. 4).
Joyner and Ray (1987) noticed with infants that "security was established with the reader
through holding and cuddling" (p. 8). Lass (1982) referred to books as "playthings and

manipulatives" (p. 23). Such a description implied the infant would find comfort through
reading as an enjoyable entertainment. Lamme and Packer stated "when infants grasp a

finger, or wiggle into a comfortable position, they reveal that bookreading at this age was
primarily an affective experience" (p. 507).
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Infants attended to books. Doake (1986) stated that infants appeared to be more
"active" and/or "animated" as a familiar book was read (p. 4). Joyner and Ray noticed that
infants "focus on pictures in books" (p. 11). They also commented on the infants' "short

attention spans ranging from several seconds to three minutes" (p. 8). Lass (1982)
contended that her son's eyes were "focused on print" rather than pictures. Furthermore,

she noted that her son had a "preference for printed pages over solid areas of color and
appeared to scan print from left to right" (p. 23). Lamme and Packer (1986) took a

slightly different stance when they stated, "From birth to about 3 months, infants merely

stared at the book. Sometimes they focused on one thing in the picture, but there
appeared to be no connection between the infant's gaze and what the parent was reading

or talking about" (p. 505).
Infants interacted with books. Doake (1986) noticed that infants within the first

three months of life began "touching book pages" (p. 4). Joyner and Ray (1987) noted that
over the first three months there was a change from random to more directed efforts of

scratching, patting, tapping, and rubbing of books. They also noticed infants engaging in
random babbling during book reading sessions (p. 12). Finally, Lass (1982) noticed her

son interacted with books as he used them as "playthings or manipulatives " (p. 23).
Infants respondedpositively and/or negatively to reading. Doake (1986)
described infants as being "active" and "animated" as a familiar book was read (p. 4).
A positive response was indicated as the infant appeared to recognize the story and

enjoyed its familiarity. Joyner and Ray (1987) noticed a negative response to reading as
infants "look away to end a reading session." Furthermore, "after the infant looks away,

she will fuss if the reading session continues or will be content if it ends" (p. 12). Lamme
and Packer (1986) also contended "infants have an early warning system, consisting of
looking away from the book and, later, arching their backs prior to crying"
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(p. 507). The infants' recognition of stories as well as their "early warning system"
indicated that infants have positive and negative responses to reading.

3-6 months. The 3- to 6- month-old infant demonstrated increased reading
participation over the infantfrom birth to 3 months. Lamme and Packer (1986) referred

to this age as "random book awareness because babies are now more aware of books and
want to become more involved during bookreading" (p. 507). Doake (1986) noticed the
older infant had an approximate "40 minute attention span" (p. 5) which was longer than
that of the younger infant. Trelease (1989) noticed that "by six months the infant is now
more interested in grabbing the book to suck on it than listening" although Trelease

contended that the infant was also listening (p. 44).
Joyner and Ray (1987) observed that from birth to three months the infant had an

extremely short attention span ranging from "several seconds to three minutes" (p. 8).

By 3 to 6 months, the infant's attention span increased to approximately "ten to twentythree minutes before the infant signaled enough" (p. 9). Other signs of increased

participation according to Joyner and Ray included the infant "following left-to-right
textual progression with eyes. Such a behavior was possible only if it was modeled by the
reader pointing to the print" (p. 11). (It is interesting to note that Lass made this exact

observation during the period from birth to 3 months [p. 23].) Joyner and Ray stated that
infants "chew the books, try to turn pages, are actively involved with interactive books

(p. 12-13) and babble during reading sessions" (p. 14).
Infants displayed reading preferences. Doake (1986) commented that Raja at this
age had a "preference for familiar stories" (p. 5). Joyner and Ray (1987) noticed the

infants displayed a "preference for certain books, types of books, and pages within the
books" (p. 9). They also noticed that the infants showed "a definite preference for colorful
illustrations over black and white" (p. 11). Lass (1982) commented, "Jed always had

favorite books and favorite parts of books" (p. 23).
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Infants demonstratedpleasure from reading. Lamme and Packer ( 1986) noticed

"at about 3 months, infants began taking initiative in affective behaviors by holding on to

their mother's finger, and by 5 months, gently stroking or patting her arm. These gentle
touches tended to reassure the infant and made bookreading more satisfying. By 6

months, infants became more mobile and could turn around and look at their mother or
grin at her during storyreading" (p. 506). Doake (1986) stated that Raja responded to
reading with "smiles and excitement and did stretches to particular words" (p. 5).

Within the affective domain, Joyner and Ray (1987) commented that infants
"associated reading with security and pleasure through such behaviors as gently stroking,
patting the mother's arm, or holding the mother's finger during the reading session" (p.8).
They noted that one infant immediately stopped crying following a shot at the doctor's

office when a favorite book is recited (p. 9).
6-9 months. Infants demonstrated increased reading participation. Turning
pages during reading sessions appeared to be a characteristic common to the 6- to

9-month-old infant (Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987; Lamme & Packer, 1986; Lass,
1982; Trelease, 1989). Other indications of increased participation included Lamme and
Packer's (1986) reference to this "age span" as representing "considered book

involvement." The infants during this period "made premeditated decisions to put books in

their mouths or to try to turn pages." Actions by the 6- to 9-month-old infant were
therefore "more considered" (p. 507). Doake (1986) identified increased reading
participation as Raja began to "recognize the end of a story by gestures, react to

illustrations, point to and taste interesting pages, as well as turn pages and flatten them
delicately" (p. 5).

Within the four domains that Joyner and Ray (1987) identified, each domain

demonstrated increased involvement or participation on the infant's part, for example,
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1. affective domain - began to anticipate storyline through tactile/motor, verbal,
and affective behaviors, self-select books as playthings, initiate reading sessions,
indicated book preference, six- to forty-five-minute attention span;

2. visual domain - infants followed pointing cues to pictures and text;
3. tactile/motor domain - page turning became proficient (left to right or right to
left), signals the end of session by arching back, squirming, and attempting to

leave; open and close the book;
4. verbal domain - noises and gestures predict story actions (pp. 8-15).

Infants had book preferences. Lamme and Packer (1986) stated, "Infants who
have been read to since birth have definite book preferences at 6 months and definite
routines for reading these favorite books" (p. 507). Joyner and Ray (1987) observed an
infant "self-select books as playthings." Furthermore, by 8.5 months all the infants began
to initiate the reading sessions and clearly indicated a preference for the types of books

they wanted to have read" (p. 9).
Infants appeared to anticipate storyline. Lamme and Packer (1986) noticed "by 9
months infants predicted actions in the book and make both noises and gestures to

accompany the story" (p. 507). Doake (1986) commented that Raja appeared to

recognize the end of a story by gestures. Raja "emitted a contented sigh or smiled up at

the reader when the last page was turned and read" (p. 5). Joyner and Ray (1987) noticed
that infants were beginning to anticipate storyline or actions also through tactile/motor

gestures, verbal responses, and affective behaviors (pp. 8-15).
9-12 months. Infants described as being "integrally " involved with reading.

"Active book reading" was the label Lamme and Packer (1986) gave to the age span of

infants 9 tol2 months old. They noticed that infants are "integrally involved in the
bookreading process," which included being able to,
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(1) identify front and back of the book, (2) place the book right side up, (3) turn
pages with guidance, (4) babble with the story reader, (5) make animal noises to
accompany animals in the book, (6) use smile and gestures to anticipate storyline,

(7) follow one character throughout the book, (8) follow left to right progression
with eyes (p. 508).
Doake (1986) also identified increased involvement of the infant during this age

span. Doake noticed the infant: (1) turned pages in the correct directions, (2) turned
pages on request or when the reader stopped reading, (3) identified some favorite books

by name, and (4) began long periods of independent play with books (p. 5-6).
Trelease (1989) identified similar behaviors; for example, the infant: "(1) turned
pages for the reader, (2) pointed to objects the reader named on the page, and

(3) made noises of animals on cue" (p. 44).
Joyner and Ray (1987) also described a very large increase in reading behaviors,

for example: (1) affective domain - anticipated the story line, play-read, initiated reading
sessions, may select reading over other activities; (2) visual domain - followed character

from beginning to end of story; (3) tactile/motor domain - pointed to objects for reader to
label or pointed to object and label, initiates reading session; and (4) verbal domain - first
words reflected reading vocabulary (pp. 8-15).

Lass (1982) also described integral involvement with reading as her son: (1) had
sustained periods of looking at and listening to books, (2) selected favorite books, (3)

requested rereadings, and (4) brought books to adults to be read (p. 23).
12 - 24 Months. Increased mobility (e.g., learning to walk) caused a decrease in

reading interest. Joyner and Ray (1987) noticed "new mobility caused a lag in attention
span. Infants seemed to prefer to explore surroundings as opposed to sitting and listening

for long periods of time" (p. 10). Lamme and Packer (1986) stated "reading sessions
during this time are short due to interest in mobility" (p. 508). Trelease (1989) noticed the
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influence of mobility on reading time as well. Trelease commented that "restlessness
blossoms with the onset of walking. Reading times must by chosen so as not to frustrate

immediate interests" (p. 44).

Infants "lead" bookreading. Lamme and Packer (1986) stated that infants "often

lead the bookreading by pointing to things in the book and expecting an adult response.
They like to name things and to chime in on rhymes or fill in the names of characters,
sound effects, or repetitive refrains" (p. 508).

Similarly, Ilg and Ames (1950) noted that infants increased their skills from 12 to

24 months. They observed infants first identified pictures in books as they patted them.

This skill was then followed by the ability to point to identified pictures in books. This
skill was then followed by the ability to name objects pictured in books (p. 293).

Joyner and Ray (1987) discovered the 12- to 24-month-old to be more
"independent in their approach to reading" (p. 10). For example, the infant may "place a

book right-side-up and begin to imitate the pointing, labeling behavior of the parent"
(p. 14) or "name things in books" (p. 15). Joyner and Ray also discovered the infant's
"speaking vocabulary reflected the reading/listening vocabulary" (p. 15).
Baghban (1984) noticed her daughter Giti leading bookreading in several ways.

First, Giti began "labeling items" in books. Second, Giti was beginning to "make

associations across books" (p. 88). Third, Giti "at nine months babbled like a child
speaking English and at 14 months babbled like a child reading English" (p. 39). Fourth,

Giti determined a single letter represented a meaningfill word that started with that letter
(e g., "M" represented McDonald's) (p. 29).
Lass (1982) noted a number of observations about the 12- to 24-month-old infant:

(1) related books and TV characters; (2) collected, stacked, and carried books of the same
format; (3) began to recognize and identify letters; (4) located letters in the environment;

(5) identified a word; (6) requested favorite books; (7) confused functions of letters and
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numbers; (8) could spell his name; (9) could match letters; (10) was able to relate a story
to real life; (11) enjoyed children's literature; (12) pretend-read titles; (13) identified

products from logos; and (14) understood up-down reversals but failed on left-right
reversals (p. 23).
24-36 months. Three studies considered the reading behaviors of the 24- to
36-month-old child (Baghban, 1984; Lass, 1983; Ilg & Ames, 1950). Of these studies,

Lass (1983) is the only researcher that began to read to her son from birth. Baghban
(1984) began reading to her daughter at 9 months. Ilg and Ames began observing reading
behaviors at 15 months (although it is unknown when reading was initiated with these
infants.) In comparing these available studies of the 24- to 36-month-old child, it became
apparent that the sooner the infant was read to, the sooner reading behaviors appeared.

While the behaviors described were similar, the ages they were observed varied from study

to study based on how early reading was initiated with the infant. What follows is a
description of the behaviors observed in each study.
Lass (1983) commented that by 26 months "It was difficult to tell if substitutions
or memorization yielded the word" (p. 511). By 28 months her son: (1) had
approximately 41 sight words (p. 509); (2) preferred learning words in meaning clumps

(e g , colors, numbers, shapes) than by sound qualities; (3) had no idea that decoding
information could be useful although he learned about it from TV and daycare (p. 510);

and (4) discovered removing "s" at the end made the word singular" (p. 511). By 29

months, "He could read some words and letters" (p. 508) and "was perusing titles from
library shelves" (p. 512). By 30 months he began "using syllabication to determine
unknown words, was using TV viewing guides to find his favorite shows, newspapers for
movie selection, and advertisements to identify toys he wanted, had picked up story
language" (p. 512). By 31 months, he began telling narratives. Between 33 months and 36

months, he began demonstrating sequencing; developed skills regarding main idea, detail
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comprehension, characterization, and classifing parts of speech; brought personal meaning

to the book; and had definite reading interests (p. 512-513). By 33 months, "Before the

age of 3 became a beginning reader" (p. 509).
Baghban (1984) noticed that her daughter Giti was able to make categorizations of
print items. For example, Giti categorized "boats" into "sailboats" and "motor boats" as a

result of what she had learned about the world through books (p. 62). Baghban also noted

that Giti began to demonstrate story reading schema or the idea that "books talk in a
special way" (p. 63).

Ilg and Ames (1950) discussed behaviors for which they identified with a 36- to
42-month-old. Interestingly, they described many behaviors Joyner and Ray described

during the 12- to 24-month period. Because the behaviors Ilg and Ames observed may
overlap into the 24- to 36-month age described here, they are included here. Behaviors
they identified included the following: (1) may identify some capital letters, in alphabet

book or on blocks; (2) may identify some select letters by form (e g., the round letters 0,
C, D, G or the vertical and horizontal letters T, I), some by association (e g., M for

Mummy, D for Daddy, J for Johnny); (3) may know alphabet through songs or poems -

enjoyed this but does not necessarily learn the letters; and (4) wanted to look at pictures in

book when being read to (p. 293).

Differences Between Reading Research Findings
While many similarities existed within the findings of these studies, differences

(identified below by italic type) also were apparent. Only three studies began observing

reading behaviors of infantsfrom birth (Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987; Lass, 1982).

The research approach often varied Except for Trelease, who wrote an
informative book for parents, all the reports resulted from naturalistic observations.

However, the qualitative approach for the studies often varied. Four were case studies
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(Baghban, 1984; Doake, 1986; Lass, 1982, 1983); three studies combined longitudinal and
cross sectional research with each other (Sulzby, 1983, 1985; Sulzby & Teale, 1987); and

the remaining studies also combined longitudinal and cross sectional considerations with
each other (Larnrne & Packer, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987).

The populations observed varied. Two researchers studied their own children

(Baghban, 1984; Lass, 1982,1983) while another observed the interaction between a boy
and his parents (Doake, 1986). Several studies had middle- and/or low-income

participants (Lamme & Packer, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987; Sulzby, 1983, 1985; Sulzby &

Teale, 1987), some of whom included participants from different cultures (Sulzby &
Teale, 1987). However, it is not known from where or from whom Trelease (1989) and
Ilg and Ames (1950) gathered their information. Furthermore, it is important to note that
characteristics unique to boys or girls was not an issue for studies dealing with children
from birth to three years. The focus was on identifying children's early reading behaviors
in general.

Study results varied somewhat. Concerning the actual intent of an infant from

birth to three months regarding attention to a book, many studies contended that the infant
was in fact attending to books in his or her own way (Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;

Lass, 1982). However, Lamme and Packer (1986) took a slightly different stance: "From

birth to about 3 months, infants merely stared at the book. Sometimes they focused on
one thing in the picture, but there appeared to be no connection between the infant's gaze
and what the parent was reading or talking about" (p. 505).
Another difference noticed in the results concerned whether or not there was

increased reading participation from 3 to 6 months. Although the majority of studies

observed increased participation in reading (Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987; Lamme &
Packer, 1986; Trelease, 1989), Lass (1982) stated that her son Jed had only "brief periods

of looking at and listening to books at 6 months of age" (p. 23). Because increased
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mobility was a factor at one year of age in decreasing reading time, it would be interesting

to know if Jed was crawling at 6 months. Maybe increased mobility was once again a

factor for reducing reading time.
Yet another difference in regards to results concerned left-to-right textual

progression with eyes. Joyner and Ray (1987) observed their infants by 3 to 6 months

"follow left-to-right textual progression with eyes" (p. 11). They commented that such a
behavior was possible only if it had been modeled by the reader pointing to the print. It is

interesting to note that Lass (1982) observed this exact behavior during the period from

birth to three months (p. 23).
Unexplored Issues

By comparing and contrasting these studies on the development of reading, it was
easy to identify several unexplored issues. First, several studies identified the needfor

further research on reading developmental patterns. Regarding their bookreading scale,
Lamme and Packer (1986) stated, "This infant bookreading scale needs further validation

by the systematic study of more children who are read to during infancy" (p. 508). Sulzby
(1992) also recognized the need for further research on the developmental patterns of
emergent literacy behaviors of children. Furthermore, Ilg and Ames, whose study was

conducted in the 1950's, described the same reading patterns at an older age than the
studies conducted more recently. Such an obvious improvement in skill of the 1980's

children over the 1950's children raises some interesting questions. Is this a result of more
emphasis on early literacy experiences in the 1980's than in the 1950's? If so, would

providing every child with consistent literacy experiences from birth improve the

possibility of identifying literacy development stages with approximate ages?
A second unexplored issue regards research thatfocused on reading, writing,
and language developmentfrom birth. Baghban (1984) is the only study that took
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reading, writing, and language development into consideration from infancy. However, no
study addressed reading, writing, and language development from birth.
A third issue concerns the needfor more case studies by parents. Baghban (1984)

stated, "The wealth of specific data collected over the first 34 months of Giti's life
suggested that continued research by trained parents using a case study approach offers as
much to language arts education as it does to child language research, as both fields

struggle to construct accurate models of children's oral and written language
development" (p. 105)
Generalizations

After reviewing the literature, certain generalizations developed regarding reading

behaviors of young children from birth to three years. These generalizations are listed
below. Following each generalization are examples of behaviors that support the

generalization.

Birth - 3 months
1. Infants appeared receptive to reading:

a.

sit and listen to reading;

b.

little obvious attention to books;

c.

occasionally look at book, room, or reader;

d.

limited mobility causes a passive
audience; no choice but to sit and listen.

2. Infants are comforted by reading:

a.

infant may stop crying when a familiar book is read;

b.

establishes security through holding and cuddling;

c.

book may become a plaything or manipulative.
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3. Infants noticed books:

a.

appear more active when read a familiar book;

b.

eyes may focus on pictures or print;

c.

short attention span (several seconds to 3 min.);

d.

infants may appear to stare with no connection.

4. Infants interacted with books:

a.

will begin touching the books, random to more directed

efforts;

b.

random babbling may occur during reading session.

5. Infants were responsive to reading:
a.

appear to enjoy familiar books;

b.

"early warning system," look away to end reading session,
fuss if it is not ended on demand, content if it ends.

3 - 6 months

1. Infants increased participation:
a.

attention span of 10 minutes or more;

b.

more aware and involved with books (e g., grab the book to

suck or chew, follow left to right with eyes if reader models
by pointing, try to turn pages, involved with interactive
books, babble during reading session.

2. Infants displayed reading preferences:
a.

may prefer familiar stories;

b.

may prefer certain books, types of books, parts of books

and/or pages of books;
c.

may prefer colorful illustrations to black and white.
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3, Infants demonstrated pleasure from reading:
a.

gentle touches initiated by infant to reader;

b.

infant may smile or appear excited;

c.

familiar story may help stop crying.

6 - 9 months

1. Infants increased participation:
a.

turning pages is characteristic of this age, may even learn to

flatten pages;
b.

premeditated decisions to put books in their mouths;

c.

point to interesting pages and can follow pointing cues to

pictures and text;
d.

may initiate reading sessions;

e.

open and close book;

f.

attention span increases.

2. Infants had book preferences:

a.

favorite books with favorite routines for reading the books;

b.

self-select books as playthings.

3. Infants anticipated storyline:
a.

recognize the end of a story as indicated by tactile/motor
gestures;

b.

verbal responses (e g., sigh);

c.

affective behaviors (e g., smile).

9 - 12 months

Infants "integrally" involved with reading;
a.

identify front and back of book;

b.

place book right side up;
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c.

turn pages, by request or on cue;

d.

babble with reader;

e.

make animal sounds to go with story;

f.

anticipate storyline;

g.

follow one character through book;

h.

left to right progression with eyes;

i.

identify some books by name;

j.

increased independent play with books;

k.

point to appropriate object named;

1.

first words reflect reading vocabulary;

m.

requests rereadings;

n.

initiates reading session.

12 - 24 months
L_ Increased mobility/decreased reading.

2. Infants lead bookreading:
a.

point and expect response;

b.

name things;

c.

help with rhymes;

d.

fill in the names of characters, sound effects, or repetitive
refrains;

e.

pat identified picture, then point to identified picture then
name the identified picture;

f

begin labeling items;

g.

make associations across items;

h.

single letter may identify a word (e g., M represents
McDonald's);
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i.

recognize and identify letters;

j.

locate letters in environment;

k.

identify word;

1

request favorite books;

m.

confuse letter and number functions;

n.

spell name;

o.

match letters;

p.

story related to real life;

q.

pretend to read titles;

r.

identify products from logos;

s.

understand up-down reversals, fail on left-right reversals.

24 - 36 months
1. May identify some capital letters:

a.

some select letters by form

( i.e., the round letters O, C, D, G or the vertical and
horizontal ones T, I);

b.

some by association (M for Mummy, D for Daddy, J for
Johnny, etc.)

2, May know alphabet through songs or poems.

(Does not necessarily learn the letters).
3. Want to look at pictures in book when read to.

4. May make categorizations of print items.

5. May begin demonstrating story reading schema.
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6. -May read some words:

a.

learning words in meaning clumps (e g., colors, numbers,
shapes);

b.

learning words by sound.

7, May have no idea that decoding could be useful,
8. May develop various reading skills:

a.

begin demonstrating sequencing;

b.

develop skills regarding main idea;

c.

develop skills regarding detail comprehension;

d.

develop skills regarding characterization;

e.

classify parts of speech;

f.

discover removing "s" at the
end of a word makes a word singular;

g.

begin using syllabication to determine unknown words;

h.

begin telling narratives;

i.

bring personal meaning to book.

9, May have definite reading interests.

10, May peruse titles.

11. May become a conventional reader.
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Chapter III

Studies of Writing Development:
Birth to Three Years

Relevant Research Findings

Children from birth to three years of age are challenged by the task of
differentiating between the skills of "writing" and "drawing." As young children face this
challenge, behaviors unique to writing development and drawing development are often

intertwined. Because studies about writing development (Sulzby & Teale, 1985) and

drawing development (Lamb, 1982) of children from birth to three years are limited, this
study combined and compared the two bodies of research. Doing this revealed that
research on the development of drawing provides additional information that relates easily

to writing development studies. Discussed below are studies about drawing development
and writing development of children from birth to three years.

Drawing Development. Goodenough (1926) organized "The Goodenough
Intelligence Scale" which used drawings by children to determine intelligence.
Goodenough determined that drawing development was divided into two classes:
Class Al Preliminary stage, in which the drawing cannot be recognized as the

human figure. 1. Aimless, uncontrolled scribbling. 2. Lines somewhat controlled,
approaching crude geometrical forms.

Class B; Drawings which can be recognized as the human figure. The fifty-one
points associated with Goodenough's scale referred to the drawings of this class
(p. 21).
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The first age Goodenough noted for evaluation on the scale was age three.

According to Goodenough, the average three-year-old drew two features on the human
body (p. 39). As the child became older, the number of features included on a single

drawing of the human figure increased.
Isenberg and Jalongo (1993) offered a general overview of children's drawing

development based on a study of relevant studies. They stated,
Children's art may be categorized as nonrepresentational, meaning that it does not

look like the item being represented, or representational, meaning that it does
resemble the item being depicted. These stages correspond roughly to two stages

in writing: prealphabetic (scribbles, shapes, mock letters) and alphabetic (writing
that looks like letters of the alphabet) (p. 65).

Isenberg and Jalongo (1993) characterized the drawing stages of children three years or
younger, as follows.
Nonrepresentational/scribbling stage

Approximate age: 2-3
Art Skills: Explores media through all the senses, makes random marks on

paper, begins scribbling (p. 68).
Nonrepresentational/scribbling stage
Approximate age: 3 years

Art Skills: Explores and manipulates materials. Makes scribbles on top of
each other. Scribbles are more controlled. May cover paper with layers of

color. Process, not product, is important to the child (p. 69).
Nonrepresentational/Scribblin g stage

Approximate age: 3-4 years
Art Skills: Scribbling stage continues. Perceives shapes in work.
Attempts to make shapes. Often names scribbles (p. 70).
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Kellogg (1967) organized a detailed study of children's scribbles based on her

observations of "over a million pieces of children's art" (p. 16). She concluded that all

children go through the same stages of art development. The four stages of art

development identified by Kellogg follow.

1- The Placement Stage; by two years ofage children (a) experimented casually
with the basic scribbles, and (b) placed all scribbles in up to seventeen placement patterns.

2- The Shape Stage: by three years of age children (a) discovered gestalts
(i.e., forms) from placement patterns; and (b) drew shapes as single-line outlined forms
called diagrams (e g., circles, ovals, squares, rectangles, triangles, crosses, X's, and odd
forms).
3 The Design Stage: when children combined different shapes and lines into

structured designs or diagrams (e g., mandalas, suns, and radials).
4. The Pictorial Stage: byfour orfive years of age children made scribbles that

resembled familiar objects based on adult standards (eg., first recognized drawing of the
human figure)(pp. 19-20).
Kellogg discussed drawing development in relationship to reading and writing. She

believed that children's instinctive gestalt-making system, which developed in self-taught

art, could be built upon in an effort to teach reading. Kellogg determined that "teaching
the alphabet and stressing phonetics may be the wrong approach" to teaching reading
(p. 22).

Lamb (1982) was interested in the role of art in an infant and toddler curriculum.

As a result of her research she noted that "very little was written about children's art
experiences from 16 to 36 months of age" (p. 1). Lamb determined stages of art

development for young children included: (1) from 16-24 months, early uncontrolled

scribbles (i.e., no boundaries with varied amounts of pressure; (2) from 18-36 months,
controlled scribbles (i.e., horizontal and vertical marks) as well as more controlled circular
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scribbles; and (3) child named scribbles (i.e., large circle evolved with rays), and soon

after, the first symbolic drawing occurred (pp. 2-4). In addition to identifying these stages,
Lamb contended that "infant art expression was valuable for motor coordination, language

development, and emotional development" of infants and toddlers (p. 1).
Lowenfeld and Brittain (1964) studied drawing development of young children to

adolescence. From their research they organized and presented a detailed scale of drawing
development. Within this scale, they described three sets of characteristics unique to the

"scribbling stage," which they associated with children between the ages of two and four.

The researchers described the first set of characteristics as: (a) disordered,

(b) kinesthetic experience, and (c) no control of motion. The second set of characteristics
included, (a) controlled, (b) repeated motions, (c) establishment of coordination between

visual and motor activity, (d) control of motions, and (e) self-assurance of control through
deviations of type of motions. Characteristics of the third set were described as:

(a) naming scribbles, (b) change from kinesthetic to imaginative thinking, and (c) mixing
of motions with frequent interruption (p. 396).

Mortensen (1991) reviewed the literature and determined there was agreement on

the following three phases of drawing development: (1) The Scribbling Stage

characterized by no attempts at representations; (2) The Schematic Stage - With
representational content, but with drawings that may be described as more symbolic than

naturalistic. Drawings at this stage represent human prototypes more than individual
persons; and (3) Growing Naturalism - characterized by a gradual increase in the number
of lifelike details, proportions, and forms. This stage culminates before puberty, which is a
critical age, when drawing development often stops completely (p. 12).

Rouma (cited by Goodenough, 1926) also distinguished stages of drawing

development. Rouma, however, based these stages totally on the evolution of the drawing
of a human figure. Stages as defined by Rouma included:
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I. The preliminary stage

1.

Adaptation of the hand to the instrument.

2.

The child gives a definite name to the incoherent lines which he
traces.

3.

The child announces in advance that which he intends to represent.

4.

The child sees a resemblance between the lines obtained by chance

and certain objects.
II. Evolution of the representation of the human figure

1.

First tentative attempts at representation, similar to the preliminary

stages.

2.

The "Tadpole" stage.

3.

Transitional stage.

4.

Complete representation of the human figure as seen in full face.

5.

Transitional stage between full face and profile.

6.

The profile (pp. 6-7).

Important to Rouma's research was the recognition of transitional periods of development
as the child moved between certain phases of development.
Writing Development. The studies just reviewed focus on the development of

drawing while the following studies describe research on the development of writing.
Baghban (1984) organized a chronological comparison of oral language, reading, and

written language development based on a case study of her daughter's literacy

development. Findings regarding her daughter's -writing development only are presented in
table 5.
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Table 5. Excerpts From Baghban's Chronological Comparison of Oral Language, Reading,

and Written Language Development
Approximate age in months

Writing

17

scribbling

21

labeling products

24

associations of sounds and letters

26

categorizations of writing and drawing

27

writing schema

31

drawing schema

(Baghban, 1984, p. 88.)

Clay (1975) studied the writing behaviors of children between the ages of four
years, ten months and seven years. Based on her observations, she outlined various
principles of children’s writing development:

1 •

Recurring Principle - the concept that writing has patterns and shapes that
are repeated.

2 -

Generative Principle - the concept that the writer can produce new
meanings by reorganizing a limited set of units such as the letters of the
alphabet.

3 Sign Principle - the concept that print stands for things other than print;
and the concepts associated with page arrangement and word

boundaries.
4 -

Inventory Principle - children list and name items they can write and create

their own writing practice.
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Although Clay identified these patterns of writing development, she contended they were

not to be directly associated with any particular age. Clay determined these principles
continued into adult life.

Ferreiro & Teberosky (1979/1982) described patterns of early childhood writing
that progressed developmentally from one level to another. At the first level, Ferreiro and

Teberosky determined that children: (a) created a written image with some likeness to

what was attempted, (b) believed that you could interpret your own but not others'
writing, and (c) adjusted the size and shape of what was drawn based on the size and

shape of the object drawn. At the second level, children developed the concept that it is

necessary to have different graphics to read different things. At this point the child makes
the cognitive distinction between her writing and her drawing. By the third level, children

gave a sound value to each letter written as each letter stood for a syllable. The

researchers described the fourth level as a transitional period when the notion about the

alphabet developed. The fifth and final level developed as the child determined a sound
value for every written character and understood that every character corresponded to a
sound value smaller than a syllable.
Hildreth (1936) studied children's writing development as determined by their

ability to write their name. She observed the name writing ability of 170 children, 85 boys
and 85 girls, ages three to six and a half, that attended a school in New York City. Based

on her findings, Hildreth organized the following levels of writing development.
Zero Level - a scribble (below 3 years).

Level 1 - Something beyond aimless scribbling; tendency toward the horizontal and
some systematic "up and down" scratching (3-3:6 years).

Level 2 - greater tendency toward horizontal movement with greater regularity in
the vertical strokes; slight tendency to make discrete symbol units scarcely
recognizable as letters (3:6-3:11 years).
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Level 3 - separate symbol units become still more easily discerned; waviness in
imitation of adult cursive writing almost ceased with recognition of

separate letter units; occasionally a simple letter is made (ex. H

or O); letter units usually not recognizable; more constriction in space
(4-4:5 years).

Level 4 - correctly formed letters mixed with many incorrectly formed; little
correct spelling of an entire name, letters often omitted or rearranged;
letters written do not match names closely; definitely a transition point in

writing (4:6-4:11 years).
Level 5 - correct spelling of a first name or nickname; occasional reversals or letter

malformations; more firmness in control, more regularity, more ease and
rapidity shown in writing; better alignment, find more pleasure

and firn in writing (5-5:6 years).
Level 6 - Improvement in every respect; occasional letter reversals; writing from

child to child is more similar in style and more regular than formally (5:6

5:11 years).
Level 7 - chief improvement is speed of writing; consistency of results is surprising
considering small number of cases; many can also write their last names

(6-6:5 years).
In addition to these levels, Hildreth also noted that improvement of writing ability is
shown in:

(1) motor control, (2) in ease of adjustment to writing, (3) in willingness to
respond, (4) in posture, (5) in use of the writing instrument, (6) in eagerness

to write, (7) in pleasure shown in the activity, (8) in speed, ability to write the last

name as well as the first without sign of fatigue (p. 293).
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Green (1990) organized a compositional writing scale by combining information
from her literature review on spelling and writing with data she collected from
kindergarten writing samples. Excerpts from this scale are presented in table 6. (Please

note the complete scale includes both precompositional and compositional areas.)

Table 6. Excerpts From Lamme/Green Scale of Children's

Development in Composition
Precompositional 1

Scribbles
Mock Letters

A few letters or numbers
A small string of letters or numbers
Precompositional 2

Letters

Mock letters read as words

Repeated group of letters

Incomplete alphabet or list of numerals
One memorized or copied word
Precompositional 3

List of two to ten words
Mock words in a long list (some phonetic

relationship to word)

Very hard to read message
Complete alphabet (alone or with any of
above

Word boundaries (spaces, dots, lines, etc. to
separate words)

(Green, 1990, p. 15.)
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Legrun (cited in Gibson & Levin, 1975) observed children's writing development

in the 1930 s. Findings from Legrun's research resulted in the organization of five stages
of writing development:

1.

Unorganized scribbles.

2.

Zigzag lines without much variation in form.

3.

Better-articulated forms showing some variation of structure but not
broken up into parts.

4.

Increased differentiation of forms with linear arrangement of elements

divided up to look like words.
5.

Further differentiation with occasional interpositions of true letters and
figures (cited in Gibson, 1975, p. 231).

Luria (1977-1978), a Russian developmentalist in the 1920's, organized stages of
writing development. Klein (1982) summarized Luria's phases as,

1.

Prewnting Phase - (may extend from ages 3-5) use scrawls in zigzags
straight line form (p. 7).

2.

Differentiating Phase - comes when the child perceives some differentiation

potential in the writing. Child begins to show a tendency to write down

given words or short phrases with short lines and longer words, phrases
and/or sentences with longer lines or a larger number of scribbles (p. 10).

3.

Picture Writing - fully developed by 5-6 years (p. 13).

4.

Ideography - child understands and exploits the symbolic potential (p. 14).

Luria (1977-1978) recognized writing as a "culturally mediated function" that has its
prehistory " well before a child enters school (p. 66). Luria hoped that as the writing

development of the preschool years was organized and presented, teachers would have a
valuable tool from which to build lessons on writing in school.
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Martlew (1988) "considered oral and written language as a basis for early
education" (p. 78). As part of this discussion, she addressed written language development

through a case study of her niece Ruth. Martlew videotaped observations of Ruth from 15

months to just over 5 years. Findings are presented in table 7. Please note that only those
descriptions of behaviors characteristic to three years or younger are included in the table.

Table 7. Excerpts From Martlew’s Sequence of Writing Development

Based on a Single Case Study
1.

(Ruth: single utterance stage)

Interest in shared book reading, labels items in book and relates items in book to

external objects. Recognition that pictures are different from print. Produces
scribbles which adults assume to be intended representations. These scribbles are
given labels, initially limited in what they can represent but soon extending to a

variety of topics. Pen held in palmer grasp.
2.

(Ruth: two years)

Drawings become more representative of what they are intended to depict. They
are drawn with greater fluency and there is the beginning of a precision grip.

Descriptions of the drawing are given while the drawing is being produced. Begins

to draw "writing" imitating writing as a "gestalt," but no distinction between

writing and drawing.
3.

(Ruth: two and a half years)

Many details are added to drawings as distinctive characteristics. Although still

drawing "writing," recognition of the size of words (for example, "dad" written as
(table continues)
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Table 7 (continued)

small squiggle, "mummy" as a larger one). There is the beginning of sound
correspondence to graphic symbols and a knowledge of the letters of the alphabet

(even of using books as sources of reference).
4.

(Ruth: three years)
Shows the ability to produce many letter shapes without assistance. Writes words
with mother's help and aligns letters together. Realizes letter arrangements follow

conventions. Can write her own name and is prepared to write any words,
regardless of length, with mother's support.

(Martlew, 1988, p. 114.)

Schickedanz (1990) completed a 6-year study on the writing development of her

son Adam. The purpose for this study was to observe how children come to understand
the alphabetic principle. Schickedanz began her book with a discussion of when her son

created his first written word, his name, at the age of two years, eight months.
Schickedanz admitted this was not the beginning of writing development as she stated,

"Even so, I don't start at the very beginning" (p. 4). Appendices A and B present an
earlier picture of Adam's writing development, which began at the age of 12 months. By
12 months Adam was given his first paper and pencil, which allowed him to discover that

(1) writing tools made a record of arm movements, (2) marking tools were fascinating,
and then later, (3) marks were fascinating (p. 135).

By 18 months Adam began to deliberately repeat marks that he had made (p. 135).
By 20 months Adam labeled his markings for the first time. He discovered the letter G

within his drawing then continued making them. By 22 months he labeled a picture "A
man, mouth and eyes." Schickedanz "suspected that the lines he put on the paper simply

reminded him of a man, with mouth and eyes, so he labeled his drawing accordingly."
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However, "Adam was beginning to get the idea that lines could represent objects and
patterns he saw in the world" (p. 138).

By 29 months Adam deliberately drew something (p. 138), and by 31 months he
modeled his own first written letters after magnetic letters (p. 140). By 32 months he
wrote his name using three lines (p. 7), and at 33 months he began to write his name using
alphabet letters (p. 141). By 36 months, Schickedanz commented,

Up to this point, Adam seemed to have differentiated writing and pictures in terms

of their overall organization. Writing was lined up, while pictures could be
arranged more randomly on the page. The marks or forms - the content - of the

writing and drawing, however, could be the same (p. 144).
When he turned three years old, Adam noticed that "the internal features, the actual forms

of the lines making up writing versus pictures, also varied" (p. 144). Next, Adam
substituted alphabet letters for small scribble marks for 5 months before he used
conventional letter forms again (p. 144).
Similarities Between Writing Research Findings

The nine studies just discussed researched writing (Baghban, 1984; Clay, 1975;
Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1979/1982; Green, 1990; Hildreth, 1936; Legrun, cited in Gibson
& Levin, 1975; Luria, 1977-1978; Martlew, 1988; Schickedanz, 1990). Of these studies,

only three observed children three years or younger (Baghban, 1984; Martlew, 1988;
Schickedanz, 1990). Legitimately, these three should be the only studies reviewed for this

particular study. However, other studies were included because the findings regarding
patterns of writing development were easily compared with patterns identified in recent
writing studies.

Results indicate that children studied in the past twenty years acquired writing
behaviors more quickly than children in earlier studies. Patterns of writing development
identified in recent studies of children from birth to three years are similar to the patterns
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of writing development identified through studies of children three years or older more
than 20 years ago. As discussed in chapter II, earlier experiences with literacy appear to
increase the speed of development. Because an age-to-age comparison between the

studies was impossible, even though 9 of the 16 writing and drawing development studies
identified an age for a developmental stage, only the consistent pattern of writing

development is discussed in the following paragraphs about the similarities across studies.
(Similarities appear in italics.)
No stutfy addressed the writing behaviors of infantsfrom birth to 12 months.

Schickedanz (1990) mentioned briefly her son's writing development at 12 months.
According to Schickedanz, Adam was discovering important information regarding

writing tools and symbolization, for example: (1) writing tools can record arm

movements, (2) writing tools are fascinating, and (3) marks are fascinating. Although
Schickedanz identified behaviors that specifically occurred at an age earlier than any of the
other studies, she stated, "Even so, I don't start at the very beginning" (p. 4).
Several studies described exploration with writing tools (Isenberg & Jalongo,

1993;Rouma, cited in Goodenough, 1926; Schickedanz, 1990).

Several studies described uncontrolled scribbling (Goodenough, 1926; Hildreth,
1936; Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967; Lamb, 1982; Legrun, cited in Gibson &
Levin, 1975; Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1964; Mortensen, 1991).
Several studies described controlled scribbling (Baghban, 1984; Goodenough,

1926; Hildreth, 1936; Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Lamb, 1982; Lowenfeld & Brittain,

1964; Schickedanz, 1990).
Several studies described children discovering real-life imagesfrom their
scribbles (Baghban, 1984; Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967; Lamb, 1982;
Martlew, 1988; Bouma, cited in Goodenough, 1926; Schickedanz, 1990).
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Several studies described children naming something, then trying to write or draw
it (Baghban, 1984; Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967; Lamb, 1982; Lowenfeld &

Brittain, 1964; Martlew, 1988; Rouma, cited in Goodenough, 1926; Schickedanz, 1990).
Several studies described children’s writing/drawing which "resembled" adult

standards (Baghban, 1984; Goodenough, 1926; Hildreth, 1936; Isenberg & Jalongo,

1993; Kellogg, 1967; Lamb, 1982; Legrun, cited in Gibson & Levin, 1975; Luria, 1977

1978; Mortensen, 1991; Rouma, cited in Goodenough, 1926; Schickedanz, 1990).
A few studies describedperiods of transition where practice ofpreviously learned
skills occurred (Rouma, cited in Goodenough, 1926; Schickedanz, 1990).

Many studies described the children as they achieved complete representation
based on adult standards (Baghban, 1984; Goodenough, 1926; Green, 1990; Hildreth,

1936; Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967; Lamb, 1982; Legrun, cited in Gibson &
Levin, 1975, Luria, 1977-1978; Martlew, 1988; Mortensen, 1991; Rouma, cited in
Goodenough, 1926; Schickedanz, 1990).
Differences Between Writing Research Findings

While many similarities were identified within the findings of these studies, there
were also differences (identified below by italic type). Only nine of the studies researched
writing (Baghban, 1984; Clay, 1975; Ferreira & Teberosky, 1979/1982; Green, 1990;

Hildreth, 1936; Legrun, cited in Gibson & Levin, 1975; Luria, 1977-1978; Martlew, 1988;
Schickedanz, 1990). The other seven studies addressed the development of art

(Goodenough, 1926; Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967; Lamb, 1982; Lowenfeld
& Brittain, 1964; Mortensen, 1991; Rouma, cited in Goodenough, 1926).
Onlyfive studies observed children three years or younger (Baghban, 1984;

Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Lamb, 1982; Martlew, 1988; Schickedanz, 1990), and of these

only three specifically addressed writing development (Baghban, 1984; Martlew, 1988;

Schickedanz, 1990).
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Children studied in the past 20 years appeared to acquire writing behaviors more

quickly than children in earlier studies. Patterns of writing development identified in

children from birth to three years in recent studies were easily compared with patterns of
writing development identified in children three years or older in studies conducted more
than 20 years ago. As discussed in chapter II, earlier experiences with literacy appear to
increase the speed of development.

Not all of the studies attachedparticular age with a particular stage ofwriting
development. Of the studies just reviewed, 9 of the 16 attached an age to a particular

phase of development but cautioned to allow for individuality.
Unexplored Issues

By comparing and contrasting these studies on writing/drawing development,
many unexplored issues became apparent. First, no study described writing behaviors
before 12 months. Schickedanz (1990) described her son's writing development from 12

months, the youngest age mentioned in any study. Many of the "reading" development

studies began at birth. These studies described how infants reacted and interacted with
reading experiences. Similar studies are needed to explore how infants react and interact

with writing experiences.
Second, no study looked across reading, writing, and language development
simultaneouslyfrom birth. Although Baghban (1984) took reading, writing, and language
development into consideration simultaneously during infancy, her study of language

began at birth, the study of reading began at 9 months, and the study of writing began at
17 months.
Generalizations

After reviewing the studies on drawing development and writing development, a
general pattern of behaviors that occur during writing development from 12 months to 3
years emerged. It also was noted that as new writing behaviors appeared, new behaviors
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did not replace old writing behaviors. Instead, as children acquired new writing behaviors,

the children continued to use and practice old behaviors. As the writing development
pattern appeared, it became clear that children used acquired writing behaviors
transitionally as they passed back and forth between the behavior just acquired and

behaviors they had been demonstrating for some time. Generalizations about writing

development are listed below.
1. Exploration, The child discovered writing tools (e g., pen and paper), experimented
with their capabilities, and adapted to holding them.

2. Uncontrolled SCribblmg. The child made spontaneous, random marks.
3. Controlled scribbling. The child began to repeat marks such as horizontal, vertical, or

circular lines.
4. Discover picture from scribble. The child scribbled then by accident discovered that
the scribbles resembled something in real life. The child then named the scribble after the

real-life object.
5^ Name picture then scribble. The child deliberately attempted to draw something which
may have included letters or words.

6. Resembles adult standard■ The child began to create tadpole people when drawing a

person, and writing may be represented by (1) linear writing (i.e., several wavy horizontal

lines described by the child as a story or other written document), (2) line writing
(i.e., series of short vertical lines, each one representing a letter), and (3) real letters

beginning to emerge from scribbles or deliberate writing attempts.
7. Representation by adult standard. The child leaves behind scribbling and chooses to

draw recognizable pictures such as a person or to deliberately write letters and words that

can be recognized by adult standards.
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Chapter IV

Studies of Language Development:

Birth to Three Years

Holdaway (1979) stated, "Modem linguistics is concerned with the scientific study

of language. There are three major branches of linguistic study:
1.

Semantics: The study of meaning in language.

2.

Grammar: The study of syntax and morphology.

3.

Phonology: The study of sound systems of language (p. 13). These

branches of linguistics are the topic of numerous studies on language development.
Martlew (1988) commented, "This wealth of evidence has made possible the generation of
numerous theories. These have differential biases to linguistic, cognitive and social

explanations to account for how and why children acquire spoken language" (p. 77). Even
so, Gibson and Levin (1975) admitted, "A completely satisfactory theory of language

acquisition and language use does not exist" (p. 150). Carroll (1971) warned, "As in other
phases of child development, it is difficult to delineate clear-cut stages of development in

language learning; the criteria commonly used are somewhat arbitrary and exist from the
adult s point of view" (p. 205). Considering these statements, it is obvious that a number

of questions of theory and definition exist regarding language development.

To compare the development of reading, writing, and language from birth to three
years, studies describing the general development of language from birth to three years

were reviewed. This literature review was a huge undertaking because studies on

language development from birth are numerous in comparison with studies regarding
reading or writing development.
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Relevant Research Findings

Researchers have many differing views on the general philosophy or theories
supporting the field of language development (Gibson & Levin, 1975). A review of the

literature, however, indicates that behaviors described during language development are
similar across the studies. (These behaviors are described in detail in the section on

similarities across language research findings.) For such behaviors to develop and spoken

language to be acquired, certain conditions exist. Strickland and Taylor (1989)
summarized these conditions as follow:
1.

Atmosphere of success; language acquired in a warm, rewarding
atmosphere.

2.

Atmosphere largely child centered; adults use language with the child and
interact individually with the learner.

3.

Spoken language acquired in a meaningful context; related to meaningful
activities, objects, and situations in children's environments.

4.

Whole system presented; language is not sequenced, arranged by skills or
put into elaborate management system.

5.

No standard form required; what is required is only adult-child interaction

focused on whole language used in meaningful context (p. 28).
Halliday (1973) studied language development differently from other researchers.
He investigated how language is used rather than how language is demonstrated. Halliday

specifically studied the purposes that language serve for us and how we are able to achieve

these purposes through speaking and listening, reading, and writing (p. 7). Halliday
contended that children learn language as a result of needing language to serve various

"functions" such as the following:
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Instrumental Function: Language is used for the satisfaction of material needs; this
is the 'I want' function.

Regulatory Function: 'Do as I tell you' function, language in the control of

behavior.
Interactional Function: Getting along with others, the 'me andyou' function.

Personal Function: Expression of identity, of the self, the 'here I come' function.
Heuristic Function: Use of language to learn, to explore reality; the function of

'tell me why'
Imaginative Function: 'Let'spretend, ' whereby the reality is created, and what is
being explored is the child’s own mind including language itself.
Representational Function: 'I've got something to tell you' function, that of the

communication of content

(Halliday, 1973, p. 17).
Halliday believed these language functions were acquired as the child discovered that

language was used to meet a variety of needs. Therefore, as a result of needing to use

language, the child's language developed.
Similarities Between Language Research Findings

A review of the literature revealed a number of similarities in the emerging
language behaviors demonstrated by children from birth to three years. These similarities,

which appear in italics, are discussed below.
Birth to 3. months. Crying and cooing are the language behaviors demonstrated
by an infant during the first three months of life (Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973; Case,

1985; Helms, 1981; Lenneberg, 1966, 1967; Lewis, 1975;Menyuk, 1971; Stark, 1980).
Caplan (1973), who compared motor, language, and mental growth over the first year

offers a very descriptive explanation of the language behaviors demonstrated by an infant.
Caplan contended that during the first week an infant uses "animal-like sounds and cries"
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(p. 34). By the first month, "besides crying, the infant begins small throaty sounds and
responds to a person’s voice" (p. 54).
According to Caplan (1973), while "most vocalizing during the second month is

still crying, the small throaty sounds become cooing and vowel-like.. . Infant sounds at
this age are unlike mature human sounds but the two-month-old is becoming more

interested in sounds" (p. 72 ).

By the third month, the infant's language capabilities include the following:

(1) cooing one syllable, vowel-like sounds - ooh, ah, ae; (2) whimpers, chortles, gurgles at
back of throat, squeals, chuckles; (3) cries less; (4) vocalizes relatively independently of
environment; (5) demonstrates a vocal-social response (e g., to mother's smile and talk);

(6) listens to voices; (7) can distinguish speech sounds; and (8) perceives syllable unit
(Caplan, 1973, p. 92).

3-6 months. Cooing is gradually replaced by babbling as the predominant
language behavior (Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985; Helms, 1981; Lenneberg, 1966, 1967;
Lewis, 1975; Martlew, 1988; McCarthy, 1946; Stark, 1980; Stem, 1971).

The infant cries less and smiles, cooes and makes other vocalizations more.
During the infant's fourth month, Caplan (1973) noted less crying along with the

following: (1) cooing sustained for fifteen to twenty minutes; (2) began babbling, strings

of syllable-like vocalizing; (3) when talked to, smiled, squealed, cooed; (4) vocalized
moods of pleasure up to thirty minutes - chortled, squealed, gurgled, giggled, grinned,

laughed aloud; and (5) imitated several tones (p. 108).
During the fifth and sixth months, Caplan (1973) noted less crying and additional
vocalizing as the infant: (1) increased vowel and consonant sounds, (2) vocalized

spontaneously to himself and to toys; (3) used babble to gain attention; (4) vocalized

pleasure and displeasure (e g., grunted, growled or complained, cooed, gurgled with
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pleasure, squealed with excitement, giggled, belly laughed) (excerpts from Caplan, 1973;

Growth Chart, pp. 108, 126, and 144).

Lenneberg (1966,1967) organized a table that looked at the "simultaneous
development of language and motor coordination." Lenneberg (1967) noted that by 12

weeks the infant did less crying and responded to the speaker by smiling or cooing

(p. 128). Furthermore, less crying was indicated by 20 weeks as Lenneberg described
vowel-like cooing interspersed with more consonantal-sounds (p. 128) By 6 months the
infant's cooing turned to more babbling that resembled one-syllable utterances (p. 128).

The infant is more responsive to human sounds. Caplan (1973) stated that when

spoken to, the four-month-old "smiles, squeals, coos" (p. 108). By the fifth month, the
infant. (1) watched mouths closely and experimented with his or her own sounds after

hearing others; (2) responded to human sounds more definitively; and (3) turned head,
seemed to look for speaker, and understood name (p. 126). By the sixth month, the infant
appeared more responsive to human sounds as it tended to babble back most to female
voices (p. 144).

Lenneberg (1967) noted that by 16 weeks the infant "responds more definitely to
human sounds, turns head, eyes seem to search for speaker, occasionally some chuckling
sounds" (p. 128).

White (1975) presented "an overview of educational developments during the first
three years of life." Included within this overview is a description of language
development. As did Caplan and Lenneberg, White also noted that from three to seven

months, infants generally began responding to voices (p. 223).
Infant s vocalizations have increasing varieties of vowel and consonant sounds.

Caplan (1973) noted that the five-month-old "utters vowel sounds - ee, ay, ey, ah, ooh,
and a few consonant-like sounds (d, b, 1, m)" (p. 126). By the sixth month, vowels began

to be interspersed with more consonants (f, v, th, s, sh, z, sz, m, n, commonly) (p. 144).
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In the 20-week-old infant, Lenneberg (1967) observed "vowel like cooing

interspersed with more consonantal-sounds (p. 128). By 6 months the researcher noted
that neither vowels nor consonants have very fixed recurrences although the most
common utterances sound somewhat like ma, mu, da, or di (p. 128).

After conducting a study of language development studies, Gibson and Levin
(1975) determined, "Stops (b, d, g, p, t, k), nasals (m, n) and glides (w, y, h) are mastered
early" (p. 114).

An infant's sounds are different from mature language. Referring to the sixmonth-old infant, Caplan (1973) stated, "All vocalizations still differ from mature language
although the infant has more control of sounds" (p. 144). Lenneberg (1967) said that by

20 weeks vocalizations were different from the sounds of the mature language of the

environment (p. 128).
9 months- Babbling is the key language behavior demonstrated by an infant

6 to 9 months old (Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985; Helms, 1981; Lenneberg,

1966, 1967; Lewis, 1975; McCarthy, 1946; Stark, 1980; Stem, 1971). Caplan (1973)
devised a growth chart that gives a descriptive explanation of this period. Excerpts from

his findings are presented in table 8.

Lenneberg (1966) observed that from 6 to 9 months infants "produce sounds such
as 'ma' or 'da' which are one-syllable utterances, with reduplication of these sounds being

common" (e g., mama, dada) (p 222). In addition, Lenneberg (1967) noted that at 6
months neither vowels nor consonants have very fixed recurrences but most common
utterances sound somewhat like ma, mu, da, or di" (p. 128). By 8 months "the infant
displays more continuous repetitions and intonation patterns are becoming more distinct";

an infant's utterances at this age signaled emphasis and emotions (p. 129).
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Table 8. Excerpts from Caplan's Growth Chart (7-9 Months)

Seventh Month

Active. Vowels and consonants occur at random. Has special, well-defined
syllables, usually four or more; most common sound like ma, mu, da, di, ba. Says several
sounds in one breath. Tries to imitate sounds or sound sequences. May say dada and/or

mama.
Passive. Listens to own vocalizations and those of others (p. 164).

Eighth Month
Active. Babbles with variety of sounds and inflections, spontaneously, for fun, or
alone; still primarily for self. Imposes adult intonation on babbling. Shouts. Vocalizes

satisfaction. Begins to mimic mouth and jaw movements. Uses two-syllable utterances.
May label an object in imitation of its sound, e g., train, choo-choo. May say dada and/or

mama as specific names.
Passive. Usually responds, e g., turns head and torso, to familiar sounds nearby:

his name, the telephone, vacuum cleaner. Listens selectively to familiar words. Begins to

recognize some (p. 182).
Ninth Month

Active. Intonation patterns become distinct. Signals emphasis and emotions by
vocalizing. Imitates coughs, tongue clicks, hisses. Uses words meaningfully, says dada
and/or mama as specific names. May say a syllable or a longer sequence repeatedly.

Passive. Listens to conversations, singing tones. May understand and respond to
one or two words other than name, like no-no. May carry out simple commands, pleased

with his understanding; e.g.., "Go get my slippers" (p. 198).

(Excerpts from Caplan, 1973, pp. 108,126 &144.)
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12 months. These months are highlighted by the infant's growing ability to
understand gestures and words (Caplan, 1973; Lewis, 1975; Lenneberg, 1966, 1967;

Stem, 1971; White, 1975). Table 9 presents excerpts from Caplan's growth chart dealing
with language development of the nine- to twelve-month-old infant.

Table 9. Excerpts from Caplan's Growth Chart (10-12 Months)
Tenth Month

Acthe. Learns words and appropriate gestures; e g., says No and shakes head;

Bye-bye and waves. May repeat word incessantly, making it a response to every question.

May say one or two words besides Mama and Dada.
Passive. Listens with interest to familiar words. Understands and obeys words

and commands, e.g., "Give it to me" (p. 214).
Eleventh Month

Speech still primarily gibberish with a few intelligible sounds. Imitates

inflections, speech rhythms, facial attitudes more accurately than speech sounds. Says two
or three words besides Mama, Dada. Mumbles word or words for long periods. May use
jargon, sentences of gibberish in which meaningful words are sometimes embedded. May

express thought with single word.

Passive. Begins to differentiate between words. Recognizes words as symbols for

objects: airplane, points to sky; doggie, growls (p. 230).
Twelfth month

Active. Controls intonation patterns. Produces more sounds specific to native
language of parent. Aware of expressive function of language (e.g., repeats "damn"

expectantly). Practices words he knows. Besides Mama, Dada, says two to eight words:
possibly no, baby, bye-bye, hi, words that imitate sounds of objects, e.g., bow-wow.

Babbles short sentences.

(table continues)
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Table 9 (continued)
Passive. Words begin to assist in discrimination of object classes, pei is airplane

and kite; i.e., flying objects (p. 248).

(Excerpts from Caplan, 1973, pp. 214, 230 and 248.)

Case (1985) commented that 8- to 12-month-old infants generated certain two-

syllable utterances such as "mama" and "dada" on their own and imitated them when they
are used by adults. However, at this age the infant cannot imitate a novel adult utterance

(Case, 1985, p. 145).
Pertaining to infants 10 months old, Lenneberg (1967) noted "sound play such as

gurgling or bubble-blowing, appears to wish to imitate sounds but not successful,
beginning to differentiate between words heard by making differential adjustment"
(p. 129). By 12 months, infants were replicating identical sound sequences (e g., mama or
dada), and there were definite signs of understanding some words and simple commands
(e.g., "Show me your eyes") (Lenneberg, 1967, p. 129).

Lewis (1975) also determined that generally between eight and ten months children

first began to comprehend some words, gestures, or intonations.
12 - 24 months. In general, an infant speaks his or her first words by the end of

the first year or the beginning of the second (Bloom, 1975; Caplan, 1973; Gibson &
Levin, 1975; Lewis, 1975; Case, 1985; Helms, 1981; Lenneberg, 1966,1967; Stark, 1980;

Stem, 1971; White, 1975). This period of single-word utterances is known as the

holophrastic period (Gibson and Levin, 1975; Helms, 1981; McNeil, 1970). Helms (1981)
stated, "According to contemporary theorists, one-word verbalizations are more complex
than they appear or sound. Each one-word utterance may be a complete sentence with its

own sentence structure" (p. 187).
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Lenneberg (1966) stated that by 12 to 18 months the infant had a small number of
"words," followed simple commands, and responded to "no" (p. 222). Lenneberg also
noted the 12-month-old infant replicated identical sound sequences (e g., mama or dada)
and showed definite signs of understanding some words and simple commands

(e.g., "Show me your eyes")(Lenneberg, 1967, p. 129).
By 18 months, the infant creates one- and two-word utterances (Gibson and Levin,
1975, Helms, 1981; Stem, 1971). Lenneberg (1967) disagreed with this contention yet
provided an extensive description of this period. Lenneberg's findings are as follows:

(1) by 18 months, definite repertoire of words - more than three, but less than fifty;

(2) still much babbling but now of several syllables with intricate intonation
pattern, (3) no attempt at communication information and no frustration for not
being understood; (4) words may include items such as thank you or come here,

but there was little ability to join any of the lexical items into spontaneous twoitem phrases; (5) understanding was progressing rapidly (p. 129).
Lenneberg (1967) observed that by 18 to 21 months "vocabulary grows from about 20

words at 18 months to about 200 words by 21 months," and the infant at this age pointed
to many more objects and comprehended simple questions (p. 222).

Regarding the language development of infants, Stem (1971) commented that by
18 to 24 months (1) everything had a name, (2) vocabulary increased, (3) one-word

sentences were replaced by two word sentences, (4) several words were combined,

(5) vocabulary contents were increased first by nouns, then by a large addition of verbs,
and lastly by qualifying words and those expressing relation (p. 52).

Gibson and Levin (1975) stated, "Over the next three or four months, there are
more two- than one-word sayings, then, an occasional three-word group. And then the

size of sentences, a word used advisedly, explodes" (p. 131).
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By 24 months, vocabulary growth is rapid. Lenneberg (1967) noted that by 24
months the infant had a vocabulary of more than 50 items (p. 130). Lewis (1975)

recognized a rapid growth of vocabulary by 24 months and noted the infant experimented
with variations of words. Helms (1981) noted the "emergence of telegraphic sentences by
24 months" (p. 187). Telegraphic sentences are short, simple sentences composed mostly

of nouns and verbs.
24 - 36 months. Rapid vocabulary growth is the highlight of language

developmentfrom 24 to 36 months (Gibson & Levin, 1975; Helms, 1981; Lenneberg,
1966,1967; Lewis, 1975; Stem, 1971). Lenneberg (1966) offered the most descriptive
report of this phase: "By 24 - 27 months the infant has a vocabulary of 300 - 400 words,

has two- to three-word phrases and uses prepositions and pronouns" (p. 222). Lenneberg
(1967) contended that for the 30-month-old child, language development involved the

following: (1) the fastest increase in vocabulary; (2) no babbling; (3) utterances with
communicative intent; (4) frustrated when not understood; (5) at least two word

utterances, many have three or even five words; (6) sentences and phrases used child
grammar; (7) intelligibility of language was not very good; and (8) seemed to understand

everything said to him (p. 130).
Lenneberg (1966) determined that the following is true for the toddler between 36

and 39 months: (1) had a vocabulary of 1,000 words or more; (2) well-formed sentences
with complex grammatical rules, although certain rules had not yet been fully mastered;
(3) grammatical mistakes were much less frequent; and (4) about 90 per cent
comprehensibility (p. 222).

Regarding the 30-month-old and older child, Stem (1971) noted the following:

(1) paratactic sentence formation (i.e., sentence without the use of connecting words) was
left behind, (2) expressed varying order of thoughts, (3) rapid growth of subordinate
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clauses, (4) questions extend to time and causal relations, and (5) tendency to independent

word formation in compounds and derivatives (p. 52).

Differences Between Language Research Findings

Many studies presented general lists of language development behaviors while
others were more descriptive. Three studies (Caplan, 1973; Lenneberg, 1966, 1967)

offered very descriptive details of language development from birth. As such, many
specific details that are characteristic of language development were identified from these

studies.
Unexplored Issues

No study addressed the concurrent and interrelated development of reading,

writing and language from birth. While Baghban (1984) and Martlew (1988) addressed
reading, writing, and language development from infancy, their discussions did not begin

as early as birth.
Generalizations

The general pattern of behaviors that children demonstrated during language

development from birth to three years are presented below.
Birth to 3 months.

Crying and cooing

a.

"animal-like sounds and cries";

b.

throaty sounds turn to cooing (e g., ooh, ah, ae);

c.

responds to a person's voice;

d.

whimpers, gurgles at back of throat, squeals, and

chuckles.
3 - 6 months

1, Cooing replaced by babbling
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2. Less crying, more smiling, cooing, and other vocalizations:
a.

increases vowel and consonant sounds;

b,

vocalizes spontaneously to self and toys;

c.

babbles to gain attention.

3. More responsive to human sounds:
a.

when talked to, smiles, squeals, coos;

b.

turns head, looks for speaker;

c.

understands name.

^.Increasing vowel and consonant sounds:
a.

fifth month - vowel sounds - ee, ay, ey, ah, ooh; consonant
like sounds (d, b, 1, m);

b.

sixth month - vowels interspersed with consonants (f, v, th,

s, sh, z, sz, m, n);
c.

common utterances - ma, mu, da, or di.

5, Infant's sounds differ from mature language.
6 - 9 months.

1. Babbling is the key language behavior:

a.

may say dada and/or mama with or without meaning;

b.

babbles with variety of sounds;

c.

may label an object in imitation of its sound, e.g., train,
choo-choo.

2-May respond to words other than name

3. May carry out simple commands.

9-12 months.
Growing ability to understand words:

a.

says no and shakes head, bye-bye and waves;
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b.

may say one or two words besides mama and dada;

c.

recognizes words as symbols for objects, airplane - points to

sky, doggie - growls;
d.

says two to eight words, possibly no, baby, bye-bye, hi,
words that imitate sounds of objects, e g., bow-wow;

e.

words begin to assist in discrimination of object classes,

pei is airplane and kite, i.e., flying objects.

12 - 24 months
1 First words are spoken (holophrastic period).
2 - By 18 months creates one- and two-word utterances:

a.

about 20 words at 18 months;

b.

about 200 words at 21 months;

c.

everything has a name;

d.

vocabulary contents are increased by nouns then verbs then
qualifying words and those expressing relation.

3,. Bv 24 months rapid vocabulary growth:

a.

vocabulary of more than 50 items;

b.

telegraphic sentences.

24 - 36 months
Rapid vocabulary growth:

a.

24 - 27 months, vocabulary 300 - 400 words;

b.

two- to three-word phrases and improving;

c.

uses prepositions and pronouns;

d.

frustrated when not understood;

e.

seems to understand everything;

f.

36 - 39 months, vocabulary 1000 words or more.
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Chapter V
Methods

Introduction and Research Questions

The purpose of this study is to review, observe, and consolidate information

regarding the emergent literacy behaviors of children from birth to three years based on
the current research and philosophy set forth by the study of emergent literacy. As such,
this study describes one child's emergent literacy story from birth to three years. Findings
from this study have been consolidated with findings from a review of related research. In

conducting this study, attention was focused on identifying emergent literacy behaviors of
children from birth to three years; identifying how reading, writing, and language skills

develop concurrently from birth to three years; and identifying how reading, writing, and
language skills develop interrelatedly from birth to three years. Formal questions posed to

address these points include the following:
1.

What are the emergent literacy behaviors of a child from birth to three
years?

2.

In what ways do reading, writing, and oral language skills develop

concurrently and interrelatedly in literate environments from birth to three
years?
My daughter Katelyn's birth provided the perfect opportunity to address these

questions. A case study of Katelyn's emergent literacy behavior was organized following a
phenomenological theoretical perspective. This perspective required that Katelyn's
emergent literacy behaviors be observed and studied as they appeared in her everyday

experiences. Such a theoretical orientation required the use of qualitative research

methodologies for the collection and analysis of data. The following sections describe
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how phenomenology and qualitative methodologies were defined and applied in this
research.

Theoretical Perspective: Phenomenological

Phenomenological theoretical perspective is difficult to say but easy to understand
when the definitions of theory, perspective, and phenomenology have been clarified.

For the purposes of this research, these terms are used as defined below:

•

Theory - A plan as to how something might be done (Webster's New World
Dictionary, 1986, p. 1475).

•

Perspective - A specific point of view in understanding or judging things

(Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 1062).
•

Phenomenology - The study of objects and events as they appear in experience
(The Random House College Dictionary, 1975, p. 996).
Keeping these definitions in mind, the theory, or plan, for this study followed a

phenomenological perspective, or phenomenological point of view. Such a point of view

required the observation and analysis of emergent literacy behaviors as they appeared in
everyday experiences. Thus, emergent literacy behaviors (e g., observable responses to
reading, writing, and language) as demonstrated at home and other normal surroundings

were observed and analyzed.

According to Bogdan and Taylor (1975), "The phenomenologist attempts to see

things from a particular person's point of view in order to grasp the meanings of a person's

behavior" (p. 14). Beyond modeling reading, writing, and language daily, at no time were
goals set to attempt to teach Katelyn how to read, write, or speak. Setting goals to teach
Katelyn these skills would have severely altered the natural progression of emergent

literacy behavior and thus violated the theoretical orientation offered by phenomenology.
Katelyns emergent literacy behaviors evolved from her observations and interpretations of
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informal daily experiences with literature and language. The agenda, the phenomenon,

and ultimately the emergent literacy process were completely Katelyn's.

Methodology: Qualitative

Following a phenomenological orientation, qualitative research methods were used
to learn about and understand Katelyn's emergent literacy behavior. According to Bogdan
and Taylor (1975), "Qualitative methods allow us to know people personally and to see
them as they are developing their own definitions of the world. Such methodologies refer

to research procedures which produce descriptive data: people's own written or spoken
words and observable behavior" (p. 4). Five features of qualitative research, as described

by Bogdan and Biklen (1982) provided a guideline for this study:
1. Qualitative research has the natural setting as the direct source of data, and
the researcher is the key instrument.
2. Qualitative research is descriptive. The data collected is in the form of words

or pictures rather than numbers. The data include interview transcripts, field
notes, photographs, videotapes, personal documents, memos, and other official
records.

3. Qualitative researchers are concerned with process rather than simply with
outcomes or products.
4. Qualitative researchers tend to analyze their data inductively. Theory developed
this way emerges from the bottom up (rather than from the top down), from

many disparate pieces of collected evidence that are interconnected. It is called
grounded theory.

5. Meaning is of essential concern to the qualitative approach (pp. 27-30).

Qualitative Research Design: Case Study
A case study, "the detailed examination of one setting or one single subject"
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p. 58), was the qualitative research design selected for this
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research. According to McLane (1990), "Because case studies are necessarily restricted to

a small number of children, they cannot claim to describe typical development.
Nonetheless, there is much to be learned from these studies, which provide vivid, intimate

details of parents and children involved in reading and writing" (p. 92). Several
characteristics of this case study include consideration of the approach, subject, and time
line. These study characteristics are described below.
Case Study Approach: Participant Observation. Participant observation was the

approach selected for the case study of Katelyn. It is one approach through which
phenomenological understanding is gained in a qualitative study. The researcher is known

as the participant observer due to the manner in which research is conducted. The
researcher using participant observation as the study approach "participates" in the lives of

the people he or she is interested in learning about. "They speak with them, joke with
them, empathize with them, and share their concerns and experiences" (Bogdan and

Taylor, 1975, p. 5). From this interaction, the researcher is able to then observe the study

subjects in their natural setting under normal circumstances and gather information
pertaining to that situation. Participant observation is but one way to "yield descriptive
data which enable the phenomenologist to see the world as subjects see it" (Bogdan and
Taylor, 1975, p. 5).

Advantages of parent as participant observer Through constant participation with
Katelyn as her mother as well as the participant observer for this study, I observed what

Katelyn discovered about literacy day and night. Throughout the course of this study, I

discovered many advantages to being a parent/participant observer. One such advantage
is the opportunity to combine knowledge as a parent and trained researcher. With regards

to this point, Baghban (1984) suggested,
While a parent is inherently subjective, a formally trained parent brings to the task

the enlightenment that comes from years of training in a particular field. A detailed
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case study of a child learning language would be virtually impossible for a
nonparent researcher" (p. 8)
No other person will ever know the child, the context of the child's life, and the particular
research situation so completely as the parent (Fowler, 1962), "No one but a parent would
have the opportunity" (Baghban, 1984, p. 8).
A second advantage to being a parent/participant observer is the enhanced interest

and involvement brought to the study. Shatz (1994) stated,

Longitudinal observations by a trained observer familiar to the child can make.
multiple contributions to our understanding of child development; among them are

better descriptions of both the subskills involved in increasingly sophisticated

behavior and the interrelations among different behavioral developments, as well as
descriptions of the kinds of effort over time the individual child makes to learn"
(P 12).

As Katelyn's mother, I understood Katelyn better than anyone else. Bissex (1980)
commented with regards to the study of her son, "A case study this detailed and extended
over time would have been unmanageable were I not a parent" (p. vii). As Katelyn's

parent, I was more interested in her development than a nonparent researcher. I was also
more aware of changes and more knowledgeable about particular situations and emotions,

all of which influenced the data collected.
Being able to establish a good rapport with and acceptance by the study subject is

a third advantage to being a parent/participant observer. This point is important because
the manner in which a subject reacts to the participant observer is critical to the accuracy

of the information collected. Bogdan and Biklen (1982) stated, "Qualitative researchers
try to interact with their subjects in a natural, unobtrusive, and nonthreatening manner"
(p. 43). Bogdan and Biklen (1982) stated further, "Through qualitative research the

relationship between researcher and subjects may be described through the following
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descriptors: empathy, emphasis on trust, equalitarian, intense contact, subject as friend"

(p. 48). A parent observing her child in her natural setting is the perfect opportunity to
establish such a relationship. Because I was the parent/participant observer for this study,

no time was lost in establishing trust. Katelyn was my daughter and our time together was

comfortable and routine.

A fourth advantage to being a parent/participant observer is the opportunity to
know better than anyone the extent of the infant's or toddler's knowledge. Shatz (1994)

stated, "Toddlers typically do not test well in experimental settings and because their
newfound knowledge is fragile, they often do not display it in experimental settings"

(p. 13). I discovered this to be true with Katelyn. She was exceedingly cautious and shy
around people she did not know. She generally did not attempt new skills for public
viewing, including grandparents, unless she had complete mastery. I discovered however,

that Katelyn would attempt and practice new skills easily if she was pretending with
stuffed animals or dolls. For example, at the age of two, Katelyn could spell her name out
loud flawlessly. However, for months, she would only spell her name if she pretended to

be one of her stuffed friends. If someone asked Katelyn to spell her name, she would
respond that she did not know how. I would not have known the extent of Katelyn's

knowledge if I had not known her so intimately.

Disadvantages of parent as participant observer. The disadvantage to being a

parent/participant observer is the way some persons may view the validity and reliability of
the study. With this in mind, I made an extreme effort to keep the data free of motherly
prejudices. To this end, I carefully followed various practices to assist in separating parent
from researcher. First, I set no goals or objectives for "teaching" Katelyn how to read,

write, or speak. I participated by "modeling" reading, writing, and language everyday and
responding to Katelyn's questions concerning literacy. Second, I divided daily journal

entries into two parts - one for professional comments and one for personal comments.
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Third, to support my observations, I collected tangible data such as writing/drawing
samples and transcripts of audio/video recordings. Such guidelines indicate that a

conscientious effort was made to separate parent from researcher to present a study

worthy of professional consideration.

Case Study Subject Katelyn Marie Wampler was bom January 18,1992. She is
the first-born child of Sherrie K. Wampler, the mother and participant observer for this

case study, and G. Benjamin Wampler. She lives with her parents, her brother Matthew
(bom January 16, 1995), and her two dogs, Brittany and Brandy, in a community just west

of Washington, DC.

Many factors set the stage for Katelyn's literacy development. First, Katelyn was
welcomed into a loving and nurturing environment. Katelyn was fortunate to be bom into

an environment where proper nutrition, appropriate and seasonal clothing and a safe and
comfortable home are provided. Katelyn also has a loving support team of two parents,
four grandparents, and four great-grandparents, as well as aunts, uncles, cousins, and

other extended family members and friends who support her growth and development.
Beyond the basic requirements for survival such as food, clothes, shelter, and love,

another critical factor involved in Katelyn's literacy development was the opportunity to

interact in a literacy-rich environment. From the day of Katelyn's birth, Katelyn's role
models provided a literacy-rich environment and demonstrated high expectations for
literacy and learning. For example, as her mother, I am a licensed elementary teacher with

a master's degree in reading and the desire to earn a doctorate in education. As I have
pursued my doctorate degree, Katelyn has observed me reading and writing almost as

frequently as she has heard or observed me talking. Katelyn's father is a general surgeon.
His books, magazines, and other notes and paperwork are just as readily observable in our

home. It is apparent from our life choices as educator and surgeon that literacy and
education are very important.
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Other important role models in Katelyn's life are her grandparents, great

grandparents, aunts, and uncles. Their influence further supports Katelyn's literacy

development. For example, Granddaddy Jerry is a retired school principal and
Grandmother Janet is a high school teacher. Granddaddy Paul is a general surgeon and
Grandmother Priscilla was an elementary teacher. Two of Katelyn's great-grandmothers

are retired teachers, and all of her aunts and uncles have an education beyond a Bachelor's
degree in college. Katelyn was bom into a family where high expectations for literacy and

learning are the norm.
On the basis of research regarding literacy development, Katelyn appeared to have

the optimum circumstances for literacy development (Hill, 1989; Holdaway, 1979; Teale,

1978). As defined by Teale (1978) such circumstances generally include: (1) an
availability and range of printed materials in the environment; (2) reading "done" in the
environment; (3) the environment facilitates contact with paper and pencil; and (4) those

in the environment should respond to what the child is trying to do" (Teale, 1978,

pp. 925-929). Therefore, as a researcher interested in learning how literacy evolves, I
viewed Katelyn's first three years as a perfect opportunity for learning the general course
of development in reading, writing, and language.

Case Study Time Line, The daily schedule of observations and the reasons for a

three-year longitudinal study are two areas that need to be addressed. It is virtually
impossible to accurately account for the number of hours or period of time spent doing

this research. As a stay-home mother/participant observer, research intertwined with
everyday life. Important observations were noted at any time of day: breakfast, lunch,
nap, play, visits, trips, bedtime, etc. Katelyn determined her literacy development

schedule. Each day held unlimited opportunities for noting observations.

Concerning the length of this study, a three-year longitudinal study was the
obvious choice for several reasons. First, there is an extremely limited amount of research
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in emergent literacy of children between birth and three years of age as indicated by the
literacy review in chapters II, III and IV. Second, children three years and younger have
generally not been schooled. Literacy development is a result of experiences from home.
Third, Baghban's (1984) three-year study of her daughter's literacy development, the only
study to observe reading, writing, and language development simultaneously during

infancy, lended itself to comparison. Finally, the amount of data collected in qualitative
research is overwhelming. Analyzing the data would be more efficient if the longitudinal
study was limited to three years.

Methods of Data Collection

Information regarding Katelyn's literacy development was collected consistently

for three years using qualitative methods of data collection. As previously stated, such
data need to be descriptive if it is to be qualitative. The qualitative methods used in this
study included the collection of fieldnotes, writing/drawing samples, audio/video
recordings, and transcripts. A description of each method and how it was used follows.
Eieldnotes. A key method of data collection during the study of Katelyn's literacy

development involved writing fieldnotes. "Fieldnotes are the written account of what the
researcher hears, sees, experiences, and thinks in the course of collecting and reflecting on
the data in a qualitative study" (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982, p. 74). Every day, for three

years, I made notes regarding Katelyn's development. These notes, documenting daily
observations, were then expanded upon each evening in ajournai. During the course of
the study, the journal served two purposes. First, it was a place to record "observations

and speculations " regarding Katelyn's development in reading, writing, and language.

Under "observations and speculations" I documented professional comments regarding
Katelyn's development in emergent literacy. Such comments evolved from an observable
experience that could be supported by other data collections such as a writing sample or

video recording.
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The journal was also a place to record "general experiences and activities" in

Katelyn's life. Under "general experiences and activities," I made comments regarding my
daily experiences, activities, feelings, and emotions as Katelyn's mother. Such a division in

the journal allowed me to verbally separate researcher from mother.

Wnting/Drawing Samples. Tangible evidence of Katelyn's writing/drawing
development was collected each time she wrote. From her first scribble, Katelyn's
wnting/drawing samples were collected and filed. Each sample was dated and statements

regarding Katelyn's apparent purpose were recorded on the sample and in the journal.

Writing/drawing samples were organized monthly so the progression of Katelyn's
development could be easily observed and analyzed.

Audio and Video Recordings. Every month, an audio or video recording was
made of Katelyn. Each recording lasted approximately one hour and included some of

Katelyn s encounters with reading and writing. The tapes were also used to document the
oral language Katelyn used during reading, writing, and play. These recordings were

extremely valuable to this research and offered unbiased documentation of Katelyn's
reading, writing, and language development.
Transcripts, Typed dictations, or transcripts, of each audio and video recording of

Katelyn were completed and analyzed.

Method of Data Analysis: Grounded Theory
"Data analysis is the process of systematically searching and arranging transcripts,
fieldnotes, and other materials that you accumulate to increase your own understanding of
them and to enable you to present what you have discovered to others" (Bogdan and
Biklen, 1982, p. 145). The information gathered for this study through fieldnotes,

wnting/drawing samples, audio/video recordings, and transcripts were analyzed using

grounded theory. Grounded theory is simply a type of data analysis that insists on "the

discovery of theory from data" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p. 1). The goal of grounded
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theory "is to generate a theory that accounts for a pattern of behavior which is relevant
and problematic for those involved" (Glaser, 1978, p 93). To do this, Glaser (1978)
described the process of developing grounded theory as follows:

1.

Collect the data in the field first;

2.

Start analyzing data and generating theory;

3.

When the theory seems developed, then review the literature;

4.

Relate the theory to the literature (p. 31).

Along with the process of grounded theory, it is important to note the following two
characteristics. First, grounded theory "is not really a specific method or technique.

Rather, it is a style of doing qualitative analysis that includes a number of distinct features,
such as theoretical sampling, and certain methodological guidelines, such as the making of

constant comparisons and the use of a coding paradigm, to ensure conceptual
development and density" (Strauss, 1987, p. 5). Such features were an important part of

the analysis for this study.
Second, different views exist regarding when to begin a literature review during a

grounded theory study (Glaser, 1978; Bogdan & Biklen, 1982). Glaser (1978) supported
the review of literature after all the data are collected and the theory is already generated.
On the other hand, Bogdan and Biklen (1982) contended, "After you have been in the
field for a while, going through the substantive literature in the area you are studying will
enhance analysis" (p. 153). Following Bogdan and Biklen's suggestion, I did not review

any research related to this study until after approximately one year of data collection.

During the second and third years of this study, data collection and the literature review
occurred simultaneously.
During this study, I followed the process of grounded theory just described. For
three years, I consistently collected data regarding Katelyn's literacy development. As

time passed it was natural to begin analyzing the data, formulating ideas, and generating a
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theory. Once I had formed a theory, I initiated an extensive review of the literature. I

then related the theory to the literature.
The order in which this study was conducted may seem somewhat odd to those

persons who are more familiar with quantitative research, which begins with a welldeveloped theory and extensive review of the literature and ends with the study. It is

important to remember, however, that grounded theory is inductive. "The theory is
induced or emerges after data collection starts" (Glaser, 1978, p. 37).

Summary
A three-year study of the emergent literacy behaviors of one child was organized

following a phenomenological theoretical perspective and utilizing qualitative research
methodologies. Participant observation was the selected case study approach. As the

subject's mother and the participant observer for this research, I identified certain
advantages and disadvantages. Advantages included: (1) combining knowledge as parent
and trained researcher, (2) enhanced interest and involvement as parent, (3) good rapport
and acceptance by subject, and (4) comfortable experimental setting for an infant and

toddler. The disadvantage for a parent/participant observer is maintaining the validity and
reliability of the research. Guidelines to separate parent from researcher were established

and followed to address this issue.

As participant observer, data collected were descriptive and included fieldnotes,

wnting/drawing samples, audio/video recordings, and transcripts. The overall purpose
was to observe the "process" of Katelyn's literacy development based on her experiences

in a literate environment. At no time were goals set to teach her how to read, write, and
speak. The data collected were analyzed inductively and followed the guidelines set forth
by Glaser's (1978) grounded theory approach, which insists on the discovery of theory
from data.
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Through the methods just outlined, this study identifies, consolidates, and confirms
information regarding the emergent literacy behaviors of children from birth to three years

based on the current research and philosophy set forth by the study of emergent literacy.
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Chapter VI

Katelyn's Emergent Literacy Story:
Birth to 12 Months

Katelyn's emergent literacy story from birth to three years is just that, her story.

The characteristics of her life, her person, as well as her literacy development are uniquely
hers. No child will ever share the same path as Katelyn. Yet, as time passed, it became

apparent that the path Katelyn had taken, the developmental milestones in literacy she
reached, struck an amazing resemblance to all the children previously studied. While the
exact experiences differed, the patterns of literacy development did not.

Chapters VI, VII, and VIII describe Katelyn's literacy development from birth to

three years. Data regarding Katelyn's reading, writing, and language development were
collected from fieldnotes, writing/drawing samples, and transcripts from audio and video

recordings. Each month, the data were combined and summarized. To comprehend the
full scope of Katelyn's monthly progress in reading, writing, and language development, I
also recorded her behavior development in other areas. DiLeo (1987) stated, "All aspects

of behavior - motor, emotional, cognitive, social, developmental - are not only
interrelated, but indivisible. Our limitations require that we discuss one aspect at a time

while attempting to keep the whole in mind" (p. 11). Although I concentrated on

Katelyn's literacy development specifically, it was impossible not to include a brief
description of her personality, motor, emotional, physical, and social development. These
behaviors are included to narrate a more complete portrait of what influenced Katelyn's

literacy development.

Also important to Katelyn's literacy development in her first three years was the

environment where she lived and learned. Katelyn, the daughter of an elementary teacher
and a general surgeon, was bom into a middle-class, English speaking, Caucasian family.

During the course of this study, she lived with her parents and her two dogs, Brittany and
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Brandy, in a community just west of Washington, DC. Katelyn was an only child for the

first three years of her life. Just two days before Katelyn's third birthday, however, she
became a big sister when her brother Matthew was bom.
Katelyn lived in a colonial-style home, located on a five-acre lot in a small

development. Her home was filled with literacy-related materials. The kitchen and family
room had books, papers, magazines, and other print-related items visibly displayed.

Katelyn's bedroom as well as her parents' bedroom had bookcases filled with books.
Katelyn alone had a collection of children's books that gradually grew to include
approximately 200 books. These books were located throughout the house and were

always made available to Katelyn.
During her first three years, Katelyn had the opportunity to develop friendships

with other children. Just before Katelyn's first birthday, she met and became friends with
Jimmy, a neighbor who was one year older than Katelyn. At about the same time that

Katelyn met Jimmy, she also met Crystal, her new cousin who was just ten months

younger. Katelyn developed a very close relationship with both of these children.
Soon after Katelyn was one year old, she attended a playgroup organized by her
church. The group met once every two weeks at the home of a playgroup parent. The
group varied in size over the years from a few children to as many as ten. The playgroup

met as an unstructured, relaxed social gathering where children played and parents visited.
The children Katelyn knew from church were the same children she played with at

playgroup. These children also became Katelyn's friends and companions.

In addition to her immediate family and friends, Katelyn was blessed with a loving
support team of four grandparents, four great-grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, and

other extended family members and friends who supported her growth and development.
These role models provided unconditional love for Katelyn and demonstrated high

expectations for her literacy and learning.
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Although Katelyn was exposed to reading, writing, and language every day, it was

virtually impossible to make written language known to Katelyn in an equivalent way to

oral language. Soderbergh (1977) commented, "To be able to expose a child to written
language in the same way, we should be forced to change our society into a writing
society, communicating solely by pen and paper. This reminds us of the fact that in

normal human communication written language is always a secondary language" (p. 11).

Although a conscientious effort was made to have reading, writing, and language modeled
each day, it is important to remember that speaking and listening were naturally modeled

more.

Examples of Katelyn's speaking and listening behaviors were recorded together.

Snow (1983) stated, "Oral language refers simply to all oral forms of communication,

speaking, and listening" (p. 166). For this reason, I have grouped observations of
Katelyn's listening behaviors and her speaking behaviors under the heading of language.

Birth to 3 Months
January 1992: Birth
Katelyn Marie Wampler was bom on January 18, 1992, at 7:25 a m. She weighed
7 lbs.. loz. and was 20 inches long. She was bom in a birthing center in the presence of

her father, a doctor, a nurse, and of course, her mother. During her first 30 minutes of life,

she was held, talked to, weighed, diapered, photographed, videotaped, and loved. Katelyn
met many family members and friends on her first day. Many of these people commented
that Katelyn was very active. Even the delivery nurse commented only minutes after

Katelyn's birth, "She's feisty," and "She is very active, I can see that." Katelyn had been
very active in utero also. Immediately following her birth, Katelyn could move her head

from one side to the other and attempted to hold up her head when being held. At two

weeks of age, Katelyn turned from her stomach to her back in a fit of anger. The energy
and drive Katelyn demonstrated before and following birth actually began to indicate some
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of the characteristics of the person she was to become. Katelyn's energy was a driving

force in her quest to discover literacy.

Reading. Katelyn was introduced to print her first day of life. As a new mother, I
was given many things to read in the hospital concerning the care of Katelyn and myself.

Because Katelyn was in my room all day and was being held by me most of this time, she
was exposed to this print. I talked to Katelyn when she was awake and even sometimes
when she was asleep. I even softly read aloud to her.

Writing. Katelyn was also introduced to writing on that first day of life. I was
given papers to fill out, and with her sitting there on my lap she was close enough to see
what I was doing. After we went home, I wrote many thank-you notes while I was nursing

Katelyn. Sometimes I would read the notes aloud to Katelyn or talk to her about them.

Language.

It is amazing how a newborn is immediately alert to the sounds and

world around her. I was the first to hold Katelyn. As I held her and looked into her eyes,
she looked directly back at me and seemed to study me as much as I was studying her. She
was very awake and alert that first day and cried very little. Mainly, she just looked at us,
studied us, and obviously listened. Her first sound, immediately following birth, was not a
cry but a squeak. It reminded me of a small rubber ball that squeaks when you squeeze
then release it or of even a tiny kitten making a soft meow. When Katelyn did begin to cry,

the sound was like a rubber ball being squeezed and released over and over again.

Katelyn showed that she knew my voice the very first day. Naked, cold, and only
minutes old in the delivery room, Katelyn screamed as the nurse weighed her. I
commented on Katelyn's weight to the nurse, and at the very point that I began to speak,
Katelyn stopped screaming and turned her head in the direction of my voice. Katelyn's

efforts to find me occurred more than once that day as well as in the days to follow. More

than once someone commented that Katelyn was looking for me as she turned to follow
the sound of my voice.
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Katelyn did not make many sounds that first day. However, the sounds she did
make were referred to as "talking" and positively reinforced through immediate verbal or

physical response. For example, when Katelyn was barely 30 minutes old, Grandmother
Priscilla held Katelyn next to Granddaddy Paul as he telephoned Aunt Kathryn with the

news of Katelyn's arrival. "She was talking," said Grandmother. "Yeah, she was just
talking," Granddaddy said as he moved the receiver back from Katelyn's mouth following

an attempt for Aunt Kathryn to hear Katelyn's tiny noises. As the conversation

progressed, each time Katelyn made a sound, Granddaddy moved the receiver to Katelyn's
mouth.
Katelyn was spoken to directly as if she understood what people were saying to

her. In addition, many persons spoke for her, saying things she might say if she could
verbalize her thoughts. For example, Great Grandmother Crystal, talking to Katelyn,

commented in the hospital room on her first visit, "She hasn't cried? Don't you know how
to cry?" Grandmother Priscilla responded for Katelyn and said, " She doesn't want to.
Why should I cry, I'm happy." Such conversations with Katelyn continued until she was

able to effectively speak and respond for herself.
The caregivers (parents, grandparents, etc.) in Katelyn's life analyzed her every

sound to determine her needs. "She's hot," "She's cold," "She's hungry," "She's tired" were
statements often made in response to a tiny cry or noise Katelyn made. Those who
surrounded Katelyn hung on her every utterance, analyzed it, and tried to respond. "She

had gas," "She burped," "Uh oh, dirty pants." If Katelyn did anything, somebody

commented about it. As the first grandchild and great grandchild on both sides of the

family, Katelyn received a great deal of attention.

As the days passed, Katelyn learned to effectively ask for what she wanted. Crying
got Katelyn food or her blanket wrapped about her more tightly to make her feel secure.

She never seemed to mind a wet or messy diaper, but when we initiated a diaper change
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she displayed her disapproval by crying; she would stop crying as soon as she was dressed
warmly again. After the first night at home from the hospital, I learned that it was much
easier to have Katelyn sleep in bed with us. Before the end of her first week home,

Katelyn and I had the system of night feedings down perfectly. She would simply move

some, generally kick her legs, wake me up, and then nurse. Many people found it hard to

believe that Katelyn rarely cried at night during those early months. She kicked, ate, and
went back to sleep. The first lines of communication had begun.
February 1992: 1 Month
Katelyn continued to be very active and was always moving, except when she
was asleep. She loved to sit on her father's lap when he played the piano and even allowed
him to take her fingers to play a tune. She met more of her relatives this month and

enjoyed riding in the car on several weekend trips. During February, Katelyn nursed every
2 to 3 hours and continued to sleep in bed with her parents. She seldom cried at night. Our

system of kick, feed, and sleep worked perfectly. When Katelyn was 5 weeks old, she
presented us with her first true smile, an indication that Katelyn was indeed doing well.
Reading. I tried to read aloud to Katelyn every day. Reading helped me find

things to talk about and talking helped me model language. At this point, much of my time

was spent nursing Katelyn. I developed the habit of reading to or in front of Katelyn

when she nursed. Reading helped the time to pass, and reading aloud made Katelyn nurse

faster and stay awake. She was stimulated by my voice and never slept during feedings
except when I was quiet. During our shared reading sessions, I read what interested me.

Katelyn's little books were read when she was not nursing. I observed that in an open
book in which one page was print and the other was a picture, Katelyn would choose to

look at the print side.
Writing. Katelyn continued to be exposed to writing. I wrote in my journal daily
and also wrote thank-you notes in front of her. Her father and I paid bills in front of her,
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and her father often worked crossword puzzles. Writing was not as stimulating as reading

for Katelyn. She often fell asleep when writing was being modeled.
Language. Katelyn heard spoken language daily. As Katelyn and I grew to know

each other, we also learned how to communicate better. Katelyn developed a definite

sound that indicated when she was getting hungry. She would bob her head up and down
on my shoulder and say, "a a a" making consecutive short "a" sounds. If I didn't respond

quickly to this sound, Katelyn cried until I did respond.
March 1992: 2 Months

Katelyn, now measuring 22" long and weighing 10 lbs. 6oz., was introduced to
many new people, places, and things. She took her first airplane trip (to Utah) and made

her first trip to church as well. She met many more relatives, including great aunts, great

uncles, and cousins. Katelyn ate every 3 hours and still slept in bed with Mom and Dad.

She also began sleeping through the entire night. Unfortunately, in the evenings, she began
to show signs of suffering from colic.
Reading. I continued to read something to Katelyn every day, whether it be a

book or magazine I was interested in reading or one of Katelyn's books. We continued to
use nursing time as our reading time. This developed into a nice routine, and I was

pleased with how well she nursed when I read or talked to her.
Writing. I continued to write in my journal in front of Katelyn. This activity did

not stir much interest in her other than an occasional glance.

Language. Towards the end of the month, laughing and cooing joined smiling and
crying as Katelyn's repertoire of interactions increased. Vocal play appeared to increase

overnight and following two months of talking "at" Katelyn, it was exciting to actually

interact with her.
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3 to 6 Months
April 1992: 3 Months

Katelyn experienced many changes during her third month that ultimately affected

her literacy experiences. Now 12 lbs. 8 oz. and 23 inches long, Katelyn rolled from

stomach to back consistently, discovered her feet, could hold and shake a rattle for short
periods of time, discovered she could independently calm herself by sucking her thumb,

scooted forward across the floor, and consistently supported her own weight standing as

we held her hands. Katelyn's attention span increased as demonstrated when she played
with a single toy, the Sesame Street Baby Play Gym, for one hour. Katelyn continued to
eat every 3 hours but now slept through the night in a bed next to ours.

Reading. Katelyn's new interest in mobility and personal interaction required a
change in our reading routine. Problems began to occur when I nursed and read to

Katelyn. As soon as I read, she stopped nursing, made eye contact with me, and smiled. I
had to stop reading and talking during nursing just so she could eat.

Katelyn did not seem to like lap reading. She would squeal and wiggle to get

down. This behavior became typical for Katelyn in general. She loved just laying on her
back playing with toys and not being held. Because this position made her happy, I

followed her lead and lay down on my back next to her and read. Katelyn immediately

enjoyed this practice. She looked straight up at the books and really focused on the pages
and pictures. She laughed, giggled, cooed, smiled, and made her little happy noises. She

kicked her legs and moved her arms in response to the reading. Sometimes she would be
interested in listening to three children's books in a row. When she grew disinterested, she
would stop looking at the book, turn, and look at other surroundings. I took this as my

cue to stop. I looked forward to these sessions every day and Katelyn certainly indicated
that she had fun too.
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Writing. Katelyn was introduced to two new experiences with writing this month.
First, her father held her on his lap at the office while he typed on the computer. She

stared at the screen as print magically appeared before her eyes and seemed mesmerized

by the computer. Second, Katelyn made her first trip to the grocery store. Facing me from
her carseat on the cart, she could easily see my tightly grasped grocery list which I read

and marked. I continued to write in my journal each day in front of Katelyn; she continued

to show little to no interest in this activity.
Language. During April, Katelyn's vocal play continued to increase and improve.

Laughing aloud and cooing were welcomed additions to crying. Katelyn's new noises also
began to come into play during our reading time. She made her happy noises when she

was interested in looking at a book, and she fretted when she became tired or

disinterested. Reading was never forced on Katelyn. When she indicated that she was
tired, disinterested, or just overstimulated in general, reading was stopped immediately.

Katelyn's interest in reading was much easier to determine by her increasing ability to
express herself.
May 1992: 4 Months
Katelyn began to really observe her world this month. She appeared interested in
the objects and sounds around her, and loved to sit on our laps and watch television. The

colic seemed to be ending, and Katelyn quickly became the baby on the move. Now 25 1/8

inches tall and 13 lbs. 13 oz., Katelyn could grasp small objects and carry them to her
mouth. Her ability to roll, and scoot, improved. She also began to pull from a sitting to a

standing position while holding our hands.
Reading. We continued to read every day on our backs. Katelyn reacted to books

as she reacted to toys. She "talked" to the book, smiled, laughed, and kicked her legs.

She focused on the book and turned to look at each page. Her attention span increased as
demonstrated when she listened to several books being read and discussed before
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indicating that she was ready to do other things. She showed me this by looking away or

beginning to fret. I stopped reading immediately when she lost interest.

Writing. Because Katelyn seemed to prefer being down on the floor on her back

or tummy with toys, I wrote in my journal near her when she was in such a position. I
maintained the daily routine of writing in my journal in front of her for 5 to 60 minutes
each day. During these writing sessions, an occasional look was all Katelyn offered me.
Language. With each passing day it became easier to get Katelyn to smile. She

really appeared to listen and respond to our voice, both the tone and expression. She even
began to make facial expressions similar to ours as she watched us. Katelyn practiced and

manipulated the sounds she made. The main sounds were happy, high-pitched squeals.

Usually these happy sounds were accompanied by stretching, hard kicks with her legs, and
arms slapping down on her body. Katelyn sucked her thumb and hummed to comfort

herself as she went to sleep. During May, Katelyn's main form of communication was still
crying. Crying indicated the need for something such as food, sleep, or change from a
disagreeable situation.
June 1992: 5 Months

During her fifth month, Katelyn nursed every 3 to 4 hours but also began eating

cereal two times a day and drinking water from a baby cup. Katelyn enjoyed riding in her

new stroller, observed her first nine holes of golf being played, and saw the ocean for the
first time. Physically, Katelyn could now roll from back to stomach as well as stomach to

back, sit upright by herself for short periods of time, take a few steps with our help, sleep
from approximately 10:00 p.m. to 6:30 a m., transfer toys between hands, and chew on
her own feet as well as everything else within reach.

Reading. Katelyn and I developed a nice reading routine this month. I continued

to read to her while on my back, and she really seemed to enjoy it as indicated by her
smiles and laughter. I tried to read to Katelyn each day and developed a routine of
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reading to her after breakfast on her bedroom floor. We continued to read 2 to 3 books

each session. Katelyn now made swinging motions to touch the book, and I helped her to

touch various parts of the book. The interaction during reading was very enjoyable. We
both had fun during these sessions. When Katelyn was tired of reading, she would roll

away. I continued to be amazed by the length of time that Katelyn listened to reading.
Our reading and discussion sessions lasted anywhere from 5 to 20 minutes, once or twice
a day, before Katelyn moved on to other things.

Writing. As I wrote, Katelyn watched but never with the interest she displayed for
reading books. When I read what I had written, she showed little interest. This made me

think that the illustrations in her books were indeed the key to her interest and attention to
reading.
Language. Katelyn's little noises increased this month. Most of the time, she made
happy-sounding squeals accompanied by kicking legs and flapping arms. Her whole body
seemed to express the happiness heard in her voice. Katelyn continued to cry, but it was

obviously much less important in her life.

6 to 9 Months

July 1992: 6 Months
Katelyn's multiple physical and cognitive changes during the sixth month as well as

her ever increasing life experiences were major factors in her literacy development. By six
months, Katelyn was 26 5/8 inches long, weighed 15 lbs. 1/2 oz, and could do the

following: (1) hold her bottle, (2) sit alone, (3) pick up and manipulate toys, (4) stand
alone holding table or other such object for support, (5) rock on hands and knees, (6)
make attempts to crawl, (7) play in room alone for short periods of time, (8) jump alone in
jump chair, and (9) make the sounds associated with the letters, "b, m, p, d" combined
with various vowel sounds. Katelyn started solid foods other than cereal this month but

continued to nurse three times a day. Memorable firsts included Katelyn sitting alone to
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play the piano; riding in the front of a grocery cart; sharing her toys with Montique, my
monkey puppet; and eating her first ice cream and Mexican food. Especially exciting was

rubbing Katelyn's gum and finding her first tooth.
Reading. As the month progressed so did Katelyn's tendency to roll away from

our reading sessions. She was thrilled by her new found mobility and wanted to move as

much as possible. Some days we read our two to three books, but many days we would
not read through one before she rolled away. On these days, I usually completed reading
the book started then joined Katelyn at play.
Writing. Rolling skills encouraged Katelyn to notice my writing. She liked to roll

over to me and watch what I was doing. Although she seemed more interested in writing

this month, it was more a result of her enthusiasm for rolling to me herself than for the

actual activity of writing. It was fascinating that at the very time she was less interested in
reading, she became more intrigued by writing.

Language. Katelyn's squeals transformed this month to include the consonant
sounds for the letters, "b, m, p, d." She mixed these sounds with vowel sounds as she

increased her overall vocal play.
August 1992: 7 Months

During the seventh month, Katelyn, now 15 lbs. 12 oz. and 27 inches long, nursed
and ate solid foods three times a day and continued to sleep from approximately 10:00

p.m. to 6:00 a m. Katelyn had her second tooth now and sat in a high chair to eat solid
foods. Katelyn could now consistently crawl, pull up alone, and wave bye-bye.
Reading. On August 27, 1992, at 9:05 a m., Katelyn read her first book

independently at seven months of age. As Katelyn played independently on the floor in
her room (I was writing in my journal), Katelyn picked up The Me Book a soft cloth

book we often read, roll over on her back, and babble. She had not been making any

sounds while playing until she picked up the book and rolled onto her back, our usual
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reading position. At this point she said, " Aaaaaa (long a sounds) - aaaaaaa (short a) - he

he." Her babbling was in long consecutive strings. The sounds stopped only when Katelyn

got a new breath or the book was put down. She did this four days in a row after

breakfast in her room. Each time it happened, I was sitting in the rocking chair watching
her play on the floor. I had not yet modeled reading those days. Interestingly, these sounds

were unique to Katelyn's reading. She did not make them at any other time. After four

straight days, these sessions continued but not at any reliable time. Baghban (1984)
described her daughter's "book babbling" during infancy and stated, "Apparently she was
separating a broad framework of how people sound when they read as opposed to how

people sound when they talk" (p. 28). Indeed, Katelyn apparently determined that reading
consisted of holding a book, looking at a book, and making many consecutive sounds that
run together. As early as seven months of age, it would appear that Katelyn had learned a

very important literacy lesson: Language is associated with text. You look at a book, you
talk.

Reading to Katelyn during the seventh month grew increasingly difficult. After she
began crawling, it was almost impossible. She just wanted to move all the time. I tried
changing our usual reading position from our backs on the floor to lap reading. This too

was difficult Katelyn would look at the book for short periods of time, maybe a page or
two, then would wiggle to get down off my lap. Trying out her increased mobility
appeared to be Katelyn's top priority during this period.

Writing. Katelyn played near me as I sat on the floor while writing in my journal.

She again chose to come over to me on occasion. Now, however, she enjoyed taking my
pen and tasting it. Once she had folly inspected the pen, she returned to playing with her
toys and I continued to write. Katelyn had discovered writing tools.

Language. In her seventh month, Katelyn discovered some new ways to
communicate with those around her. Everyone encouraged Katelyn to wave bye-bye.
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Finally, after many close attempts, Katelyn now lifted one arm and waved it up and down

in response to another person waving and saying bye-bye to her. Also, Katelyn discovered
that she could show people what she would like them to do. For example, Katelyn asked

Granddaddy Jerry to play the piano by taking his hand and moving it to the keyboard of
the piano.
September 1992: 8 Months

During September, Katelyn's life remained constant. She nursed one or two times

everyday and ate cereal for breakfast and a meat, fruit, and vegetable for lunch and dinner.
At night she still slept in a port-a-crib in our bedroom, although she had her own fully

decorated room where she napped and played. New experiences for Katelyn this month

included taking a trip to Williamsburg, Virginia; brushing her teeth, and eating her first
bite of cake (which she promptly spit out after making a terrible face.) At 16 lbs. 8 oz

and 27 1/2 inches long, Katelyn could stand up, bend over, and pick up a toy; and go from
a crawling to a sitting position.

Reading. Important to Katelyn's literacy development was her physical
development. Katelyn could go from a crawling to a sitting position and as a result
preferred to sit during her independent reading sessions. With this new development, I

tried to read to her in a sitting position. She enjoyed this more and more. Once I
discovered she was no longer interested in reading on her back or in my lap, our reading
time increased again. We went back to reading one to two books completely as well as

discussing pictures along the way. In one journal entry I noted, "After reading the book,

we went back and talked through it again with me counting animals, making animal

sounds, etc. When Katelyn showed interest in crawling away, I allowed her to go."
Katelyn enjoyed touching and manipulating books now. She often liked to pat and
turn a book over, and she would babble to it. I observed one day,
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I picked Katelyn up with Baby's First ABC and read that to her. This book had

board pages. Katelyn loved touching pages and hearing the squeak from her hand
as she rubbed the book hard. She tried on each page to grasp the pictures with her

hands. When I placed her on the floor with the book, she flipped and turned the
closed book many ways. She also patted the book and talked to it. She did not try

to put it in her mouth while talking as she did with the pink toy she played with
earlier today.

As Katelyn manipulated, played, and experimented with books, she began to discover
their unique characteristics.
Writing. This month Katelyn played around me when I wrote, but at the same
time, she was intrigued by what I was doing. Sometimes she tried to take my pen and
paper and crawl away. Other times she examined them by manipulating the paper, tasting
the pen, and patting the clipboard. Once the investigation was over, she went about her
business of playing with something else.

Katelyn scribbled with assistance for the first time this month. The journal entry for
September 8, 1992, recorded,
Katelyn crawled to where I was writing on the floor. She appeared interested in
my pen. I gave it to her. I took her hand and helped her to scribble. She did not

appear to notice the marks on the paper. As soon as I released her hand, the pen

went directly to her mouth where she tasted both ends of the pen.
By eight months, in addition to being aware of the pen, which was discovered at seven
months, Katelyn discovered other writing tools, including the paper and the clipboard. She
did not, however, demonstrate any interest in the act of writing or in the marks the writing

left on the paper.
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Language* Katelyn demonstrated increased comprehension and use of language in

a variety of ways, for example: (1) "talked" on the telephone (smiled and babbled in
response to people); (2) watched Sesame Street, sometimes for as long as 30 minutes;

(3) stopped to the command "No," looked at the réprimander, then generally tested the
response by trying the forbidden thing again; (4) sang when she "played" the piano;

(5) frowned and said, "nnnnnn," when mad; (6) made various vowel sounds; (7) combined
some consonants, such as D and H, with vowel sounds (i.e., da da da, he he he);

(8) smiled when someone talked to her; (9) made "throaty" noises when investigating
something; (10) hummed (i.e., "mmm" with each mouthful of food); (11) fretted when
unhappy; and (12) climbed on a lap when tired and ready to sleep.

SLto. 12 Months
October 1992: 9 Months
Now 27 3/4 inches tall and 16 lbs. 14 oz., Katelyn could stand alone; clap; point;

walk between tables, walls, and chairs while holding onto them; and (5) give kisses.
Katelyn ate approximately 8 tablespoons of cereal for breakfast and had an entire jar each

of a meat, a fruit, and a vegetable for lunch and dinner. She nursed once a day, as soon as
she woke up, between 7 and 8 a m. Katelyn went to bed between 7:30 and 8:30 p.m. and
slept approximately 12 hours. She took a 1-1/2- to 2-hour nap in the morning and often a
1- to 2-hour nap in the afternoon. Katelyn still slept at night in a port-a-crib in her parents'

room. Katelyn's momentous events this month included: (1) cutting her third and fourth
tooth, (2) growing a little hair (she had been bald), (3) taking her first hay ride,

(4) having her first nonfamily baby-sitter, and (5) having x-rays to check her lungs for
pneumonia (which she did not have).

Reading* Katelyn acquired several new reading skills this month. First, with her
new found ability to point, Katelyn began pointing at pictures. Second, the new sounds

that she made were used during reading. She even began pointing at the book and
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babbling when she read independently. Third, she was able to turn pages on demand as I
read to her. Finally, Katelyn developed the ability to bring me a book to read. Often she
initiated our reading sessions. Katelyn continued to sit beside me when I read to her.

Sometimes now, she even sat on my lap.
Writing. I continued to model writing daily for Katelyn, and she continued to

wrinkle my paper and chew on my pen.
Language. Katelyn developed important language skills this month. She said,
"mama," to ask to nurse in the morning. It was the only time of the day that she said this.

She said, "dada," to male figures and practically everything else. Katelyn loved to eat.
She said, "mmmm-mmmm," with almost every mouthful of food. Katelyn could
communicate that she wanted to play peek-a-boo. As I changed her diaper one morning,

she took her pajamas, pulled them over her face, then pulled them down quickly. I then
said, "Where's Katelyn? Peek-a-boo!" in response to her actions. She giggled and

continued to play. Also this month, Katelyn began to really comprehend some of the
things we asked her. For example, Katelyn's father gave her a helium balloon. She loved
it. She watched, smiled, pointed, patted, tasted, and crawled around with it. Katelyn

noticed the lights on the ceiling because of the balloon. She learned to point at a light
when we asked, "Where is the light?" She then was able to find and point at lights
everywhere - at her grandparents' homes, at church, and at the doctor's office. Katelyn

would also point to the balloon if we asked, "Where is the Balloon Katelyn?"
November 1992: 10 Months
During November, Katelyn's eating and nighttime sleeping habits were identical to

those in October, although she began to change her nap schedule by combining two naps

into one. Katelyn slept very well unless she was sick. At 17 lbs. 14 oz. and 28 inches long,
Katelyn could now: (1) walk a walker across the room, (2) climb from the bottom to the

top of our staircase, (3) entertain herself for longer periods of time, (4) stand on tiptoes to
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play the piano, (5) take one independent step then sit, and (6) manipulate objects better
(e.g. place plastic rings on stand, place top on bottle). Interesting experiences this month
included taking a first trip to the dentist, going to vote with Mommy, and pulling tags on

clothes and toys.
Literacy behaviors developed rapidly this month. It was interesting to note that
Katelyn was distracted by new people and less likely to demonstrate new skills in public.
Luckily, Katelyn enjoyed performing for the videocamera.

Reading. Since beginning to crawl, Katelyn had been much more interested in

moving around than sitting to hear a story. Often she sat for only one, two, or three pages
before wandering away. This month, however, Katelyn's reading behaviors showed a

marked change. Katelyn now: (1) listened to reading for longer periods, (2) interacted
more (e.g., pointed more, talked more, turned pages more), (3) was interested in lap

reading (4) read to relax before sleeping, (5) practiced her page turning skills (e.g., turning
the pages of the book back and forth, front to middle), (6) initiated reopening a book to

indicate interest in reading again, (7) waited for us to respond to her pointing, and (8) read

for pleasure.

Katelyn demonstrated many of these new behaviors during one particular reading
period. Katelyn sat on Grandmother Priscilla's lap listening to a new book, The First
Christmas. This tiny board book, with 10 pages and approximately 14 words per page,

held Katelyn's attention for 30 minutes. Katelyn watched, pointed, and listened intensely.

Grandmother discussed the pictures. As she pointed to a baby she said, "See the baby,

Katelyn." Then she encouraged Katelyn to point to the baby too. Everytime
Grandmother Priscilla tried to put the book down, Katelyn would pick it up again. They

had a wonderful time together. Grandmother noticed and remarked on the exciting
change in Katelyn's reading interest.

Ill

Katelyn's literacy lessons evolved from a most unlikely experience this month.
Katelyn developed an interest in pulling the trash out of the trashcan. This annoying event

amazingly evolved into a literacy lesson. Katelyn pulled the trash out one item at a time
and placed it on the floor. She often investigated the durability of paper. She grasped the
paper, tugged it and pulled it with an expression on her face that was strained and

distressed. She tested all kinds of different paper, tearing what she could manage to tear,

and leaving little tom pieces of trash everywhere. Then, just when I thought I couldn't
pick up that trash one more time, Katelyn began to read the objects in the trash. She

looked at an apparently intriguing piece of trash, pointed, and book babbled as only she
did while independently reading. To my surprise, as a result of a seemingly messy

excursion, Katelyn made the discovery that books are not the only thing to read.

Writing. This was an exciting month for writing. Exactly one day before Katelyn
turned 10 months old, she wrote independently for the first time. I noted in my journal:
Katelyn showed her first real interest in the actual function of writing. We were in
her room doing our usual things. She played with toys while I wrote in my

journal. Generally Katelyn crawls over to me and takes my pen or clipboard.

However, today was different. Katelyn crawled over, took my pen, and instead of
trying to eat the pen or just look at it, Katelyn immediately began to tap it on the
paper attached to the clipboard. I took her hand and together we made swirling

marks. She again took the pen independently and attempted to make marks on the
paper. I quickly ran downstairs to find something easier for her to write with. The

pen I was using required an exact angle for a mark to be made. I found some old
crayons. I gave Katelyn a purple crayon. Again, she attempted to write. In fact,

she was able to make several marks on the paper. We sat there approximately 15

minutes. Katelyn was fascinated by the sound the crayon made as she tapped it on
the paper. She never tasted the crayon during this time which was truly unusual.
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Following several more attempts to make marks on her own, Katelyn became

fascinated by the paper. She pulled, tugged, wrinkled, and tore it. Then, she
moved on to try and color her chest of drawers.
Such writing behaviors continued and evolved from that point (see Appendix B-l).
Writing behaviors unique to Katelyn at 10 months of age included the following:

(1) selected and rotated between a variety of writing tools (crayons, pens, etc.);
(2) jabbed at the paper, leaving pointy, rigid marks; (3) tested either end of the tool for

marking capabilities; (4) displayed intense interest (averaged 15 to 20 minutes per writing
session); (5) tasted tool when tired of writing; (6) enjoyed sticky noise a crayon made

when tapped on the paper supported by a clipboard; (7) tested the crayon on other things
(e.g., the clipboard, her book) yet returned to marking on paper when the other behaviors

were discouraged; (8) interested in trying the tool modeled; (9) held writing tool a variety
of ways (e.g., closed in palm or between fingers) as shown in figure 1 (see figure 1, 1 year

and 2 years); (10) continued to turn and wrinkle paper; (11) was interested in writing on

the same thing as her mother; and (12) tapped two writing tools together.

Figure 1. Prehension and the Manipulation of Artistic Instruments

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

(Helms & Turner, 1981; Prehension and the Manipulation of Artistic Instruments, p. 461)

Language. At 10 months, Katelyn apparently experienced a cognitive growth

spurt. The exciting developments in reading and writing were to be matched by exciting
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changes in language development. Katelyn demonstrated the following language
behaviors: (1) pointed to her nose when asked, (2) pointed to lights when asked,

(3) looked for a specific family members when asked, (4) occasionally talked in her sleep,
(5) "ooce" indicated she wanted some juice, (6) demonstrated jealousy of me holding
another baby through fretting and crying, (7) said "Day" for Uncle Jay, (8) "thssss" was a

happy sound, (9) "ma ma ma" indicated time to nurse or she was unhappy, (10) nodded

head as she talked to emphasize her point, (11) continued to babble a variety of sounds,
and (12) increasingly responded to our talking (e g., facial expressions, eyebrows raising,
frowning, smiling, verbal response, pointed, looked, or gestured).

Katelyn displayed her increased knowledge of language and her new language
behaviors in a variety of ways. First, when her father said, "Bye-bye, Katie," on his way to

work in the morning, Katelyn continued to nurse but raised her hand out from under the
covers and waved bye-bye. Second, to pass the time when feeding Katelyn, I talked to her
about the labels on the baby food jars, pointing out the baby and the word for what she
was eating. Now Katelyn pointed and initiated conversations about them too. Third,
Katelyn said, "mmm-mmm," with each mouthful of food, which likely developed from us

saying, "Katelyn, this is so good, mmmm." Fourth, generally when we said, "Katelyn,
come here," she turned, looked, then made the decision whether to return or keep

crawling. Fifth, Katelyn cried or whined to have her father hold her when he played the
piano. Sixth, Katelyn began long conversations. For example, once while sitting on

Grandmother Priscilla's lap and playing with toys, Katelyn suddenly stopped, looked at her
grandmother and said, "aaaaa-aaaaa-aaaaa" (string of short a sounds like book babbling).

Her eyes gazed at her grandmother and her brow was serious. She was definitely telling
her something. Seventh, following contented play, Katelyn turned to me, dove towards me

with a scream, crawled into my lap, and began sucking her thumb - signs that we learned
indicated thirst or hunger. Eighth, Katelyn tried very hard to imitate my mouth
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movements as I said, "light." She curled her tongue, almost holding it out of her mouth in

an attempt to speak. Finally, Katelyn was fascinated with our mouth, teeth, and nose.

Numerous statements and pointing such as "Nose, Mommy's nose" led Katelyn to respond
to the statement, "Katelyn, show me the nose, nose." Katelyn thought about this

statement then responded appropriately.
December 1992: 11 Months

By 11 months, Katelyn was 28 1/2 inches long and 18 lbs. 8oz. This month, she:
(1) took her first multiple independent steps, (2) stood independently for longer periods of
time, (3) walked around holding someone's hands, (4) suffered from separation anxiety,

(5) obsessed with faces (i.e., touched eyes, nose, mouth, teeth, hair, and ears);
(6) managed sippy cup independently without choking, (7) learned how to use the TV
remote (i.e., pointed and pushed), and (8) developed "interesting" tastes (e g., ate a dead

fly, chewed up my grocery list).

Reading. Katelyn had all types of books available to her - board books, cloth
books, plastic books, pop-up books, flap books, paperback books, and hardcover books.

All were easily accessible to her throughout the house on shelves and mixed in with her
toys. Surprisingly, Katelyn rarely tasted, chewed, or sucked on her books as she did with

her toys. Ajournai entry this month recalled, "This past week I can only recall Katelyn
lifting a book to her mouth once, but she immediately removed it and stopped." Katelyn

was always gentle with books. No teeth marks, wet marks, tom pages, or scribbles were

apparent.

Reading sessions with Katelyn definitely influenced her reading development. By
11 months, Katelyn demonstrated the following reading behaviors: (1) increased lap
reading time; (2) brought us a book, handed it to us, then either got on our lap or tried to
get on our lap to read; (3) reopened book to read again; (4) closed a book to stop;

(5) liked to point and read to herself; (6) took our hands and pointed at various pictures;
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(7) increased babble reading, picked up book, turned pages, looked at pages and said,
"aaaaaa-aaaaaa-aaaa" (i.e., consecutive short a sounds) or "ssssssss-ssssssss"; (8) pointed
to pictures in the book and said, "dat-dat"; (9) held book in correct position when book

babbling; (10) turned pages back and forth but stopped to point at pictures;

(11) sustained independent reading sessions for 15 seconds to two minutes; and (12) used
new vocabulary during reading.
Katelyn began to apply the words she knew to shared reading sessions as well as
to independent reading sessions. For example, Katelyn looked independently at the book

The First Christmas. She babbled through the book. She pointed at Jesus, Mary, and
Joseph on the front cover, which we did when we read together. She pointed and said,

"dat," when she looked at different pictures. We often used the word "that" when we read
for statements such as, "Katelyn, what is that?" or "That is baby Jesus, that is Mary, that is
Joseph."

Writing. Katelyn continued to be fascinated by the act of writing. The behaviors
she demonstrated last month continued to evolve this month. Katelyn noticed the
notebook, paper, books, and pen that her father had left on the couch unattended. She
quickly went to investigate. She immediately picked up the pen he used and attempted to

write on his notebook but the pen was closed. Being helpful, I opened the pen. Again
Katelyn held the pen, correct end down, and marked. She got a bit rough with the paper,

almost balling it up. Because the paper belonged to her father, and I wasn't sure of the

intended use, I thought it best to take the writing tools from Katelyn. She screamed and

cried in disappointment.

Language. Recognizable words that Katelyn said and used correctly included:
(1) "hi" and waved, (2) "bye" and waved, (3) "uh" when she dropped something (short for
uh oh), (4) "dis" for "this" then pointed at object, (5) "dat" for "that" then pointed at
object, (6) "ooce" for juice, and (7) "du" for duck. In addition to single word utterances,
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Katelyn also made her first two-word utterance this month. As her father went to work, he

kissed Katelyn good-bye then walked out the door and said, "Bye, Katelyn." As soon as
he said that, Katelyn said, "Bye, Dada."
Katelyn's increased abilities to understand and use language enhanced our play

together. Katelyn made a game with her socks. She pulled them off, then looked to see if
I was watching. I said, "Katie, where are your socks?" Katelyn turned, found them on

the floor, picked them up, and put them in her mouth. She thought this game was

hilarious, especially when I made a light-hearted fuss, took them from her mouth, and put
them back on her feet so she could take them off again. This simple game in the end

taught Katelyn the word "sock" as well as the use for socks.

Although Katelyn was not able to verbalize everything she wanted, she learned that
gestures communicated her needs. Thus, Katelyn learned to tell us many things through

showing us. When Katelyn wanted to go to bed, she crawled to me with her thumb in her
mouth, then jumped up and down almost crying. When Katelyn wanted a particular food

to eat, she pointed to that food. When interested in a game of patty-cake, Katelyn patted
her hands together. This month, Katelyn demonstrated she could play an entire game of
patty-cake without being guided. Katelyn patted her own hands together and just smiled

and giggled as I repeated the rhyme.
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Chapter VII

Katelyn's Emergent Literacy Story:

12 to 24 Months
January 1993: 12 Months

By 12 months, Katelyn was 29 inches tall and weighed 18 lbs. 10 oz. She showed
new independence as she stopped nursing and began to feed herself finger foods. Her

growing mobility was apparent as she went from crawling most of the time to walking all

of the time. She also developed the strength to go from sitting to standing without

support. These skills allowed her to do many new things. For example, she: (1) imitated
exercising when I exercised (e g., jumped up and down, raised her spoon up and down as

a weight, lifted and stretched her legs in the air, and got on her back for sit-ups); (2) began

to pretend play (e g., placed doll in stroller and pushed; put toy people in playhouse,
closed and opened door to take them out; said "hi" on toy phone); (3) became extremely
difficult to diaper change or dress because of her desire to move; and (4) investigated
everything. New experiences for Katelyn this month included moving into her bedroom,

taking her first ride on skis, touching her first snow and discovering she could gnaw on the
furniture.

Reading. Katelyn's reading behaviors matured this month. She now sat on a lap

and read for 30 minutes to an hour. Although reading before nap and bedtime continued

each day because of the calming effect it had, Katelyn determined other independent or
shared reading sessions. Now when she wanted us to read, she brought us the book of her

choice, threw it up on our lap, then tried to climb up. When she got bored with shared
reading, she closed the book and threw it on the floor. If, however, she wanted to

continue reading, she reopened the book and flipped through the pages. Interestingly, she
developed favorite pages. She would return multiple times to these favorite pages in one

session. Also, during reading sessions now, Katelyn not only pointed to pictures but she
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took our hand and moved it to various pictures. She wanted us to tell her what the

pictures were by pointing at them.
Katelyn responded to some of our questions now. When asked "Where is the

dog?" she responded correctly by pointing to a dog. We also enjoyed using props as we
read. With Old MacDonald we would hold the correct toy farm animal as we read/sang

from the book. Katelyn loved to read/sing from her book Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Her babble and rocking motion imitated singing as she looked through the book.

Katelyn's independent reading also reflected her developing oral language. New
words from her spoken vocabulary were used during independent and shared reading

sessions. Independently, Katelyn read Santa's Beard Is Soft and Warm It is a touch and

feel book. She loved to snap Santa's suspenders, rub the various pictures, and also cover
and uncover the dog. One day, Katelyn said, "uh oh," as she turned each page of the

book and studied the pictures. This was but one example of Katelyn applying
recognizable language in addition to babbling to her reading sessions. Words observed
being used during independent and shared reading sessions included: (1) "boo woo" for

dog, (2)"uh oh," (3) "dis" for this, (4) "dat" for that, (5) "eye," (6) "air" for hair,

(7) "ooce" for juice, (8) "daw" for dog, and (9) "burr" for grrr ( i.e., tiger sound).
Writing. By 12 months of age, Katelyn demonstrated various writing behaviors.
First, her writing developed a particular style, moving from a mark to an actual scribble.

For example, by 10 months of age when Katelyn wrote, she dotted the paper making spots
then slid from that dot to make a mark. By 11 months, she made gentle single lines

generally going in various directions. Now, by 12 months, Katelyn enjoyed going back
and forth with a stronger stroke that often swirled. It appeared that while beginning
efforts were merely marks on the paper, her efforts now resembled more of a typical

scribble (see Appendix B-2).
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A second writing behavior observed was that Katelyn appropriately used the

writing tools she found in her environment. One night, her father used a pen while
working on a crossword puzzle in the television guide. He left the pen and magazine on

the coffee table when he went to bed. The next morning, Katelyn picked up the pen as
soon as she found it. She immediately used the pen to make scribbles on different pages

of the guide. In previous months, I would have had to pull the pen from Katelyn's mouth.
Yet another writing behavior that became apparent during the 12th month was that
Katelyn was extremely interested in writing immediately when it was modeled. She often

interrupted my journal writing sessions now so she could write. One day I noted, "She
wasn't overly interested in writing though until I turned to another page and began to

write."
A fourth writing behavior was that Katelyn determined that crayons were toys and

pens and pencils were for writing. Various excerpts from my transcripts and journal
entries to support this point follow. First noted, "Katelyn was really into throwing her

crayons around, and when she came to the pencil she picked it up and began to mark on
the paper." Also noted, "Katelyn played with the crayons by giving them to me then

taking them back. She also enjoyed hiding and finding them." Yet another observation
noted, "Katelyn seemed more interested in chewing on the crayons yesterday than I have

ever seen her." Another observation stated, "Katelyn got tired of writing after about 15
minutes and focused all of her energy on just playing games with the crayons; picking

them up, putting them down, giving some to me, taking some away, hiding then finding
them." Given the fact that Katelyn's models wrote with pens and pencils and not crayons,

her preference to write with pens and pencils and play with crayons was certainly not

surprising.
The writing behaviors, as described above, led to a major change in Katelyn's
overall writing development. Writing was no longer just modeled by a conventional
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writer; it included independent as well as shared sessions of writing just as with reading

and language. Interactions during shared writing sessions included the following.

Sometimes Katelyn needed to be redirected to put a writing tool on the paper rather than
in her mouth. Such an interaction involved pulling the crayon out of her mouth, patting
her paper with my hand, and saying, "This is where you need to use the crayon, Katelyn.

You need to write on the paper with it." I often held writing tools for Katelyn. She gave
them to me and I returned them to her when requested. Sometimes Katelyn and I did

LEA (Language Experience Approach) (see Appendix B-3). Simply stated, when Katelyn
said a word or utterance, I would say exactly the same thing and write it. Katelyn
responded positively to this activity. She smiled, giggled, talked, and wrote more. Not
only that, she began writing faster with more aggressive marks.
Writing behaviors demonstrated at 12 months were as follows: (1) preferred to

write with pens and pencils; (2) treated crayons as toys (i.e., hide, find, pass, trade, chew,
tap)» (3) used pens and pencils for writing; (4) preferred the yellow crayon; (5) made

stronger mark with sweeping versus dotted motion; (6) averaged 15-minute writing
sessions; (7) used writing tools in her environment; (8) interested in writing immediately
when it was modeled; and (9) used either hand.

Language. Observations of language behaviors grew rapidly (see Appendix C).

Katelyn was clearly becoming more capable of communicating her wants or needs. She
clearly communicated that she was not interested in nursing anymore when she stopped
nursing then immediately popped off and said, "Juice." Grandmother Janet gave Katelyn

cow's milk to drink, which Katelyn disliked. Katelyn took one sip then pushed the bottle
away, frowned, and said, "Juice". When finally given juice, she drank it happily.

However, Katelyn did drink milk when it was served in a sippy cup. She referred to milk
as "dat" rather than "juice."
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Katelyn developed more interest in interacting with others by initiating her own

conversations. One day, while playing with toys, she stopped to watch as I dumped the

clean laundry on the floor to fold. She immediately looked at the laundry and said,
"Uhuh." Katelyn also initiated multiple conversations while shopping by saying, "Hi" and

"Bye-bye" to everybody willing to participate and even those who did not.
The sock game from the previous month continued as vocabulary lesson. Last
month I said, "Katelyn, where is your sock?" Katelyn would usually look for it, pick it up,

put it in her mouth, and laugh. One evening this month, she picked up the sock and using
both hands tried to put it on. She placed a sock on one or the other foot. She patted it,

looked at it, and decided it wasn't right then tried again. I observed her doing this for 30
minutes straight one evening.

Katelyn now combined words she knew. One morning she looked at me and said,
"Uh oh juice," and then, "Juice uh oh." From this statement it was obvious that Katelyn

wanted me to get her some juice because her juice was gone. On another occasion she

said, "Dada juice," to her father as he got ready for work. Again she used the few words

she knew to communicate what she wanted.
It was apparent that Katelyn's combinations of words were strategically placed to
get what she wanted and not combined by accident. For example, her father left us sitting

in the car as he went into a store. Katelyn looked at Daddy's empty seat and said, "Uh oh

Dada." I explained to her where Daddy had gone. As I explained she noticed the juice
bottle in her diaper bag. She then began saying over and over again, "Juice juice uh oh

juice," until I gave it to her. She drank, then pointed at the nipple and said, "Uh Oh." I

handed her the lid; she seemed pleased and tried to put it on. She gave me the juice then
looked at the empty space beside her in the truck and again said, "Uh Oh Dada." I said,

"Daddy is in the store. He will be back soon."
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As Katelyn discovered that her words worked for her, she played games with her
words repeatedly. When Katelyn's father returned to the car and we continued on our

trip, Katelyn repeatedly said, "Juice, juice, uh oh juice," even though she was apparently
not thirsty. The game became so obsessive compulsive that we started singing to distract
her. It was hilarious, though, because between songs Katelyn again said, "Uh oh juice."

This month, Katelyn was sometimes frustrated by her inability to communicate.

From time to time she obviously wanted to ask or do something but couldn't explain it.
She would get a very frustrated, worried look on her face and babble over and over again.

She would also make direct eye contact as if to stress her interest. We tried to understand

but often could not. Frequently this led to our running through a list of choices until

Katelyn gave us one of her yes signs (eg., smiled, said "dat" or "dis," acted excited.)

The language behaviors Katelyn demonstrated were as follows: (1) responded to
commands more (e g., stopped when told, "No"; brought sock when asked; kissed when

asked; tried to put on her sock when asked; came when called; pointed at balloon, body

parts, or light on request); (2) pointed to what she wanted; (3) moved our hands to do
things she was not able to do herself; (4) placed her head on my leg and sucked her thumb
to show me she was ready for bed; (5) cried when hungry; (6) stuck tongue out and
spattered food everywhere when full or not interested in eating more; (7) used new

sound - "gu gu"; (8) said "hi" into play phone; (9) patted chest when she choked or
coughed (as we would do to her back); (10) gestured to question something (i.e., held

both arms as high as her face, wrists facing each other and palms towards ceiling);
(11) correctly pointed to eyes, hair, ears, nose, and mouth; (12) increased single word
utterances; and (13) used two-word utterances.
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February 1993: 13 Months

Katelyn was now 29 1/2 inches tall and weighed 20 lbs. 8 oz. Very noticeable was
that physical activity was very demanding of her time. She was obsessed with walking and
obsessed with climbing stairs. In addition, her skills continued to improve as she now:

(1) independently climbed into child rocker, turned around, and sat down; (2) learned to
play Ring Around the Rosy; (3) carried household items around the house; and (4) got on
and off riding toys independently.

Other behaviors that were new to Katelyn this month included the following:
(1) gave herself positive reinforcement (eg., clapped, smiled, and babbled) when she
completed something successfully; (2) demonstrated increased attention span (e g., sat
directly in front of the television and watched 30 minutes straight of Full House, or sat,

looked, and pointed at 36 family photographs); (3) volunteered hugs to people or stuffed

friends; (4) showed fear of loud noises and unusual new things; (5) ran to trusted adult to

be picked up and comforted when frightened; and (6) took her pointer fingers, plugged her
ears and made a face in response to a loud noise.

An occurrence that added to her list of new experiences included an airplane trip to

Colorado. The stimulation initiated by new people, places, and things on this trip
enhanced her overall social, emotional, and cognitive development this month.

Readings As Katelyn's language developed as well as her interest in looking at
books, it became apparent that favorite books reflected the focus of her vocabulary
development. Because she was currently interested in animals and animal sounds, she

consistently selected for independent or shared reading books that had animals in them
such as Where's Spot, Old MacDonald Had a Farm, and Baby's First ABC. Old

MacDonald became a particular favorite during this month. Often she picked up this

book, opened it, then hummed and rocked. She would do this for several minutes as she
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turned pages and threw in an occasional "oh," which was obviously her word for "old."
Katelyn also sang, "oh" to us when she wanted us to sing/read the book.
Katelyn naturally initiated repeated readings of the same books. She insisted that

she read or we read the same books over and over again. This in effect made her so
familiar with particular books that she knew them by name. For example, one evening, I

asked Katelyn, "Where is your Old MacDonald Had a Farm book? Can you find Old
MacDonald?" Katelyn began to look for something. Her toys were everywhere on the

floor. Books were stacked and scattered in the mess. Katelyn searched and found Old
MacDonald Had a Farm, picked it up, and saying, "Oh oh," brought the book to me.

Independent reading gave Katelyn an opportunity to practice her new vocabulary.
I observed her independently reading the book Baby's First ABC. On the first and second

pages, which show the letters A, B, C, and D and appropriate pictures, Katelyn made her
cat purring sound as she pointed and looked at the cat and then said, "Boo woo," as she

looked at the dog. She did this for several minutes then turned to the IJKLMN page
where she again pointed at pictures and practiced her new words and sounds.

Reading behaviors demonstrated this month included the following: (1) favorite
books reflected the focus of her vocabulary development; (2) initiated repeated readings;

(3) identified particular books by name; (4) independent and shared reading provided an
opportunity to practice new vocabulary; and (5) associated characters and things in books

with life examples (eg, pointed to picture of a lamb being bottle fed and said, "Juice").
Words and gestures used during independent or shared reading were "juice," "oh"

for Old MacDonald, "moo" for cow; curled arm for a monkey; a cat purring sound; and
"boo woo" for dog.

Writing. While reading and language development soared, writing development

appeared to be unchanged. I modeled writing every day, and Katelyn continued with the
same writing behaviors she demonstrated at 12 months. However, while her scribbling
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developed, she also continued to use her earlier "marks" as well. For example, one day I
asked, "Katelyn, can you write something for Mommy?" Katelyn, holding crayons, just

looked at me. Again I said, "Draw Mommy a pretty picture." Katelyn stared then

proceeded to tap the crayon in each hand on the paper, approximately three taps per hand.
Next she turned to look at the other crayons behind her, manipulated the crayons, held
various crayons, and studied them. While Katelyn had advanced in her writing

development, earlier steps such as tapping, manipulating, and studying were still practiced.
Language. While Katelyn had a very small vocabulary, it was amazing how she

managed to combine the few words she knew into perfectly reasonable combinations. For

example, Granddaddy Jerry was holding Katelyn on his lap. Katelyn looked over his
shoulder at Cinnamon (her grandparents' golden retriever) who was standing at the door.
Katelyn watched, pointed to the door and said, "Uh oh, boo woo," when Cinnamon
suddenly ran away from the door.

Yet another example of her combined use of words was demonstrated while we
were driving. It was Katelyn's dinner time, and she said, "Juice juice juice," to get our

attention. Her father, sitting beside her, could not feed her right at the moment. Katelyn,
not understanding this continued saying, "Juice, juice, uh oh, juice." Finally, becoming

frustrated, Katelyn looked directly at her father and with a very serious voice said, "Dada,
uh oh juice," her first three-word combination.

Katelyn also learned to combine her words and gestures to emphasize a point. For

example, if "Juice, juice," did not get the appropriate response, Katelyn would go to the
refrigerator and try to open the door while repeating, "Juice, juice."

Old word games became more developed and new games were introduced.
Katelyn played peek-a-boo with her father over the back of the couch. Now instead of
just giggling and squealing with delight, Katelyn actually jumped up and said, "Boo! "
Next, Katelyn was introduced to Ring Around the Rosy. Following several attempts,
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Katelyn began to move in a circle and smile. However, when it came to, "We all fall

down," Katelyn just stood there with a funny look on her face.

Pretend play continued to develop and expand to different subjects. Katelyn used
her Sesame Street pocketbook and the objects inside for pretend play. She pulled the
lipstick out and put it to her mouth. She pulled the mirror out and looked at herself. She

also pulled her comb out and combed her hair and the hair of anyone close by. Also this

month, Katelyn found a real telephone, picked up the receiver, held it correctly to her face,

and said, "Hi."
The language Katelyn used often reflected her comfort zone. Casual contact with

people we passed in a store or restaurant brought friendly interaction like a "hi" or "bye
bye.

However, in a room with new people or a number of people who showed particular

interest in her, Katelyn was shy and less inclined to speak at all. In fact, around unfamiliar
people, Katelyn generally clung to a familiar adult, sucked her thumb, and did not talk.

Language was constantly being tested. Trials and errors were common. One day
Katelyn watched Sesame Street which had a skit with real sheep. I found her toy sheep,

showed it to her, pointed at the television and said, "The sheep says, *baa baa.* Katelyn

smiled, looked at the television and the sheep I held, then promptly said, "Boo woo." Yet
another time, while independently reading Old MacDonald, Katelyn set her toy cow on the

chicken page and said, "Moo."
Katelyn now demonstrated the following language behaviors: (1) combined the

few words she knew into perfectly reasonable combinations, (2) combined words and
gestures, (3) played old word games which became more developed and new games were

introduced, (4) developed and expanded pretend play and to different subjects,

(5) used language that reflected her comfort zone, and (6) constantly tested language.
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March 1993: 14 Months

Katelyn now weighed 21 lbs. 10 oz. and was 30 inches tall. She grew increasingly
independent as indicated by the following behaviors: (1) used the stairs independently;

(2) held arms out to play catch; (3) started to feed herself independently (i.e., ate entire
breakfast independently, ate more finger foods independently, used baby cup
independently); (4) ate more table foods, although she preferred baby food because she

could eat it faster; and (5) took toys and/or books with her up and down the stairs.
Other characteristics that described Katelyn this month included the following:

(1) developed a faster pace when tired; (2) slept 12 hours at night; (3) continued to suck
her thumb for comfort; (4) each day took one or two naps, each approximately one to two

hours long; (5) ate a bowl of cereal for breakfast and a baby food jar of a meat, a fruit, and

a vegetable for lunch and dinner; and (6) presented everything she found to someone
(i.e., piled items on an adult to hold). In addition this month, Katelyn went on her first
gondola ride, took her first trip to the library, and fell down the stairs.

Another important behavior to note was that Katelyn acted extremely irritable this
month. I noted on various days, "It was another very strange day with Katelyn. She

continues to be relatively sensitive about things." Another time I noted, "I walked by her
in the kitchen and she just started crying because I didn't pick her up. She wanted to be

held a lot." The journal entry for another time noted, "Katelyn just wanted to sit on my
lap and read several books. She was extremely sensitive about everything. I wonder what

is going on with her?" Such a personality change did affect the way she approached her

everyday activities because she required more time to be comforted.
Reading. By 14 months of age, Katelyn continued to read every day by choice.

Sometimes she chose to read independently; other times she asked someone to read to her.
While independent reading lasted a few seconds to several minutes, shared reading could

go as long as 30 minutes to an hour.
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Katelyn had always been drawn to books that required physical interaction such as

Pat the Bunny and Where's Spot? Now, instead ofjust scanning through books to

manipulate favorite pages, she began to appropriately wait and respond to pages based on
reading cues. For example, when I read Pat the Bunny. I began to notice a pause in her
reaction when I read, "Judy can pat the bunny, now you pat the bunny." Instead of

immediately patting the bunny when we turned to that page, she waited until I asked her

to pat the bunny. That is not to say she didn't still just flip through the pages out of the
pure thrill of doing the activities, but somewhere along the line Katelyn was learning that

what I said cued what she should do.
Another example of Katelyn listening to my reading cues included our reading of

Old MacDonald- When I came to the page, "And on his farm he had a..." and paused,
Katelyn then said, "Boo woo," before I proceeded.

Just as Katelyn usually needed to write immediately when I wrote, so did she need
to read immediately when I read. For example, Katelyn loved to join me when I read
Parents. She would climb up on the couch and plop right down to read. She loved to

talk about the pictures. One day we looked at Parents for 30 minutes as we talked

about body parts, babies, animals, and other things pictured.

As Katelyn's language advanced so did her ability to correctly respond to questions
asked during shared reading. For example, as I read Animal Sounds, I asked, "Where's a

bird? Find a bird Katelyn." She turned through the book, stopped on a page, and pointed
to a duck.
Independent reading sessions continued, and Katelyn continued to use the

positions for independent reading sessions that we used during shared reading sessions. I

noted that Katelyn crawled up into the child's rocking chair with Old MacDonald She

flipped through the pages as she looked at pictures. Suddenly she said, "Boo woo! Boo

woo!" as she looked at the dog page. After turning a few more pages, Katelyn threw the
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book on the floor, got off the chair, and went on about her business. This independent

reading session with Katelyn sitting on her rocking chair mirrored shared reading sessions
with us sitting together in the big rocking chair.

During independent reading sessions, Katelyn also imitated what we did in our

shared sessions. For example, when Katelyn read Mother Goose she turned to the Pat-a-

Cake page and then began to clap her hands.

Compared with previous months, Katelyn now exhibited intense concentration and
interest in shared book reading. She pointed and waited for me to label a picture. Other

times she picked up my hand and moved my hand from picture to picture telling me what

things were. She was particularly interested in faces now. As time passed, Katelyn
learned the titles of more books. For example, I said, "Katelyn, Uncle Jay wants to read

Goofy Catches a Fish. Take Uncle Jay the book Goofy Catches a Fish " With three books
directly at her feet, she reached down, picked up Goofy Catches a Fish, then walked over

to Uncle Jay and handed him the book.

New words that Katelyn used during independent or shared reading were "buzz"

for bee, "bir" for bird, shoes, and "Dada" for Old MacDonald.

Writing. The actual style of Katelyn's writing did not show any substantial changes
this month. She continued to practice moving a writing tool back and forth on the paper

to make a scribble. My journal quickly became Katelyn's journal. It was increasingly
difficult for me to complete ajournai entry in Katelyn's presence. Just as she was obsessed

with practicing her mobility, she was also obsessed with writing when I wrote and with my

writing tools. As a result, we started to parallel write (see Appendix B-4). She would

have her own pen and paper while I used my pen and paper. Although this allowed me a
little more time to complete my journal entries, Katelyn still constantly interrupted my
writing. She loved to trade pens with me and share paper.
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Katelyn continued to experiment with writing tools. She now found it interesting
to write on her hand and the board that supported her paper. I also noticed that Katelyn's

writing sessions lasted longer when she had access to a pen or pencil rather than crayons.
Crayons were still treated more like toys. She became fascinated with taking the paper off

the crayons and peeling the crayon off with her fingernail. Again, I didn't model writing
with crayons, so why should she treat them as writing tools?

Katelyn learned a new writing/drawing technique from her Great Grandmother
Rena this month. GG Rena, as we referred to her, traced Katelyn's hand with a pencil.
Following this, Katelyn attempted to trace her hand independently. She had her left hand

spread out and was going around her fingers with the pencil. No marks were actually
made on the paper that would distinguish her handprint but her effort was commendable.
Language. The greatest development this month was not so much what she said,

but what she comprehended. Katelyn was obviously understanding more and more of
what we said. Katelyn's Grandmother Janet said, "Katelyn, take the coat to Mama."

Katelyn stopped what she was doing, picked up my coat, and brought it to me. Another

example was cited when GG Rena told Katelyn to "pull" in an effort to get Grandmother
Janet's shoes off her feet. Katelyn responded by pulling at the shoes on Grandmother
Janet's feet.

Katelyn also learned more names of her toys and important things in her
environment. When Grandmother Janet said, "Katelyn, bring me Cookie Monster,"
Katelyn immediately responded and brought the toy to Grandmother Janet. When I said,

"Go get the baby," Katelyn looked at the floor, puzzled briefly, then walked straight to the

bedroom, returned with the doll, and handed it to me.
One morning, Katelyn had the run of the downstairs as I worked in the kitchen.

Suddenly she appeared in the kitchen with a small piece of metal that was meant to cover
a screw. She brought it directly to me and handed it to me. It looked important. I said,
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Oh Katelyn, where did you find this? Will you show me where you found this?" Katelyn

looked up at me, turned, and walked to the dining room. She went to the comer of the
room and pointed to the ice bucket. I looked closely and, sure enough, the screw cap she
had just handed me belonged on the handle of the ice bucket. I praised Katelyn for

showing me and was somewhat amazed at how well she was communicating.
During March, Katelyn began to want objects in their appropriate places. If shoes

were off someone's feet, Katelyn brought them to be put on. When paper was on the

floor, she picked it up and brought it to us. This orderliness, however, did not include her
toys and books, which could be found anywhere and everywhere on the floor.

The bathroom door was always left open so Katelyn could watch the bathroom
process and so we could watch Katelyn. We showed her how to flush in an effort to

interest her in the toilet. Katelyn was thrilled to flush the toilet and often waved bye-bye to
the toilet paper.

By this time, Katelyn had learned the names of many body parts. Her father often
quizzed her as he held her on his lap. Katelyn enjoyed this game and pointed to the

appropriate part at the appropriate time. She correctly identified eyes, nose, mouth, teeth,
hair, and ears. For body parts with two parts such as eyes or ears, she usually pointed to

both. She also said the word "eye" when she pointed to each eye and "air" for hair and
ear.
At this point, some language interactions were well practiced and apparently easy.

Granddaddy Paul asked, "Katelyn, where is the light?" Without looking up or pausing

from play Katelyn pointed to the ceiling with her little finger. The task was so well known
for Katelyn it no longer required excessive thought to be completed. Looking at a

photograph of our family, Grandmother Janet said, "Katelyn, there is a picture of your

family. Where is Daddy? Can you show me Daddy?" Katelyn pointed immediately to her
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father's picture. Katelyn proceeded to respond correctly to the questions, "Where's
Mama? Point to Mama," and "Where is Katelyn?"

Pretend play filled more of Katelyn's time. Katelyn pushed her baby doll in the doll
stroller, rapped her in a blanket, gave her juice, rocked her, and patted her. Katelyn

responded to statements such as, "Get your baby," "Put a blanket on your baby," "Put
your baby in the stroller." In addition, she imitated adult actions as she pretended to put

lotion on her legs using a closed shampoo bottle.
The game Ring Around the Rosy improved this month as a result of her increased

language skills. Katelyn sat down at the appropriate time as she learned which words
described what she should be doing. She even said, "Dow" when she sat down during the
game. Sometimes she anticipated sitting down - she would stop circling and sit down

when we got to the word "ashes." Sometimes Katelyn liked to just stand there and giggle.

Katelyn experimented with the tones of her voice this month and learned to
whisper and shout. At a store one day, the clerks asked Katelyn, "Where is your Daddy?"
While her father had just stepped out of the room momentarily, Katelyn turned, look in his

direction, then shouted at the top of her lungs, "Dada!"
Katelyn developed ways to handle stressful situations independently. The ladies in

our church nursery said they guessed Katelyn must spend a lot of time in bed because she
would ask to be put in the bed. Katelyn, however, was never in bed except to sleep for

nap and bedtime. But at church, she felt more secure in a bed and cried until she was
safely in the bed sucking her thumb.

April 1993: 15 Months

Katelyn was 31 3/4 inches tall and weighed 21 lbs. 5 1/2 oz. At fifteen months,

Katelyn continued to bring us piles of things to hold. She was mesmerized by television
shows such as Sesame Street and Barney and enjoyed exploring the great outdoors.

Interesting experiences for Katelyn this month included discovering that she could climb
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out of the seat belt of her highchair. She also took her third airplane trip, helped

Granddaddy Paul feed the fish, and journeyed around the yard in the wheelbarrow for the
first time.

Reading. Katelyn demonstrated several new reading behaviors this month. She
began to read to her stuffed animals and dolls during independent reading sessions and

also included them in our shared reading sessions. One day Katelyn read He Bear She

Bfiac to Cookie Monster. Cookie Monster sat on her lap as she opened the book to read.

She turned to several pages and said, "Boo woo," on each one. (At this point bears made
the same noises as dogs.) She stopped on one page and just studied the picture. This
page had interested her on a previous day. She was fascinated by the train, truck, and

crane pictured. After she analyzed this page thoroughly, she slid off the couch and was on
her way.
Sometimes Katelyn had a difficult time deciding what to do. I suggested,
Katelyn, why don't you read a book to Baby Marie?" Katelyn immediately got her doll

and the book Clifford Counts Bubbles She sat down on the floor, carefully laid her doll
on her lap, then picked up the book, opened it, and began to read. She turned pages,
pointed and said, "Boo woo," at the pictures of Clifford. Then she threw the book down,

stood up, and went on to other activities.
Katelyn followed the main characters from the beginning to the end of a book.

Such behavior was apparent as she said, "Boo woo," on each page she saw a bear in
He Bear, She Bear and on each page she saw a dog in Clifford Counts Bubbles

By 15 months it was increasingly apparent that reading development and language
development constantly influenced and reinforced each other. Observations noted from a

typical shared reading session during her 15th month illustrated how Katelyn used reading

to practice her developing language skills and vice versa. For example, upon reading
Clifford Counts Bubbles, Spot Goes to the Beach Where's Spot?, and Old MacDonald
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Had a Farm, Katelyn demonstrated the following behaviors: (1) attempted to say "hat"
(which she had never attempted before); (2) volunteered the word "shoe" at an
appropriate time; (3) book babbled saying "uhhh-uhhh" as her form of reading; (4) rocked

like I did to sing/read Old MacDonald; (5) volunteered "juice" on the page where the lamb

was given a bottle; (6) said "Boo," in an attempt to say Moo on the page with a cow;
(7) added "boo woo" at the correct time when I sang

. . and on his farm he had a. .

and (8) said "boo woo" at dog characters such as Clifford, Spot, Sally, and Sam.
During this time, Katelyn became increasingly aware of print in her environment

and initiated interaction with it. She joined me when I planned a Sunday School lesson,
looked through address and telephone cards, or looked through the television guide. In

addition, Katelyn pointed at the large black print on the baby food jars and said, "A-a-a-a"
(short a sound), leaving space between each sound. She actually initiated what I usually
modeled for her. I generally pointed and read the names of the food Katelyn ate each

meal. Sometimes I spelled out the word then said the whole word again. She loved the
rhythms I used when spelling the words. Obviously it made an impression because she

attempted to do the same.

I observed Katelyn doing some "speed reading" during independent play. She
turned to the last page of a book, looked at that page, and then as fast as she could, she

moved her head left, right, left, right, etc. with her tongue going quickly in and out of her
mouth with no sound. Then, Katelyn stopped and looked at the video recorder. Perhaps

she was performing for the camera.
Katelyn generally flipped through pages in no particular order during independent

reading, although on several occasions she demonstrated that she knew how. During
shared reading, the pattern varied. Sometimes we read page by page, front to back; other

times we jumped from item to item. Katelyn demonstrated she anticipated actions in
familiar books. While reading Spot Goes to the Beach, Katelyn suddenly said, "Shoes."
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I responded, "Shoes, I don't see any shoes." Katelyn then proceeded to turn towards the
back of the book, lift a flap, and show me a shoe.

Writing. At 15 months of age, Katelyn did not differentiate between such

statements as "Draw me a picture" or "Write something for me." She continued to

observe me write everyday in my journal. An average modeled writing session, with no
interruptions from Katelyn, lasted approximately seven minutes. While Katelyn generally
interrupted these modeled writing sessions to participate herself, sometimes she chose to

ignore me.
Katelyn now liked to make a little scribble on as many pages as possible. I
commented one day, "Are you going to write on every page?" Katelyn continued to turn

pages and mark. This month Katelyn was also fascinated by two-piece pens
(see Appendix B-5), that she could take apart and put back together. In addition, she

tested writing by using a writing tool in each hand.
Crayons became more and more like toys rather than tools for writing. One

journal entry stated, "All Katelyn seemed to want to do is say, 'Uhhhh-uhhhh-uhhhhh,' and
peel the crayon off with her fingernail and place it on her leg. She made a few token

marks on the paper with crayon but was really only interested in peeling the crayon. It
was only when I put the crayons away and left the pencil that she actually made efforts to

write on paper."
Katelyn's writing sessions demonstrated how language, reading, and writing
interacted and reinforced each other as Katelyn pursued conventional literacy. A typical

Katelyn-initiated writing session at 15 months followed a pattern similar to the following
journal entry:

Immediately after lunch one day, Katelyn explored writing for 27 minutes.

Katelyn turned around in her highchair to point to a piece of paper sitting on the
counter. She said, "Uh oh," as she pointed at the paper. I handed the paper to
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her. She smiled, turned again, pointed at a pen and said, "Uh oh." I handed the

pen to her. Again she turned, pointed and said, "Uh oh." This time at a pencil.
Once she had these three items she began to draw on the paper.

After making many marks, particularly with the pencil, she turned again

smiled, pointed and said, "Uh oh," to her box of crayons. As soon as she had the

crayons she began to peel off the bottom then rubbed her fingernail on the paper.
This continued for a while and then she turned, smiled, pointed and said, "Uh oh,"
to my journal. I told her, "Not today. Just write on your paper." She returned to
peeling the crayons.
I decided to draw pictures with crayons in front of Katelyn, something I

rarely did. I drew a girl, a dog, and a baby cup. Beside each picture, with a pen, I

wrote the name of the picture. I even wrote "uh oh" next to the little girl and
"shoes" at her feet. Katelyn, who actually had not used the crayons to color yet,

began to color on my pictures. After I pointed and told her what each thing was,

she repeated "uh oh" immediately after me. Later she referred back to these
pictures independently and labeled the "juice," "Boo woo," and "Shoes"

appropriately.
This writing session demonstrated how Katelyn experienced reading, writing, and

language together. Katelyn was well on her way to literacy.
Language- Katelyn's comprehension of language expanded rapidly. She

responded immediately and correctly to the following statements and questions: (1) Get
your baby. (2) Cover your baby with a blanket. (3) Push your baby in the stroller.

(4) Give your baby some juice. (5) Where is the baby's eye? (6) Where is the baby's nose?
(7) Where are the baby's ears? (8) Where is Old MacDonald? (9) Where is Clifford Counts

Bubbles? (10) Where are your eyes? Nose? Mouth? Teeth? Ears? Hair? (11) Where is
Mama? (12) Where is Dada? (13) Where are the dogs? and (14) Katelyn, it is time to
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flush. While such statements would have been ignored just a few months before, Katelyn

now responded to them correctly.
Several language behaviors became evident this month. Katelyn began to make an

obvious effort to relate or associate objects together. This certainly demonstrated how
Katelyn's comprehension of language had developed. As we played with Katelyn's Ernie
doll I commented, "That's Ernie's watch." Katelyn immediately put down Ernie's arm,
reached for my arm, pulled back my long sleeve, and proceeded to study my watch. I

acknowledged her connection and said, "Yes, that is Mama's watch."
A second example involved Katelyn associating keys with unlocking. Katelyn took
the keys from my pocketbook, went down the hall to her bedroom and tried to put the key

in the key hole of her toy box. The box had been in her room only four days but had
become locked. Katelyn had observed her Grandmother Janet and her father opening the

box with keys. Finding my keys must have reminded her of this experience.
A third example involved Katelyn associating shoes in a pair. She brought one

shoe to the family room. I stated, "Katelyn, that is only one shoe, where is the other shoe?

You need to have two shoes." She smiled, then went quickly back through the hall to
another room. When Katelyn returned, she brought the matching shoe. As she brought
each shoe, she handed them to Grandmother Priscilla and said, "Shoes."

A second behavior more apparent this month was that Katelyn included dolls and

stuffed animals more during play. It was not unusual to hold Katelyn's hand as well as the
hand of one or two dolls to play Ring Around the Rosy. Katelyn's new relationship with
dolls and stuffed animals allowed her to model for them what I modeled for her. She

nurtured, fed, played with, talked to, wrote, and read with these friends. In essence, her
dolls and stuffed animals became an excellent source of literacy practice. I discovered
Katelyn in another room as she pointed out the body parts of Ernie. She pointed to his

eyes and said, "Eye... eye." She pointed to his nose and said, "Boo" (her word for
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nose). Other parts that she recognized but was not able to say she touched silently. Such a

scenario became common to Katelyn's independent and shared play.
Yet a third behavior that was becoming more apparent was Katelyn's
determination that objects belonged in particular places. Katelyn demonstrated this

behavior numerous times and with a variety of objects. When she saw ajar of baby food
on the check-writing tray at the grocery store, she turned around in the cart, pointed, and

repeated frantically, "Uh oh, uh oh, uh oh!" until the clerk moved the jar. Once I needed
to temporarily place the mail on the ground, and Katelyn immediately ran to it, said, "Uh

oh," picked up each piece of mail, and gave it to me. When she found a coat on the floor
at her grandparents' house, she said, "Uh oh," then dragged it to her Grandmother Janet.
Katelyn would announce, "Uh oh," if she found a piece of paper or a small piece of trash
on the floor, pick the trash up, and bring it to me. While adults sat in the family room and

Katelyn entertained herself in the front hall, we suddenly heard, "Uh oh! Uh oh!" Soon
Katelyn appeared dragging Grandmother Priscilla's pocketbook. Her grandmother said,

"Oh thank you, Katelyn. That is my pocketbook." Katelyn took it to her, then returned to

the hall to play. Although Katelyn was apparently obsessed with "adult" objects being in
the correct place, she was completely different with toys and books. Toys and books

belonged everywhere.
Katelyn began to verbally express what she wanted. When I put her down for a
nap, she began to fuss. As I left the room, she said, "Mama, up," then paused and

appeared to wait for a response. When I didn't respond, she said, "Na na na na!" Again
Katelyn paused and waited for a response. When I still didn't respond she said, "Uh oh,"

then whined and screamed. It was interesting to think that just a few months earlier crying

would have been the extent to which Katelyn could express her dissatisfaction with this
situation. Now, however, she began to verbalize her desires as language developed. It is
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important to note that while Katelyn's use of recognizable words increased, she still

babbled frequently.
May 1993: 16 Months

By 16 months of age, Katelyn weighed 23 lbs. 10 oz. and was 32 1/4 inches tall.
Behaviors characteristic of her 16th month included the following: (1) developed interest

in the process of going to the bathroom (eg., flushed toilets on request, tore toilet paper
off roll, attempted to wipe others); (2) enjoyed playground equipment; (3) enjoyed playing

the Hoky Poky; (4) investigated everything (e g., emptied drawers, closets, and cabinets,

dug soil from flower pots); (5) feared particular things (e g., dogs, crying baby);
(6) enjoyed outside play; (7) copied adult behaviors (e g., wore our shoes around the
house, pretended to water plants, swept dirt up with whiskbroom and pan, and sprayed

hair with hairspray); (8) snapped her fingers for the first time; and (9) hugged with a grunt.
During her 16th month, Katelyn had two first-year molars come through the gum

with a third not far behind. In addition, Katelyn got her fourth bottom tooth, giving her a

total of 11 teeth. The discovery of these new teeth explained Katelyn's extremely sensitive

nature of a few weeks. Incredibly, we began to notice an improvement in her behavior as
the last tooth came through the gum. For the first time in weeks, Katelyn did not spend
any time in the bed while in the nursery at church. She carried Baby Marie around and
actually played with toys in the room. However, she did have a difficult time saying good

bye to her parents, but we were told that she adjusted quickly to our absence.

Reading. As Katelyn dismantled the house piece by piece and the days were

otherwise chaotic, reading was our oasis. Reading offered welcomed relief to Katelyn and
her caregivers. Reading was a quiet time, a time to relax, a time to prepare for rest, a time

to bond, and a time to share. It particularly was a source of comfort to Katelyn as she
required additional compassion while she was cutting teeth.
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As Katelyn gained repeated experience with the same books, it became apparent

that she enjoyed skimming over less interesting pages to get to her favorite pages. As her
Great Grandmother Crystal read Where's Spot? it was obvious that Katelyn turned the

pages quickly to get to the page with the monkey and the page with the lion. Once at
these pages she paused before moving to the next.

It was obvious by Katelyn's book selection that she preferred certain books.

Several characteristics were common to favorite books. Favorite books usually had
pictures of things Katelyn could say, or they had a common character, place, or thing

pictured on every page. Katelyn loved to "read" something on each page, like "hat" in Old
Hat, New Hat or "boo woo" in Clifford Counts Bubbles. Favorite books often had
animals as the main characters. Katelyn was fascinated by animals and interested in

learning their names as well as the sounds they make. Favorite books were often

interactive, flap, or pop-up books such as A Visit to the Zoo. Pat the Bunny, or Where's

Spot2 It is also interesting to note that some of Katelyn's first words were efforts to say

the titles of her favorite books, "Oh" for Old MacDonald Had a Farm, or "Pot" for

Where's Spot? (as well as additional books about Spot).
Listed below are independent reading sessions that Katelyn initiated in one day:
Session 1 -

9:00 a m., 5 minutes, Where's Spot?

Session 2 -

9:45 a m., approximately 5 minutes, Where's Spot? and Spot Goes

to the Beach
Session 3 -

7:10 p.m., length of time unknown, Spot's First Walk

On the same day, I initiated the following reading sessions:

Session 1 -

3:05 p.m., approximately 5 minutes (followed playing outside),
Baby's First ABC. Read through it several times.

Session 2 -

7:30 p.m., length of time unknown (bedtime), The Hair Book, Dr.

Seuss's ABC, A Visit to the Zoo.
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Katelyn definitely knew how to hold a book correctly. Not only did she model this

when she read independently, but a test by her father proved it positively. Daddy
deliberately turned Old MacDonald Had a Farm upside down and started to read from the

back of the book. Katelyn made a strange face. Daddy began to sing/read the book.
Katelyn then proceeded to turn the book to the correct position. Later in the same

reading session, Daddy repeated this with another book. Again, Katelyn corrected her

father's mistake.

The notion of scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1978) became more apparent as Katelyn's

language developed. It was observed that as her father read Old MacDonald, he paused
and waited for Katelyn to respond on the pages she could respond to such as "boo woo"

for the dog page or "dack dack" for the duck page. However, on pages Katelyn didn't

know, her father answered his own questions, like when he said, "What's that? That's a
donkey."
Additional words Katelyn used during independent or shared reading sessions

were: (1) "boop" for books, (2)"oo-oo" and curled arm for monkey, (3)"hat," and

(4) "dack dack dack" for a duck quacking.
Writing. When tools were available, Katelyn made scribbles on the paper as well

as on other things that she found in her environment. Katelyn's father accidentally left an
open pen on the family room table. When I walked into the room, Katelyn was writing on
the wall next to the stairs. She also had drawn all over the paper left on the table.

In addition to her regular writing opportunities, Katelyn had a few new

experiences with writing. She signed my Mother's Day card. Her father said she insisted
on writing on the front as well as on the inside. My card was indeed well signed. As we
played golf, Katelyn stood on the cart seat, held the wheel, and tried to pull out the pencil

used with the scorecard. I pulled the pencil out for her, and she immediately marked on
the scorecard. Katelyn and I enjoyed a visit to our church's playground. Katelyn rode on
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the swings and picked up rocks and sticks and put them in her bucket. She climbed the
steps and with my help slid down the sliding board. Katelyn also took sticks and marked

in the sand. She made her old book babbling noises such as "uhhhh-uhhhh" as she marked
in the sand. Katelyn appeared to be writing in the sand and reading it to me.

Katelyn's writing sessions were initiated almost every time I wrote. I noted in one
journal entry, "I couldn't write without Katelyn taking the pen from me and writing in the

journal. I finally got her paper and sat her in the highchair. Katelyn then drew a great
picture." In addition, Katelyn also experimented thoroughly for the first time with how

marks looked on her body. The same journal entry stated, "Katelyn became bored and

began to write on herself. This was a first. She had never written on her body for the soul
purpose of writing on her body. Katelyn had ink all over her arm." Katelyn grew
increasingly knowledgeable about writing tools, because she continued to test them. In

addition to testing the writing tools on her body, Katelyn also investigated the mark that
was made on her paper from a writing tool. I observed one day, "Scratches the crayon

mark on the paper. Scratches the crayon. Scratches the box. Scratches the paper."
Katelyn explored all the possibilities surrounding the use of writing tools (see Appendix

B-6).
Katelyn did not appear to have a consistent hand position for writing. Instead, she

used a variety of positions. While the positions generally used by a one- or two-year-old
were predominant, it was not unusual to see her hold a pen like that of a three- or

four-year-old (see figure 1).
Language. Katelyn's grasp of the English language became increasingly

sophisticated. She comprehended language and responded to language correctly more and
more. For instance, when I handed the diaper pail to her and said, "Katelyn, please put
this in the bathroom where it belongs," I did not really expect to find the pail in the

bathroom. However, to my surprise, she had returned it to the correct location.
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Katelyn sat on my lap and studied a new family photograph. As I named the eight
people pictured, Katelyn began to point. She correctly pointed to everyone in the picture.
Obviously, she now placed a name with the important people in her life.

Another example of language growth concerned her younger cousin Crystal.
Previously, Katelyn would become upset when Crystal cried. Now, however, when

Crystal cried, she looked at the baby, came to me, got my hand and led me to Aunt
Kathryn. Katelyn looked at Aunt Kathryn and pointed in the direction of Crystal. She
obviously had learned that Aunt Kathryn could help Crystal. Katelyn communicated
clearly to the adults that Crystal needed help.

I stated one day, "Katelyn, you are dirty. You need to get in the tub." Katelyn

said, "Baff," her word for bath, and proceeded to head towards the bathroom. Katelyn

comprehended and responded correctly to so many statements and questions now. Each
day she demonstrated growth.

As time passed Katelyn used less babble, less crying, and more conventional

language. Mornings developed a definite pattern. From her bedroom, Katelyn said,
"Dada . . . Mama... Dada, Mama... up ... up .. . [with the stress on "p" getting
stronger] up .. . juice. Juice. Uh oh juice." As someone entered her room, Katelyn stood

up, lifted her arms and said, "Up up."
Pretend play developed its own sophistication as Katelyn increased the use of her

imagination. At a restaurant, Katelyn took the napkin from my lap, covered her baby,
patted the doll, and said, "Shh shh." To entertain herself on a long drive, Katelyn stayed

awake playing with her doll Ernie. As she played, she pointed to his eyes, nose, and

mouth and named them correctly. Once, I walked into the room where Katelyn was
playing and was greeted with bouncing, outreached hands as Katelyn said, "Shh shh."

Then she turned and patted her doll Baby Marie, who was tucked into the baby bed and
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covered with a blanket. I whispered, "Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't know the baby was sleeping."
Katelyn turned and smiled at me. We left with Baby Marie safely tucked into bed asleep.

Junel993: 17 Months
Katelyn experienced monumental growth in literacy development during June.

Interestingly, her growth coincided with the most challenging month as a parent thus far.

Two journal entries clearly express the essence of Katelyn's 17th month. The first entry
stated,

I've noticed that Katelyn has been playing rougher than she ever has, for example:
(1) biting me, (2) slinging books around, (3) throwing baby Marie and other toys,
(4) throwing pillows from couch all over the floor, (5) tearing bumper off bed,
(6) bending plant stems, (7) slamming the French doors, (8) pulling leaves off the
silk plants, and (9) swinging doors on the television. She also is falling down more

lately. She's just not as cautious. Katelyn is moving much faster as she is more
confident in her abilities. She is a walking accident just waiting to happen. Just
this morning she fell over her feet as she ran to me with her popping toy. She fell

face first onto the toy and now has a terrible bruise on her nose. It matches the

bruise under her left eye which she got falling on top of her toy farm. Her legs
have bruises all over them and she also has numerous scratches.

Another day I noted,

Katelyn is really becoming destructive or I should say extremely curious. She tore
apart the picture album in the family room. She did her daily chore of tearing

everything out of the coffee table drawer. She tried to put another dent into the
red candle. She screamed and threw a fit when I blocked her out of the kitchen so

I could wash and wax the floor. I had to stop her from pulling dirt from my flower

pots. She went outside with her father and while he weeded she ate dirt. I
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discovered her with mud from ear to ear. She cried when it was time for her nap

and she cried when she woke up from her nap.
Apparently Katelyn's growth spurt affected every part of her life. Katelyn now weighed

22 lbs. 8 oz. and was 32 1/2 inches tall. In addition to the behaviors discussed above,

other interesting skills, behaviors, or experiences were noticed this month: (1) conducted
music from her car seat; (2) could log roll; (3) drank water through a straw; (4) learned to
unbuckle her car seat strap; (5) learned to buckle the highchair strap; (6) preferred to walk
down the stairs rather than slide backwards; (7) went to the pool for the first time;

(8) copied adult activities (e g., watered plants, dusted, sat on toilet, poured drink and said

"mmm."); (9) loved and played correctly games such as Ring Around the Rosy, the Hoky
Poky, and Head Knocker; and (10) commanded her toys to get "up."
Reading. By 17 months, shared reading had become a very language interactive

process between Katelyn and the model reader. Journal entries described exactly the
interactions demonstrated by Katelyn and me during the shared reading of a book called
Spot Goes to the Beach (It is important to note that we repeated many of these exact

patterns as we flipped back through pages during this same reading session.) I was sitting
on the couch when Katelyn came and said, "Boop. Boop." I told her to go get a book.

She brought the Spot book. We read the book then flipped back through pages. During
the reading of the story, I asked Katelyn questions about pictures. First I asked her,

"Where are the flowers?" She pointed correctly then without pausing put her nose to the

page to smell them. As she pointed to the flower she said, "Power."

Another set of interactions occurred on the page where Sam the father dog, was

taking a nap. I asked, "Where is the hat?" Katelyn pointed correctly and said, "Hat."
I then asked, "Where is the bird?" Katelyn pointed to a bird and said, "Bir."

On another page, a third set of language interactions occurred. Katelyn again

pointed and said correctly, "Hat," "Bir," and "Boo woo," for the appropriate pictures
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following the appropriate questions. Then independently, Katelyn pointed to the sun and
said, "Uh oh." I responded, "That is the sun, Katelyn, sun."

A fourth set of language interactions occurred on the page that reads, "Dad, I've
caught a fish!" Katelyn opened the flap then I pointed to the shoe pictured and said,

"Katelyn, what did Spot catch?" Katelyn responded, "Shoes."
A fifth set of interactions occurred when I said, "Where is the ball?" Katelyn
pointed to a ball correctly and said, "Baw."

While I often initiated the question/answer routine, Katelyn also initiated
discussion (e g., Katelyn asked about the sun). For example, Katelyn pointed to Spot's

Dad and said, "Boo woo." Katelyn pointed to Spot's hat and said, "Hat." Katelyn pointed
to the duck raft and said, "Du." On yet another page, Katelyn looked at the picture of

Spot dripping wet and said, "Baff." As Katelyn's language increased, so did her ability to

interact and respond to reading.

During a reading session, if Katelyn didn't like the book selection, she replaced the

book with one of her choice. Her father selected two stories to read to Katelyn, Bears on
Wheels and Green Eggs and Ham. She was apparently not interested in hearing those

books because she picked up one of her favorites, Old MacDonald Had a Farm, handed it
to me, then crawled on my lap. Katelyn preferred books that she knew. She liked to
interact during reading and she liked to be correct when she participated. She loved the

book Pat the Bunny. Every page of this book was familiar. As a result, Katelyn knew
how to respond correctly to the questions asked and she could manipulate everything

correctly. This month, when Katelyn got to the last page of this book where Judy and
Paul wave bye-bye, Katelyn waved to the book and said, "Bye-bye. Bye-bye."

The entire family engaged in parallel-independent reading. Following dinner,

Katelyn's father and I read. Katelyn played with her toys. She initiated picking up Baby

Marie and her book Clifford Counts Bubbles. She crawled into the big soft chair, tucked
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Baby Marie under her arm and began to read. She pointed to pictures and said, "Boo

woo." She turned pages and continued to read.

Reading provided the words we talked about and the words Katelyn most likely
learned. Her father read The Tooth Book to Katelyn. As usual he asked her to show him

her teeth and his teeth and she did. When Hand. Hand. Fingers Thumb was read, Katelyn
accurately identified her hands and our hands as well as the thumb that she sucked. We

were surprised when Katelyn pointed correctly to the dog, cat, cow, bird, duck, and sheep
on her Farmers See and Say. Because we had not played with this toy, we knew Katelyn

could identify the animals as a result of reading books.
Additional words and gestures were: (1) two arms curled with "oo-oo" for

monkey, (2) "bear," (3) "quack" for duck, and (4) "baa-baa" for sheep.

Writing. Katelyn’s writing behaviors reached a new plateau. Katelyn
demonstrated that she knew my journal was for writing and reading. She pointed to my

journal as I wrote, she looked at me and said, "A... a... a ... a." In essence, Katelyn

referred to her initial book babbling techniques to read my journal. She had never read my

journal before. From this incident, it appeared that at some point Katelyn determined that
Mommy's journal was for reading just like her books.
Katelyn was on the way to discovering that writing/drawing represented something

from real life. I discovered this by accident one day when I asked Katelyn, "Where's the
flower? Expecting her to point to the flower in the kitchen window, I was surprised

when she pointed to the middle of the orange marks she had made and said, "Power. " I
said, Oh Katelyn, where s the boo woo?" Katelyn made a few smaller marks, stopped,

pointed at those marks and said, "Boo woo." I watched her draw then asked, "Katelyn
where is the juice?" Instead of pointing to the refrigerator, she pointed to the right side of

the paper, a place where she had not yet pointed, and said, "Juice" (see Appendix B-7).
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In another writing session that showed Katelyn’s new connection between
writing/drawing and real things, I pointed to three places on a picture Katelyn was

making. I asked, "What is this?" Katelyn responded, "Boo woo." I pointed to another

spot and asked, "Katelyn, what is this?" Katelyn again responded, "Boo woo." I pointed
to a third spot and asked, "Katelyn, what is this? Again the response was, "Boo woo." It
has been suggested that "What is this?" is not an appropriate question to ask children

regarding their wnting/drawing. Instead, adults should appreciate childrens' work silently,
praise specific qualities, or ask them to tell you about their work (Francks, 1979, p. 21).

Katelyn's young age and early stage of language development made this particular scenario

an exception to the rule for several reasons. Much of the literacy interaction with Katelyn
was based on What is" questions. Katelyn understood this question and, more

importantly, was comfortable with it. Because Katelyn's vocabulary was still limited,
describing her picture at this point would have been extremely challenging. Katelyn still

did not comprehend what I meant by write or draw as evidenced when she did not respond
to the questions, "Katelyn, what are you drawing?" and "Katelyn, what did you write?"

By asking "What is this?" I was actually using scaffolding. I brought the question to a

level at which I felt Katelyn could respond correctly. As a result, Katelyn did respond. In
fact, she indicated her discovery that marks should be related to real life.
This month, Katelyn also became obsessed with scribbling over other written or
drawn things. One day I drew a picture of a dog and wrote "boo woo." I pointed to it
and said, I drew a dog Katelyn, boo woo." Katelyn stopped, looked, pointed to the

picture, and said, "Boo woo." She then scribbled over it. Next, I made a person's face
and pointed to the eyes. She took her marker and scribbled over it. I then drew a flower,
wrote "flower," pointed, and said, "Look at my flower, Katelyn." She looked, said,

Power, then scribbled over it. On another day I noted, "I drew/wrote duck' and dada'
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then drew a picture of Katelyn. Each time, Katelyn scribbled out what I did with her

marker."

Katelyns obsession with scribbling over what I had written or drawn led to another
writing behavior. Katelyn never wanted me to write. She immediately took my pen and
journal when I attempted to make an entry. She always got upset when I took my pen and

tried to write again. It became such a problem that I often made my journal entries when

she was not around. When Katelyn did let me write or draw something, she began to add
to my drawings with incredibly appropriate attempts. For example, Katelyn held the paper

to me one day and invited me to participate. I asked, "What should I draw?" Then I

responded, "I know. I'll draw Katelyn." As I drew and Katelyn watched I said, "Look at
the head. Eye, eye, mouth." Then Katelyn added, "Mowf. Mowf." I then said, "Can you

put the hair on?" Katelyn immediately made marks in the correct location on the top of

the head I had drawn. I added, "How pretty... here's an ear and I'll put... here's a

body." Again Katelyn spoke and said, "Bodeeee." I continued to draw and talk, "Here's
an arm. ..." Katelyn then drew a long mark down from the head. I continued, "Leg, leg,
foot, foot, hand, hand." Then I asked Katelyn, "Can you put a dress on her?" Again

Katelyn picked up her pen on request and made some marks extending from the body.
Her marks were not on the top of the head as she did with the hair, but underneath the

head. When she stopped marking we admired our shared drawing. It became apparent
that Katelyn had an idea as to the location of particular body parts.

Also this month, Katelyn was introduced to crayola markers. She absolutely
loved them and would cry for them. She took a marker, opened it, made a few marks, laid

it down, and picked up the next marker. After several markers remained open without
lids, I put the lids on. After watching me, Katelyn then opened a marker, marked, then

tried to put the lid back on. She usually replaced the lid most of the way before I assisted
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her in the final snap. Writing sessions lasted longer as she experimented with the markers.

One session lasted 45 minutes.

Language. Oral language improved daily. In addition to reading and writing
sessions, Katelyn practiced language in typical everyday activities. While the examples of

language used were numerous this month, only a few are cited here. Katelyn was holding

a washcloth and I said, "Katelyn, wash your ears." She raised the washcloth and rubbed
an ear. We did the same for hair, nose, leg, feet, and arms. I asked her to wash Mama's

legs, which she did. She started rubbing one of my moles. I said, "Katelyn, that is a

mole." She pointed at it, touched it, and said, "Mo." Katelyn watched as I exercised.
When I started doing squats, she watched a few times then she did several squats. When

Jane Fonda said, "Up. Down. Up. Down," Katelyn said, "Up. Dow. Up. Dow." At Price

Club when we came to the aisles of books, Katelyn pointed to the books and said, "Boop!

Boop! Boop!" She cried when we put back a book she had been reading. When I walked

into Katelyn's room one morning she obviously felt the need to point to everything she
could say. She pointed to the toy duck and said, "Duck." She pointed to the toy bear and
said, "Bear." She pointed to Baby Marie and said, "Baby." She pointed to her books and
said, "Boop." She pointed to her brush and said, "Buff."

While oral language improved rapidly, Katelyn's comprehension of oral language
soared. Katelyn consistently demonstrated how she understood language better than she

could verbalize language. For instance, Katelyn entered the kitchen with two glass
figurines from the family room. I said, "Oh, Katelyn, you know you're not suppose to play
with those. Please put them back." Katelyn then went to the family room and I went to

the utility room. A few minutes later I heard Katelyn in the kitchen playing with toys. I
went to the family room to check on the figurines. To my surprise they were on the

correct shelf and in the correct position.
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As we prepared to go outside, I said, "Katelyn, to go outside we need to put on
your hat and suntan lotion. What else do you need to go outside?" Katelyn thought then

answered, "Shoes." Katelyn and I talked about the outside. I asked, "What do you pick
up outside?" Katelyn responded, "Rocks." Then I added, "Do you pick up sticks too?"

Katelyn said, "Sticks." Next I asked, "What do you smell outside?" Katelyn answered,

"Power. "
Katelyn had started to show an interest in using the potty. Sitting on the toilet,
Katelyn pointed to the toilet paper. I gave her a square. She immediately wiped in the

front then in the back. She threw the paper in the toilet then asked for more. Three times
we did this before I said, "Katelyn, are you ready to get up?" She looked right in my eyes

shook her head and said, "No." I followed with the question, "Are you going to go potty
for Mama?" Again Katelyn looked at me but this time she nodded her head and said,

"Yea." I left her there a few more minutes with toys, but nothing happened.
By 17 months, Katelyn played Ring Around the Rosy and the Hoky Poky
independently when someone sang the words. She no longer needed an adult to guide her
through the motions. She listened and responded based on the words. These examples

provide a picture of how Katelyn's ability to comprehend language had increased. Words,

comments, and questions that Katelyn ignored just a few weeks and months before now
directed her actions as well as the language she used.

As Katelyn comprehended more, it appeared that the verbalization of one word
actually had multiple meanings. Her father had just recently mowed our lawn, a frequent
activity for the month of June. While inside the house, Katelyn heard a neighbor start their

mower. The noise caught her attention. Katelyn looked up at me and said, "Dada."

Because she was not labeling her father, who was not in the room, she implied many
thoughts: Is Dada mowing? I hear Dada. Dada is mowing. Dada is outside. Get Dada.
Is that Dada? It was my job to guess what she was thinking and respond to her correctly.
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Often this led to frustration for Katelyn when her message was unclear. Certainly the

frustration of not being understood was a driving force in Katelyn's quest to discover

language.
Katelyn now responded consistently to the phrase, "Katelyn, this is a .. . Can you
say... ?

She discovered this phrase was her cue to say a new word and to learn a new

label. Katelyn's ability to comprehend this allowed her language to develop rapidly. It
was truly a bridge between her world and the world of language.
Something else worthy of notation was that Katelyn's incorrect pronunciation of a
word was generally not corrected directly but rather remodeled. As we played with her

stuffed animals I stated, "I think it is a bear. Can you say bear?" Immediately Katelyn

responded, "Air, air." I responded, "That's right, bear." In essence I acknowledged her
attempt to say the word yet gave her a chance to hear the correct form of the word again.
The new word was restated rather than corrected.

We also used semantic contingency (Snow, 1983), a procedure used by parents to
assist their child in language development. The following example demonstrates how
language was modeled and extended so that new information was added to Katelyn's

utterances. While reading a story Katelyn said, "Shh shh" as she responded to a picture.
Knowing Katelyn always said this when putting her babies to bed, I responded, "That's

right. They are putting the baby to bed. Just like you put your baby to bed." Immediately
Katelyn said, "Up, up," exactly what she said during pretend play with her babies. I asked,

Is it time for the baby to get up? Katelyn thought but never responded. She now had new
words and ideas to add to her word "shh shh."
The patterns of our language interactions changed as Katelyn's vocabulary

developed. Katelyn now interacted in a conversation. Language was no longer one sided

but shared. It became less and less necessary for other persons to ask and answer

questions. Now Katelyn responded when at all possible. This skill became apparent
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sooner with her interactions with me and her father. We were with Katelyn every day and

understood the meanings behind her babbies, utterances, attempted utterances, and

gestures. At this point, her father and I became translators for Katelyn. Other family and

friends often asked, "What did she say?" "What does she want?" "What does that mean?"
It was remarkable how much her father and I understood and how much we could help
Katelyn communicate effectively.

Julyl993: 18 Months
By 18 months, Katelyn, now 24 lbs. 7 oz. and 32 inches tall, acquired, used, and
abused the word "no." She never wanted to do anything she was asked. Once she started
something, however, she didn't want to stop. On vacation I said, "Katelyn, lets get ready

to go to the beach. Let's put on lotion and your bathing suit." Katelyn immediately
replied, "No." When I pursued, Katelyn shouted "No!" and ran away. As I picked her up

and dressed her she continued to cry, "No, no, no," and twisted to get away. Once we
made it to the beach, Katelyn had a great time. In fact, she had such a great time that

when we needed to go home, Katelyn simply responded, "No," and the tantrum began
again.

Another example of Katelyn's delightful use of the word "no" concerned food.
Katelyn began to open her mouth and let food fall out if she didn't like the food. If we

tried to feed her something she didn't like, she turned her head and said, "No. No." We
discovered that if the rejected food was offered to Katelyn's doll, Baby Marie, then the

doll was in turn able to feed Katelyn. We cleaned many plates this way. In fact, dolls got
us through a variety of unpleasant tasks during the "No" phase.
At 18 months, Katelyn used the potty independently several times. An example of

a typical potty scenario was noted in the following journal entry.
I lifted Katelyn from the dinner table and asked her if she needed to use the potty.
She ran to the hall, then ran back, took my hand, led me to the stairs, then up to
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her potty. I put Katelyn on the potty and she immediately pointed and said,
Pappe.

I gave her a small piece. She wiped the front and back appropriately.

After a few minutes ofplay she began to wet. She smiled at me then stood up and

turned to watch. We just looked at each other and smiled. This was Katelyn's
second time to use the potty. She even referred to it now as "pot."

During her 18th month, Katelyn insisted on routine. She was driven to assert
control and take charge of her life. She cried if we omitted or changed anything that she

anticipated. For example, arriving home very, very late from a visit with grandparents,
Katelyn, past exhaustion, screamed and cried for a book to be read. Following what was
probably the shortest bedtime story in history, Katelyn immediately fell asleep. Even

though she had been exhausted, she expected and needed the story. It was extremely

important to Katelyn that life follow her standards.
Reading. Katelyn developed several new reading behaviors this month. She began

to anticipate actual text for most of her favorite books. As a result of repeated readings,

Katelyn expected certain words or gestures to be part of her favorite books. When we
read Where's Spot? Katelyn predicted the word "no" would appear and contributed this

word orally as she opened the flaps to find Spot. When we found Spot she said, "Boo
woo, rather than 'No. " Another example of this behavior occurred when we read Old

MacDonald Had a Farm. When I sang/read "... on his farm he had a... " Katelyn

responded correctly to several pages. She waited for me to pause, then she responded
appropriately with the animal names and/or sounds she knew. Another example occurred

when we read Hand, Hand, Fingers, Thumb. Katelyn immediately said, "Bye-bye," and

waved when the book was picked up. She liked the pages that said, "Bye Bye Jack, Bye
Bye Jake," and looked forward to them.
Katelyn also demonstrated this month that she knew print was for reading.

Katelyn sat down beside me with an old church bulletin she had found. To my knowledge,
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no bulletin had ever been read to Katelyn although bulletins had certainly been read in

front of her. With a very serious voice and the bulletin open, Katelyn said, "Aaaa-aaaaaaaa." It was her old book babbling reading that she had not used in a long time. The
pages Katelyn read did not have pictures. It was the print as well as the silent observation

of others over time, not the pictures, that encouraged Katelyn to read the bulletin.
Also this month, independent reading generally included a doll friend. A typical
independent reading scenario was very similar to our bedtime routine. I watched as

Katelyn took the hymnal down from the piano and took it to the couch. Next she got

Baby Marie and climbed up on the couch with the doll. Katelyn carefully positioned the
doll beside her and proceeded to turn pages and read to the baby. Suddenly she stopped,

picked up a blanket, covered the baby’s legs, and continued to read. Katelyn was careful
to get her dolls comfortable. Dolls were held on her lap or very close beside her. Most of
the reading session was spent in preparation. Sometimes the doll required several
readjustments before it was ready to have storytime. Once situated, Katelyn flipped
through a book, pointed, said a few words and in seconds slung the book aside. Next she

jumped up and said, "Be," her word for bed, as she put the doll to bed and covered it up.

Katelyn determined there was a time and a place for reading. More important, she
determined that she controlled those times. The word "no" as well as Katelyn's need to

maintain routine were certainly key to this behavior change. Katelyn read independently

or with grandparents on vacation. She absolutely did not want me to read to her. When I
tried to read to her she would jump off my lap and leave or just say "No" and leave.

During the day if I suggested reading and Katelyn wasn't interested she said, "No," then

ignored me or took the book from my hands. Reading to Katelyn during the day needed
to be at the correct time. She was generally receptive before her nap or at bedtime,
(i.e. routine times.) In addition, reading was approved if she needed quiet time or when
she decided it was a good time to read.
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Katelyn sucked her thumb, ignored questions, and just listened to reading when
she became tired or was insecure about an answer. I discovered that this behavior was
especially practiced towards the end of reading sessions before nap or bedtime. When
Katelyn was tired or a reading session was started late, there were fewer if any interactions

from Katelyn.

Writing. Katelyn generally took my writing tool and used it. She did not like it
when I wrote or drew although she was anxious to give me writing tools to hold for her.

If I had a chance to write/draw, she scribbled over it (see Appendix B-8). Sometimes,
however, she acknowledged my work, pointed to it, and labeled it. Katelyn also labeled

her work. When I asked, "What is this?" Katelyn responded, "Boo woo," "Duck," etc.
Katelyn was very careful to keep her picture on the paper. In fact her drawings appeared

smaller and more concise than in previous months. In addition, Katelyn appeared to be in

the second phase of development for holding a pen. The butt of the pen was in the palm

of her hand and her pointer finger rested on top while the other fingers squeezed. I
observed that the effect Katelyn wanted from her writing influenced her grasp. A strong
heavy mark resulted from the stage 1 grasp while a more refined line resulted from the
stage 2 grasp. Katelyn experimented with each.
An interesting observation this month was that Katelyn imitated spelling as she

wrote. During a shared writing session one day I said, "Do you know what I am going to
do, I m going to write your name." Immediately Katelyn reached for my marker as I

spelled and said, "KATELYN." "Look there," I said, touching the word. Katelyn at
this point was desperately trying to take my pen and had not looked at what I had written.

I gave her the marker as I said, "Katelyn, that says Katelyn'." Katelyn now with my
marker in hand immediately placed it on the paper to write. As she wrote she said, " A A
A A, which were very softly stated individual short a sounds. Upon completing this task.
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Katelyn handed the marker back to me. She had written and spelled a word just like
Mommy.

This month, Katelyn developed what I referred to as monotone marking. Every
time her writing tool touched paper she said, "Weeee-weee-weee-weee, " for as long as she

wrote. She used the same tone and the same sound for every writing session. When the
marking stopped so did the "weeing." Her writing tool acted as an on/off button. This

monotone marking was now used for the majority of her writing sessions. It was so
apparent as a writing behavior that extended family members would hear Katelyn from

another room or over the phone and comment, "Katelyn must be writing."
Katelyn was introduced to a very large blackboard this month. She had a terrific
time writing on the blackboard with her grandparents on vacation. She had never had the

opportunity to wnte/draw on such a large area before. In addition, erasing was a

fascinating new concept for her. As she used the blackboard, Katelyn demonstrated that
she was on her way to creating tadpole people. As Grandmother Priscilla drew a head,
Katelyn attempted to add arms and legs to the head.

Katelyn would now occasionally allow me to write without interruption if where I
was writing was difficult for her to reach. However, Katelyn would generally find her

own materials with which to write. One day, as I sat at the kitchen counter, Katelyn
walked to the family room and started digging in the coffee table drawer, then returned to

the kitchen with a Time magazine and a pen. She proceeded to write. These parallel

writing episodes became common.

Katelyn did not peel crayons anymore; she drew with them. However, she would
not choose crayons with broken tips. Also, she tried using all the writing tools provided

during each session. Katelyn's interest in using each writing tool made it easy for me to
name different colors and talk about them. Once when I said, "Purple crayon," Katelyn
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chimed in clearly, "Purple." She then immediately practiced the word several times.
Writing became a natural way for Katelyn to learn colors.

Writing behaviors Katelyn demonstrated at 18 months included the following:
(1) stayed on paper when she wrote, (2) took my writing tools, (3) did not let me write,
(4) wanted me to hold or trade markers, (5) scribbled over my writing/drawing, (6) named

my pictures when recognizable, (7) labeled her writing/drawing, and (8) writing grasp
matured to advanced position.
Language. Katelyn experienced monumental growth in language development.
Her oral vocabulary as well as her comprehension of language blossomed. Almost

overnight it appeared that Katelyn comprehended and contributed to basic conversations

with more ease. Just a few examples of her language behaviors are cited here. While we

were playing with her toy farm one day I said, "Katelyn, the cow is under the bed. Can
you get it? Even though she was completely involved with doing something else, Katelyn

stopped, looked at her bed, and walked over to it. She immediately lifted the skirt of the
bed, saw the cow, picked it up, and brought it to me. Katelyn's quick response indicated
that she understood who I referred to (i.e., Katelyn), what I wanted her to do (i.e., get the
cow), where she needed to go (i.e. to the bed), and where she needed to look (i.e. under

the bed). Such a question would have been ignored just a few months previously.
Another example of overall language development was demonstrated when
Katelyn decided to take a bath. She turned on the bathtub water, then went to the cabinet

and got her shampoo and soap. Next, she took the bath items to the tub and climbed up
the steps. I said, "Katelyn, what are you doing?" She turned, looked at me and said,

Baff.

Katelyn understood that I asked her a question and that the question regarded her

actions. She also knew the correct answer to that question. Interestingly, Katelyn also
knew the sequence of events for a bath
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Katelyn's expanding language was reinforced by pretend play. Katelyn enjoyed
pretend play, and her skills matured through practice. She increased the time devoted to
pretend play as well as the characteristics of the play. Katelyn played pretend with Baby
Marie, Cookie Monster, and Barney Bear for one hour. She took them for rides in the

stroller and fed them. Instead of giving them just juice as she did in previous months,
Katelyn now used a sand sifter as a plate and a stick from one of her toys as silverware.

As she fed them she said "mmm" or "aaa" (short a) with each bite. This indicated they

enjoyed the food. She even shared food with me. Katelyn adored her dolls and they were
very important to her. At dinner we pretended to feed Baby Marie as we fed Katelyn. As
we pretended that Baby Marie said "more" and "thank you," Katelyn also said "more" and

tankoo" when it was her turn to eat. Through the dolls, we were able to reinforce
Katelyn's language development.
Katelyn's dolls became an outlet for Katelyn to express herself in yet another

capacity. Katelyn wanted to control her life, the dolls gave her a way to practice her new
independence and control. Katelyn liked to tell her animals and dolls what to do. She

stood over them and said, "Up. Up." Other times she pushed them back in chairs and said,
Sit. Sit.

Her dolls ate, slept, read, and played when Katelyn wanted. She was

completely in control and she loved it.
Simple conversations with Katelyn increased. While her vocabulary was still

limited, the length of conversations became longer as Katelyn's overall attention span
increased, as evidenced in the following example.

I said, "Katelyn, would you like to wear your blue striped dress to church this
morning?" Katelyn looked directly at me, shook her head, and said, "No." Next I

asked, "Katelyn, would you like to wear the teal dress Grandmother Priscilla made

for you?" Katelyn responded again by a head shake and "No." Next I asked,
"Katelyn would you like to wear your pink checked dress?" Again Katelyn said,
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"No." "Well, Katelyn," I said, "Do you want to go to church?" Katelyn nodded

her head and said, "Yea." I responded, "Well, what are you going to do, go to

church wearing your diaper?" Katelyn nodded her head and said, "Yea." Clearly a

battle was at hand. I selected the dress and dressed Katelyn, only after I chased
her through the house.

As a result of reading, writing, singing, and playing, Katelyn's language began to

include numbers. Numbers were casually vocalized and counting was modeled. Katelyn
owned and read a variety of counting books. Such books initiated the use of number
names as well as counting. Persons interacting with Katelyn counted her writing tools,

the number of pictures she drew, or her toys (e.g., stacking cups, blocks). We also sang

counting songs like "One, Two, Buckle My Shoe" or "Ten Little Fingers." As a result of

these activities, Katelyn now said, "un" (i.e., one), "two," "five," and "eight." If asked
what came after one, Katelyn said, "Two." If asked what came after two, Katelyn said,
"Five."

Although Katelyn owned as many alphabet books as number books, and the
alphabet song was sung to her, Katelyn did not name any letters. However, an event this

month provided a bridge for Katelyn to discover letters. I pretended to be a lion and

roared. I said, Katelyn, can you be a lion and roar?" She walked past me, ignored me,
and went to her scattered alphabet blocks on the floor. I roared again and crawled

towards her. Suddenly she picked up a letter block and brought it to me. It was the letter
L, which had a picture of a lion. I telephoned Grandmother Janet to tell her the story,
and as we talked, Katelyn brought her bag of alphabet letters to the kitchen, dumped them

on the floor, found the letter L, and handed it to me again. Although Katelyn now picked

up the block because it had a lion pictured, in months soon to follow, she would pick it up
because "L" represented lion.
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Katelyn quickly learned and practiced language through songs and word games.

Katelyn loved interactive songs and games like Ring Around the Rosy, the Hoky Poky,

Patty-Cake, and Eye Winker, and she now verbalized some of these independently. Just
as she rested her head on my shoulder to go to sleep, Katelyn popped up, pointed to my
eye, and said, Eye.

She then tickled my neck and said, "Goo.11 Through this scenario

Katelyn demonstrated her recollection of the lines "Eye Winker" and "Googly" from the
Eye Winker game.
August 1993: 19 Months

By 19 months, Katelyn's reading, writing, and language were practiced more

frequently. She was no longer completely obsessed with the word "no," and as a result
her literacy patterns changed. Katelyn became more interested in reading and initiated
more independent and shared reading time. In addition, Katelyn also became more
interested in writing.

Katelyn became fascinated with "the potty" by 19 months, consequently, we tried

toilet training. Toilet training marked a monumental step in Katelyn's development and

demonstrated the sophistication of Katelyn's language development. Only Katelyn
determined and communicated to others when she needed to "potty." In addition, toilet
training influenced literacy development because Katelyn used bathroom time for reading.
She decided that potty time was also reading time. Often our trips to the bathroom were

much longer than necessary because Katelyn enjoyed reading as she sat on the toilet.
Katelyn communicated her understanding of the process of going to the bathroom.

I noted one day, "Let Katelyn wear training pants until nap time. She had only one

accident in the kitchen. She successfully asked and went to the potty three times."
The journal entry for another day noted, "Katelyn used the potty two times this morning.
She asked specifically to wear big girl pants as she said, *No No' to her diaper and

attempted to put on "big girl pants." Still another day it was noted, "Katelyn went to the
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bathroom four times for Grandmother Janet. One time she said, 'potty' and patted her

diaper to Great Grandmother Scruggs but then had an accident. Two times she said,
•Potty' to Grandmother Janet then actually wet in the potty." The key to successful trips
to the bathroom depended on Katelyn's ability to communicate the need to go to the
bathroom.
While Katelyn made tremendous progress in toilet training, it was not without
challenges. One journal entry noted, "Katelyn couldn't nap today. She talked and talked.

For one hour I waited but she just played in her bed so I went to get her. As I looked into
her room I discovered Katelyn completely naked in her bed and her diaper thrown on the

floor unused. Katelyn looked up, pointed to her bed and said, 'Potty.' Sure enough she
had wet the bed; no wonder she didn't go to sleep." Another time I wrote, "I cleaned the

downstairs bathroom while Katelyn watched Barney. Within moments from the last time I

checked on her, I discovered Katelyn standing on one side of the couch, diaper on the
floor and completely naked. In addition Katelyn had wet on one side of the couch. I said,
Katelyn what did you do?' She pointed to the saturated cushions as she calmly said,

'Potty.' Just as Katelyn tested the boundaries of every aspect of her life, so did she test the
boundaries for going to the bathroom. While we had many more experiences with potty
training, Katelyn was well on her way to mastery of this skill. This largely resulted from

her ability to comprehend and communicate language.
Reading. Katelyn appeared more interested in reading this month. As Katelyn's

language developed and she expressed herself more effectively, it was easier to see how
reading, writing, and language reinforced each other. Katelyn instinctively selected books

that allowed her to practice the very words she was interested in learning or words she

was just learning. I observed one day, "For the second night in a row we read The Nose
Book to Katelyn. Katelyn continues to call her nose'Boo.' Katelyn attempted and said,
•No* but soon returned to "Boo. " Katelyn seemed to know that her word for nose, "boo,'
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was not correct although we accepted and acknowledged how she used it. The Nose
Book allowed Katelyn to hear the word repeated multiple times as well as to attempt to

say the word multiple times. She was drawn to this book until she perfected the word
"nose."

As time passed, Katelyn contributed more to our shared reading sessions,
particularly with favorite books like Hand. Hand. Fingers. Thumb. After Katelyn selected
this book for a shared reading session, I asked, "Where are your hands, Katie?" Katelyn

responded, "Hands," as she held up both of her hands. As I read, "Rings on fingers...

Katelyn held up and wiggled her fingers. When I held up my thumb at the appropriate

text, Katelyn held up her fingers. When I drummed on the book and responded to the
text, "drum on a drum," Katelyn patted both hands down on the book as if to "drum on a

drum." Next I read, "Monkeys drum and monkeys . . . ," I paused. Immediately Katelyn
said, "Hum," the correct word. When I read, "Hands pick an...," Katelyn added
"apple," again the correct word. When I read, "Hands pick a...," Katelyn added,

"plum," yet again the correct word. I continued to read until the line, "Hands with
handkerchiefs," where I again paused. Katelyn added, "Blow, blow... blow," the correct

word and the correct number of that word. Next, I asked, "Katelyn, what's he say?"

Katelyn said, "Bye-bye" and waved. I read the text, "Hello Jack, Hello Jake, shake hands,
shake hands, shake shake shake." I stopped then asked, "Now what do you say?" Katelyn
responded, "Bye-bye" and waved again. Towards the end of the book, Katelyn tried to

repeat the sentence, "Millions of monkeys." It sounded like, "Miyons o mo." Katelyn's

language reinforced reading as she contributed conventional words to reading sessions,
and reading reinforced language as she had a reason to practice her spoken language and
learn new words.

Repeated reading of familiar text like Hand, Hand, Fingers Thumb allowed Katelyn
to be so practiced with the language that she actually started putting more words together
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during reading. I observed Katelyn as she said a four-word phrase while reading Mother
Goose. As Katelyn read she said, "Baa baa back sheep." While independently she was not

ready to organize so many words together on her own, through practice with familiar
books and songs, Katelyn had an opportunity to experience multiple word utterances and
prepare for using such utterances independently.

Katelyn clearly related real-life objects with those pictured in books. She
discovered that the back cover of her Mother Goose Golden Book had Sesame Street's

Ernie pictured. She was thrilled that there was a picture of Ernie. She smiled, pointed, and
said, "Ernie." I then asked her what some of the other pictures were. She responded

correctly to bear, cat, lion (she said "yion"), and dog (she said "boo woo"). Katelyn then
took the book from me, sat on the floor, and looked through it independently. Then she

jumped up and ran and got her Ernie doll. She returned to the same book, turned to the

back cover, and flipped Ernie around. She held his nose plastered to the picture of Ernie
as she said, "Ernie." Katelyn related her Ernie with the pictured Ernie. Katelyn

recognized that books pictured real-life objects and actions.
As Katelyn related real-life objects with those pictured in books, it became
apparent that reading and life experiences reinforced each other. Katelyn related life to
books and books to life in increasingly sophisticated ways. This skill required Katelyn to
use her memory and recall life experiences. As we looked at one of Katelyn's animal

books, we talked about each animal and their sound. Suddenly Katelyn pointed to the
cow and said, "Cow," then immediately said, "Nana." Nana, Katelyn's grandmother, lived
beside a dairy farm. Although it had been over two weeks since our last visit, Katelyn

related Nana with cows. This example demonstrated how Katelyn began to relate stories
to real life.

Katelyn had clearly shown an interest in looking at Parents magazine for several

months. This month, a 30-minute shared reading session initiated by Katelyn to read this
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magazine demonstrated how her language had developed and how this shared reading
experience allowed her to practice her new language. Katelyn and I looked through

Parents together. We talked about everything. Katelyn practiced the words she knew and
even tried new ones. Sometimes I pretended to have the pictures talk to Katelyn. Katelyn
then talked to the pictures. Words Katelyn said included baby, hat, eye, ear, hair, mouth,
back, chair, cur (i.e., curlers), Mama, Daddy, boy, gir (i.e., girl), shoes, kiss, bow, book,
cake, hewwo (i.e., hello), bye-bye, no (i.e., nose), teet (i.e., teeth), I ceam (i.e., ice

cream), boo boo (i.e., hurt place), knee, baw (i.e., ball), fog (i.e., frog), hot, car, bat, boo
woo, work (e g., told pictures Daddy was at work), shirt, piwwo (i.e., pillow), apple,
cacker (i.e., cracker), coocoo (i.e., cookie), duck, bear, purple, and high chair. Katelyn

also pointed to things that she could not say but recognized.

Increased language development allowed the level of questioning to be raised.
Katelyn and I read What Do You Say When a Monkey Acts This Way? Katelyn and I

talked about the monkey in the sandbox. I never pointed to anything but just asked

Katelyn a variety of questions such as, "What is on the monkey's head?" Katelyn said,

"Hat." Then I said, "He is playing in the sandbox just like you do. What is in the
sandbox?" "San," replied Katelyn. Then I asked a question that required her to think

about an answer. I asked, "Katelyn, what do you think the monkey is going to make with
the sand?" Katelyn paused for several seconds, then said, "Baw" for ball. The monkey

pictured had sand in his hands that was indeed rounded. While the storyline never

indicated what the monkey made with his sand, Katelyn indicated that she could think

about it and figure out what he might have made.
On another page in this book, the monkey is pictured coming into the scene while
ahead of him is a table set with a plate of food and milk. Before reading anything I said,
"Katelyn, what do you think the monkey is going to do?" Without pause Katelyn

responded, "Eat." On another page I asked, "What happened to this monkey, Katelyn?"
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Then I pointed to an unhappy monkey sitting down. Katelyn reacted to the expression on
the monkey's face and made a sad face too and then said, "Sit."

As we read Hop on Pop, I asked, "Katelyn, what happened?" before reading the
page, "All Fall. Fall off the wall." Katelyn frowned and said, "Uh oh." She then

proceeded to kiss four of the seven fallen men pictured. (I kiss the place where Katelyn

gets hurt to make her feel better.) "Uh oh" meant the men had fallen down, and the kiss

indicated they were hurt. Katelyn used the resources available to her to answer my

questions correctly. She thought about her answers and made appropriate responses.
During her 19th month, Katelyn took a step towards naming letters. Last month,

Katelyn picked up the letter "L" block because it pictured a lion and Mommy was

pretending to be a lion. This month, Katelyn picked up the same block and through my
questions actually said, "L." One day I asked, "Katelyn, what would you like to do?"
Katelyn walked over and picked up the letter L from her building blocks. "Bock," said

Katelyn. "What is that?" I asked. "Ion," responded Katelyn. "May I see the lion," I

asked. Katelyn turned the letter block in her hands so that I could see it. "Katelyn has the
L block, I said.

L, L," responded Katelyn. "You have the letter L and it has a picture of

a lion on it. May I see the lion? There is the lion." Katelyn then said, "Dis." From this

point, as Katelyn repeated the letter name L after me, she began her journey of learning
the names of letters.

Writing. A writing behavior that highlighted Katelyn's 19th month was a
fascination with listing names. During a shared writing session, Katelyn said, "Kay-Kay."

From experience, I knew that this indicated Katelyn would like to make a list. So I

responded, "You want me to write Katelyn?" as I then wrote her name. Katelyn then said,
"Mama." Again I wrote and read, "Mama." Katelyn watched closely, then said, "Jay," for
her Uncle Jay. Again, I wrote and read her suggested word. We continued with this exact

pattern for the following names and words: Amy, body, hay (for hair), body, arm.
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Katelyn listed words then listened and watched as I repeated and wrote her words.

Suddenly, Katelyn turned the paper over, looked at me, and said, "Wite.” Then the listing
game started again. This activity really interested Katelyn. She listed as many words as

she could think of, then repeated them. Through repetition, Katelyn studied and learned

these names.
By 19 months, Katelyn's growing vocabulary included words about writing and

drawing. Katelyn asked to write as she said, "Wite." She also named most of her writing

tools or differentiated between them when questioned. When we wrote, I generally asked
Katelyn, "What do we need to use to write?" Katelyn then said, "Pape," so I placed paper
on her highchair tray. Next I asked, "What else do you need?" Katelyn said, "Cayon," so

I handed her the crayons. Sometimes I held up an item and said, "What is this?" For a

pen, Katelyn responded by making the "P" sound.
Katelyn attempted to make accurate representations of the human body during
multiple writing sessions this month. One journal entry noted:

While still seated in her highchair following breakfast, Katelyn pointed to her paper
and markers and said, "Pape." After I gave her the paper and writing utensils, she

handed me a marker and said, "Fafe," her word for face. Responding to her

request, I drew a large yellow circle. Next, instead of completing the face, I put
my marker down and said, "Katelyn, can you draw the eyes?" Katelyn picked up a

crayon and said, "Eye, eye," as two marks were placed neatly inside the circle. I
then asked, "Katelyn, can you make a nose?" Katelyn said nothing but made a

third mark inside the circle. I then asked, "Katelyn, can you draw an ear?"
Katelyn said, "Ear," and placed a mark on the outside of the circle. I then asked,

"Can you make some hair?" Katelyn then put down the brown crayon, picked up

an orange crayon, and at the top of the circle made various marks as she said,

"Hair" (see Appendix B-9).
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While last month Katelyn scribbled over the writing/drawing modeled for her, now she

duplicated it.
During independent writing sessions, Katelyn often labeled the marks she made for

human drawings. With paper and marker in hand, Katelyn said, "Bodeee, Bodeee"
(i.e., body), as she initiated her first marks for the day. As Katelyn made her monotone

markings using the word "bodeee" to sing, I asked, "Are you making a body?" Katelyn
replied in her singing monotone voice, "Bodeee." "Where is the face?" I asked as Katelyn

continued to say, "Bodeee, bodeee." Suddenly she looked up from her scribbles, upon the
completion of a new mark at the top of the others, and said, "Nose." "A nose," I

responded, pleased that she had so carefully placed her most recent mark at the top of her
drawn body. Katelyn immediately continued with "Bodeee, bodeee." I commented, "A

nose and a body... What else goes on the face?" Immediately Katelyn said, "Face, face,
face, face, then turned the paper over and marked. As the month progressed so did the

number of body parts Katelyn mentioned during independent writing sessions. During one

writing session, she announced then drew the following: body, nose, eyes, hay (i.e., hair),
eyes, eyes, mouf (i.e., mouth), mouf, mouf, hay, nose. Then she laughed and said, "Choo"

(i.e., her drawing sneezed).

As Katelyn recreated the human face, she demonstrated a new control and
refinement of her marking. Not only did she know where to place particular body parts
but she was able to control the placement of those marks. Katelyn experimented with a
variety of grips. While those illustrated in figure 1 for the one- and two-year-old

dominated, she also practiced grasps like those of the three- and four-year-old. In
addition, the early characteristics of a circle appeared this month in Katelyn's scribbles

(see Appendix B-10), and scribbles were often confined to specific areas on the paper.
Katelyn also began to name various colors correctly and enjoyed matching lids and

markers together appropriately.
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During this time, it became increasingly apparent that Katelyn was a perfectionist
in every aspect of her life. Generally, if a skill was not perfected, she did not attempt it in
public until it was mastered. Signs of insecurity were that Katelyn either sucked her

thumb when she was not sure of an answer or she simply ignored the question altogether.

As her language expanded, so did her ability to verbally express her insecurity. This was
indicated during an exchange between Katelyn and her father. Katelyn noticed her father
writing notes. She said, "Wite ... Pen," as she reached for his pen. Her father let her

write on his paper. As she began to scribble she said, "Fafe," then paused, scribbled more
and said, "Body." Daddy said, "Can you put eyes on the face?" Katelyn said, "Eyes," and

made another mark. Daddy said, "Can you make ears?" Katelyn said, "ear," then began
to scribble. Suddenly Katelyn's marks became faster and less controlled. Katelyn’s own

face displayed frustration. At this point she stopped drawing, handed the pen to her father
and said, "Hep," her word for "help." Daddy took the pen and made a circle. Together

they talked through a drawing of an entire person. Parts of the body that Katelyn

verbalized were as follows: nose, hair, ear, eye, mouth ("mouf'), teeth ("tee"), neck,
body, feet, hand ("han"), leg ("yeg"), and arm. As drawing and writing were modeled,
Katelyn studied and learned.
Language. Katelyn's language grew rapidly this month. Games became a large

source of language development. Katelyn thought it was great fun to point to and say

different parts of her body. While just a few months before the game included only a few
parts, now when Katelyn played she pointed to and said the following: hair, ear, eye, boo

(i.e., nose), mouf (i.e., mouth), tee (i.e., teeth), neck, butt (i.e., belly button), knees, feet,
and elbow. Another part that she pointed to but did not say was tongue. Katelyn's
interest in the human body was also demonstrated as Katelyn became fascinated with

drawing the human body.
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A second game played involved counting. Because we frequently walked up and

down stairs, we counted them. Katelyn now repeated after me, "two," "five," "six,"
eight, ' "nine," "ten," and "terteen" (i.e., thirteen). Sometimes I deliberately omitted

numbers. Katelyn said the numbers I missed. Sometimes she even added the next number
independently. As a result of these counting games, Katelyn began to respond to the
question, "How many?" with the name of a number.
Other games Katelyn played included: (1) Patty-Cake, which Katelyn played with

stuffed friends like her bear as she used his paws and said, "Pat pat," then squealed as if to
throw it in the pan; (2) the Hoky Poky, which Katelyn asked to play by name as she said,

Ho Po , (3) If You re Happy and You Know It, where Katelyn was required to clap her

hands, nod her head, and stomp her feet; (4) Ring Around the Rosy; and (5) Eye Winker.

Katelyn contributed words during play in all these games. The more we repeated the
games, the more language she learned.

Katelyn led her language development this month. If she was interested in talking

about a particular topic, it was talked about. Katelyn pointed to Baby Marie's bow and

said, "Bow." She then turned to the bow on her balloons on the wall and said, "Bow." I
do not know what sparked the interest in bows but we went with it. We looked
everywhere for bows. I would point and say, "What is this?" and when it was a bow

Katelyn said, "Bow."
Katelyn's real-life experiences stimulated and reinforced language development.

When Katelyn attended her first county fair, she had the golden opportunity to be up close
and personal with many of the animals she had only read about. At first, Katelyn was very

intimidated by the cows, goats, sheep, pigs, chickens, rabbits, ducks, llamas, and horses.
However, by the end of our visit, she quacked at the ducks, mooed at the cows, and said,
Baa, at the sheep. This visit renewed Katelyn's interest in animal books, and we referred

to our visit to the fair as we read about animals. Again, we followed Katelyn's lead by
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reading what interested her. It was apparent that what interested her were the things that

she remembered.
Katelyn began to have more conversations that referred to people, places, and
things not present. Katelyn said, "Daddy." I said, "Katelyn, you know where Daddy is.

Where is he?" She responded, "Work." I said, "That's right, and where does Daddy

work?" Katelyn then responded, "Hopit" (i.e., hospital). Katelyn had visited Daddy at
work many times. Just like the fair, experience enhanced Katelyn's language. Words had

real meaning for her whether the real-life object was present or not.
With each passing month, Katelyn's communication became more refined. She

worked very hard to get her message across and generally was successful. For example,
when Katelyn talked to Grandmother Janet on the telephone, Katelyn basically asked her
grandmother about the family. Katelyn said, "Hewwo" (pause), "Pop" (pause), "Jay"

(pause), "Amy" (pause), then said, "Bye-bye," waved at the receiver, kissed it, hugged it,
and then hung up. Katelyn had apparently observed many telephone conversations as
demonstrated by her knowledge of the protocol.

Another example of Katelyn's language improvement involved the television.
Katelyn looked at me and said, "Bar. Bar. Kay. Bar." I said, "Katelyn, I don't understand.
Can you show me?" She took my hand and led me to the stairs. She held up her arms and
said, "Carry." I earned her to the foot of the stairs. Katelyn half ran to the television.
She pointed and said, "Bar." It was then that I realized she was asking to watch Barney.

Upstairs she had essentially said, "Barney, Barney, okay, Barney?" I tried to explain that

Barney was not on at the time. She held up her arms, frowned, and said, "Bar... gone?"
I turned on the television to show her. We flipped through the channels. Suddenly, a

commercial for Barney came on. Katelyn pointed and said, "Bar! Bar!" She smiled and
squealed. Then when the commercial was over, we turned off the television. Fascinated

by the educational television shows Barney, Sesame Street, or Lamb Chop, Katelyn
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generally watched approximately two shows eveiy day. Educational television had a

positive influence on Katelyn's language development as it introduced and reinforced basic
skills.

The adults in Katelyn's life challenged her language development to improve. They
did not always respond immediately to what she said, even when her message was

understood. For example, while having a snack one day, Katelyn said, "More. More.
Two. Two. " "I can't understand you with all that cracker in your mouth," I responded.

Again Katelyn said, "Two. Two." "Two what?" I said. "More" Katelyn mumbled. "More
what, I said. "More two, two," Katelyn replied now very frustrated. "More two .. .

what do you want two of?" I asked, knowing frill well that Katelyn knew how to say

cracker. Katelyn responded, "Up" to get out of her highchair. Although she gave up this
time, she soon learned to answer correctly.

September 1993 : 20 Months
Katelyn had an incredible month of growth as reading, writing, and language

development soared. Katelyn read her first words, used linear mock to write,

independently drew her first human body, and, while two-word utterances dominated,
Katelyn started to use three- and four-word utterances. With these increased skills,

particularly in language development, we could play and talk with Katelyn in new ways.

She sang songs, played new games, and enjoyed new activities such as playing in her
sandbox.

Reading. Katelyn was obsessed with listing names during writing sessions. One

morning I decided just to write some of those words on separate index cards to see if
Katelyn recognized any. Cards were made for the words Mama, Daddy, Pop, Nana, GG,
Katelyn, Barney, and Baby Bop. I then used a family photograph to introduce some of the
word cards to Katelyn. The cards were then put away until evening. In the evening, just
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the cards were presented to Katelyn. I asked her to find GG. Katelyn said, "GG," and

picked up the correct card. She also identified the name "Pop."
Katelyn's desire to know all the answers persisted. I read three pages of Put me in
the Zoo before Katelyn threw the book on the floor. I had asked Katelyn, "What is the

man doing to the lion?" (The man was combing the lion's mane and cutting it.) Katelyn
was capable of saying "cut" or "comb" but she decided otherwise, so she closed the book

and threw it on the floor. As this example shows, Katelyn never accomplished anything

she was not ready or willing to accomplish.
Katelyn began to read books to me and never questioned whether or not she was a
reader. When I asked her to read, she read when it suited her. When I asked Katelyn to
read Baby's First ABC's to me, she opened up the book to the first page, pointed to the

apple, and said, "Apple." Next, she turned the page, pointed to the egg, and said, "Egg."
Next she pointed to the goat and said, "Goat." Then she squealed to make the goat's

sound. Next she flipped to the last page and pointed to the xylophone, yam, and zebra

while babbling things I could not understand. Katelyn demonstrated the reading skills she

had thus far developed: she held the book correctly; she turned the pages of the book
from beginning to end; she started on the left page and turned, then again started on the

left page before reading the right page; and she correctly labeled several items. In essence,

she demonstrated a great deal of knowledge about reading.
Katelyn picked up The Berenstains' B Book and again held the book correctly as

she opened to the inside cover, pointed to the blue bull, and said, "Boo," her word for
blue. She then pointed to the bear and said, "Bear." She then flipped from the first page
to the last page, which said, "Broke baby bird's balloon." Katelyn pointed to the bird and

said, "Bird," then pointed to the balloon and said, "boke." She then said, "Hug" and
hugged baby bird. I think she wanted to make him feel better. She then turned to the

previous page where baby bird's balloon was fine. I said, "Look, there is baby bird's
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balloon before it was broken... but what happened to baby bird's balloon?" Katelyn, as

she turned to the last page, said, "Uh oh," and pointed to the broken balloon again. This
example again demonstrates Katelyn's knowledge of the process of reading. She appeared
to be reading and used all the language resources she had available to her. This particular

example also demonstrates her sensitivity to the characters' feelings. She demonstrated
this sensitivity frequently during reading.
Katelyn read the same book differently each session. As she read the book What

Do You Say When a Monkey Acts That Way? she again read with the appearance of a
conventional reader. She turned through a few pages and on each page said, "Sorry...

no ... sorry... no." Then on the last page said, "Pease." She obviously remembered
that the last page said, "Please" and "Thank you." Furthermore, T am sorry" was one of
the key phrases taught throughout the story. These words obviously left an impression on

Katelyn. When Katelyn read this book another time, she remembered it differently.
Katelyn said, "Monkey," as she picked up the book and handed it to me. I said, "Katelyn,

you are a good reader. You read the story for Mama." Katelyn opened to the inside
cover, pointed to the picture, and babbled. Next she turned to a page and said, "Dirt dirt

dirt dirt," as she pointed to a monkey's dirty hands. She then turned the page, pointed to
the monkey that had fallen from a swing, and said, "Go up, up ... uh oh." Anticipating a

favorite page, she started saying, "Milk, milk," then turned the pages until she found the
picture with the milk in it. She then said, "Cup," as she noticed the picture of the cupcake.
While Katelyn read the exact same book, she had totally different experiences each reading

session. What interested her one day was not necessarily what interested her on another.
One book offered numerous lessons.

Katelyn was particularly interested in reading books this month. It was especially

gratifying when she threw a book on my lap and said, "Read." It was not unusual to read

as many as five books at bedtime before Katelyn indicated enough. Katelyn's renewed
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interest in reading coincided with her incredible language growth. Reading reinforced
language and language reinforced reading. As a result, Katelyn was well on her way to

becoming a conventional reader/writer/speaker.

While reading was an opportunity for Katelyn to practice her expanding

vocabulary, it also continued to be a source of pleasure. When I picked up Katelyn from
the church nursery one Sunday, the teacher said, "I wish I had a videocamera today." The
teacher then explained that Katelyn had found a stuffed brown bear in the nursery and a

book. She took them to the bean bag chair, settled herself and the bear, then read to the
bear.
Writing. Yet another major milestone was reached on September 3, 1993, when

Katelyn wasl9 1/2 months old. Katelyn independently drew and labeled her first human

(see Appendix B-l 1). She said "Wite," as we prepared to go to church. I decided to give
her a few minutes, as I rushed to clean up the breakfast dishes. My attention was
immediately drawn back to Katelyn, however, as she proceeded to talk through the
drawing of a person. I watched as she named body parts and drew. The body parts she

labeled were positioned remarkably accurately on her drawing. When the drawing was
completed, I immediately labeled each mark with the word Katelyn had stated. This was

Katelyn's first solo drawing of a "body." Nobody suggested that she draw and nobody
suggested what she should draw. Katelyn independently created a human figure that
included: hairx2; nosex 1; facexl; ear x2; body x 1; neckx 1, and

feet x 2. This drawing demonstrated multiple points regarding Katelyn's writing
development. First, Katelyn showed remarkable control with her writing tools as she

accurately placed the body parts she named. Second, Katelyn had an image or plan in
mind before drawing the picture as she labeled that image then drew (i.e., the plan
preceded the picture, the picture did not precede the plan). Third, Katelyn had the notion

that writing/drawing represented real-life objects as she drew the human face. Fourth,
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Katelyn demonstrated a sence for detail as she independently recalled 10 parts of the body
and included the correct number of those parts. Fifth, Katelyn had developed the skill to
create a circle as she drew the circle for the face.

By 20 months, Katelyn demonstrated that she could write and draw. Her writing
samples demonstrated that she visually differentiated between writing and drawing,
although the words were used interchangeably. Therefore, when asked to write or to

draw, Katelyn considered the two words to mean the same thing. However, once

Katelyn's writing/drawing samples were compared, it was easy to see, based on her

language as well as the visual characteristics of the work, that she mentally had
differentiated between the two. One day I said, "Are you going to write some more? Why

don't you write Katelyn, please." Katelyn responded, "Mommy." "Okay, write Mommy," I

responded. Katelyn then said, "Katie," as she wrote on the paper in a circular motion.
She stopped, looked at me, smiled, and said, "Mommy." "Hey, you did it," I said.
Katelyn then said, "Katie," and marked again. I noted that Katelyn had made three
scribbles and labeled each one. The scribbles were different from her previous scribbles.

They were small, isolated scribbles. She appeared to be writing the words with a

premature linear mock. As Katelyn made yet a fourth scribble she said, "Mommy. ..
Mommy." "Can you write Pop?" I asked. Katelyn responded, "Yea, GG." "Okay write
GG." I said. Again Katelyn made a small scribble then stopped writing, looked at it, then

labeled it "GG " Then, not forgetting my request, she made one straight line and said,
"Pop Pop." "Can you write Nana?" I asked. Again she made the little scribble, looked at
me and said, "Nana." "Jay?" Katelyn asked. "Can you write Jay?" I asked. Katelyn made

a small mark, looked up and said, "Amy . . . Daddy." As Katelyn proceeded to write
again, she said, "Daddy, Mommy, Daddy." Then stopped, pointed at her most recent
scribble with her finger and said, "Daddy." Then, Katelyn proceeded to point back at the
various scribbles and said the names over again. "Daddy, Mommy, Katie, Jay, Amy, Amy,
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Jay, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy," she said. Katelyn read the words she just had written. She

wrote a list of names, just as we had done together the previous month, then read those
names (see Appendix B-12). Katelyn had learned to write (see Appendix B-13).

Writing rather than drawing had always been modeled more in our household.
However, as Katelyn began to show interest, we began to draw more. As a model, I

would say, "I'm going to write" or "I'm going to draw" to help Katelyn clarify the terms.
In addition, I tried to model both at the same time. When Katelyn said, "House," I drew
a house then wrote the word. I hoped this would give her the opportunity to compare and

contrast. The following example demonstrated Katelyn's lack of differentiation between
the terms writing and drawing. Katelyn asked to write after dinner. She said, "Wite...

wite" and pointed to her writing things that were on the counter. As she wrote, Katelyn
said, "Body. . . body... body .. . head." I said, "Katelyn, what did you write?" She
said, "Body. .. head." From her scribble there was no way to differentiate whether she

was in fact writing those words or drawing a picture of a body. Generally, however, the
words body and head were reserved for creating a human figure. Next, she scribbled
more. I said, "Katelyn, what did you draw?" She responded, "Duck," an animal I often

drew. Again, there were no noticeable differences in the style of her scribble. The
scribbles were in two different locations on the paper, which would indicate that indeed

two different things were made - one of them, "Body ... head," and the other "duck."
Katelyn appeared to be using the words writing and drawing interchangeably.

Writing sessions evolved as Katelyn observed me writing in my journal daily. As
Katelyn grew more interested in writing, she asked to write more, often several times a

day. A typical writing session initiated by Katelyn would begin while Katelyn was seated

in her highchair. She said, "Wite... Wite." First, Katelyn drew a circle. Then she said,
"Eye... eye... nose." I asked Katelyn, "What did you write?" and she responded, "Boo

woo." As she responded, "Boo woo," it was apparent that Katelyn had not limited herself
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to drawing people. Second, as Katelyn held and studied a marker I asked, "What color is
the marker, Katelyn?" Katelyn responded, "Boo" (i.e., blue). "No, look again," I said,
"That is purple." Katelyn then repeated, "Purpe." Next, Katelyn said, "Nana house, Pop

house." I never really discovered why she mentioned them or whether it related to her
drawing. At this point, it was impossible to tell if Katelyn's drawing was in fact their

house.
Monotone marking was part of every writing session. When Katelyn labeled a
picture, it was obvious because she then sang what it was in her monotone voice. When
Katelyn didn't assign a particular label to her picture she said, "Weee weee," as she wrote.

Katelyn often invited me to write. She would select a writing tool, hand it to me, and say,

Hep, hep" (i.e., help) or "wite." Then she told me what to write. One particular session
Katelyn said, "Ba Bop," so I wrote "Baby Bop." Katelyn marked as she said, "Body,"
then "Duck." Then Katelyn began to list words for me to write; she suggested all the
words and watched as I wrote. When Katelyn began to spend more time playing with the

markers and lids, the writing session was almost over. Katelyn would take the lids off all

the markers then put them back on correctly. Finally, she threw all the crayons and

markers on the floor. The writing session was over.
Language Multiple word combinations were the obvious language development

by 20 months (see Appendix C). In addition, while one-word utterances were still used,

Katelyn would now often say one word two times.
Katelyn used the tone of her voice to enhance her language. A simple two-word

phrase like "My baby" could be used multiple ways. For example, "My baby! !" with a
stressed excited tone may mean, T want my baby," or "My baby is hurt." Next, "My

baby?" with a questioning tone may mean, "Where is my baby? Do you know where my
baby is?" Also, "My baby," with a sad tone may mean, "My baby is tired," or "My baby

got hurt." Katelyn's skill with the tone of her voice allowed her to communicate more
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messages than she would otherwise have been able to. The trick was for the responsive
party to be aware of the particular situation to interpret the message appropriately.

Through new vocabulary, Katelyn demonstrated her knowledge in many areas.
Katelyn identified basic colors like red, blue ("bwue"), green ("geen"), yellow ("yewwo"),

black ("back"), and purple ("purpe"). She also began learning the words to and names of
songs. In addition, she gained some notion of one-to-one correspondence. I asked
Katelyn as she played in her sandbox, "How many cups do you have?" Katelyn

responded, "Two (adds cup of sand), tree (adds cup), five (adds cup)," then she looked
up and said, "Six . . . five." In this example, Katelyn used several number names and gave

a new number when she added a cup. She also demonstrated as she corrected "six" back
to "five" that the last number you say is how many you have.

October 1993 : 21 Months
By 21 months, Katelyn was 33 inches tall and weighed 26 lbs. 5oz. During this

month, Katelyn attended her first parade and discovered that marching bands terrified her.
She attended her first football game, slid down a large slide independently, and began to

drink from a regular cup. In addition, Katelyn went to the library for the first time and
found library books to be new and exciting. As a result, she developed new interests for
reading. At the library, Katelyn was also thrilled by the racks of puzzles.

While Katelyn still wore diapers, it was not unusual for her to ask to use the potty
several times a day. Katelyn particularly enjoyed working puzzles and reading as she sat

on the potty. Katelyn's fascination with taking apart and putting together puzzles was

extended to other areas as she learned to manipulate locks on doors.
Katelyn demanded a consistent daily routine. Bedtime required the following:

(1) drink, (2) brush teeth, (3) change diaper, (4) put on pajamas, (5) read, (6) sing,
(7) hug/kiss, and (8) bed. Failure to follow this exact routine resulted in unpleasant

experiences with Katelyn. She knew the order of her life, and she expected the order to be
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followed. Katelyn practiced these routines with her stuffed animals and dolls. Mealtime,

playtime, pottytime, bedtime, writing, reading, etc. were acted out by Katelyn with her
"friends." These toys became extremely important to her life and her development.

Reading. Katelyn recognized letters in her environment, and she related them to
meaningful words. The letter "G" was called "GG" (i.e., Great Grandparent), "M" was

called "Mommy," "D" was called "Daddy," and "B" was called "Baby Bop." The first

observation occurred when Katelyn picked up a table add in a restaurant, looked over it,
then pointed to the .99 in a 1.99 add and said, "GG." Katelyn then looked at me, pointed
again at the same place and said, "GG right dere." While Katelyn did not actually find two

G s this particular time, she soon demonstrated she could find letters. One night Katelyn
became interested in the TV game show The Wheel of Fortune. When a contestant called

for the letter G, Katelyn said, "G," then looked at me and said, "GG

GG right dere!"

Katelyn also identified the letters G, M, D, and B in her alphabet books. She pointed to

the letters and stated the word she associated with it. A "G" building block was pictured
on a new library puzzle. I said, "Katelyn, what letter is that?" Katelyn paused, then

suddenly responded, "G." Katelyn also pointed to the baby picture on the jar of baby food
and said, "Baby." I said, "That's right, and this says, 'P-L-U-M-S, plums'." Katelyn

immediately pointed to the M in plums and said, "Mommy." As Katelyn attached names
to letters, she also attached meaning.

As Katelyn's language developed, so did her ability to read independently.
It became possible to identify what book Katelyn read based completely on the words she

said. As Katelyn read Where Is Mickey's Red Ball? she began, "Book... read . . . book
. .. read." Then she opened to the last page, pointed and said, "Ball. . . red ball... red

ball right dere." Next she moved her finger, pointed again and said, "Mickey Mouse."
Katelyn then turned back one page and said, "Doggy house ... doggy house. " Katelyn
turned the page yet again, pointed to the word "yellow" and said, "Red." Then she
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pointed to the duck and said, "red duck." I interrupted her reading and said, "Katelyn,
that is a yellow duck." Katelyn then said, "Yewwo duck . . . anober duck. . . baff right
dere," as she pointed to the yellow duck then Donald Duck then the bathtub. Finally,

Katelyn pointed to the bed and said, "Bed." She looked at the picture then put down the
book. Because I was familiar with Katelyn's library, it was easy to know the book she

read by the time she said, "Red ball," and "Mickey Mouse."

By 21 months, Katelyn said, "Read book, Daddy," or "Mommy, read book," when

she initiated a reading session. She now identified every animal in the Old MacDonald
book by name and sound. As a result, she moved on to books with more exotic animals.

She soon identified and named such animals as the elephant, giraff, panda ("teddy ") bear,

lion, monkey, and camel.
Writing. When Katelyn wrote, Katelyn talked. She talked before she wrote, she

talked as she wrote, and she talked after she wrote. Katelyn talked about the colors of her
markers as she selected the tool of her choice such as, "back top," "purpe one," or "geen."

Katelyn also helped her stuffed animals and dolls learn to write. Often a "friend"
participated as it watched Katelyn write, or Katelyn helped it write. Katelyn also engaged
in monotone marking as she said, "Weee-weee," during the actual act of writing.

Monotone marking also advanced this month as Katelyn used the same tone of voice but
with an actual word. Katelyn now described most of her pictures as she drew
(see Appendix B-14), she also discovered real-life objects that were accidentally created
within her scribbles (see Appendix B-15). Katelyn said the following during one of her

writing sessions: "Feet, feet, feet wite dere, wing wite dere, face wite dere ... ha ha hair

wite dere, hair wite dere, hair wite dere, hair... dere... bunny wite dere bunny wite dere
... top on." Katelyn apparently drew "feet right there," "wing right there," "face right

there," "hair right there," and a "bunny right there." Katelyn placed her scribbles as she
named them. She apparently had a plan prior to the scribble.
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Journal writing in front of Katelyn was limited this month. As a result, Katelyn
decreased the number of times she wrote. Although paper and markers were always
readily available, Katelyn did not request them often. I noted one day, "Today was the
first day I wrote in the journal in front of Katelyn for a few weeks. She came over and

wanted me to write cookie as she pointed to the paper and said, 'Cookie'." She then
proceeded to run through her list of words: Katie, Mommy, Daddy, GG, Nana, Pop, Jay,

Amy, Mommy, Help, Katie help, Cookie Monster. At the very time she tried to take my
pen, Katelyn said, "Katie help. " She wrote all over the journal. It appeared that as I

modeled less writing, Katelyn wrote less. Apparently, writing in front of her encouraged

Katelyn to write.

Katelyn still was obsessed with listing words during writing sessions (see Appendix

B-15 & B-16). She asked me to list words and she listed words. Generally a word was

suggested, written, and repeated. When the list was completed it was read. As time
passed, Katelyn recalled the words independently. After the list was completed, she could

repeat it correctly from start to finish. As we continued to create these "repeated lists,"
Katelyn began to differentiate between the words by the first letter. As a result, the words

she listed were the words she related to the letters of the alphabet. Therefore, Katelyn's
relationship between "G" is for "GG" and "M" is for "Mommy" related directly to her
fascination with writing lists.
Language. Katelyn generally made two- and three-word utterances now while

one- to four-word utterances also occurred. Katelyn attempted to say most words and

clearly stated such words as "motorcycle," "parachute," and "Bridgewater."
Following is a sample of the larger utterances Katelyn now used: (1) "Doll baby come

too"; (2) "Doll baby runny nose"; (3) "Duck cereal"; (4) "Doctor Raphke"; (5) "Bwess
you, Daddy"; (6) "Night night baby, seep good"; (7) "Anober cacker, pease" and

(8) "Rainen outside... baby doll, rainen outside."
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As Katelyn increased the number of words per utterance, she first used a pause
between the words before she gradually merged the words together for a single utterance.
Katelyn knew the routine to go outside. When she suggested that she would like to go

outside she said, "Outside... sandboc ... outside... shoes... socks... Mickey mouse
(i.e., her coat)." Two thoughts were presented here. Katelyn suggested that she would
like to go outside and play in her sandbox. She also stated the things that she would need
to go outside - shoes, socks, and her Mickey mouse coat. While Katelyn paused between

words for this statement, in time the words merged together. At the point in time when
the utterance merged smoothly together, it often included missing words such as "my" or

"the."

As Katelyn's language developed, she demonstrated her ability to recall details and

events. Katelyn pointed to a blue Toyota and said, "Nana car." Then she got excited at
the thought of seeing Nana. Nana's car and color had never been pointed out or
discussed, and yet Katelyn identified an exact color and make of car. Another day as we

arrived at Nana's house for a visit, we arrived at the same time that she did. She was
driving Pop's red car and not the blue Toyota. The first thing Katelyn said to Nana was,
"Nana bwue car?" She had a frown on her face, wrinkled eyebrows and a worried look.
Obviously she wanted to know about the missing blue car.
Katelyn generally repeated a new word multiple times in a variety of situations.

She also combined a new word with different words. When she learned the word "house,"

she announced it when we arrived at different places: "Tayor house," "Jimmy house,"
"Nana house... Pop house," "Gramma house," "GG House." Such practice helped her

master new words.
November 1993: 22 Months
The month of November was highlighted by repetition and practice of previously

learned skills from all aspects of Katelyn's development. Obvious physical, emotional, and
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cognitive developments were not apparent. One aspect of social development that became
more apparent this month was that Katelyn openly enjoyed the friendship of other

children. She talked about her cousin Crystal, her friend Jimmy, friends from church, and

friends from the playgroup. Katelyn anticipated her time with friends with great joy and
excitement.
Reading. Katelyn practiced and developed what I called her M = Mommy theory.
She identified more letters based on particular names. Katelyn now recognized that

A — Amy, B = Baby Bop, D = Daddy, G = GG, J = Jay, M = Mommy, m = monkey,
N= Nana, and P = Pop. This notion related directly to Katelyn's obsession to write lists.
At this point, the same lists had been written so many times that Katelyn identified

individual words by the first letter. She could read a list correctly if the words she listed

were used. If, however, her words were replaced by others - for instance, "Mountain"
was written rather than "Mommy" - Katelyn said the word with which she was familiar.
From this it became apparent that the first letter was Katelyn's source of differentiation.

As Katelyn developed this M = Mommy theory, it also became apparent that her repeated
lists or repeated writing acted in the same capacity as repeated readings of favorite
storybooks. The task was repeated so many times and became so familiar that Katelyn

appeared capable of conventional reading.

As Katelyn related more words to letters, she discovered multiple letters in her
environment. She identified capital letters on books, magazines, newspapers, signs, labels,

etc. Parked outside a hotel lobby, Katelyn noticed the sign "LOBBY," pointed to the sign
and said, "Baby Bop." She paused, pointed again and said, "Anober Baby Bop." Katelyn
consistently related the letter B with the word Baby Bop. She recognized that this word

had two Bs.
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As we sat at an AMOCO gas station, Katelyn pointed to the sign and said, "Amy
right dere, see. Mommy right dere, see. Daddy aw gone." Katelyn appeared to mentally

list the names familiar to her. As such, she recognized that D for Daddy was missing.
Katelyn observed large billboards and on one shopping excursion spotted an N and
said, "Nana right dere." Next she identified a "P" and said, "Pop right dere." She also
spotted an "A" and said, "Amy right dere." In addition, when she saw a KMART sign, she

said, "Yook Katie." Next she immediately stated, "Yook monkey... big monkey."

Apparently the letters K and M caught her attention.

As Katelyn gave attention to letters she developed a new concept about print. She
had a television guide in a hotel room, and I said, "Katelyn, will you read the TV guide to

me?" She opened it and said, "ABC . . . ABC . . . ABC." While in previous months

Katelyn would have book babbled, she now took print with no pictures and related it to
letters.

As Katelyn mastered the names of animals and sounds unique to favorite books,
such as Old MacDonald Had a Farm and Animal Sounds, she redirected her interest and

selected books about colors. Katelyn also initiated conversation about colors in books
without this theme. Katelyn pointed to a picture of a red balloon and said, "Red bawoon."

Then she looked around the room, got off my lap, and brought me her red balloon and
said, "Red bawoon." Katelyn's interest in colors was demonstrated in writing as she talked

about the color of the crayons and markers she used. Katelyn began to volunteer the color
of items as she discussed them, such as "geen dess," "red hose," and "shiny back shoes."

Katelyn identified sign colors and the colors of stop lights. As we drove she said: "Geen
sign. Anober geen sign." "Bwue sign." "Yewwo sign." "Bwown sign." Katelyn often

obsessed with a particular theme area. Just as she had been fascinated by animals and their
sounds, now she was fascinated by colors. Also, books suggested topics for Katelyn to
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consider, and she selected the topic of interest and then practiced it as she wrote and
talked.
Katelyn became fascinated with matching a book character with a real-life object.

While reading, Katelyn saw a picture of a pig. She immediately jumped up, ran to her

toys, and returned with her toy pig and announced, "Anober pig." It appeared to be her
way to bring reality to the books she was reading. As a result, books that she related to
her life were more interesting and became favorite books to be read. Katelyn also began

to announce the end of a story as she said, "Aw done." Katelyn picked up a book, then
read, "Cock - a - doodle . .. fall fish . . . good bye ... aw done." Another time she read,

"Splash, splash right dere ... duck ... Baby Bop ... yast book ... Barney aw done."
It appeared Katelyn understood that books had an ending.

Writing. By 22 months, as soon as I started writing my journal entry, Katelyn said,
"Katie wife too." Shared writing sessions and independent writing sessions were filled

with repeated lists of familiar names and words. Katelyn named words and I wrote them;

I named words and Katelyn wrote them; and Katelyn named and wrote her own words.
Katelyn initiated these list sessions and continued to be fascinated by them. From them

she discovered that letters hold meaning as she related meaningful names like "Mommy"
with an otherwise unmeaningful letter like "M."

In addition to writing repeated lists, Katelyn engaged in making repeated drawings.
She named and drew a face and body many times. While the picture that resulted did not
necessarily resemble a face or body by adult standards, it was apparent that Katelyn's

intent was to create this image. She labeled each scribble and also oriented scribbles in

appropriate locations. However, while her mind knew where the parts should go, her
hand was not ready to follow.
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Katelyn continued to use the words write and draw interchangeably. However, it

was apparent by her written lists and her drawings of human bodies that Katelyn had
mentally differentiated between the two.

Language Katelyn developed a love for songs and singing. She often asked to

sing particular songs. For example, she said, "ABC, ABC," to sing the alphabet song and

contributed, "ABC .. . FG... KLPQ" to the song. She said, "I wuv ou, I wuv ou," to
sing the Barney theme song and contributed a hug and a kiss when appropriate. She sang
to her babies, "Rock-a-bye, tree top... rock-a-bye, tree top," as she put them to bed.
She also loved to sing "Happy birday," whether there was a birthday or not, and "Shoo

fwy boder" (i.e., "Shoo Fly Don't Bother Me.")
Katelyn developed a since of humor with her language. She took off her shoes and

socks as we drove in the car. I said, "Pew, stinky toes." Katelyn laughed, held up Baby
Marie, smelled the doll's toes, and said, "Baby stinky toes, too." Another time Katelyn
looked in the mirror, pointed to me, giggled, and said, "Daddy." As I pretended to cry,

Katelyn laughed and said, "Mommy funny." Katelyn understood words well enough to

communicate simple forms of humor.
While one-word and two-word utterances were refined and improved, such as

saying, "Baby Marie," rather than, "Baby Rie," multiple-word utterances quickly increased

(see Appendix C).

December 1993: 23 Months
As Katelyn approached the age of two, temper tantrums became more prominent.
Katelyn also absolutely loved to hide in comers or in closets to avoid doing something.
However, she also continued to demonstrate shyness and apprehension around unfamiliar

situations. Although she averaged between two and three words per utterance at home,

she said absolutely nothing at social gatherings of adults or children where she did not feel
comfortable. It appeared in such situations that her skills regressed and she reverted back
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to more comfortable areas. She may have said, "Mama," rather than, "Mommy hep
pease," or she may have sat on my lap and sucked her thumb rather than played. Katelyn

struggled between dependence and independence.
Reading. Just as Katelyn did not differentiate between the terms write and draw,

she also did not differentiate between the words, "picture" or "word." While reading

Spot's Book on Weather, Katelyn pointed to the bold word on each page, which I had
done before, and said, "Word cwoud" (i.e., cloud), "Word sun," and "Word rain." I then
asked Katelyn to point to the picture of the clouds, she again pointed to the word.

Katelyn had learned to say the word "word," but did not understand the meaning.
Katelyn began to name letters this month as a result of a game she and her

Granddaddy Paul created. Letters from Katelyn's ABC puzzle were held up to the TV
when the letters were called on The Wheel of Fortune. Katelyn began to learn the names

of letters although she still attached her meaningful word. When the letter M was called,
Katelyn found the letter M, held it up and said, "M... Mommy." While she began to
learn the letter names, she still named most letters with meaningful words. Katelyn now
verbally named and identified the following "yetters," as she called them: A = Amy, B =

Baby Bop, D = Daddy, F = Foot, G = GG or Granddaddy, J = Jay, K = Katie, L =

Lincoln, M = Mommy, N = Nana, O = O, P = Pop, X = X, Z = Z.

Writing. By 23 months, Katelyn's writing development leveled off. Katelyn
practiced and refined her word lists and "bodeeez" when she wrote. Katelyn insisted that

she write when someone else wrote and that she use the exact same materials. Katelyn

enjoyed shared as well as independent writing sessions. Sometimes she asked for shared
writing sessions as she handed me a marker and said, "Mommy wife," or "Mommy hep

pease." Other times she preferred independent writing as she took my writing tool,

scribbled over what I had written, and appeared agitated by my writing.
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Katelyn, by 23 months, had developed many skills required to become a
conventional writer. First, she knew how to hold a writing tool. Second, she

differentiated a writing tool from other items or toys. Third, Katelyn knew which end of a

tool marked. Fourth, Katelyn learned that the writing tool should be used on paper
although it worked perfectly well on walls, furniture, etc. Fifth, Katelyn knew there were

different types of tools (crayons, pens, markers, etc ). Sixth, Katelyn had a notion that

writing represented talk as demonstrated when she read her lists or talked through a

drawing. Finally, Katelyn developed the idea that writing represented real things as she
began to draw pictures of people. Recognizing the knowledge Katelyn had regarding

writing/drawing at such an early age, it is interesting to consider the following. As our
family entered a restaurant to eat, a restaurant that generally provided crayons and paper

for their young guests, the hostess prepared to seat us. "Excuse me," I said. "May I have
some crayons and paper for my daughter?" "Oh sure," she said. "I just thought she was

too young and might eat the crayons." Yes, Katelyn enjoyed an occasional taste of
crayon. However, Katelyn also enjoyed writing and she enjoyed drawing. While
supervision was definitely necessary, it was an injustice to keep writing tools from a child
interested enough to investigate them. From those "tastes" Katelyn discovered what the
tools were about and how they worked. As a result, Katelyn learned to write and to draw.
Language. Katelyn practiced, refined, and developed her language. Multiple

word phrases Katelyn used this month included the following: (1) "Big bird is on here.

Big bird is on here watch"; (2) "Granma tomor sure" (i.e., Grandmother's house
tomorrow, sure); (3) "Aw done messy potty"; (4) "Messy potty, messy potty right dere";

(5) "Mommy open da door"; (6) "Mommy hep pease"; (7) "Santa Gaus go"; (8) "Watch

Fosty Noman"; (9) "Fosty da Noman"; (10) "Teddy bear puzzle"; and (11) "Cean up
Mommy." While at 12 months Katelyn pointed at the Christmas tree and said, "Ight.
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Ight," by 23 months she ran to her new red car and said, "Tankou much!" Then squealing

in delight, she said, "Yook car. See. Car right dere!" In 23 months, Katelyn had
discovered many things about and uses for language.
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Chapter VIII

Katelyn's Emergent Literacy Story:
24 to 36 Months

January 1994: 24 Months
Katelyn now exhibited the maturity of a little girl rather than an infant. She
enjoyed such activities as playing doctor, having tea parties, dressing dolls, reading to

dolls, writing with dolls, and completing puzzles. When comfortable with her
surroundings, Katelyn ran, jumped, danced, sang, and talked about one thing or another.

When uncomfortable, Katelyn remained shy and reserved. Such personality traits affected
the way she demonstrated knowledge and the way she responded to learning in a social
setting. When uncomfortable, Katelyn's skills regressed as she resorted to behaviors used

months before. She appeared to freeze in certain public situations. When comfortable,

Katelyn freely interacted with and learned from her environment.

Katelyn continued to show interest in toilet training although she appeared less
enthusiastic. Therefore, we followed Katelyn's lead and allowed her to decide whether to

use the toilet or diapers.
Reading, By 24 months, Katelyn identified and named books by theme, main

character, or title. She insisted on reading a particular book and searched through stacks
to find it. She had an extremely high interest in reading and appeared sometimes obsessed
with books. Katelyn became so familiar with favorite books that she provided words from

text during shared reading. As we read the book, Where's Spot? I read the text on the
left page, then Katelyn lifted the flap on the right page and "read" the text. The word
"No" was printed, one, two, or three times behind each flap. Katelyn read the correct

number of the word "No" presented each time. She opened the flap and touched the word
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or words as she said them. In addition, when the word wasn't "No," Katelyn used the

correct phrase, "Try the basket."

As Katelyn's language developed and she recalled more words from text, her
independent reading reflected exact words from text. Katelyn announced that she was

going to read Hand, Hand, Fingers, Thumbs to her doll Patty. As she read she said,
"Hello Jack. Hello Jake" on the correct page. She repeated, "Dum ditty dum ditty," on
various pages. Then she said, "Miyons fingers, miyons thumbs," on the correct page.
These words and phrases were quotes from text.

Katelyn developed a new style of independent reading for unfamiliar print. She
enjoyed reading her birthday cards. She pointed to the words on a card and said,

"ABC ... ABC ... ABC." As she looked at the cards, she pointed to the verse and said,
"Words right dere."

During January, Katelyn related additional letters to words. Her independent play
demonstrated a fascination with letters. Katelyn collected the letters from her art easel

and carried them to the television for The Wheel of Fortune. She then proceeded to
match letters with the television. The letters Katelyn recognized with a word were as

follows: A = Amy; B = Baby Bop; C = Crystal; D = Daddy; F = foot; G = GG,

Granddaddy, Grandmother; J = Jay; K = Katie, Katelyn, Kathryn; L = Lincoln, Lion;

M = Mommy, monkey; N = Nana; O = oh; P = Pop; W = (Wampler sometimes); Y = yak;

Z = zebra. While Katelyn associated letters to words, her effort was reinforced and
extended as models stated, "Yes, that is the letter A for Amy." When provided with the
actual letter name, Katelyn pointed correctly to every letter of the alphabet except Q, R,

U, V. When asked to name the letters, Katelyn provided the associated word
(e g., pointed to the letter D and said, "Daddy").
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Katelyn loved to point to and identify the letters she found in her environment.
She discovered the word CARROTS on a baby food jar and identified each letter as

follows: (1) pointed to the C and said, "C. .. Crystal"; (2) pointed to A and said, "Amy";

(3) pointed to R and said, "Cock-a-doodle" (i.e., rooster); (4) pointed to R and said,
"Anober cock-a-doodle"; (5) pointed to O and said, "Oh"; (6) pointed to T and said,

"Tewwie" (i.e., Tellie from Sesame Street); and (7) pointed to S and said, "Sherrie."
When attached to a familiar word, Katelyn learned a letter quickly. However, actual letter
names were not easily learned. She repeated the letter name but did not retain it. Katelyn

needed to relate something meaningful with the letters.

Writing. By 24 months, Katelyn joined journal writing sessions with less

enthusiasm and did not initiate writing on paper very often. She received a Magnadoodle
(toy writing board that easily erased), for her birthday. She absolutely loved this toy and

insisted on using it when she wrote. While thrilled by Katelyn's enthusiasm to write, data

collection became difficult.
Katelyn began to include the name of a letter when she wrote lists. When Katelyn
wrote Katie she said, "K... Katie." Katelyn continued to use her very loud monotone

voice when she wrote. Our extended family recognized that tone as her writing voice.
Katelyn dragged out the first, middle, or last sound of the word spoken as she wrote.
When Katelyn did not use a word she said, "Weeeee," and stopped only for a breath or

new writing tool.
Katelyn signed her name with individual marks for letters rather than using linear

mock as she wrote in a friend's birthday card. When asked what she was drawing, Katelyn
said, "Rain picture," as she created lines streaming down the page. Next, I asked her to

write her name. Katelyn said her name in a singing tone and made individual marks that
appeared to be spaced like letters (see Appendix B-17). The "drawing" marks clearly
were differentiated from the "written" marks.
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Language. By 24 months, Katelyn loved to sing. Favorite songs included Jesus
Loves Me, the Barney theme song, ABC Song. Jingle Bells, Frosty the Snowman, Shiny

Pony, and Rock-a-Bye Baby. As Katelyn sang, it became apparent that singing was for

language what repeated reading was for reading: an opportunity, through repetition, to

practice the fluency of language. Katelyn connected more words together during singing

than regular conversations. Katelyn did not have to think of words on her own; words
flowed smoothly as a result of familiarity with the songs. For example, with a
recognizable tune, Katelyn sang Jesus Loves Me, "Jesus wuvs me dis I know. For du bible
teww me so. Yes Jesus wuvs me. Yes Jesus wuvs me." A second favorite was, Frosty the
Snowman, which Katelyn sang as, "Frosty da snowman. Jowwy happy sowe. Corncob

pipe, button nose, eyes coal." She also sang, "Rock-a-bye baby on da tree top. Rock-abye baby on da tree top" and "Oh jingle bewws, jingle bewws. Oh jingle bewws, jingle

bewws." Driven to practice and learn language, Katelyn appeared to naturally select
singing to enhance her language development.

As a result of experiences with reading, writing, singing, and play, Katelyn's
language and concepts surrounding colors, numbers, and shapes developed. When asked,
"What color is the . .. ?" Katelyn answered correctly to blue, green, red, orange, black,

and sometimes yellow and purple. Katelyn counted with one-to-one correspondence to

three and could list the numbers from 1 tol3. When Katelyn got to the number 13, she
started counting over again. Katelyn also recognized and identified shapes such as a
circle, square, triangle, star, and heart.

February 1994: 25 Months
Katelyn displayed no marked changes this month. She did, however, begin to have
dry diapers overnight. As a result, she began to wet in the potty first thing in the morning.

This was a particularly good sign for potty training. Katelyn was also delighted that she
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had learned how to put on her coat independently. It was not enough to put her coat on
once; now she put it on and took it off two or three times. Katelyn was proud of her new

independence.

Reading. Katelyn's reading behaviors changed very little in February. She created
a game with her alphabet book and the letters from her ABC puzzle. She matched the

puzzle pieces with the alphabet chart in the back of the book. She provided a letter name,
an appropriate word, or both as she matched the letters. Such personally motivated games

demonstrated how Katelyn was independently driven to discover literacy.
Katelyn thought it was fun to find letters in the newspaper. When asked to find a

letter she looked within titles or subtitles to find that letter. She then responded with the
letter name, meaningful word, or both, such as, "Y, yak right dere." Next, she scribbled
over the letter before she searched for another letter.

Katelyn discovered new books and new vocabulary this month. With a new doctor

bag and the memory of a recent check-up at the doctor, Katelyn became particularly
intrigued by the book Piggy Visits the Doctor. From the book, she discovered words like

"stefbscope," "bwood pressure," "shot," "temperture" (i.e., thermometer), "band-aides,"
and "hammer." Katelyn then played doctor and practiced these words.

Katelyn used increasingly detailed words as she read independently. When Katelyn
read The Baby Bop Shape Book she said, "Shapes. Shape here. One two. Two sides.
Triangle free sides. One, two, free. Dere Barney shape." When Katelyn read The Baby

Bop Counting Book she said, "Baby Bop. Countin. One, two, number two." She then
silently looked at the book, turned pages, then read, "Namas, buttons, count, one, two,

three, four, five, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve." She then opened to the cover and

said, "One, two, three, four," as she touched the four balloons pictured. Katelyn captured

the main idea from both books as reflected by her vocabulary.
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Writing. Katelyn created her first tadpole person on the magnadoodle
(see Appendix B-18). She drew a circle and attached two long lines she called "legs."
She drew two more lines on the side of her circle and called them "ears." Next she drew

two eyes, a nose, a mouth, and a belly button. I said, "Katie, come tell me about your

picture." Katelyn responded, "Circle, eyes, nose, feet" then picked up the pen and said,
"Haaaaat," as she put a line on the top of the circle. Katelyn then drew as she said, "Eye,

eye, feet, feet." Next Katelyn touched her drawing and said, "Daddy." Though Katelyn

had previously described and drawn the human body, this was the first body that visually
resembled the entire human figure.

Although Katelyn erased the first tadpole person from her Magnadoodle, she soon

created more tadpole people on paper. She named one "Mommy" and she named the
other "Daddy" (see Appendix B-19). Katelyn created these images independently.
Drawings were not modeled for Katelyn on either day the "tadpole" pictures occurred.

By twenty-five months, Katelyn independently wrote conventional letters
immediately after they were written in front of her. At this point, her motor skills had
developed to the point she could make fairly accurate reproductions (see Appendix B-20).

Language. As Katelyn said, "Mom, I want read a book. Mom I read a book," I
recalled the previous year when Katelyn silently handed me a book to read. Just one short
year ago Katelyn said, "Up, up," to be taken from her bed. Now Katelyn said, "Mommy,
come here. Katie in da bed, Mommy." As Katelyn had once cried for food, she now said,
"More, Mommy. More on da pwate, Mommy." While "uh oh" had indicated a fallen toy

or misplaced object, now Katelyn took my hand and said, "Don't worry. I'll show you."

As she once screamed and shook her head no, now Katelyn looked at me and said, "No
kankou much." When Katelyn cried and we didn't know why, now she expressed herself:

"Tapioca

GG Newwie have it. Bring it." While the shoes on and off game had once

been so popular, now Katelyn emerged from my closet in sandals and said, "Beach, I go to
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beach. Come on, Mommy." Katelyn had discovered language and used it new ways

everyday (see Appendix C).
March 1994: 26 Months
Katelyn became very moody. She cried when she wanted something and she cried

if she got it. She became uninterested in doing what we asked of her. A favorite phrase
of Katelyn's became, "I don't yike it," and she refused to answer questions unless in the
mood. Such an attitude made time with Katelyn often difficult.

Katelyn continued to have a very shy public personality. We attended a different
playgroup than usual which made Katelyn extremely uncomfortable. She sat on my lap,
shoved her entire hand in her mouth, and chewed on it. She barely said anything the entire

morning. When asked a question she either ignored the question or answered exceedingly
quietly. She screamed and cried when two children played with her stuffed Barney.

Katelyn continued to need time to analyze new situations before she relaxed and became

comfortable.
Katelyn had asked, "Katie ski by self," all winter. For $6, we rented Katelyn her
first boots and skies for a half day. Surprisingly, Katelyn did very well. She put her hands

on her knees and went considerable distances independently. She picked up her skies and

controlled them to some extent. As we watched her ski, it was difficult to imagine that

she had learned to walk just over one year ago.
Reading. Katelyn enjoyed independent reading and often stated, "Katie read by

self." She read so fluently from some familiar books that it sounded as if she were reading
directly from text. Katelyn independently read her cousin Crystal's Mother Goose book.

As Katelyn read the book and arrived at the appropriate pages she said: (1) "Jack and Jill
went up da hill"; (2) "Baa baa bwack sheep have you any wool. Yes sir, yes sir, free bags

full"; and (3) "Humpty dumpty sat on da wall."
Katelyn now recognized every letter of the alphabet by name. As a result of her
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M = Mommy theory, Katelyn also knew at least one word that began with each letter.

She named letters individually or used them with meaningful words. Katelyn now stated,

"M is for Mommy," rather than, "M... Mommy," or just "Mommy."
Katelyn independently pursued knowledge about letters with a passion, then just as

quickly stopped. At first she was intrigued by books and television shows that discussed
letters. She asked questions, initiated play, and created games where she used letters. She
lined up alphabet blocks and imitated Dr. Suess's ABC as she said, "Big A, yittle a." She
matched her alphabet blocks and puzzle pieces to the TV when letters were displayed.

She used letters to make telephone calls to appropriate people (e g., the letter J was used
to call her Uncle Jay). Katelyn was driven to learn about letters until one day when she
watched a Sesame Street tape called Learning About Letters. The letter B was named and
associated with several words that began with B. Katelyn pulled her thumb from her
mouth and fussed at the television when "Baby Bop" was not listed as a B word. As
quickly as that tape played, Katelyn changed. While she had been obsessed with finding

letters in her environment, now she avoided it. When an adult questioned her about letters
during reading or play, she ignored the question. Katelyn discovered that her M = Mommy

theory needed to be adjusted and that made her insecure. While Katelyn still shared her
knowledge about letters with stuffed animals or dolls, she hesitated or ignored other's

questions during reading or play.
Writing. Katelyn's state of cognitive upheaval was represented in her writing as

well as her reading. While Katelyn tested the idea that B stood for more than just "Baby
Bop," she also tested the idea that M alone was not for "Mommy" but that M plus other

letters was for "Mommy." She experimented with this hypothesis in a variety of ways.
Katelyn said, "Yook, Mommy, D-O-B ... D-O-B." I responded, "Oh, I see. What does

that spell? She looked at it, then looked up at me with a big smile and said, "Daddy."
While in the past Katelyn had created lists and read lists, "D" had always been for
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"Daddy." Now Katelyn suddenly contended that "DOB" was for "Daddy" (see Appendix
B-21).

As Katelyn practiced and refined linear mock (see Appendix B-22), she didn't
always use meaningful words as she wrote but instead listed random letters of the alphabet

such as "QRSTUV." Katelyn tested the idea that letters created the utterance. She
practiced the idea that it took multiple letters to write something. Katelyn advanced her

theory, however, as she wrote on scraps of paper and said, "G - O, go. G - O, go."
Katelyn was close to discovering that: (1) it took more than one letter to create the words

she found meaningful, and (2) letters must be presented in a particular order to be
meaningful.
Katelyn still liked to write when I wrote. She now, however, charmed her way

into taking my pen. She approached sweetly and said, "I want to share your pen,
Mommy." She discovered that words like "share" and "pease" got her the best results.

Katelyn continued to draw people and occasionally included a token piece of

clothing for them. She drew a picture of Great Grandmother Scruggs on her
Magnadoodle and included body, arms, legs, ears, eyes, nose, mouth, hair, and bib
(i.e., Great Grandmother's apron). Katelyn became increasingly interested in detailed

drawings.
Language. The language Katelyn used demonstrated tremendous growth since

her second birthday. Multiple-word utterances merged into combined sentences as
Katelyn began to say things like, "Mommy, I want to go get Nana. She is in da potty."
While small utterances occurred, Katelyn now possessed vocabulary complex enough to

create complete sentences. Singing appeared to be instrumental in Katelyn's language
development. She loved to sing and sang all the time. She knew all the words and tunes

to several songs: The Alphabet Song, Jesus Loves Me and Old MacDonald's Farm. When
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Katelyn sang, her words flowed smoothly together. The fluency she developed from

singing transferred naturally to her spoken language.
April 1994: 27 Months

Katelyn now 35 1/2 inches tall and 29 lbs., experienced yet another month of
emotional turmoil as she took the last step to be potty trained. Following nap time on

April 17, Katelyn was discovered with no diaper on her bottom for the fourth day in a
row. Under Nana's advice, we decided that Katelyn wanted to get rid of her diapers but
did not know how to take the last step. So, we put training pants on Katelyn and told her
it was time to throw away her diapers. Although she complained at first, "No, I need
dose," Katelyn soon appeared thrilled and relieved to throw her diapers and changing pad

away. Katelyn never wore a diaper again.
The stress of potty training along with cutting another molar affected Katelyn's
personality. She became very demanding and required help and reassurance for many
tasks. She was extremely sensitive and cried when her demands were not met immediately.

Within the chaos brought forth by an apparent growth spurt, Katelyn took monumental
steps towards literacy development.
Reading. Katelyn reached a new plateau in literacy development as she pointed to

print and said, "What's dat say?" and "I can't read." Katelyn began to show more interest

in reading. She read independently for 30 minutes to our dog Brandy through the screen
door, and it was not unusual to read and thoroughly discuss four or five books during a

shared session. At the very point that Katelyn appeared more interested in independent
and shared reading, Katelyn pointed to print and asked, "What's dat say?" This was not an
isolated question but one that became part of our reading sessions. I asked Katelyn during
a shared reading session, "What does Mommy look at when she reads to you?" Katelyn

immediately ran her finger over the print on the page. I then asked, "Katelyn what do you
like to look at when I read to you?" Katelyn immediately scribbled her finger over the
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picture on the page. Katelyn had begun to differentiate between the purpose of print and

illustrations.
While on some level Katelyn began to recognize a difference between the purposes

of print and pictures, she still tested her understanding of the terms writing and drawing or

words and pictures, as demonstrated when she pointed to a picture and asked, "What does
dat say?" As the question "What's dat say?" appeared, Katelyn tested the notion that print
was read and told the story, not pictures. As a result of this new theory, Katelyn now

responded, "I can't read," when asked to read a story. She also did not see just isolated
letters in her environment but rather entire words. When the word "Playskool" was

pointed out and Katelyn was asked, "Do you see any letters you know?" Katelyn ran her
finger over the entire word and mumbled gibberish. When the letter P was pointed to

without covering the other letters, again Katelyn responded with the same gibberish.

When the letter P was then written independently on a piece of paper, Katelyn said the

letter name. Katelyn appeared to see all the letters now not just the initial letter. In

addition she realized that when letters are combined together, they say something all
together different from when singled out.

As Katelyn searched for the truth about literacy, it was apparent that correct
answers were extremely important. She demonstrated her interest for correctness in the

following scenario. Katelyn touched the color purple on the P page of her ABC Book.

With a serious voice I said, "That's the color green." But, with the same serious tone
Katelyn said, "No, dat's purple." Then she immediately turned the pages and mumbled,

"GG Rena, GG Rena." Together we found the picture of GG Rena. Next, Katelyn
immediately touched the green square presented beside GG Rena's picture and said, "Dats
da cowor green." After I acknowledged that she was correct, Katelyn said, "Pop . .. Pop"

and returned to the P page where we had left off. Katelyn's desire to be correct in
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addition to her cognitive upheaval regarding "print is for reading" stopped Katelyn from
believing she could "read."

Writing. Katelyn moved one step closer to conventional writing as she discovered
a letter hidden within her scribbles. Katelyn had scribbled, then stopped, studied her
drawing and with excitement announced, "M ... yook I made M!" This discovery excited
Katelyn and appeared to be the turning point that directed her towards the creation of

more conventionally written letters.

Katelyn was also very excited this month when a special drawer in the kitchen was

labeled "Katelyn" and filled with paper, crayons, and markers. Katelyn now independently
retrieved paper and pens when she wanted to write and used them on her special table in

the kitchen.
Language. Katelyn's oral language and listening continued to be highlighted by

increased vocabulary, complexity of form, and fluency. Katelyn demonstrated language

growth daily as demonstrated in the following examples. Katelyn strolled into the
bedroom with a blanket draped over her and said, "Dis is my parachute." The telephone

rang and Katelyn shouted to her father, "Can you get it, Daddy?" When it stopped ringing

she asked, "You got it, Ben?" As I washed some of Katelyn's clothes, including her purple
socks, she commented, "I want to have dose purple socks." When her father was in a car

accident, Katelyn inquired about our missing car, "Red car okay, Dad? You gotta drive

bwue car?" When her father was frustrated by a particular task in the garage, Katelyn

asked, "What da matter, Dad?" I responded, "He has a little problem in the garage."
Katelyn answered, "You go hep him."

As Katelyn's language grew she described her feelings with clarity. When I
couldn't play with Katelyn she stormed off to her room and said, "I'm not happy."

I commented that our dogs Brittany and Brandy did not like the sound made by the drill.
Katelyn responded, "I don't yike it eider. It scares me." A week after Pop's quartet sang a
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song to Katelyn in front of a large audience, Katelyn commented, "Pop sang to me. I was
scared." When Katelyn made her first independent trip to the bathroom she said, "Yook
Mommy, I made a messy potty. I'm so proud. I wants to show Daddy." The addition of

the words, happy, sad, scared, proud, etc. added a completely new dimension to the way

Katelyn used language.
May 1994: 28 Months
April merged into May as Katelyn's less than desirable behavior continued.

Katelyn's tantrums and troublesome conduct were common. Katelyn also gave up her nap
time for the most part. Life with Katelyn had monumental highs and lows.

Reading. When Katelyn read favorite books independently, it appeared as though

she read the books conventionally. Katelyn invited me to join her in bed as she read a
bedtime story, Gor Dog, Go. She started at the beginning of the book and identified the

title page and gave the title. Katelyn then read through the entire book and used either the

exact words from text or words that were very close. For the "hat" pages in this book,

she said, "Hewwo. Do you like my hat? I don't. Good-bye. Good-bye." The words she
used as she read were appropriately placed with the page she read. Katelyn sounded like a

conventional reader.
Shared reading truly became "shared" reading. The text was pointed to and

Katelyn added a word like "a" when it was presented. This type of shared reading evolved

into a cloze activity, as Katelyn not only provided the word "a" but the words that went

along with it. When The Gingerbread Cat was read the second time, Katelyn provided
closure as she stated the missing text such as: "a gingerbread cat," "a real cat," "a mouse,"
"a piece." During the third reading of The Gingerbread Cat. Katelyn pointed to the first
word on the first page and said, "What's dat say?" She then continued to each word, left

to right on the page. She then moved to the next page, picked up my finger, placed it
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appropriately and said, "Help me, Mommy. What's dat say?" The idea of reading print
interested Katelyn.

As Katelyn tried to understand the process of reading, she sometimes repeated
what I read. She used the same voice intonations and pointed to the print. As she read

one library book about colors, she became fascinated by a list of colors at the back of the
book. Katelyn started at the top, touched red and said, "Red" then went down the list as
she touched each word and asked me to read what it said.
The time of day Katelyn participated in reading really influenced the purpose for
reading. Before sleeping, reading became a loving, relaxing time shared together.

It calmed and relaxed Katelyn as she prepared to rest. During these reading sessions
Katelyn elected to sit quietly, suck her thumb, and listen to the story. Spontaneous

reading sessions, however, initiated during the day, were more interactive, and

educational. Katelyn eagerly participated, asked questions, answered questions, or read

herself. During this type of reading session, Katelyn inquired and learned about letters.

As a result, Katelyn now knew all uppercase letters and all the lowercase letters except for

g, n, r, and t.
As Katelyn's language matured, questions and answers about the text dominated
shared reading sessions. Katelyn now asked many questions like "What's dat?" or "Why?"

As soon as her "what" or "why" question was answered, Katelyn asked a new question.
While questions that required Katelyn to identify an object (What is that? Where is that?
Can you touch?), dominated shared reading sessions, higher level questions - for example,

How do you think he felt? What do you think is going to happen? What would you do? -

became more successful as Katelyn's language improved. When asked, "What would you
do if you had a bucket on your head?" Katelyn responded, "Mommy help me put da

bucket away." When asked, "Why is he sad?" Katelyn responded, "Needs his muwer"
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(i.e., mother). After a lady with a plant was pointed out, Katelyn was asked, "What do

you think she might do with that plant?" Katelyn said, "Dats a Mama." The question,

then rephrased, "Where could she put the plant?" Katelyn then responded, "In da
ground." The discussion then evolved to when Katelyn recently helped to plant spring
flowers. Interestingly, when Katelyn did not understand or want to answer a question, she

just ignored it or changed the subject. In general, however, as Katelyn had more words

and ideas to share, she shared them.

Writing. By 28 months, Katelyn used her writing/drawing skills to practice various
concepts. One day I asked Katelyn to tell me about her picture. She said, "It has cowers

in it... one . .. two . . . three ... four," then she touched every spot (each a different
color) and counted (see Appendix B-23). In addition to practicing concepts through

writing, Katelyn continued to practice her tadpole people. Some of Katelyn's people were
more detailed than others as she practiced (see Appendix B-24 & B-25).

Discussions with Katelyn indicated that she had differentiated between the terms

writing and drawing. Katelyn asked me to write Big Bird, then she asked me to draw a
picture. Next she said, "Write Barney." Then she asked me to draw his picture. When
Katelyn said, "Write," I wrote the words and when she said, "Draw," I drew a picture.

Based on her approval of my completed products, it appeared that I had done the task as
she had anticipated. Another writing session I asked, "Katelyn, are you going to write
something or draw something?" As she began to write, Katelyn responded, "Write
something." When she finished I asked, "What did you write?" Katelyn responded, "m n

o p." Based on Katelyn's theory that words were created from a variety of letters, it

became apparent from this response that Katelyn had indeed "written."
Language. Katelyn discovered and tested new words all the time. As we returned
from her Uncle Jay and Aunt Amy's wedding I asked, "Katelyn, do you need to go to the
bathroom?" Katelyn very casually responded, "Mommy, dats ridiculous." While
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vocabulary growth and the increased length of her utterances were obvious (see Appendix

C), Katelyn's oral language showed several new characteristics. Katelyn frequently used
the words "I," "me," and " my," such as (1/'Granddaddy, I need you. I can't go outside by
myself; (2) "Can I write in your journal?" (3) "No, can I write on yours, pease?"

(4) "Mommy, hep me get it out"; and (5) "Jimmy come over to my house and pay."
Katelyn also used language that demonstrated possession: "I want to watch

Katie's TV show" or "Where is Baby Rie's bwue dress?" She also effectively used
contractions: (1) T need new pants Mommy. I'll get them"; (2) "I didn't tell them hurry

potty"; (3) "No, don't want to tape a picture of me"; (4) "Mommy, I can't put da sheet on
me"; and (5) "I don't want her on da dirty floor."

June 1994: 29 Months
Katelyn continued to practice her skills. She required less sleep and as a result

climbed in and out of her bed to pass the time. She often used the excuse that she needed

to go to the bathroom just to leave her room. Katelyn preferred to sit on the regular toilet

verses her potty chair, which presented some problems. She continued to have multiple
tantrums particularly about the clothes she wore. Katelyn became extremely interested in
jumping on and off of things and did her first independent somersaults. She continued to

be shy at social affairs as demonstrated when she sat on my lap for most of a friend's

birthday party. Katelyn loved to help with adult jobs as demonstrated by her interest in
helping me dust and bake.

Reading. Shared reading included more "Cloze" activities as Katelyn grew older.

The text was read with certain words deleted then Katelyn provided the missing word or
words. While reading The Gingerbread Girl, key words such as Mommy or Sally were
eliminated as Katelyn accurately recalled the missing word. During the reading of less

familiar books, Katelyn provided one or two words per pause, while for familiar books,
such as Where The Wild Things Are, Katelyn provided missing phrases.
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Katelyn's desire to read changed noticeably as the seasons changed. With warmer

weather and increased outdoor play, reading decreased. Somedays it was not unusual to
readjust at bedtime. Even these sessions varied from barely one book to multiple books.
Katelyn was either in the mood to read or she was not.

As Katelyn became more comfortable with language, she demonstrated just how
important experiences were to reading as well as how important reading was for
experiences. A visit to the petting zoo allowed Katelyn to see the animals she knew from

books, while a book about the zoo triggered memories of her visit to the zoo. Each

scenario mutually reinforced the other as Katelyn was interested in those things that were
familiar to her. Katelyn's interests were generally sparked by something that was read or

something she had done. When in one of her books little monkey played in the sandbox,

Katelyn threw down her book and suggested that she go play in the sandbox. When
Katelyn saw the word "go" listed during a writing session, she then got the idea to read

Go, Dogs, Go! As a result of her interest, discussions prevailed and Katelyn practiced
language. Reading and life experiences were endlessly interconnected.
Writing. Katelyn talked when she did anything that included writing. The

following example demonstrates how she talked through an independent writing session.
Katelyn used the stencils, paper, and markers from her drawer. She said, "Dere's an *M,'

Mommy," as she traced the letter M. Next she added, "Can I write Mommy? MNOP.
Can I write Granddaddy? Sure. Gran ... ddaaa. . . ddyy. I wrote Tewwy right next to

dat man" (i.e., a large blob next to a T she had traced). "Dats D. D for Daddy, next to
man and Tewwy." I then asked, "Did you write or draw the man?" Katelyn responded, "I

draw man and Daddy and Tewwy too." As demonstrated by this example, it was never

difficult to know what Katelyn drew or wrote because she always talked about it.
Katelyn used linear mock more frequently (see Appendix B-26). She used linear

mock as she helped Daddy to write in the family journal at our vacation home. She placed
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her lines on the tiny lines just as her father had done. Katelyn also used linear mock on
some index cards of mine. As she wrote, she reeled off random letters of the alphabet. I

asked, "What does that spell?" Katelyn responded happily, "Mommy!"

Katelyn continued to experiment with writing tools. Following a phone
conversation, I went to the kitchen and found that Katelyn had used the blue marker and

scribbled on her hands, feet, face, wall, and table. She then placed the uncovered marker

in her clothes as she pretended to have a pocket. Her continued experimentation with
writing tools demonstrated the importance of water color markers and non-toxic crayons.
Katelyn invented yet another game with The Wheel of Fortune. She repeated the

selected letter, looked for the stencil, then traced the letter on her paper. Generally,
however, the letters were announced faster than she could go which frustrated her.
Language. Katelyn borrowed language from books. She frequently used a
sentence from her book Hurry up Jesse, which said, "I have one more job to do," to delay
her arrival. Katelyn related information she gained from life to books as she also related
the information she gained from books to life.

Katelyn's ability to use language that represented her thoughts improved.

A particular breakfast conversation about the differences between boys and girls clearly

reflected Katelyn's thoughts. When asked, "How do you know Daddy is a boy?" Katelyn

immediately responded, "Because he uses da men's room." As illustrated by this scenario,
Katelyn now used language to reflect her thoughts, and to discuss objects, and events, not

directly visible to her.

July 1994: 30 Months
July marked Katelyn's introduction to the "time-out" chair. Through the time-out
chair, Katelyn began to differentiate between which behaviors were acceptable and which

behaviors were unacceptable. When Katelyn demonstrated behaviors that were
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unacceptable, she sat in the chair. Katelyn found this chair completely frustrating because
it kept her from moving.

Katelyn now sat on a regular stool rather than in her highchair to eat. She

continued to be shy in unfamiliar social situations yet thought it perfectly okay to run wild

in the mall. Katelyn watched her first movie The Lion King, at the theater. She
demonstrated a good attention span as she never moved off my lap the entire movie

(except to move to her Nana's lap one time). Katelyn loved to help in the kitchen. She
counted and added ingredients with assistance and delighted in greasing pans. Katelyn

made her third trip to the ocean and indicated she loved the water and the sand. Katelyn's
life experiences enhanced her literacy development.

Reading. Katelyn absolutely loved the book Where the Wild Things Are.
Sometimes she insisted that we read it three or four times at one sitting. As a result of her
fascination with this book, Katelyn memorized some of the words from text. During a
shared reading session Katelyn contributed the words in italics below:

His mother called him "Wild Thing!"... and Max said, "I'll eat you up. "
... So he was sent to bed without "eating anything. " That very night in Max's

room a forest "Grew and grew and grew”... to "Where the wild things are. "
... Till Max said, "Be still” ... and made him "King of all wild things." ... But

the wild things cried, "Ohplease don't go". . . And Max said, "No. "
Favorite books helped Katelyn gain confidence to continue reading independently after she

became convinced that she couldn't read. Through reading favorite books, Katelyn

memorized the actual words from text. She knew the words so well, she sounded like a
conventional reader, and that became important to her.
Katelyn enjoyed reading with her dolls. She allowed her dolls to make mistakes

when she would not allow herself. During one particular session, Katelyn had three
chairs, three babies, and three books lined up for reading. Katelyn proceeded to conduct
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an entire dialogue between her doll Leah and herself as they read, Baby Bop's Counting

Book. Katelyn said, "Leah, do you know this number?" As she pretended to be Leah,
Katelyn responded, "One." Katelyn then said, "Very good, Leah." Katelyn talked about
the various pictures with Leah and then turned the page. Katelyn and Leah proceeded this
way through the entire book with the exception to the pages with the numbers seven and

ten. On these pages Katelyn said, "She is sad. She doesn't know it." Leah's feelings

reflected Katelyn's feelings. Katelyn appeared driven to be correct all the time

(fortunately, Leah did not have to be).

The drive to be correct in addition to the idea that print told the story brought
Katelyn to the phrase, "I can't read." Katelyn asked me to read at an impossible time. I
suggested that she read to herself. Very frustrated she exclaimed. "I can't read. I don't

know how. " The independent reading sessions that Katelyn had engaged in for months

were always called reading. Katelyn, however, decided that her reading differed from

adult reading. This realization for Katelyn became a major step towards conventional
literacy. Katelyn needed to know her reading differed from standard reading in order to

move forward. Now at the point of frustration, Katelyn prepared to move to the next step

in her journey towards literacy.

Writing. When possible, Katelyn helped with notes and cards mailed to friends and
family. A note this month demonstrated that Katelyn had developed some notion as to the
format of a letter. Katelyn helped me to write a good-bye card to her friend's nanny, who

would soon return to Germany. On the inside I wrote, "Dear Helga" at the top and "Love,
Katelyn" at the bottom. Next, I explained to Katelyn the purpose of the note. Katelyn
then took the card and between, "Dear Helga" and "Love, Katelyn," she drew linear mock

lines and said, "Helga." Then, Katelyn turned the card over and drew a large body and a

small body. The larger body she called "Helga" and the smaller one she called "Jimmy."

Through mere observation of writing letters, Katelyn knew where the words (i.e., linear
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mock) were to go and where the decorations (i.e., her pictures) were to go. Katelyn's
intentions to write and her intentions to draw were easily differentiated
Katelyn had learned a great deal about writing, yet still experimented with writing
tools. As I stepped outside to get the mail one day, I returned to find red marker scribbled

all over my kitchen floor. Katelyn, already on hands and knees with a wet paper towel,

worked quickly to clean up the mess as I entered the room. By two years, Katelyn knew

what were considered appropriate places to write. She demonstrated this in her desperate
attempt to clean up the mess before Mommy found it. However, this scenario illustrated
that Katelyn still needed experimentation with writing tools.
Language. Everything that touched Katelyn's life influenced her language and
learning, including television and adult print in her environment. At her father's office,

Katelyn said, "Mommy, Mommy, yook! Just like our book at home. " Katelyn pointed to

one particular magazine on the magazine rack, which held approximately six magazines
all facing her. She smiled at me as she pointed then said, "It's Simpson." As I picked my

jaw up off the floor knowing full well that nobody had discussed the OJ Simpson murder
case with Katelyn, I realized just how receptive children are to television and the print in

their environment. Katelyn placed the name and the face on television with the face on the

cover of our Time magazine. I asked Katelyn if she knew his first name. She could not
recall it until I asked, "Is it OJ?" Katelyn exclaimed, "Ya, dat's it! OJ." Such an

experience reinforced how receptive children are to the objects and events they encounter

in their environment.
By her 30th month, Katelyn used language as a tool to express her needs, feelings,
and thoughts. The maturity of her language can be demonstrated in the following

examples. I asked Katelyn if she would like her ceiling and walls to grow into a forest like
Max's in Where the Wild Things Are. Katelyn responded, "We would have to move my
toys." As we drove to GG Nellie's and explained to Katelyn that GG Mark had died,
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Katelyn replied, "Well, we can go visit him at God's." Katelyn solved a problem in each of

these situations. If vines filled her room, there would not be enough room for her toys so
Katelyn suggested we move them. If GG Mark had gone to live with God, then we

should surely be able to visit GG Mark at God's. As demonstrated by the OJ Simpson
scenario as well as these two examples, Katelyn now used language to express thoughts
and solve problems.
August 1994:.. 31 Months

Katelyn learned that she was going to become a big sister. For approximately one

hour, Katelyn listed the things she could teach the new baby. Katelyn then got a puzzled
look and said, "Where is the baby?" I said, "In my tummy." Katelyn looked down my
shirt and said, "I can't see it." Although Katelyn approached the idea of sisterhood

lightheartedly, it became a major event that affected all aspects of her life.
Katelyn began to have noticeable fears about noises at night and required

additional security. Katelyn's stuffed dog friends, Sally, Poochy, and Scooter, rotated
sleeping with her each night. The dog on duty protected Katelyn by barking at noises.

Katelyn also insisted that the hall light be left on in addition to her nightlight. As a result
of her fears, we were cautious of the books Katelyn selected to read.

Reading. As I sat down to read, Katelyn brought me one of her books and asked,
"Mommy, will you read this?" I suggested that she read her book while I read mine.

Katelyn immediately responded, "I'm a big girl and big girls don't know how to read

stories. I don't know da words.” I asked if one of her friends (i.e., doll or stuffed animal)

could read to her. Katelyn responded, "Dey don't know da words because I don't know
da words." I encouraged Katelyn to look at the pictures and tell her own story. Katelyn
unhappily replied, "I'm going to watch Big Bird. Big Bird on Sesame Street so you can

read your book." As indicated by this example, independent reading became a very
sensitive topic for Katelyn.
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Katelyn convinced herself that she could not read. She practiced independent

reading by pretending to be one of her dolls or stuffed animals. Millie the cow puppet
read The Lion King to three other stuffed friends. Even Millie, however, looked at me
and said, "What does it say? I can't remember." Katelyn used her stuffed bird and said,
"Katie doesn't know da letters." I responded, "Sure she does. She knows all her ABC's"
The bird responded for Katelyn, "No, I mean she doesn't know da letters." "You mean the

words," I said. "Ya!" said Katelyn. I asked, "Can you read the words, bird?" Katelyn as
the bird responded, "No, I don't know how." Katelyn expressed numerous times that she
did not believe herself to be a reader.

Katelyn struggled to discover how reading worked. One day as I worked in the
house I noticed that Katelyn had disappeared from view so I called, "Where are you
Katelyn?" Katelyn responded, "Making Katelyn with da letters. I've got K-A-K-A." I

asked if she would like me to help her find the other letters. "Yea," she responded.
Katelyn tried to spell her name on the art easel in her bedroom. She recalled the first two

letters as we then worked together to spell the rest of her name. As this example

demonstrates, Katelyn continued to seek conventional literacy independently when the

appropriate tools (magnetic letters, books, paper, pens, etc.) were available. In addition,

as Katelyn inquired about literacy, adults were available to answer her questions.
Consequently, Katelyn continued on her journey to literacy.

Writing. As with reading, Katelyn lost interest in writing as she preferred playing
outside. Katelyn and I started a special journal to spark new interest in writing. We used
a sketch diary notebook to write stories. Katelyn told me the words and I wrote them

down. When Katelyn's story had been written, she drew a picture to go with her story.
The first story I said, "Tell me what you did today, Katelyn." She responded, T did

something at Grandmother's house. I played and Mommy was coming. Can I write?"
Katelyn's words were written down and then she drew her picture. Katelyn drew a very
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accurate picture of a person as she included a circle body, two legs, two arms, two eyes,

one nose and hair. Katelyn proceeded to scribble over the arms and legs so I asked,
"Why are you doing that?" Katelyn responded, "It's Grandmother's dress"

(see Appendix B-27).
The new journal renewed Katelyn's interest in writing. After Katelyn drew
Grandmother in a dress, she drew another person - including, two legs, two arms, two

eyes, hair and a circle. Then Katelyn announced, "Dis is Katie!" She finished as she made
lots of dots and said, "And dese are dots." Katelyn wrote and illustrated her first story
the day after we wrote the story about the visit to her Grandmother's house. Writing left
to write, bottom to top, Katelyn made three lines of linear mock. The first line she said,
"I'm going to Aunt Amy's house," and then writing the next two lines said, "Then go to

Nana's house." Katelyn then drew a person and named it Aunt Amy. Katelyn also
informed me that Aunt Amy had on stripes (see Appendix B-28 & B-29).

Language. A few questions and answers from a shared reading of The Three Little

Bigs illustrated Katelyn's language growth. When asked, "Why are they crying?" Katelyn
responded, "No, de big dog bite deir clothes, dat what happened, see dis page." When

asked, "Why do you think they are sad?" Katelyn responded, "Because de big bad wolf
drink dere wader. Yea, dat because it make dem sad. De mommy one is sad. Dose teeny

tiny ones are sad. Dat daddy one is not sad. Dat one is a daddy one. He not cryin. Dey
are cryin. See dey tears." As illustrated by this example, Katelyn loved to run words

together in lengthy utterances.
Katelyn verbalized her thoughts as she talked aloud at play and other activities.
She demonstrated problem solving skills through oral language. When asked, "What are

you going to get from the library?" Katelyn replied, "Some puzzles and some books."
"How many puzzles are you going to get?" I asked. She responded, "Two." I then asked,
"How many books will you get?" Katelyn responded, "Two." Then I asked, "How many
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things will you get all together?" Katelyn said, "One, two, three, four things." Katelyn
continued to improve her ability to use oral language to express thoughts and to solve
problems.

September 1994: 32 Months
I initiated routine quiet time for Katelyn after she eliminated naps. She played in
her room for an hour, and I slept in mine. When put in charge of the alarm clock, Katelyn
welcomed this time of day. When the alarm rang, she turned it off, then came for me.

Katelyn took great pleasure from this job.

Katelyn often raised conversations about the baby. She suggested the baby could
use her old "teeny tiny bed," in the storage area. While Katelyn approached the idea of a

new baby calmly, her life had already been influenced by the future family member.
Reading. Katelyn's phrase "I can't read" gradually changed to "I don't know da

words," as she continued to struggle with independent reading. As we read The Spooky
Old Tree, Katelyn contributed words such as "go" or "up" and even other words that

were eliminated. Katelyn enjoyed this and had her father read the book to her again.

When the book had been read a second time I said, "Now it's Katelyn's turn to read it."
Katelyn immediately answered, "No, I can't. I don't know da words." This time I
answered, "Sure you do because you just helped Daddy and me." At this, Katelyn turned
pages and looked for words she knew. Finally she said, "Help me find when the 'go, up'."

Katelyn remembered the only page that contained two words she knew. She read that

particular page almost perfectly, then turned each page silently to the end of the book.
Katelyn now contributed words such as the following: stop, off, Mommy, mom, daddy,
dad, go, book, up, and down. She generally added these words and the next word or

words as she used familiarity with text and/or context clues to determine missing words.
Katelyn insisted that a skill be mastered before she demonstrated it publicly. When

the family sang "God Is Great" before meals, Katelyn sat, sucked her thumb, and watched.
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Suddenly one day, she took her thumb out, and sang the entire song without missing a
word. This became one of many examples where Katelyn waited until she knew

something perfectly before she tried it.
Books that Katelyn read independently were frequently memorized Katelyn read

Pat the Bunny as though she were actually reading the book word for word. She

completed phrases such as, "Paul can smell the flowers, now you smell the flowers."
When interested in a book that she did not know, Katelyn had a stuffed friend read for her.

Katelyn actually spelled her name correctly for the first time as she pretended to be her

doll Baby Marie. Katelyn would not try to spell her name as herself, but, as she pretended
to be someone else, she spelled it. Katelyn insisted her dolls do things that she did not feel
comfortable doing.

Katelyn appeared drawn to books that had difficult vocabulary and detailed
explanations. Books that lended themselves to isolated vocabulary words, such as

alphabet books, were not interesting to her. She preferred fluent story lines to isolated
words on pages. For example, it was not unusual for Katelyn to sit and listen to very

lengthy stories such as Walt Disney's Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, which is 96
pages long

Katelyn analyzed all the tetters in a word that she knew. As we read the title,
Bean's Boo Boo, the word "boo boo" was spelled for Katelyn. Katelyn immediately

frowned and said, "K." I responded, "I don't see any K." Katelyn then pointed to "Boo"
and said, "B-O-O-K." I then realized she had spelled the word book, one of her sight
words.

Katelyn continued to use ideas from books in her everyday life. She oddly began
licking her hands, arms and feet as she said she was "taking a bath," "cleaning my hands,"

or "washing my hands." After she had been asked multiple times not to do this, Katelyn

retrieved her library book The Lion King. Katelyn's strange behavior became clear when
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she informed us that Nala, a lion cub, had been licked clean by her mother. In addition to
acting out stories, Katelyn also began to quote text when she talked. One particular

morning I remember being awakened to, "Mommy, the sun is up. Time to get up," some
wonderful words from Gof Dog, Go!

Writing. Katelyn differentiated between the terms writing and drawing. However,
Katelyn appeared to regress one day as she mixed print and pictures to complete what she

wrote. Katelyn said, "I wrote Crystal. I made two C's and two legs.
I didn't make a face" (see Appendix B-30). As Katelyn mixed drawing and writing to

write a name, it appeared that just because Katelyn had reached one plateau in literacy
development did not mean that she was there to stay. She continued to test the

possibilities and often reverted back to earlier activities that were easier and more

comfortable. This too appeared to be a transition of sorts as Katelyn sought conventional
literacy.

As has been indicated, Katelyn was a perfectionist, which affected her life in many
ways. When it came to learning, being a perfectionist dictated how and when Katelyn

demonstrated what she had learned. Katelyn's cousin Crystal said the letters in her name
and made a mark to go with each letter on the Magnadoodle. Katelyn asked what Crystal
was doing. I told her she was writing her name. Katelyn said, "I want to write my name
too." Katelyn then got the Magnadoodle pen and started to put it to the board. Then she

stopped, frowned, and said, "I don't know how to write it." I offered to write Katelyn's
name if she would spell it. Katelyn did not respond. I then asked if Sally (a stuffed dog)

would be willing to spell her name. Katelyn picked up her stuffed dog and had it look at
the board. "K... L," said Katelyn, as she pretended to be the stuffed dog. "No, think

again Sally," I said. Katelyn then spelled, "Katelyn," as I wrote each letter on the
Magnadoodle. Katelyn tried new tasks or demonstrated tasks she recently mastered when

she pretended to be a doll or animal.
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Katelyn's special journal continued to be enjoyed. Events were recorded in the
journal as interpreted and experienced by Katelyn. When we went to the petting zoo,
Katelyn drew an elephant on the back of her story then asked, "Can I draw a trunk?"
When told that would be wonderful, Katelyn drew the trunk. Katelyn then noted that she

had drawn the elephant's eyes closed. This was certainly important considering the
elephant was asleep during our visit.
Also new to writing this month was Katelyn's new interest in typing on the

computer. Although we did not own any age-appropriate computer games, Katelyn
discovered it was fun just to type on the computer. She spent long periods of time

hunting and pecking out the letters she named.
Language- Katelyn talked fluently all the time. During a 30- to 45-minute

independent play period, Katelyn spoke 37 utterances with a measured MLU
(Mean Length of Utterance) of 6.162 words per utterance. By the age of 32 months,

Katelyn had a firm grasp of the English language.
Katelyn began to organize time through the words that she used. Although not

always correctly placed, Katelyn began to use the names of the days of the week in her
conversation. She told Nana, "I'll come see you after church on Tuesday." Katelyn also

began to talk about tomorrow and yesterday, although again the way she used them was
not always accurate. Katelyn attempted to establish placement of time through language.
Katelyn talked very maturely. One day as she talked with Nana on the phone she

asked how Nana was feeling and displayed concern for Nana, who had a bad cold.

Katelyn also correctly reported that Daddy worked on Digges Road - an address I was
unaware that she knew.

October 1994: 33 Months
October became another month of rapid literacy growth for Katelyn. Basic skills

surrounding, reading, writing, and counting blossomed. As demonstrated by other months
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of rapid growth, Katelyn became extremely emotional as little events resulted in big
tantrums. However, in addition to the stress which surrounded her cognitive growth,

Katelyn also developed stress from the idea of becoming a big sister. I noted one day,

"Can't seem to get Katelyn ready for bed without some sort of tantrum." However, out of

the turbulence of Katelyn's struggles, she demonstrated a vast new variety of skills. She
knew her age, how old she would be her next birthday, and the name of her birthday
month. Katelyn touched each of my library books and counted 1 through 19 correctly.

"You have 19 books," she said with a huge smile on her face. Katelyn had been able to
say her numbers to 20 for a long time, but one-to-one correspondence had remained down
in the 1 to 8 range. Now suddenly Katelyn counted all 19 of my library books without

missing a book or a number.

Katelyn put her number train giant floor puzzle together completely alone. She
seemed particularly drawn to puzzles as demonstrated when she tried to complete every

"dumped " puzzle she found at the library. "Oh Mommy, dis one is broken" she said.
After we completed eight puzzles, I finally convinced her to go home.

Katelyn loved to have dolls and stuffed animals help her do things. Scooter and
Baby Marie helped us put puzzles together and read. Katelyn wanted them to write,
although I discouraged it to keep them clean. Katelyn now helped to clean up before bed.
She especially helped if we sang the clean-up song from Barney.

Katelyn participated with the activities in Sunday School, which included singing in
the choir. I asked Katelyn if I could hold her thumb as she sang at church. She responded

that her thumb didn't come off. So I suggested we pretended that it did. She accepted
this idea, and followed through by not sucking her thumb while she sang in front of the
church.

Reading. Reading requests from Katelyn suddenly increased. She also resumed

more independent reading. As Katelyn read independently, she selected books that were
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familiar so that her reading sounded conventional. During shared reading, Katelyn
continued to contribute words she knew how to read as well as words that would be
appropriate based on the context clues. We read The Three Goats, a book from the
library, three times. As easy reading material, the number of words used in this book were

limited. As we read, Katelyn contributed by reading the words "go" and "goat." During

quiet time, she immediately sat down on her bedroom floor to read this book. As she
read, she pointed to the word "goat" and said, "Goat," as she touched it.
Katelyn had a heightened awareness about the print in her environment as she

began to identify words that she knew. When asked to turn off the VCR, Katelyn was
told, "Katelyn, find the stop button. It has S-T-O-P, stop, on it." Katelyn looked through
the buttons, found stop, and pushed it. Katelyn discovered a sign that said "Stop" in her

Uncle Jay's bedroom. She stopped playing ball and showed it to her Uncle Jay and Aunt

Amy. On a golfing day with her father, Katelyn said, "S-T-O-P, stop," as she read the
word on the brake peddle of the golf cart. As Katelyn discovered that she could find

words that she knew in her environment, she began to ask more questions about words in

her environment. As we drove to Grandmother's house, Katelyn became very interested in

the different road signs and asked repeatedly, "What does that one say?"

Katelyn became interested in spelling actual words on the computer. She spelled,

then typed her name on the screen. Excited by the results, she wanted to type other
names. Once again, listing familiar names became something Katelyn enjoyed. As I
assisted with spelling, Katelyn found the letters and typed: Mommy, Daddy, Nana, Pop,
Crystal, Kathryn, Phil, Amy, Jay, and Great Grandmother. Katelyn quickly learned where

certain letters were located through repetition.
Katelyn had always been fascinated by educational public television shows. As a

result of her interest in Sesame Street, Katelyn demonstrated that in addition to knowing

the letter names of the alphabet, she had also begun to acquire the sounds that they made.
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As she typed on the computer she said, "Gooch, gooch. It begins pu pu." Katelyn tried
to determine the first letter of gooch gooch. When she said, "Pu pu," I asked, "Oh, is it a
P?" Katelyn then responded, "It's a gu gu. It's a G."

Reading became a valuable tool to help Katelyn prepare for the arrival of her new
sibling. Books gave us an opportunity to discuss how our lives would be after the baby
arrived. After reading one particular book, Katelyn wanted to feel our baby kick and held

her hand on my stomach. She then said, as she touched her own stomach, "I have a boy
baby and a girl baby in my tummy. Did you feel it kick me?" Then she insisted I touch her

stomach. Shared reading continued to be a valuable time shared with Katelyn. Katelyn
enjoyed this time too, as indicated when six new library books were read for one hour and
fifteen minutes straight.

Writing. During an independent writing session, Katelyn tried to form the actual
letters in her name. She sat down for a long session with her Magnadoodle as she

attempted to write her name. She used her monotone writing voice as she spelled her
name and marked. She really tried to make K with a line down then one across as it

slanted slightly up in the correct direction. Katelyn became frustrated by this attempt and

said, "No, dat's a T." She also made the letter L with a long straight line. She attempted
the letter E but when she realized she had closed it, she just scribbled over it. When

Katelyn grew tired of writing letters, she wrote her name in linear mock. As Katelyn
worked she repeated, "K-A-T-E . .. K-A-T-E," then attempted to write as quickly as she

spelled. After observing for a long time I asked, "Writing your name?" Katelyn

responded, "There's not enough room."
Katelyn began to write conventional letters more frequently. One writing session

she dedicated to writing the letter C in her notebook. When a letter became too difficult,

Katelyn substituted with a line. For example, Katelyn was asked to sign her name on Aunt
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Amy's and Nana's birthday cards. Katelyn made one small line for each letter in her name

and one line that represented the completed name. Katelyn said as she marked,

"K-A-T-E-L-Y-N, Katelyn," and left eight small straight lines that represented her name.
As Katelyn's writing skills became more refined, Vygotsky's (1978) theory
regarding the zone of proximal development (p. 86) clearly presented itself. Katelyn

demonstrated that she could write and draw with more skill during a shared writing

session supported by a conventional model, than she generally did during an independent

writing session. Following a shared writing session, she independently made a human

figure that had a separate head, body, and neck in addition to various new parts that she
generally did not include (see Appendix B-31).

Language. Katelyn's special journal became an opportunity for modeled writing,
writing practice, and language practice. Katelyn responded to the question, "What did we

do today?" She replied, "We go to get milk and go to the library. Then we went back
home. Then we eat. Then we sleeped. We just played and read books." Katelyn
captured the essence of that entire day in the appropriate order - an excellent start for
identifying the beginning, middle, and end of a story. After Katelyn's words were

recorded, Katelyn made her own written contribution. Katelyn enjoyed making dots
(i.e., periods) "like Mommy's." Prior to introducing this journal Katelyn never noticed
periods, now she became intrigued by them.

Katelyn listened and revised what she had orally written. She continued to help

with personal notes when appropriate. Katelyn verbally wrote a thank-you note to Great
Aunt Mabel for the Halloween pumpkin she was given. For the note Katelyn said,

"Thank you. I like it. I like the pumpkin. I put it on the table with the flowers and the
other pumpkin. Thank you. I love the pumpkin. Farewell." Casual contact with writing

notes had allowed Katelyn to discover the form of a written letter. Her thank-you note
had a beginning, middle, and end. In addition, the note was worded appropriately and
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expressed the correct message. As I read the note back to Katelyn, she suggested a

revision. Originally she said, "I put it on the napkin where the other pumpkin." She
realized that this was not correctly worded and changed her sentence to the one listed.
Revisions are truly an important skill for a conventional writer, and now it was a behavior

that Katelyn had demonstrated.
November 1994: 34 Months

Katelyn demonstrated some social maturity this month. She was a great hostess

when playgroup was held at our home. She initiated interaction with adults and children
more than ever before and made an effort to share her toys with others. On another
occasion, Katelyn went to the front of the church, stood in front of the congregation, and

sang the songs that she had practiced with the Cherub Choir. We were amazed that shy
Katelyn stood at the front of the church, thumb out of her mouth, and sang without
obvious fear. Although she was singing in front of a large group of people, it was

apparently a group with whom she felt comfortable.

Reading. Katelyn began to isolate a word in text as she read words during reading

sessions. As we read The Ear Book, Katelyn said, "Drop drop drop," and "Pop pop pop,"

as she touched each word she read. Katelyn demonstrated months earlier that she believed
strings of letters represented something to be read. As she touched each word now she
demonstrated that these strings of letters had a starting and stopping point.

Katelyn rediscovered reading in her environment. She helped me make pancakes

as she poured in the milk, broke the egg, and stirred. Next Katelyn touched the box and

said, "One egg," to read the directions. Katelyn also looked at the Polaroid videocassette

box and said, "Pop pop pop." We then spelled pop and Polaroid and compared the two.
Katelyn also demonstrated more interest in spelling words. She showed particular
interest in the words Nana, bear, and Crystal. She worked especially hard to spell Nana

for her Nana. While Katelyn struggled with spelling independently, she recognized any of
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these words immediately when they were spelled aloud to her: (1) Katelyn, (2) stop, (3)

go, (4) Nana, (5) Pop, (6) Mommy, (7) Daddy, (8) Amy, (9) Jay, (10) Crystal, (11) off,

and (12) up. She differentiated these words from other similarly spelled words most of the
time.
Writing: Characteristics of Katelyn's writing behaviors this month was her interest

in writing conventional letters and spelling names. Katelyn practiced writing the letter J

on her new writing pad. She had never made this letter before but her marks definitely
resembled the letter J. Another time when Katelyn wrote, she began by making a G. She
continued to add to what she had written as she told the story about GG watching her
getting a bath yesterday. Katelyn also wrote a get-well card for her friend. She made the

letters G and C as she created her note. Katelyn made her first "A" on the Magnadoodle
as we drove in the car. It looked like an "H," although the lines were closer together at

top. Katelyn was not pleased with the letter and scribbled over it. Katelyn also made

various letters in her practice notebook. She was always frustrated when the letters did
not look the way she wanted them too. She often used stencils to make shapes correctly

or would ask to type on the computer.
While Katelyn had been able to spell her name for some time, she now began to
organize the correct letters with other words. During one independent writing session she

said, "P-O-P-O-P" for pop. Another time I asked her to spell Mommy. She responded,

"Mom," then I said, "M," and she followed with "Y." When asked to spell Daddy,

Katelyn said, "D-I." I said, "No, it begins DA, then what?" Katelyn then responded with
the correct letters.
The computer became a forgiving source of writing. The print magically appeared

in the correct form. Katelyn spelled without the stress of letter formation. Her biggest
problem, however, was holding a key down too long which resulted in too many letters.
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Katelyn responded patiently and learned how to erase extra letters. She truly enjoyed

typing her name as well as others on the computer.
Language. As Katelyn's language developed, it was a joy to hear her thoughts and
interpretations. When asked, "What is on your toes, Katelyn?" Katelyn responded,

"Grandmother Priscilla told me they're coms." "Coms?" I asked, "How do you get
coms?" Katelyn responded with a delightfully serious voice, "Well, from eating lots of
com." On another occasion Katelyn asked, "Is the drink going down to the baby?" I said,
"It sure is, how did you know that?" Katelyn responded, "The drink goes down your

throat and the baby is drinkin it."

Katelyn developed some favorite words that she used often. She generally started
her longest and most elaborate explanations as she said, "Well,..." She also used the

word "situated" frequently as she discussed placing objects in the appropriate locations.
Katelyn used and manipulated spoken words comfortably.
December 1994: 35 Months

Katelyn demonstrated abundant energy as the magic of Christmas filled the air. By
35 months, Katelyn became truly excited by the Christmas activities. She took part in

most of the holiday festivities as she decorated, wrapped gifts, selected a tree, sang carols,

attended parties, helped bake, etc. She was thrilled by the exciting new events.

Reading. Books that were selected for reading often reflected topics that regarded
the current season or Katelyn's recent experiences. With the Christmas holiday nearby,
Katelyn was naturally interested by things that related to Christmas. She was particularly
drawn to the Christmas books that were unpacked with the Christmas decorations. While

these books had been read numerous times the previous Christmas, they were essentially
new for Katelyn this Christmas. It became apparent that books that related to Katelyn's
present life were more interesting for her and consequently were more likely to be read.
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Katelyn gradually began to read more print that she encountered in her
environment. This Christmas most of the family was careful to print the names on the gift

tags. When the Christmas tags were printed, Katelyn read the tags and handed out the
gifts. Katelyn continued to read words that she knew during shared reading. Although

the number of words were limited, she enjoyed making actual reading contributions.

Katelyn also apparently learned the words stop, play, and rewind on our VCR. She
demonstrated her knowledge of these words as she effectively read them to control her

grandparents' VCR.
Writing. Katelyn vacillated between using new skills and using old skills. While

Katelyn could now write the letters Q, H, A, D, and O, she still used linear mock when
"writing" messages. Katelyn demonstrated that she could write and spell a word using

letters, yet still wrote words by mixing the finished product with a drawing. For example,
in addition to spelling her name, Katelyn began to independently spell other words. She
was observed to write using linear mock and spell, "M-O-M-M-Y," then proudly

announce, "Look, Mommy, I wrote your name!" Katelyn demonstrated her knowledge

that letters create a word and that my name consisted of particular letters found in a
particular order. However, on another day when asked to sign her name, Katelyn said,

"I'm writing my eye, eye," as she drew a circle and began to make a face. Katelyn signed
her name by drawing a picture of herself. It appeared that while Katelyn acquired new

skills, she still used and practiced old ones.
Katelyn drew increasingly detailed human drawings independently. One day she

drew a picture of me pregnant and included drawing the baby in my stomach. In addition,

she accurately located many other parts in this particular drawing (see Appendix B-32).
Language. Katelyn always wanted to give a quick answer. She began to respond,
"No," to every question asked before thinking about the answer. Moments later when the

answer came to her, Katelyn answered the question. Katelyn became extremely interested
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in singing songs and sang many with exact words and accurate tune. She learned many
songs from singing in the Cherub Choir at church and also memorized the songs from
several cassette tapes frequently played on her tape recorder.

New words rapidly belonged to Katelyn's language. One day as her father asked
her to point to different parts of her body, he jokingly asked her to point to her abdomen.

Without hesitation, Katelyn pointed to her stomach. Another day Katelyn's father and I
discussed the many people that we knew who were currently pregnant. Katelyn

interrupted our conversation as she stated something using this word. I said, "You don't
know what that means do you, Katelyn? What is pregnant?" Katelyn responded without

delay, "Someone has a baby in their tummy." While we had talked about the baby with

Katelyn, we never especially used the word "pregnant" in our discussions with her.
Katelyn acquired this word as well as numerous others simply by being exposed to them

informally.
Katelyn acquired a list of favorite statements such as: (1) "Let me get these guys

situated" (i.e., let me adjust my dolls and stuffed animals); (2) "I don't want to talk about

it" (i.e., knew she was in big trouble); (3) "I'll be there in just a minute." (i.e., I don't want

to come right now ); and (4) "That doesn't make any sense Mommy" (i.e., used to argue

for her way).
January 1995: 36 Months

As Katelyn celebrated her third birthday on January 18, 1995,1 returned home
from the hospital with Matthew, Katelyn's baby brother, who was bom January 16,1995.
Katelyn was beyond "over" stimulation on this special day. She bounced from one thing

to another as we celebrated her birthday and Matthew's homecoming. She adored

Matthew as she hugged, kissed, and sang to him, yet she also felt threatened by him as

indicated by her sensitive nature and mood swings.
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Upon our homecoming, Katelyn immediately began to demand constant attention

and was very hurt when Mommy could not lift and carry her. While Matthew immediately

developed a wonderful nighttime feeding schedule, Katelyn, on the other hand, was not

sleeping well (eg., she needed to go to the bathroom and was afraid of the dark). Katelyn

became very moody, and the least amount of correction either sent her into tears or
resulted in her ignoring the correction entirely. The time-out chair was repeatedly used as
Katelyn needed time to calm her often uncontrollable emotions.

As the first days passed, Katelyn became our "first assistant" in diaper changes.
She kept our diaper supply stacked and wiped Matthew's belly button with alcohol. She

wanted to constantly touch, kiss, hug, and play with him and was especially concerned
when he cried. At three years, 37 inches tall and 34 lbs., Katelyn was an overly devoted
big sister who experienced all the positive and negative feelings that go along with the job.

Reading. Katelyn became fascinated by phonic sounds. As we drove on a trip,
Katelyn drilled her father for 30 minutes on the initial sounds in a variety of words. She

wanted to know what letter started a word such as "car." She then determined the letter
based on the words she already knew that began with that sound. In this case she resolved

that car began with C because it started with the same sound as "Crystal." Katelyn's
fascination with letter sounds was yet another literacy lesson initiated by her as a result of
watching Sesame Street. As we developed the game "What does '. .. ' begin with?"

Katelyn demonstrated that she had already mastered the sounds to the following letters:

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, S, T, U, V, Z. The ease with which Katelyn

learned these sounds resulted from her hours of "list writing." Katelyn was the one who
developed the M = Mommy theory. With one word to compare with other words, she
could, for example, apply the sound she heard at the beginning of Mommy to other words.

When the beginning sound was the same, she knew it also began with M.
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Shared reading increased after Matthew's birth as nursing time also became reading

time. Katelyn loved shared reading and enjoyed selecting books to share with Matthew.

During shared reading, Katelyn either listened silently, asked questions, answered
questions, read words, or contributed words based on context clues. Shared reading was
particularly valuable this month as we prepared to go for Katelyn's yearly check-up.
Katelyn's book Piggy Visits the Doctor prepared her step by step for going to the doctor's.

As a result, her visit went amazingly smooth, and when the nurse took blood from

Katelyn's finger she actually giggled as she watched the blood go up the tube.
Writing. By three years of age, Katelyn wrote her very first words independently
(see Appendix B-33 & B-34). Because she knew how to write most of the letters in her

name and had been able to spell her name alone for a long time, I asked Katelyn to write

her name. It was thrilling to listen to her spell and watch her write her name for the first

time. Soon after this writing session, Katelyn wrote during an independent writing session

the name "Pop" and proudly presented it to us. She also continued to practice and
improve on writing her name. It was interesting to observe that while Katelyn had the

sequence of the letters correct, she did not always use the same direction (i.e., right to left
versus left to right) when making the letters (see Appendix B-35). Also, writing her name

sometimes frustrated her because she could not get beyond the letter K easily. This letter
frustrated her because her written letter did not always look conventional.

Language. By 36 months, Katelyn's language did not reflect any obvious
advances. If anything, as a result of the birth of her brother, the language Katelyn used

sometimes appeared as though it had regressed. She showed signs of regression in
response to becoming a big sister as she said, "Because I'm a tiny baby" or "I want to eat
the teeny tiny cereal (i.e. baby cereal)." Life-altering experiences, such as becoming a big
sister, definitely affected learning.
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Chapter IX

Discussion and Implications

Results Relevant to Research Questions
Two research questions guided this study: (1) What are the emergent literacy
behaviors of children from birth to three years? (2) In what ways do reading, writing, and

oral language skills develop concurrently and interrelatedly in literate environments? To
answer these questions, I conducted a three-year case study of my daughter's literacy

development and documented her literacy behaviors. A summary of Katelyn's reading,

writing, and language behaviors from birth to three years is presented in Appendix E.
In addition to conducting the case study, I reviewed relevant literature that

addressed the research questions. Such a review took on special meaning because, for the

first time, limited research regarding children's literacy development from birth to three
years is consolidated and compared. Generalizations from this literature review are
presented regarding the reading, writing, and language behaviors associated with children

from birth to three years (see Appendix D). These generalizations as well as the behaviors
unique to Katelyn are organized by age groupings of birth to three months, three to six
months, six to nine months, nine to twelve months, twelve to twenty-four months, and

twenty-four to thirty-six months. The behaviors that occurred at approximately the same
ages across reading, writing, and language were compared for interrelated and
concurrently developing qualities.
Results of the case study and literature review are interrelated then presented in a

revised list of literacy behaviors from birth to three years (see Appendix G). Analysis of

the revised list of literacy behaviors indicates the following. First, behaviors unique to the
writing development of infants from birth to one year had never been identified before the
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case study of Katelyn. Further research on the writing development of children from birth
is required to support the developmental patterns observed.

Second, literacy concepts are tested and rehearsed across reading, writing, and

language simultaneously. For example, the child interested in learning about the names of
body parts read about bodies, pointed out body parts in pictures, labeled or listed the

names of body parts when writing/drawing, and pointed to and named the body parts of
people or animals in the environment. The child interested in learning about letters who

determined the letter M meant "Mommy" identified the letter M in her environment and
said, "Mommy"; identified the letter M in books and said, "Mommy"; and read all "M"

words listed during writing sessions as "Mommy." Reading, writing, and language
emerged together and mutually reinforced each other.

Third, reading aloud stimulates the infant from birth to three months more than
the act of writing. The infant stays awake, nurses faster, and reacts to reading as a direct

reaction to hearing oral language.

Fourth, once a child determines, "I can't read," or "I can't write," she is very close
to reading and writing by adult standards. As children develop concepts about literacy,
they begin to vacillate between believing they are or are not readers and writers (Thomas,

Rinehart & Wampler, 1992). Harste, Burke, and Woodward (1984) concluded "increased

experience with written language is accompanied by increased awareness of its constraints
and a concomitant reluctance to write" (p. 39). To mentally accommodate reading and

writing by adult standards, a child must understand that such a thing exists. When the child
determines that her reading and writing differs from the reading and writing modeled by

literate models, then she can complete her quest for literacy.

Fifth, children independently create meaningful relationships to discover literacy.

As oral language developes, sounds are often used as the labels for items rather than the
actual name. A dog was called "boo woo" long before it was called "dog." While the
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name "dog" had no obvious relationship to the real creature for a child, the sound the

creature made was an obvious characteristic. The child then determined that this creature
said, "boo woo," so it must be a boo woo. This made learning words that initially held no
meaning more meaningful and easier to understand. A similar phenomenon occurred as
children discover other aspects of literacy. Initially, the letter M had no meaning until it

was related to something meaningful such as the word "Mommy." Once this relationship
was made, the child moved towards understanding the symbolism related with the letter M

and could then identify it independently as the letter M. These examples demonstrate how

children search for meaningful relationships in an effort to comprehend literacy.
Sixth, oral language development directly influences every aspect of a child's life.

Katelyn took every opportunity to practice oral language as she sang, read, and played.
Glazer (1989) stated, "Oral language accompanies children's writing in the early years in
drawing and painting activities" (p. 19). Katelyn modeled this as she used "monotone

marking" and talked through her writing/drawing sessions. As a result, Katelyn, as well as
children from other studies where reading, writing, and language were routinely modeled,

freely acquired language and literacy.

Seventh, the literacy skills displayed by young children are practiced through
multiple patterns of repetition. Given the opportunity to design their literacy curriculum,
children consistently produced patterns of repetition to master skills. Repetition was

demonstrated through (1) rereadings of favorite books, (2) word lists, (3) verbalization of

words, (4) verbalization of songs, and (5) practice of literacy theories across reading,
writing, and language. Through repetition, children develop familiarity with literacy

concepts then mastery.

Eighth, the term "reading" and the term "writing" develop new definitions within

the study of emergent literacy. The reading behaviors unique to the one-year-old exposed
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to reading must be considered as reading for a one-year-old just as the writing behaviors
unique to the one-year-old exposed to writing must also be considered as writing for a

one-year-old. The behaviors represented at these early ages are not "pre" reading and
writing but rather actual reading and writing unique for the age (Baghban, 1982,1984,
1989).

Finally, in literate societies, literacy (i.e., reading and writing) is a "subset" or
component of language development. This notion is assumed in phrases such as "written
language" or "language arts" yet is not clearly identified in other examples such as in the
phrase "reading, writing, listening, and speaking." The analysis of the concurrent and

interrelated development of oral language, reading, and writing requires clarification of the
relationship of these terms. Considered first are the definitions used for the terms

language, reading, and writing:
e

Language - The expression or communication of thoughts and feelings by means of

vocal sounds, and combinations of such sounds, to which meaning is attributed;
human speech (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 79).
•

Read - To get the meaning of something written, printed, embossed, etc. by using
the eyes, or for Braille, the finger tips, to interpret its characters or signs; to know

a language well enough to interpret its written form (Webster's New World

Dictionary, 1986, p. 1181).
•

Write - To form or inscribe words, letters, symbols, etc. on a surface, as by
cutting, carving, embossing, or, especially marking with a pen or pencil; put down

in a form to be read; to know a specific alphabet, language, etc. well enough to
communicate in writing (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 1642 ).

As the definitions are considered, special attention is given to the idea that to read is "to
know a language well enough to interpret its written form" and to write is "to know a
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specific alphabet, language, etc. well enough to communicate in writing." With this in
mind, the following questions are considered:

1. Can you have language without reading? Yes
2. Can you have language without writing? Yes
3. Can you have reading without language? No
4. Can you have writing without language? No

5. Can you have reading without writing? No
6. Can you have writing without reading? No

These questions suggested several things: (1) Reading and writing are inseparable, one
cannot and does not exist without the other; (2) reading and writing do not exist without

language; and (3) language can and does exist without reading and writing.
Once oral and listening language progress to a certain level, they are demonstrated
symbolically through reading and writing. Therefore, literacy development is an extension

of the development of oral and listening communication.
This study focuses on a component of language development known as literacy

development. As a child's oral and listening development reach new milestones, so do the

written forms of language known as reading and writing. This sets forth an interesting

notion about the simultaneous development of reading, writing, and language. When
reading and writing are considered a component of language development in literate
societies, then it must be determined that reading, writing, and language emerge
simultaneously. Chomsky (1972) stated regarding a child's language development, "He

certainly is not 'taught* language in any formal sense, but acquires it naturally, so to speak,

in the course of maturing and developing in an environment where he is adequately

exposed to it" (pp. 32-33). When literacy is considered a component of language
development, Chomsky's contention can and must hold true for the development of

literacy in a literate society.
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Developmental "Stages" of Literacy

Many researchers who have identified consistent developmental patterns of literacy

have also cautioned against developmental "stages" of literacy (Clay, 1975; Harste,

Woodward & Burke, 1982, 1984; Dyson, 1982; Farr, 1985; Ferreiro, 1986; Sulzby, 1992).
Farr (1985) stated, "Consequently, we would not expect, and research has not found,
predictable stages of literacy development through which all children can be expected to

pass" (p. xvii). Ferreiro (1986) also noted, "Development cannot be described as a

succession of accomplishments. To grow into literacy is not a restful traveling from one
stage to another" (p. 48). Literacy research documented two problems related to

organizing developmental stages of literacy. First, the ages that literacy behaviors

appeared for different children varied. Some infants and toddlers (Baghban, 1984; Doake,

1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987; Lamme & Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982, 1983; Ninio & Bruner,
1978; Schickedanz, 1990) demonstrated reading and/or writing skills that other children

did not display until they were four and older (Chall, 1983; Clay, 1975; Ilg & Ames,

1950). Developmental patterns could not be assigned to a particular age because the
patterns did not appear directly related to any particular age.

Second, while developmental patterns of literacy existed, children's literacy
development was not straightforward but included backsliding. Newly developed

behaviors did not replace old behaviors but rather were practiced simultaneously. Sulzby,
Teale and Kamberelis (1989) commented,

As parents watch children develop as writers and as readers of their writing, they

notice that the children do not seem to go through a straightforward, stage-like
development from an immature form to what looks like a mature form. Instead,
children may seem to go back and forth across different forms of writing and

reading (p. 69).
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Hayes and Cherrington (1985) expressed the same concerns when they said,
Development of writing performance is, then, a discontinuous, rather than
unilinear, accumulation of the forms of written language. Inconsistencies in a

young child's writing performance signify, as in oral language, that he is ever
testing his hypotheses about the function of written language (p. 25).
DiLeo (1987) also commented, "There will be some backsliding into the earlier scribbling

stage, but the direction is toward more representational drawing" (p. 10). With regards to
language development, Stark (1980) stated, "The data presented in this study suggest that

infants in these stages may constantly be trying out new combinations and recombinations

of sound-making skills as these skills become increasingly accessible to them" (p. 81).
Consequently, the concern for organizing developmental stages of literacy is clearly

documented.

Throughout this skepticism for developmental stages of literacy is the undeniable
support for "developmental patterns." One example of such a developmental pattern that
presented itself during my daughter's writing sessions follows. Katelyn was absolutely

driven to create lists (see Clay, 1975, for discussion of the inventory principle). From

numerous list writing sessions, Katelyn developed the following theories about the letter
M:
1 •

"M" is Mommy (i.e., identified the letter M as "Mommy" when the letter

was discovered in her environment).
2.

The letter named "M" was for Mommy (i.e., said, "M Mommy" when she

identified this letter in the environment).
3.

There is more to "Mommy" than "M"; a variety of letters go together to

make Mommy (i.e., ABC . . . ABC ... is Mommy).
4.

The letters M, O, and Y are for Mommy.
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5.

Particular letters presented in a particular order represented Mommy
(i.e., "M-O-M-M-Y" spelled Mommy).

6.

Other words that begin with the "M" sound like Mommy also begin with

the letter M.

The six theories that Katelyn "hypothesized" regarding the letter M emerged as a
developmental pattern in that Katelyn first displayed each one in the sequence presented.

As such, Katelyn moved in an appropriate order from the idea that least resembled literacy
by adult standards to the idea that most resembled literacy by adult standards. At first it

would appear that such developmental patterns would easily merge into developmental
stages of literacy. According to Gentry (1978,1981, 1982), children develop skills in
spelling through clearly defined stages that parallel the earlier stages of language
development. However, while the literacy theories emerged from the least to the most
refined, each theory appeared to be practiced simultaneously. As Katelyn created a

birthday card for her grandmother, she practiced different theories regarding the way to

write. She used linear mock to write her name yet also created letters by adult standards.
This example is one of many where Katelyn demonstrated "backsliding." She used linear
mock although capable of writing standard letters. The fact that Katelyn used multiple
theories within one writing session appeared to go beyond her mood, the time of day, or

the context of the situation. Rather, Katelyn used multiple theories as part of her effort to

understand literacy. The literacy theories emerged from the least to the most refined, then,

Katelyn tested and compared the ideas to prove to herself which theories were the least

and/or most refined. In this respect, such behavior did not demonstrate "backsliding,"

which implies a decline, but rather, such behavior demonstrated progress towards
understanding literacy.

While the data regarding developmental patterns and developmental stages of
literacy conflicted, the question remained, "How can there be so many developmental
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patterns yet no developmental stages of literacy?" The answer became clear as Katelyn's

emergent literacy story unfolded. Katelyn's development in oral language, reading, and
writing had a direct relationship to her maturation. Katelyn did not verbally respond to
literacy until she learned to laugh, coo, smile, and talk. Katelyn did not interact with
literacy until she learned to control her hands and body. Katelyn did not identify letters
and words before she comprehended the idea that an object may be represented by

something else when the real object is not present. At every step, Katelyn's oral language,
reading, and writing development directly interrelated with her level of development

overall, particularly in the areas of motor and cognitive development. Snow (1983)
stated, "No one could reasonably deny that the course of maturation plays a major role in

the development of language and literacy" (p. 167). When literacy development is directly

recognized as knowledge to be gained by the child and thus identified as an example of
cognitive development, then we may effectively organize developmental stages of literacy.

Levels of literacy first became apparent as the data collected from isolated studies
on reading research, writing/drawing research, and language research were interrelated.

Children from different cultures and decades, with differing experiences, intelligence, and
personalities, demonstrated exactly the same behaviors to reach standard literacy. The idea
of stages of literacy development was further supported as Katelyn's literacy behaviors
from birth to three years mirrored the data collected from the literature review. Behaviors

Katelyn demonstrated at each age level were the behaviors other children had previously

demonstrated. Developmental stages became more apparent as my second child's literacy
development and my niece's literacy development were accurately predicted at each level
of development based on the generalizations formed from this study.

Literacy is knowledge to be gained by a child, thus literacy development must

follow the same path as cognitive development. Piaget studied the mental processes every
human goes through to gain knowledge. He organized these processes into stages of
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cognitive development. As part of his theory, Piaget described how the human brain
assimilates and accommodates new and old information. Helms and Turner (1981)
summarized Piaget's theory in the following statement:

The development of thinking, therefore, relies on changes made in the mental
structure of the child. The balance between assimilation and accommodation,
called equilibration, is the key; the ability to change old ways of thinking to solve

new problems is the true yardstick for measuring intellectual growth (p. 30).
Thus, as children acquire literacy, they use old ways of thinking to understand new and
improved ways of thinking. This is taking new information and making it fit into the

scheme of information they already possess. Katelyn continued to test her theory that the
letter M is Mommy until she determined that the letters M-O-M-M-Y were Mommy. She

tested all her developed hypotheses simultaneously until all the incorrect assumptions were
eliminated. Considering this, it would appear that assimilating and accommodating

information is actually a reason for the so-called "backsliding" of the literacy behaviors
displayed. The inconsistent patterns of development described by so many studies relate
directly to Piaget's idea regarding assimilation and accommodation of information.

Another reason for the apparent backsliding is related to Vygotsky's theory of the
zone of proximal development. Vygotsky (1978) defined the zone of proximal

development as "the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by

independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through
problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers" (p. 86).
According to Dixon-Krauss (1996),

In order for the child to be operating within her zone of proximal development:

(1) She must be engaged in an instructional activity that is too difficult for her to
perform independently, and (2) Her performance must be supported by an adult or

capable peers (p. 15).
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Backsliding then is related to whether or not the child is engaged in independent or shared
literacy experiences. Older skills that the child has practiced and mastered appear during

independent sessions while new, more difficult skills are initiated and tested during or
following shared experiences with a literate model. Multiple theories that relate to the

same literacy concept are therefore practiced simultaneously.
Research findings that questioned the relationship between age and developmental
stages are answered through the consideration of the environmental influences and the

individual characteristics unique to every child. Reading and writing of the preschool child

has only taken real notice in the past twenty years. The emphasis placed on modeling
reading and writing to preschool children therefore has varied. Based on the literature

review, children who had literacy modeled routinely from birth followed practically
identical patterns of development by skill and age. Children to whom reading was modeled

later followed the exact same patterns of literacy development yet displayed them at an
older age. Certainly an answer to the problem of children demonstrating exactly the same

literacy skills at very different ages may be that the children studied experienced vastly
different exposures to literacy. Given this information, it is conjectured that the sooner

literacy is modeled and the more efficiently it is modeled the more consistent and

linear/horizontal will be the behaviors observed across the population of children.
In addition to environmental influences, the individual differences of children must

be considered with regards to literacy behaviors appearing at different ages. Individuality
is accepted when it comes to motor, cognitive, language, or other forms of development.
Graeber's (1996) article titled, "Is Your Baby Normal?" addressed "the surprising factors

that cause children to mature at radically different rates" (pp. 80). Pictured were nine
different nine-month-old infants with the subtitle, "All these babies are 9 months old - but
that's where the similarity ends." Graeber then discussed individual characteristics that
influenced the development of a child such as gender and heredity (p. 81), physique,
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temperament, parental attitudes and behaviors, and the presence of siblings (p. 82). With
the acceptance of individuality clearly defined, Graeber also presented a chart

documenting the "developmental milestones" of particular skills and behaviors of infants
with the approximate range of ages at which they take place (p. 82). While these

developmental milestones are anticipated, it is accepted that the age for which they appear

will differ based on the unique characteristics of each child. The flexibility demonstrated

by this example is certainly justified. The appearance of developmental milestones for

motor, cognitive, language, or other forms of development are expected to be somewhat
different because every child is different. Yet, within these areas of development,

differences are anticipated and allowed. Consequently, unless children suddenly lose their
individuality during literacy development, such differences must also be anticipated and
accepted as literacy develops.

The discussion thus far has addressed the concerns raised by other studies

regarding the organization of developmental stages of literacy. The levels of literacy set
forth by this study will now be discussed. As the levels of literacy are presented and
discussed (see Appendix I for a summary of the levels of literacy), it is important to
remember the following: (1) literacy is knowledge to be gained, thus literacy development

follows developmental stages that accompany cognitive development; (2) the child's
display of skill "backsliding" is part of the developmental process and may be directly

related to Piaget's theory regarding assimilation and accommodation as well as Vygotsky's

theory regarding the zone of proximal development; (3) literacy development is influenced

by the number of literacy experiences, the quality of literacy experiences, and the age

when literacy experiences are introduced; and (4) literacy development is influenced by the
individual characteristics of each child.
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Level 1 - The Receptive Level; Birth to Three Months. The child's inability to

move or respond on demand makes the infant from birth to three months receptive to
literacy. Literacy for the infant at this age is experienced through modeled sessions. The
infant hears literacy modeled and the infant watches as literacy is modeled. The first two

substages of Piaget's Sensorimotor Stage of Cognitive Development relate to the receptive
stage of literacy development:

Stage 1 - Variations of Reflex Activity (Birth to One Month). Development of
variations of reflex activity (of sucking, for example) indicates formation of
primitive schemes.

Stage 2 - Primary Circular Reactions (One to Four Months). Visual exploration
progresses from staring to scanning to looking at moderately novel objects. Such

activities indicate formation of primary circular reactions: schemes based on
exploration by children of their own bodies and senses. (Biehler & Hudson, 1986;
Summary of Sensorimotor Stages, p. 241.)

As identified with literacy development, Piaget recognized staring, scanning, and visual
exploration as key characteristics of a child's development from birth to three months. The

term "receptive" earned support from the study of Lamme and Packer (1986) as their
developmental scale of infant bookreading begins with a stage labeled "Receptive

Bookreading." At this level of bookreading, the child is between the ages of birth and
three months and is described as being "either content to sit and listen to reading or not"

(p. 507). The term "receptive," which means "able or ready to receive new ideas"
(Webster’s New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 1185), accurately describes reading as well as
the other literacy behaviors demonstrated by an infant from birth to three months as the

infant is ready to receive literacy through modeled experiences.
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Level 2 - The Responsive Level; Three to Six Months. Literacy level 2 is
differentiated from level 1 by a marked changed in the capabilities demonstrated by an

infant. As the infant begins to display the skills to respond to others through smiling,
cooing, laughing, and moving, so does she begin to respond to literacy. The term

"respond," which means "to act in return, as if in answer; to have a positive or favorable
reaction" (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 1211), accurately describes literacy

behaviors demonstrated by an infant from three to six months. As literacy is modeled for
the infant, she is now capable of responding to that experience through smiling, cooing,

laughing, and moving. Literacy is now acknowledged by the child from three to six

months.
Level 3 - The Interactive Level: Six to Nine Months. As the child becomes

more interactive with her environment, so does she become more interactive with literacy.
From six to nine months, the infant begins to use a variety of new motor skills such as
rolling, sitting, and crawling. The infant from six to nine months also demonstrates a

marked increase in babbling. Advanced motor and vocal skills allow the infant to
independently join literacy sessions and interact with those sessions through touching,

tasting, and babbling. The six- to nine-month-old infant enters into Piaget's third substage

of sensorimotor development, described as:
Stage 3 - Secondary Circular Reactions (Four to Eight Months). Object concept

(permanence) begins to develop as children come to realize that things continue to
exist even though they are not present to sense. The switch in emphasis from

exploration of their own bodies and senses to exploration of the physical

environment leads children to secondary circular reactions: spontaneous reactions
involving external objects or events are deliberately repeated. (Biehler & Hudson,
1986; Summary of Sensorimotor Stages, p. 241.)
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As an infant switches from the "exploration of [her] own [body] and senses to the
exploration of the physical environment," she begins to explore reading and writing

materials. In addition, as events are deliberately repeated so appears the child's interest for
the repeated readings of favorite books and/or pages of books. The term "interactive,"

which means "to act on one another; act reciprocally" (Webster's New World Dictionary,

1986, p. 733 ), accurately describes literacy behaviors demonstrated by an infant from six
to nine months in that the child begins to touch, explore, and verbally interact with

literacy.

Level 4 - The Contributive Level: Nine to Twelve Months. From approximately
nine to twelve months, there is yet another marked change in the infant. By now the child

begins to comprehend more oral language and begins to correctly respond to some simple

statements. The infant refines the motor skills she has developed and now not only

interacts with reading and writing sessions but actually contributes to the sessions. The
nine- to twelve-month-old infant may contribute an animal sound to a shared reading
session as a familiar animal is discussed. The nine- to twelve-month-old infant may also

make marks on paper rather than just explore the materials through taste and touch. The

infant's cognitive development is reflected in these behaviors as the nine- to twelve-monthold infant enters into Piaget's fourth substage of sensorimotor development, described as:

Stage 4 - Coordination of Secondary Schemes (Eight to Twelve Months).
Development of many schemes through secondary circular reactions paves the way

for combining them. Children have developed enough awareness of their bodies
and environment to engage in purposeful manipulation. (Biehler & Hudson, 1986;

Summary of Sensorimotor Stages, p. 241.)
As the infant develops "enough awareness of her body and environment to engage in
purposeful manipulation," so does she begin to display purposeful manipulation of literacy
materials. It is at this age that the infant becomes integrally involved with literacy through
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increased interest and knowledge of skills related to print awareness (e g., knows direction
to hold book, uses pen to mark on paper). The term "contribute," which means "to give

or provide jointly with others; to give or furnish knowledge, ideas, etc.; be partly
responsible for" (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 309), accurately describes

literacy behaviors demonstrated by an infant from nine to twelve months in that the child
begins to participate in literacy experience jointly with others.
Level 5 - The Experimental Level: Twelve to Twenty-Four Months. Learning to

walk and the rapid development of language characterize the infant from twelve to twentyfour months. With new mobility the infant, now toddler, wants to explore everything,

including literacy. Piaget divided this age of the sensorimotor stage into two substages:

Stage 5 - Tertiary Circular Reactions (Twelve to Eighteen Months). Development

of ability to walk, increased skill at manipulating things, understanding of many
schemes, and recognition of novelty all lead to active exploration of the
environment (tertiary circular reaction).
Stage 6 - New Means Through Mental Combinations (Eighteen to Twenty-Four
Months). Experiences with exploration and manipulation equip the child with

enough clearly established schemes to be able to engage in mental manipulation:

that is, actions can be thought out. (Biehler & Hudson, 1986; Summary of
Sensorimotor Stages, p. 241.)

As identified with literacy development, Piaget recognized exploration and manipulation
as key characteristics of a child's cognitive development from twelve to twenty-four

months. As the child develops the ability to think through her actions and "engage in
mental manipulation," so is she able to begin thinking about the processes of literacy.

During this period, the child begins to label drawings, make associations across items, and
relate a story to real life. Such literacy behaviors require the child to incorporate the
mental manipulations and thought that Piaget described. The term "experiment," which
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means "any action or process undertaken to discover something not yet known or to
demonstrate something known; any action or process designed to find out whether

something is effective, workable, valid, etc." (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p.

493), accurately describes the investigative nature displayed by the infant from twelve to

twenty-four months.
Level 6 - The Symbolic Level; Twenty-Four to Thirty-Six Months. Around
twenty-four months, children who routinely experience literacy begin to associate symbols

with real-life objects. Children identify letters of the alphabet or make writing/drawings to
resemble real things. Piaget's second stage of development, known as Preconceptual
Thought, describes the cognitive abilities anticipated for a child between two and four
years of age. Helms and Turner (1981) briefly summarized the characteristics of this stage

into various characteristics. The key characteristic for literacy development is the
appearance of "symbolic functioning." Helms and Turner's summary of Piaget's symbolic

functioning is as follows:
The ability to differentiate signifiera (words, images) from significates (the objects

or events to which signifiera refer). Symbolic functioning is an act of reference in
which the child creates a mental image to stand for something that is not present.
As studies of literacy development are related to cognitive development, children routinely
exposed to literacy from birth generally begin to identify letters of the alphabet around two
years of age when they enter the stage of preconceptual thought. The term "symbol,"

which means "something that stands for or represents another thing; a written or printed
mark, letter, abbreviation, etc. standing for an object quality, process, quantity" (Webster's

New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 1442), accurately represents the literacy development of
an infant from twenty-four to thirty-six months as the child demonstrates she is cognitively

ready to recognize that symbols represent real objects.
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Level 7 - The Interpretive Level: From Thirty-Six Months. The term
"interpret," which means "to explain the meaning of; make understandable; to translate"

(Webster's New World Dictionary, 1986, p. 737), accurately represents the level of
literacy where the child begins to interpret print. First the child interprets contextualized

print, which includes logos such as Exxon, K-Mart, McDonald's, STOP, EXIT
(Thomas, 1985, p. 469). From contextualized print, the child then begins to interpret print

that is decontextualized (e g., interpret the word "stop" presented in a sentence as well as
on a bright red sign). The child continues to add words to her list that can be correctly
interpreted until she is able to interpret all print by adult standards.

Level 8 - The Conventional Level. The phrase "conventional literacy" refers to

the ability to demonstrate literacy behaviors that resemble those considered standard for a

literate individual (Sulzby, 1989). The term "conventional," which means "depending on
or conforming to formal or accepted standards or rules" (Webster's New World

Dictionary, 1986, p. 310), accurately represents the literacy development of a child who
demonstrates literacy skills by adult standards. Consideration, however, must be given to

the idea that the six-year-old child reading on the conventional level will generally not read

with the maturity of a twelve-year-old child. In addition, the twelve-year-old will
generally not read with the maturity of an eighteen-year-old. Potential levels of

convention go beyond the boundaries of this research but require attention by future

research.
Recommendations
The results from this study indicate practices particularly valuable to those persons

concerned with the successful development of literacy for infants and young children. The

following discussion addresses these practices.
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Language, reading, and writing, must be modeled simultaneouslyfrom birth

Although literacy drills that require the practice of isolated literacy skills (e g., master sight

words through flashcards) have a place in assisting a child otherwise challenged by

literacy, in general they are not required. Katelyn's literacy development evolved casually
and with ease as we read together, wrote together, and talked together. Literacy

development naturally became part of play time and quality time as we shared and
discovered together. Activities surrounding literacy were not done obsessively with some
alternative agenda but rather as part of our daily schedule (see Appendix F). Once

reading, writing, and language were modeled daily, Katelyn became intrigued by the

routine and determined the course for her literacy development. As caregivers, it was our

job to follow her lead and not get in the way.
Reading, writing, and language must be conscientiously modeled for children

during the early stages of infancy so that patterns of literacy may begin as soon as
possible. Experience is the key to literacy development. Consistent daily experiences with

literacy, which includes productive interactions with a conventional reader/writer

(e.g., routine questions and answers such as "What is this?"), would allow every child to

reach her or his full potential in literacy. Such consistent opportunities with literacy would

prevent many children from needing reading remediation in school or would provide

others with the background in literacy making the course of remediation much easier.
Success in literacy leads to success in school (Chall, 1983; Hill, B.,1989; Holdaway, 1979;

Miller, Nemoianu & DeJong, 1986; Obuch-Kent, 1989; Teale & Sulzby, 1987). Every
child deserves the opportunity to reach her or his full potential.

Literacy experiences require quality time with children. Infants and young

children benefit from daily literacy experiences that take only minutes with a literate

model. Routine literacy experiences such as reading before naptime or bedtime help
guarantee that literacy will be addressed every day. Spontaneous literacy experiences can
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also be casually included into busy schedules. When possible, reading to the child who
brings a book to be read acknowledges the importance of the child's interests and the

importance of literacy. Also, literacy materials such as favorite books or scrap paper and

pens can be kept in a purse or diaperbag for opportunities such as riding in the car, waiting
at the doctor's office, going to the bathroom, riding in a grocery cart, or shopping at the
mall. Environmental print should be acknowledged in front of a child, such as reading

signs aloud, discussing labels while shopping, sharing the recipe while cooking, identifying
names presented on mail, or sharing written transactions such as thank-you notes and

birthday cards. Busy lifestyles can include beneficial experiences with literacy. Working
parents, stay-at-home parents, or any caregiver may easily incorporate valuable literacy
lessons into a child's life simply through becoming aware of, then guiding, the potential

literacy lessons that occur every day. The caregivers willingness to acknowledge
spontaneous literacy experiences and to establish routine literacy experiences (e g. reading

at bedtime) sets the pace for a child's successful learning experiences in school and
beyond.
Supervised writing experiences are important for infants. Writing tools need to

be made available to infants. Infants old enough to be intrigued by writing tools should be
allowed to experiment with them. (This is not to say that an infant should be allowed the

same freedom with writing tools as a six- or seven-year-old child.) While the opportunity
to investigate writing is necessary for an infant, also necessary is the adult supervision of
those investigations. In a natural effort to explore, infants will want to taste, pat, stab, or
throw writing tools, which presents hazards for the infant and those around the infant.

Suggested are guided or shared explorations with writing tools. Rather than immediately
removing the paper or pens found in the hands of an infant, observe the exploration, make

suggestions, and guide the infant when dangerous experiments appear. Just as a child

learns that she must not touch electric sockets or hot stoves, so too must she learn not to
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stab herself or others with a writing tool. Guided exploration will teach the child safe

behaviors with writing tools at a much younger age.
Working parents must select institutions and/or caregivers who will provide their
children With independent and shared interactions with literacy from infancy. With more

infants and toddlers finding early experiences outside the home in daycare settings, parents
must select institutions or caregivers who will provide exploration and interaction with

literacy. The goal should be for any caregiver of infants and young children to establish a
curriculum that allows for multiple opportunities for shared and interactive experiences

between children and models of conventional literacy. The developmental levels of literacy
set forth by this study should be considered for planning "pre" preschool, preschool, or
elementary school curriculums. The key, however, is not to design a rigid curriculum that

insists on the straightforward path of development through these stages. Forcing a seven

year-old to scribble or to explore writing tools merely because she may not have had these
early experiences is not the goal. Ideally, literacy materials would be readily available for

exploration (e g., printed wall displays, books, paper, crayons, markers); literacy
(i.e., reading and writing) would be modeled daily by a conventional reader/writer; ample

time would be allotted for exploration of literacy materials, particularly around modeled
sessions where the child's interest is strongest; and models of literacy would be willing and

able to respond to questions and interact with the child on demand. The goal would not be
to make the child pass through the developmental stages of literacy but rather encourage
the child to pass through the developmental stages of literacy through providing multiple
experiences with literacy.
Literacy development must be monitoredfrom infancy. Just as parents and

caregivers make valuable contributions in monitoring their child's physical development, so

too may they make valuable contributions monitoring their child's literacy development.

As a major lag in reaching the milestone of walking (e g., a child not walking by 18
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months) may indicate reason for concern, a major lag in reaching milestones in literacy

development (e g., a child not using single word utterances by 18 months) may also

indicate reason for concern. Literacy problems discovered earlier have a chance of being
remediated earlier.
Routine experiences with literacy are important to literacy development.
Caregivers need to establish routine literacy experiences with their children and in front of

their children from birth. Children who pursue literacy have parents or caregivers who are
practicing readers/writers. Hall (1987) stated,

In summary children create their literacy in contexts where: literacy is a
meaningful event for them; where they see people participating in literacy for real
purposes and with enjoyment; where people are prepared to discuss their literacy

activities; where there are opportunities for children to participate in literacy;

where child-initiated literacy [behavior] is welcomed by adults; and where
children's literate efforts are treated seriously (p. 73).

Certainly, modeled literacy in front of a child is as valuable as the child participating in the
literacy task. Such observations of functioning literacy establishes for the child the idea
that literacy is important and that it is worth being pursued.

Early readers and writers are not necessarily more intelligent than non-early

readers and Writers. Parents and caregivers must realize that every child has unique
qualities that make her or him special. It is not necessary for every child to be literate by
adult standards before starting school for that child to be gifted, above average, or average

in cognitive ability. The speed with which children develop literacy generally does not
relate to their intelligence (Clark, 1976; Clay, 1975; Durkin, 1966; Lass, 1983) or
potential to succeed in literacy. Early readers and writers are not necessarily gifted or

precocious. Children of average, above average, and gifted abilities have been discovered
to be early conventional readers and writers (Clark, 1976; Clay, 1975; Durkin, 1966; Lass,
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1983). The literacy behaviors a child demonstrates and when she demonstrates those

behaviors relate directly to characteristics unique to that child, such as the following:

(1) experiences (e g., when reading, writing, and language began to be modeled; how they
were modeled); (2) physical capabilities (e g., when they learned to grasp, sit,

crawl, walk); (3) personality (e g., aggressive, gentle, inquisitive, insecure, shy);
(4) interests (e g., may or may not be intrigued by the act of reading or writing, that is,

more interested in other activities); and (5) ability to develop knowledge. In addition,

periods of rapid cognitive growth and slow cognitive growth occur and affect interest in
learning. Such periods affect every aspect of a child's development, which includes interest
in literacy development. In addition to developmental changes, personality and personal

preferences affect literacy development. Temple, Nathan, Temple & Burris (1993) stated,
Some approach the task of writing with curiosity, energy, and confidence;

others do not approach it at all. Some seek to make their own sense of
how the writing system works; others wait to be shown. Some children
experiment boldly and make mistakes; others do not experiment for
fear of making mistakes (pp. 53-54).

By the basic nature of some children, literacy experiences may or may not be a top

priority. As Clay (1975) stated,
What one child discovers about print at 4:11 another equally intelligent child
may not learn until 6:00. Such differences could be related to general intelligence
but they could equally well occur because the experiences of the children have

been different or because they have chosen to devote their attention to different

aspects of their environment (p. 7).
The purpose of this research was not to raise fear in conscientious parents that

because their child is not conventionally literate by the age of three that something is

wrong. Instead, this study was conducted to (1) highlight the importance of shared and
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independent literacy experiences from birth, (2) draw attention to the multiple literacy
behaviors developed from birth to three years within the relaxed atmosphere of the home

environment, (3) identify the fact that from birth the amount of exposure to literacy during
shared and independent literacy experiences appears to have a direct relationship to the

speed with which literacy develops and (4) suggest that major delays in the development

of literacy, particularly in children routinely exposed to literacy from birth, may indicate
early warning signs and reason for concern.

Shared and independent literacy experiences at home are key to successful
literacy experiences at school. A variety of experiences appear to enhance home literacy,
which has a direct relationship to the success of literacy development at school.
Particularly noted is that repetition is important for literacy development. The child's

requests for multiple rereadings of favorite books is a natural part of her quest for literacy.

Caregivers must acknowledge rereadings as a step towards literacy and endure the same
books over and over again. Singing songs, playing games, and watching educational

television also appear to enhance literacy development. Language experience approach

(i.e., conventional writer writes down what the child says in front of the child then reads it
back) was also found as a valuable literacy experience as soon as first words are uttered.
Multiple experiences within the relaxed atmosphere of the home environment enhance
literacy development and set the pace for friture development in literacy. Thomas (1985)

stated, "More than the mere presence of print and more than just reading to children, early

literacy depends on the 'how' and the 'what' that goes on in the environment of print"

(p. 474). So that every child has the opportunity to reach her or his full potential, daily
shared and independent literacy experiences from birth are suggested. It is the

responsibility of the caregiver to (1) have literacy materials available to be manipulated
when the child is ready and (2) be ready and willing to participate in shared literacy
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experiences when possible. When least expected, children acquire new information that
leads them to literacy. The infant who may appear not interested is actually still watching,

listening, and learning.
Implications for Future Research

The results from this study indicate the need for research in several areas. The
following discussion addresses those topic areas.

Additional studies of literacy development from ittfancy. The literacy behavior
and proposed levels of literacy set forth by this study need to be tested through the

observation of the literacy development of other children. Katelyn's emergent literacy
story unfolds under ideal circumstances. Katelyn had good health, plenty of food, clothing,
shelter, a safe home in which to dwell, and love from a large support team that positively

reinforced multiple experiences with reading, writing, and language from birth. In addition,
Katelyn had the advantage of interacting daily with a stay-at-home mother who is also a

trained educator. As a result, with time and patience, Katelyn smoothly emerged into
literacy. Unfortunately, Katelyn's scenario is far from the norm. Many children face issues

that strain and delay the development of literacy, such as poor health, poverty, domestic

violence, and neglect. It is also discouraging that parents have such limited information
regarding the literacy development of young children. Unfortunately, the degree to which

children vary in literacy ability upon entering school appears to relate to the amount and

quality of early exposure to literacy. Certainly, through intervention, much of this
inequality can and must be changed.

It is conjectured that the path to literacy will be more straightforward for all
children if the first experiences with literacy are similar. Every person that influences a
child's life must be made aware of the valuable literacy lessons that can be learned from
birth. People that influence the lives of children such as parents, child caregivers
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(e g., grandparents, daycare workers), teachers, researchers, test developers, learning

specialists, authors of instructional materials, and legislators, must understand the valuable
literacy lessons developed during the early years and apply them to their experiences with

children. This however, requires educating many people to a new way of thinking about
the literacy development of young children.
A possible direction to pursue in the successful education of others on literacy

development includes the development of programs by experts trained in the theories
surrounding emergent literacy such as teachers, researchers, test developers, learning
specialists and authors of instructional materials. Programs developed and presented by
these experts may include literacy-related seminars, books, videos and instructional
materials that clearly address: (1) the benefits of early literacy experiences, (2)

suggestions for including literacy experiences in busy lifestyles, (3) literacy behaviors to

anticipate throughout the child's development, and (4) developmental milestones in literacy

to monitor.
To present this information to parents, grandparents, daycare workers or other

child-caregivers of infants and young children, experts may pursue the following avenues:
(1) present literature to parents during childbirth classes, (2) present literature to parents
in hospitals immediately following the birth of their child, and (3) offer literacy seminars to

child-caregivers as an extension of childbirth classes or as a community service offered by
public libraries.
Continued research on the literacy development of children from birth to three

years and effective application of the findings from that research, can ultimately make
positive changes in the course of learning for all children. Caregivers of children must

support legislators that endorse the funding of programs for children. In return,
legislators must follow through with the implimentation of these programs. People
concerned by the negative course many children's lives are taking must take action for
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changes to occur. The issue of preserving and nurturing our most valuable resource, our
children, must become a priority.

Studies focused on the levels of literacy within conventional literacy. As
suggested within the discussion on the conventional level of literacy, there are various

degrees of literacy once a child is reading and writing by adult standards. Certainly, an

interesting course of study would be to explore the levels of literacy within the realm of

reading and writing by adult standards. For example, how do the reading behaviors of a
six-year-old differ from those of a twelve-year-old? How do the reading behaviors of a

twelve-year-old differ from those of an eighteen-year-old? Understanding the differences

in these behaviors is key to successful education.
Studies regarding the interrelationship between siblings during literacy

developmentfrom birth to standard literacy. The relationship between siblings during
early literacy development is another area to be explored. As the second child, my son

Matthew experienced an entirely different set of circumstances from those of his sister.

Katelyn's earliest literacy experiences were organized to fit her needs alone. Discussions
revolved around topics more fitting for her level of development such as pointing out
pictures and asking, "What is this? What is that?" As the second child, Matthew

experienced many more reading sessions with the reading of connected text rather than

discussions as a result of his older sister's interests. In addition, to have valuable
interactive reading sessions with Matthew required routinely reading to him independently
so that his older sister did not always supply all the answers. However, Matthew has

increased opportunities to see literacy modeled. He observed Katelyn's literacy sessions,
and the availability of writing tools increased because his sister often left her tools out and

readily available for him to explore. The interrelationship between siblings during early
literacy experiences and the effect that has on their ultimate literacy development is an

area to be explored.
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Summary
Analysis of the data collected from the case study and the consolidated literature
review regarding the development of literacy from birth to three years, indicated the

following: (1) the existence of 8 levels of emergent literacy with corresponding literacy
behaviors; (2) literacy concepts are tested and rehearsed across reading, writing, and

language simultaneously from birth; (3) children independently create meaningful

relationships to discover literacy; (4) literacy skills are practiced through multiple patterns

of repetition; (5) reading and writing develop new definitions within the study of emergent
literacy; and (6) literacy is a component of language development in literate societies.
It is concluded that: (1) literacy development is a cognitive process, therefore, a

developmental process with distinct stages and behaviors (see Appendix J); (2) literacy
development is influenced by the number and quality of literacy experiences, the age when
literacy experiences are introduced, and a child's individual characteristics; and (3) shared

and independent literacy experiences from infancy are key to successful literacy

experiences at school.

Concluding Remarks

With great interest, and enthusiasm, my work as mother and educator continues.

As Katelyn's emergent literacy story continues so does my interest in her development.
Katelyn, now four-years-old, is emerging from the interpretive level of literacy into the
conventional level of literacy as demonstrated by the following independent reading and

writing experiences. During a weekend get away, I invited Katelyn to read a bedtime

story to our guest. To my surprise, Katelyn said, "Sure." She then selected a book she is
able to read and she read it to our guest. The guest looked at me and said, "She isn't
really reading this, is she?" then proceeded to test Katelyn by pointing to individual words

which Katelyn then read correctly. The book Katelyn read began as a favorite book which
I read to her repeatedly. Gradually, Katelyn memorized the book word for word. Then,
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from these combined shared and independent reading experiences, Katelyn began to

identify individual words. Eventually, Katelyn interpreted, or read, more words from this

book in isolation until the words of that book became part of her sight vocabulary.
Katelyn's level of reading parallels her level of writing as she gradually is reading,
writing, and spelling more words independently. As a result of observing me write my

dissertation, Katelyn became inspired to write her own "paper." As I worked at my
computer one day, Katelyn presented me with her "papers" (as she so proudly referred to

them). She handed me six standard size pages, each page with one name correctly written
and spelled on it including, MOMMY, DADDY, KATELYN, MATTHEW, NANA, and
POP. Interestingly, the very names which first belonged to Katelyn's listening vocabulary

(as an infant pointing to a family photograph), were now the names Katelyn first learned
to read, spell, and write. As Katelyn's literacy skills emerge simultaneously, language,
reading, and writing development continue to mutually reinforce each other.

As a result of this research, it is important for Katelyn to understand that I did not
"study" her as a scientist might study a mouse. Rather, as a mother and educator

fascinated by the characteristics that made my daughter unique and special, I observed and

admired Katelyn's development in an effort to learn more about her and to aspire to be a
better parent. It is my hope, that those who read Katelyn's emergent literacy story will
also aspire to be better models of literacy. Once known, the process to becoming a better

model is simple; recognize the value of early literacy experiences for young children,

acknowledge the responsibility to nurture children's literacy development, and most
importantly, strive to enhance the literacy experiences of children.
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Appendix A

Examples of Shared and Independent Reading Sessions

2-Months: First Independent Reading Session

On August 27, 1992, at 9:05 a m., Katelyn read her first book independently at

seven months of age. As Katelyn played independently on the floor in her room (I was
writing in my journal), it was absolutely amazing to see Katelyn pick up The Me Ronk a
soft cloth book we often read, roll over on her back, and babble. She had not been

making any sounds while playing until she picked up the book and rolled onto her back,

our usual reading position. At this point she said, "Aaaaaa (long a sounds) - aaaaaaa

(short a) - he he." Her babbling was in long consecutive strings. The sounds stopped only

when Katelyn got a new breath or the book was put down. She did this four days in a row
after breakfast in her room. Each time it happened, I was sitting in the rocking chair
watching her play on the floor. I had not yet modeled reading those days. Interestingly,

these sounds were unique to Katelyn's reading. She did not make them at any other time.
After four straight days, these sessions continued but not at any reliable time.

10 Months: Shared Reading
K = Katelyn, J = Uncle Jay, S = Sherrie
K.

Da (as she crawls into my lap with a book in her hand. Katelyn looking over my

shoulder into the kitchen at her Uncle Jay.)
K:

Da ada

J:

How are you doing this morning?

K:

Da (Katelyn sits down on my lap, looks at the back cover of the book.)

S:

What do you see?

S.

The fish, the dish, the kitty cat and the log (as I point to each item as I name it.
Katelyn begins pointing at various pictures.)
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S:

What is that? Frog. (Can hear microwave going off in the background but
Katelyn does not acknowledge the sound.)

S:

Goofy, see goofy.

K:

aaaaaaaa (Katelyn turns the book around to the front, right side up and opens as

she talks. Holding the book open in her two hands, no assistance from me,
Katelyn looks inside.)

K:

aaaaaaaaaaa (As she does this, the short a sound rises and lowers in sound; she

smiles and shakes the book up and down.)
S:

Oh that s good, that s Mickey and Donald and goofy and Pluto (pointing to
pictures; Katelyn again shakes the book up and down.)

K:

Dat (Points to a picture.)

S:

Minnie mouse. (Katelyn turns the page.)

S:

Oh no, Goofy's fish jumps away. (Katelyn has turned to the last page and has

now turned again to the first page.)

S:

It's a bright sunny day, the Disney babies go out to play. (Katelyn turns the

page.)

S:

Baby Donald swings a bat, baby Daisy pats a cat. Do you see the baby cat? Baby

Pluto peeks in a log. (Katelyn flips through a few pages. Picks the book up in

front of her face.)
K:

aaaaaaaaaaaa (Laughing and pointing to the pictures in the book. Again the

short a sound is used. She stresses the sound differently again making her sounds
rise and lower. Taps the books with her pointer finger. Looks at her Uncle Jay

who is talking on the telephone. Looks back at the book.)

K:

aaaaa (Swings her head around to me.)

K:

ahda (Points to the camera.)

K:

Dat.
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S:

See the camera. (Katelyn bounces up and down on my lap. Katelyn looks at her

toys.)

K:

Aba.

S.

Are you finished with that book? (Katelyn closes the book and looks at the toys

again.)

K:

Du du.

S:

Ducky... ducky (Katelyn touching her yellow duck, I pick it up. Set Katelyn

down on the floor as I go to check the camera position. She holds onto the book
we were reading and crawls after me.)
Fourteen Months: Independent Reading

K = Katelyn, S = Sherrie
S:

You don't want to play? (K walking around the room. Picks up Old MacDonald
book, sits down alone, I'm behind the camera watching. She looks at the cover.)

K:

Boo boo. (Points at dog.) Dada dada. (Points at MacDonald, then points to our

deck.)

K.

Boo woo boo woo. Dada boo woo boo woo. (Katelyn walks to the deck door.)

Boo woo boo woo.

S:

Brittany is here. You are right. (One of our dogs was standing at the window
where Katelyn could see her.)

K:

Dadadad.

S:

Say hi Brittany, she is wagging her tail and saying hi to you. Say hi Brittany.
(K walks to book, then window, then me, then to the table.)

K:

Dada dada.

S:

Where is dada? Is dada in that picture? (Katelyn was pointing to the picture of
our family on the table.)
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S:

There is a picture of dada.

K:

Ahhhhh.

14 Months: Shared Reading

K = Katelyn, S = Sherrie

S.

Where is Old MacDonald, Kate? (I started singing the song. Katelyn walked to
the books. Started going through the pile one book at a time tossing books on the

floor. Picked up the Old MacDonald book and walked to me.)
S:

Did you find Old MacDonald? (I'm still behind the camera.)

S.

I want everyone to see, Old MacDonald Had a Farm, and there was a huge stack

of books she had to go through to find it.
S.

Shall we read Old MacDonald? Let me get this set. I'll get the camera down, let
me see, just a second, just a second, all right, let's do it. (Sat down with Katelyn

on my lap.) Look, Katie.
S:

Old MacDonald had a farm, EIEIO. (Katelyn leaned over. Wanted Baby
Marie. Looked, turned the page back. I tried to sing the animal on the page she
turned to. She turned to the dog page.)

S.

And on his farm he had a . .. (Paused and waited for Katelyn, she responded
immediately.)

K:

Boo.

S:

Dog, very good. (Continued to sing. K sucked thumb and turned the page. I
continued to sing then stopped.)

S:

What does the horse say? The horse says "neigh." (Katelyn turned pages.)

S:

Where is the puppy dog?

K:

Boooo boo woo (Turned pages. Turned to the dog page and pointed to the dog.

I show the camera the picture.)

S:

That's right, Katelyn. That's a puppy dog. Boo woo, boo woo.
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S:

Katelyn what does the cow say?

K:

Boooo.

S:

Mooo. (Sang the song again.)

S:

Now let's see if Katelyn can find the juice. Where is the juice? Can you find the

juice? (Katelyn got her pointer finger ready.)

K:

Boo boo.

S:

The sheep say "baaa baaa," and look, Old MacDonald is giving him some juice.

(Katelyn touched the correct page. I touched the actual bottle.) See the sheep

and the sheep and a sheep and a goat? Look here, Katelyn, a dog and a dog and a
dog.

K:

Boo woo boo woo.

S:

That's Old MacDonald.

K:

Boo da da.

S:

Yes, he's a man like dada but it is not dada.

K:

Dada dada dada (Pointed to the

S:

page.)

See there is a man in there that is Old MacDonald. There is the cow and they say
mooo. (At this point Katelyn took my hand and lifted it to touch pictures. I
name the picture and the sound if it applied. Katelyn stopped to move Baby Marie

closer, then she picked up my finger again and moved it to the book.
S:

That's Old MacDonald.

K:

Boo woo boo woo. (Katelyn took my finger and pointed to the shoes.)

K:

Shoes.

S:

That's right. (She pointed to the shoes. Katelyn got up and walked to the camera

again.)
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21 Months: Shared Reading
K = Katelyn, S = Sherrie

S:

We are going to tape bedtime story time. Katie, you go get a book.

K:

Kay... dat book.

S:

You pick one out.

K:

Dis one. Dis one.

S:

Can we read this one first? Where is Baby Mickey's red ball?

K:

Red ball.

S:

(Start reading. Katelyn pointed to the word red in the upper left comer.)

K:

Red ball right dere.

S:

It says red ball right there, doesn't it. And there is a red toothbrush. Can you say
"toothbrush"?

K:

Toolbrush.

S:

And what is this right here?

K:

Baf.

S:

It is a bath. Is the red ball in the bathtub?

K:

No.

S:

(Turned the page) No, this is a duck. What color is the duck? (Again ran finger
over the color word.)

K:

Red.

S:

No, what color is it... that's a yellow duck.

K:

Yewwo duck.

S:

Is the red ball under the

K:

No, yewwo duck, yewwo duck. Cack cack.

S:

This is a green toy. Can you say green toy?

K:

bed?

Geen toy.
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So you know what that toy is?
Cooooak (Croak for a frog.)
It's a frog, isn't it.
Croak. Is the red ball on the chair?

No.
No, what is it?

Red bwanket.

That's a blue blanket. Can you say "blue"?
Bwue.
Is it in the dog house?

Nooo. (Looked ahead to the next page.) Baw wite dere.
Is that the ball, where is it? Right there it is in the back yard.

Apple, apple, apple.
The red ball is mixed in with the apples.

Tern tern tern tern. ( Touched the stems.)
They have stems. That's how we can tell they are apples, isn't it?

Who is this?
Mickey.

Does he have a last name?
Mickey.

Is that Mickey Mouse?

Mickey mouse.
There is a blanket, do you know what color that is?
Purpe.

No, it's a blue blanket. Can you say "blue blanket"?
Bwue bwanket.
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S:

And what is this?

K:

Baw.

S:

And what color is the ball?

K:

Yewwo.

S:

No, this is a red ball, isn't it?

K:

Red baw.

S:

What is the color of the duck?

K:

Yewwo.

S:

Yes, he is a yellow duck, isn't he. Very good.

K:

Cack. cack.

S:

Is this a green frog?

K:

Geen frog.

S:

And what is this?

K:

Baf too. Baf too.

S:

Is this a dish? (Ask her to tell me or show me what she is talking about. She

changes the subject.)
K:

Bwue bwanket.

S:

Very good. (Looked back at the cover again. Asked several what questions.
Katelyn recalled "bed" and "Mickey Mouse." Picked up a Barney book where
Katelyn was to push the button that goes with the correct picture.)

S:

(Start reading.)

K:

(Pushed random buttons until I got to the first picture in the story.)

K:

Magination. (Pushed the button that goes with the word "imagination ")

K:

Baby Bop ... Barney cheered. (I continued to read and pointed with my finger.
Katelyn followed closely and pushed the correct button while repeating the word

associated with that picture.)
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K:

Baby Bop giggle. (Katelyn noticed the bunnies in the picture.)

K:

Hop hop hop.

S:

How many bunnies do you see?

K:

Two two two.

S:

Here, let me take your finger to count them. One, two, three bunnies. Can you

say "three bunnies"?
K:

Hop ... hop hop.

S:

Three bunnies are hopping, aren't they? (Read three pages then Katelyn was

ready to close the book.)
S:

Are you all done?

K:

Close.

S:

Do you want to read another book?

K:

No. (Reached down, picked up another book.) Dis book.

S:

This book. All right, let's read this book. (Opened the book of nursery rhymes
and started from the beginning. Sang "Baa Baa Black Sheep" ) Can you touch

Baa Baa Black Sheep?

K:

(Touched.)

S:

Yes. What does a sheep

K:

Baaa... a... a.

S:

Baaa. Look at this one. Do you know who that is? That is Mary Had a Little

say?

Lamb.

K:

Baaa... aa. .. aa.

S:

(Sang the song.)Who is this, do you know?

K:

Baa aa a.

S:

That is what thesheep says, but is this Mary? Can you say "Mary"?

K:

Mary.
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S:

Oh, here is one you like, Patty-Cake. (Said it like a song. Clapped my hands. I

assisted Katelyn the first time through. She participated through the entire song

with motions and occasional verbal support.)
S:

Read Little Boy Blue?

K:

Baa baa.

S:

Yes, and what is this?

K:

Baa.

S:

There are some sheep, but what is this up here?

K:

Baa... boo cow.

S:

Yes, it is a cow.

S:

Do you know what that is?

K:

Doggy.

S:

Do you know what a doggy says?

K:

Boo woo boo woo.

S:

(Read pussy cat.)

K:

Pussy cat.

S:

What does a pussy cat say?

K:

Mow mow (sounded like cow with an M)

S:

Meow meow. That's right.

S:

Jack and Jill. The water fell.

K:

Uh oh.

S:

Yes, that is a problem.

S:

Pease porridge.

K:

Katie read.

S:

K:

How about you get The Dragon in the Wagon?

No.
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S:

How about the potty book?

K:

No.

S.

(Picked up a book with a bunny on the cover.) Do you know what a bunny says?

K:

Read dat.

S:

Read this one. (Open.) Are you going to read this one?

K:

Katie read. Mommy read. (She apparently wanted us each to read our own

book.)
S:

I'll read this one, you read that one.

K.

Bushing bushing. (Continued to look at the book or mumble to self. I read my

book silently. K turned pages and looked at her book. Made little sounds along
the way.)

S:

Can you read this one for Mommy? Can you show me what that says?

K:

Mouse.

S:

That's Mommy's story.

K:

(Pointed) Elephant.

S:

That is an elephant, and what is in this egg?

K:

(Breathing through the nose heavily, our bunny noise.)

S:

Bunny. And what is in this egg?

K:

Gir.

S:

No, actually that's a little boy.

K:

Gir. (Nodded.)

S:

Can Mommy read this story to you?

K:

No.

S:

Will you read this story to Mommy?

K:

Kay. (Nodded).

K:

(Pointed to a picture in the book.) Mommy, Mommy right dere.
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S:

That is a Mommy.

K:

Baby.

S:

And she is cooking for her baby.

K:

Eat, eat.

S:

They are eating cake, aren't they.

K:

(Quietly looked at the book on the same page.)

S:

Patty-cake, patty-cake ... (continued)

K:

Right dere. (Pointed to the patty-cake picture on the cover. Turned to that page
on her own.)

S:

Which is a little girl?

K:

Wite dere.

S:

Which is a little boy?

K:

Wite dere.

S:

Yes, the little girl has a dress on and the boy is wearing pants. Can you find a
tie?

K:

Tie.

S:

Where did the girl tie her dress at the bow?

K:

Bow right dere.

K:

Nober bow.

S:

Yes, that is a kind of bow. That's a funny bow.

K:

Funny bow.

K:

Funny bow, funny bow.

S:

Look at those children in a shoe. (Check camera.)

S:

(Select another book. She helps me select.)

S:

Do you want to read Spot's birthday since Crystal is having a birthday Friday?

K:

Oh Me. Oh Me.
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S.

You want to read Old MacDonald, okay. Which book do you want to read first?
(Selected Old MacDonald. Began to sing. Katelyn on my lap, sucked her thumb.
Left out the animal name. She didn't respond when I paused for her to say
chicken. Appeared tired. I completed for her. By the second page Katelyn pulled

out her thumb.)

K:

Happy birday.

S:

You want to read happy birthday instead? The book is closed.

S:

Spot's Birthday Party

K:

Not yet. (Repeated story, touched pictures.) Dot

S:

Yes, it does have dots on it.

K:

Hat on, hat on.

S:

Yes, he has a hat on. (Read on.) Can you say "hippo"?

K:

Hippo.

S:

It's a hippopotamus.

K:

(Tried to say hippopotamus).

S:

And he's hiding in the bathtub.

K:

Baf tub.

S:

(Read then paused to ask what various pictures were. K responded correctly to

dot.

boots, umbrella [rain]).

S:

(Yes, we use umbrellas when it rains. (She brought up the word rain on her own.)

S:

Do you know how many hats there are?

K:

(Pointed to the picture), Two two.

S:

Okay, lets count them together, 1,2,3 hats. (Read on.)

K:

(Roars when the lion picture is opened.)

S:

Who's inside? Monkey. (Volunteered the sound too.)

S:

What is that monkey eating? What is he putting in his mouth?
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K:

Nama.

S:

Do you like bananas? Yes, they are very good.

S:

What does she say?

K:

Shhh. (Remembered the word and responded correctly.)

S:

There's a blue balloon.

K:

(Katelyn turned back and pointed to a piece of cake) "Happy birday."

S:

It's a piece of cake, isn't it.

S:

Who is hiding under there... is that a turtle?

K:

(Mumbled something.)

K:

Turte, book, hat off

S:

And what is this?

K:

Piwwo.

S:

Pillow and paper. (Katelyn pointed to several pictures and named them on her

(Turned the page.)

own. Turned to the last page.)

S:

What does that say?

K:

Happy birday (She remembered the correct text.)

S:

What does Spot say? He says, "Thank you."

K:

Can cou.

S:

And there he is with all his friends.

K:

Hippo, hippo wite dere, hippo.

S:

Yes, that is a big hippo. Do you know what an alligator looks like with all his

sharp teeth? This is an alligator.
K:

Awegator.

S:

Can you touch a lion?

K:

(Touched.)
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S:

Can you touch a bear? Where's a bear? No that's a dog, that's Sally. Here is
the bear right up here. Can you touch the monkey?

K:

Monkey wite dere.

S:

(Talk about some balloons and their colors. Put book down.)

S;

(Dragon in a Wagon, turned to the inside cover in the back.)

S:

Can you touch the yellow bus? (Have her touch each picture in this fashion.
Katelyn even says what several things are.)

S:

Goto the beginning of the book.

K:

Read, wite dere.

S:

Yes, Megan is reading the story.

S:

Do you see a teddy bear reading the story?

K:

(Touched.)

S:

Yes, that's right. (Katelyn said several things that I could not understand on
the tape.)

S:

Actually, I think that is a purple hippo.

K:

Purpe hippo.

S:

Yes. (Began to read. Katelyn watched.) The boat will not float.

K:

Broken, broken.

S.

That s right. Now it won't stay on top of the water, that's why it is broken.
(Read on.) So they hop on a...

K:

Choo choo train, chooo.

S:

That's right, choo (read on) ... and step onto a ... what is this?

K:
S:

K:
S:

Airpane.

Airplane ... float in the sky on a . . .
Parachute.

(Continued reading.) ... as soon as they land they find a... ?
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K:

Bawoon. (Read on.) Can you say good-bye to the dragon in the wagon?

K:

Bye bye.

S.

Very good, I think it is time to go to sleep. Can you put your books back over
here?

K:

No.

25. Months: Reads to Doll
K = Katelyn, S = Sherrie, D = Sherrie as the doll Baby Marie
K.

Alrighty. (Looked at Pat the Bunny. Started reading a book page.)

S:

Why don't you start at the very beginning? Who are all these people?

K:

Barney sit down. Bunny. (Patted the bunny.) Baby Marie.

D:

What should I do?

K:

Bunny.

D:

What should I do with the bunny?

K:

Pat.

D:

I did it.

K.

(Took Barney's hand.) Barney pat. (Katelyn turned the page.)

K:

Peek-a-boo.

D:

This is a good story.

K:

Peek-a-boo. Barney aw done?

D:

(Nods. Katelyn turned the page.)

K:

Mmm (Smelled the flowers.)

S:

Sit over here so Baby Marie can see.

D:

I want to smell the flowers too.

K:

(Turned the page.) Look.

D:

What is that?

K:

Mirror.
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D:

What do you do with a mirror?

K:

(Held Barney to the mirror) Barney in there.

D:

What is that?

K:

Daddy, Baby Rie touch it.

D:

Ooo, scratchy.

K:

Scratchy too.

K:

Baby Rie. . .

D:

What do I do?

K.

Put thumb in there. (Took the doll's hand and used it to go through the ring.)

K:

(Turned the page.)

D:

Oh, Katelyn, you are a good book reader.

K:

Try again. Try again.

K:

(Patting the bunny.)

D:

Baby Marie's turn.

K:

(Shakes her head no.)

D:

Where are my clothes?

K:

In here. (Looked at the bed.)

D:

Can I pet the bunny?

K:

Uh uh. (Put the book away.) Pay house.

S.

Well, let s put our books away first. (Puzzles are dumped out while I try to put

Bye-bye.

books away. Left me with a puzzle to put away while she did something else.)

K:

Mommy read it.
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31 Months: Shared Reading as Cloze Activity

K = Katelyn (pretended to be stuffed duck), S = Sherrie
S:

Are you going to read another story? Read Where the Wild Things Are You

know that one really good. Can you find it?
K:

It's somewhere.

S:

You have your hand on it.

K:

(Throws it.)

S:

Can we read it together? We will sit over here so we can tape us reading, Where
the Wild Things Are.

S:

Right here.

K:

No, right here.

S:

Well, you need to sit there then. Sit down so I can see where you are.

K:

I sit right here.

S:

All right, and I should

K:

Mm mm.

S&K:

sit beside you?

(Read together.) The night Max wore his wolf suit and made mischief
of one kind ...

K:

And anover kind.

S:

His mother called him .

K:

Wild thing.

S:

...

K:

I eat you up.

S:

and Max said,

So he was sent to bed ...

K:

Without eating anything.

S:

And that very night.. .
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A forest grew and grew and grew, (tried to stay with me on the page)... until
the ceiling was all vines . . . and an ocean tumbled by with a private boat for

Max.

... to where the wild things are.

And when they came to the place where the wild things are they ...

Roared there ...
Terrible roars and ...
Gnashed their terrible teeth.

And then what did they do with their eyes?
(Rolled her eyes.)
They rolled their terrible eyes, and what next, Ducky?

Showed their terrible claws.

And Max said . ..
Be still.
He's not sitting down (Katelyn upset that one wild thing is not sitting down.)
He bothers you.

Mm mm, he bothers the ducky.
He is just going to stand in that one little spot.

And they made him ...
King of all the wild things.

And now cried Max .. . and now cried Max, what do they say, Ducky?
Let da wild rompus start.

Can you count the wild things, Ducky?
Yea, one, two, four, five, six.
Oh, Ducky, you missed a number. Try again.

I will, one, two, is this two, three, five?
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S:

No, what comes after three, Ducky?

S:

One, two, three, four, five. Just five, there are no more to touch. Let's count
these. One, two, three, four, five, no more to touch so we can't count anymore.
(Katelyn counted with me as she used the wing of her stuffed duck [pretended

that she was the duck] )
S:

Lets see how many on this page. One, two, three, four, five, six . . . six, we could
touch six wild things that time. You are a good counter, Ducky.

S

Stop, Max said, and then what did he do?

K:

He sent the wild things off*to bed.

S:

He did, he sent them to bed.

K:

Without anything.

S:

And Max, king of all the wild things was lonely (Read on.)

K;

See he has eyes open.

S:

But I think he is getting ready to go to sleep, don't you?

K:

Mm mm

S:

(Read on.) (Katelyn sucked her thumb at this point.). . . the wild things cried . . .

K:

Oh please don't go, we eat you up we love you so.

S:

And Max said . . . (Paused.)

K:

(Silent.)

S:

He said, No.

K;

No.

SK:

(Katelyn read with me) .. . where he found his supper waiting for him.

S:

And do you remember what this last page says?

K:

And it was still hot.

S:

Good girl, Ducky, and Katelyn did a wonderful job.
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Appendix B
Writing Samples

|OmO5,

~ Ten Months:
— Wrote independently for the first time;
...T^otted then dragged rather than scribbled).
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Twelve Months:
Writing developed a particular style;
changed from a mark to an actual scribble
(e.g. went back and forth with a stronger
stroke).
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>(B-3)

y/?

Thirteen Months:
Interested in LEA
(Language Experience

298

(B-4)

Fourteen Months:
Parallel writing began (e.g. she had
her own pen and paper and wrote
at the same time as a conventional writer)".

299

Fifteen Months:
Determined pens and pencils
were for writing.

300

(B-6)

1
V
4
/.A,

Sixteen Months:
; Generally played with crayons as toys;
. ; however did use crayons to write/draw too.

301

* fo*>

J\l

Labeled Scribble (i.e. tested the idea
that writing/drawing represented something
'from real life).
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\î
1

UI

-

Hv
. Eighteen Months:

viB
to
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(B-9)

Nineteen Months;

■ajsias

Eab
i
i

MWS*
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(B-10)

5

Nineteen Months:
A circle appeared.

305

• Nineteen Months:
The body parts listed were all named by Katelyn;
, numbers under each word indicated the order she

We,
(face.)
Q
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Twenty Months:
(B-12)
Katelyn listed and wrote the nair.__.
Katie, GG, Daddy, Mommy, Nana,
Pop, Jay, Amy, Baby Bop.
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(B-13)
Twenty Months:
Demonstrated she could ’’write"
(e g drew several straight lines
and labeled them, "Katie").
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Twenty-One Months:

(B-14)

Placed scribbles as she named them; had a plan prior to the scribble (e g her human
figures may not have resembled a human figure based on adult standards, however, she

309

(B-15)

?.ô

Twenty-One Months:
Discovered letter within the scribble (e.g. »G”)
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0unry

/tâsinct

(B-16)

Twenty-One Months:
Differences between "drawing" and "writing"
as indicated by the drawing of a "bunny"
(i.e. larger scribble) and writing of the words
"Pop, GG, Nana" (i.e. smaller scribbles which
appeared more like a line).
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(B-17)

Twenty-Four Months:
Signed name with individual marks rather than linear mock;
"drawing" marks differentiated from "written" marks;
described this as a "rain picture" and when asked to
sign name used the purple crayon to mark on the side.
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(B-18)

Twenty-Five Months:
Drew first "tadpole" human figure (e g. drew a circle, attached
two long lines called, "Legs," drew two more lines on the side
of the circle and called them, "ears," next drew two eyes, a nose,
a mouth, a belly button then a hat).
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Twenty-Five Months:
Drew various "tadpole people.

314

(B-20)

<3/7/çy

TojctKir Kde.lyn * J maKc

S

K*$ for

Kotelyn maKts 5 "K \ '

-for

KcvVi C %Pttr T Show kur
houà

Twenty-Five Months:
Attempted to write the letter "K"
after it was modeled.
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(B-21)

Twênty-Sfr Months:
Tested the idea that "M" alone was not for "Mommy"
but that "M" plus other letters was for "Mommy"
(e.g. "D" had always been for "Daddy,"
now "DOB" was for "Daddy").
—

316

(B-22)

Twenty-Six Mbnths:
Practiced and refined linear mock.

\

317

(B-23)

Twenty-Eight Months:
Writing an opportunity to practice various concepts
(e.g. counting, colors, and size)

318

(B-24)
Twenty-Eight Months;
Practiced tadpole people and labeled them.
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/fOtds cl

of\û ... ..

ont.

I

(B-26)

Twenty-Nine Months:
Frequently used linear mock.
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à

;

.
(B-27)
W S7«W

Thirty-One Months:
Special journal sparked new interest in writing;
orally told a story that was written down by a
conventional writer then she illustrated that story
(i.e. Language Experience Approach).
JR

(Gmnjnvlhfr uHh «L

TÛ d\d some-thing at
Grandmother s housf.
p\ax|ed cxnd Mommij
\Nas com\m.
Can
write ?
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_ |

,

(B-28)

Thirty-One Months:
1
Wrote (i.e. linear mock) and illustrated

a mean V\on. And
Nana d’idnA like him.
And he vm as <x bad

one. Thebird and
323

(B-29)

lion was
the nice one.

no

324

(B-30)

Thirty-Two Months;
Appeared to regress as print was mixed
with pictures to complete what was written
(e.g. said, "I wrote Crystal. I made two C's
two kgs. I didn't make a face.")

U

U
325

(B-31)

gA—Ê

\.. .
k

Thirty-Three Months:--------------- %
Following a shared writing session,
1
independently made a human figure
that had a separate head, body and neck
in addition to other parts.

326

w

bdl'i buAtoh

Thirty-Five Months:
Drew increasingly detailed human drawings
(e.g. a picture of me pregnant;
included the baby in my stomach).

327

(B-33)

Thirty-Six Months:
wrote her very first words independently
(e g. wrote Katelyn and Pop).

%

.. Preempted
" K -¥\joo -\\mjLS t

328

(B-34)

329

330

Thirty-Six Months:
While the sequence of the letters were
correct to write a word, direction varied
(e g. wrote words right to left or left to right).

Appendix C

Examples of Oral Language Used:
Birth to 3 Years

From Birth
Examples of language-related behaviors’. (1) alert to environmental sounds and

responded to them; (2) first cries resembled the squeak of a rubber ball being squeezed;

(3) turned towards mother's voice; (4) made a limited number of sounds;
(5) sounds made were referred to as "talking"; (6) directly spoken to as if she understood;
(7) many spoke for her (i.e., verbalized what may have been her thoughts); (8) cried to

communicate hunger, discomfort, disapproval, etc.
1 Month
Examples of language-related behaviors’. (1) heard language spoken daily;

(2) developed a sound, other than crying, that indicated hunger (i.e., bobbed head up and
down and said, "a a a," making consecutive short a sounds; (3) cried to communicate

hunger, discomfort, disapproval,etc.
2 Months

Examples of language-related behaviors: (1) laughed; (2) cooed; (3) smiled;

(4) increased vocal play; (5) cried to communicate hunger, discomfort, disapproval, etc.
3 Months

Examples of language-related behaviors: (1) increased and improved vocal play;
(2) indicated pleasure by laughing aloud and cooing; (3) fretted when tired, disinterested,
or overstimulated; (4) cried to communicate hunger, discomfort, disapproval, etc.
4 Months
Examples of language-related behaviors : (1) increased smiling;

(2) responded to the voice, tone, and expression of the model speaker (e g., made facial
expressions similar to the model); (3) practiced and manipulated voice sounds
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(e g., high-pitched squeals); (4) voice sounds accompanied by physical movement
(e g., hard kicks with legs, arms slapping down on body); (5) sucked thumb and hummed

to comfort self; (6) cried to communicate hunger, sleepiness, discomfort, disapproval.
5 Months

Examples of language-related behaviors'. (1) the number of noises increased;

(2) entire body reflected emotions (e g., relaxed motions with arms and legs when happy,
stiff body when mad); (3) continued to cry although it was less important in her life.

6 Months
Examples of language-related behaviors'. (1) transformed squeals to include the
consonant sounds b, m, p, and d; (2) mixed consonant and vowel sounds; (3) increased

overall vocal play.
7 Months

Examples of language-related behaviors: (1) learned to wave bye-bye on
demand; (2) showed others what she would like them to do (e g., moved adult hand to the
piano to ask to play).

8 Months
Examples of language-related behaviors: (1) "talked" on the telephone (smiled

and babbled in response to people); (2) watched Sesame Street, sometimes for as long as

30 minutes; (3) stopped to the command "No," looked at the réprimander, then generally

tested the response by trying the forbidden thing again; (4) sang when "played" the piano;
(5) frowned and said, "nnnnnn," when mad; (6) made various vowel sounds;
(7) combined some consonants, such as D and H with vowel sounds (i.e., da da da, he he
he ); (8) smiled when someone talked to her; (9) made "throaty" noises when investigating
something; (10) hummed (i.e., "mmm" with each mouthful of food); (11) fretted when
unhappy; (12) climbed on a lap when tired and ready to sleep.
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9 Months

Examples of language-related behaviors. (1) "mama" to ask to nurse;
(2) "dada" for male figures and practically everything else; (3) "mmm-mmm" with almost

every mouthful of food; (4) gestures indicated desires (e g., pulled pajamas over her face
to initiate a game of peek-a-boo); (5) comprehended and responded correctly to some

spoken directions (e g., pointed to the light when asked, "Where is the light?").

10 Months

Examples of language-related behaviors'. (1) pointed to her nose when asked;
(2) pointed to lights when asked; (3) looked for specific family members when asked;

(4) occasionally talked in her sleep; (5) "ooce" indicated she wanted some juice;
(6) demonstrated jealousy through fretting and crying; (7) said "Day" for Uncle Jay;
(8) "thssss" was a happy sound; (9) "ma ma ma" indicated time to nurse or she was
unhappy; (10) nodded head as she talked to emphasize her point; (11) continued to babble

a variety of sounds; (12) increasingly responded to our talking (e g., facial expressions,
eyebrows raising, frowning, smiling, verbal response, pointed, looked, or gestured);
(13) generally responded correctly to the statement,"Katelyn, come here"; (14) cried or

whined to get her way; (15) began long conversations with others (e g , said, "Aaaaaaaaaa-aaaaa" (string of short a sounds); (16) tried to imitate mouth movements to say

"light."

Single-word utterance used correctly, "ooce" (juice).
11 Months

Single-word utterances spoken and used correctly. (1) "hi" and waved;

(2) "bye" and waved; (3) "uh" when she dropped something (i.e., uh oh); (4) "dis" for
"this" then pointed at object; (5) "dat" for "that" then pointed at object; (6) "oose" for
juice; (7) "du" for duck.

First two-word utterance'. "Bye, Dada."
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Examples of language-related behaviors-. ( 1 ) enhanced interaction through play;

(2) gestures often communicated needs (e g., thumb in the mouth indicated she was tired

or stressed, pointed to a desired object, patted hands together to initiate a game of patty
cake).
12-Months
Additional single words spoken and used correctly. (1) "uh uh" to "uh oh";

(2) "air" for hair and ear; (3) "eye"; (4) "boo-woo" for dog; (5) "woo-woo" with flat palm
on mouth for Indian; (6) lips buzz together for cat purr; (7) "kit" for kitty; (8) "cow";

(9) "mou" for mouth; (10) "cuck cuck" for cluck-cluck (chicken); (11) squeals to neigh
like a horse; (12) "boo" for balloon.

Combined words spoken. (1) "Uh oh, juice"; (2) "Juice, uh oh"; (3) "Uh oh Dada";

(4) "Juice, juice, uh oh juice"; (5) "Dada juice".

13 Months
Additional single words spoken: (I) "boon" for balloon; (2) "boo" -noise for car,
tractor, push stroller; (3) "see"; (4) "moo"; (5) "aw" for all gone; (6) "bu" for bus.

Combined words spoken: (1) "hi, Dada"; (2) "uh oh boo woo"; (3) "dat dog";

(4) "Dada uh oh juice".
14 Months
Additional single words spoken: (1) "ot" for stove, heat vent, radiator, or fireplace

(i.e., hot things); (2) squealed to roar like a lion; (3) "shoes"; (4) "boby" and "baba" for
baby; (5) "shh" indicated quiet down; (6) "dow" for down; (7) "nnn" indicated anger;

(8) "see"; (9)"boo" for books; (10) "baw" for ball.

Combined words spoken: (1) "hi dare" for hi there.
15 Months

Additional single words or gestures: (1) "up"; (2) slap someone's palm in

response to the statement "Give me five"; (3) correctly pointed to the following body
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parts: eyes, nose, mouth, teeth, tongue (which she sticks out), hair, ears, hands,
sometimes gets belly button and arms; (4) blew kisses; (5) took adult hand and led them to

what she wanted to do; (6)"ba" for bath; (7)"na na" means no; (8) "hot" (holding out the
palm of her hand has been used to label the stove, bathroom heater, hair dryer, radiator,

electric sockets, fireplace, refrigerator, her bowl of cereal, my plate at a restaurant,

toaster, dishwasher, clothes dryer); (9) "mm-mm" for yes; (10) "boo" for moo;
(11) "poon" for spoon; (12) "bu" for bunny; (13) "ben" for pen.

Multiple-word utterances. (1) "Mama boo woo" (afraid the dogs might jump on
her); (2) "Up Mama" or "Mama up"; (3) "Dada, Mama, up up"; (4) "Mama, up up juice
juice juice."

16 Months
Additional words. (1) "be" for bed, (2) "boop" for book; (3) "off"; (4) "haff" for

bath; (5) "ouch"; (6) "fower" for flower; (7) "rock" for rock and rocking; (8) "side" for
outside; (9) "boo" for nose; (10) "Pot" for Spot (book characters); (11) "hat".

Multiple-word combinations: (1) "Boo woo woo woo uh oh"; (2) "Juice up".
17 Months
Additional words: (1) "pe" for pen; (2) "Nana" (name for Grandmother Janet);

(3) "baby"; (4) "mo" for mole; (5) "buff" for Brush; (6)"fy" for fly; (7) "bzzz-bzzz" for
bug; (8) "sock"; (9) "five"; (10) "bo" for bob; (11) "back"; (12) "wawk" for walk;

(13) "Goopy" for Cookie Monster; (14) "bear" ;( 15) "bu" for bug; (16)"tankoo" forthank
you; (17) "box"; (18) "goose"; (19) "stick"; (20) "church"; (21) "cacker" for cracker;

(22) "bi" for bib; (23)"go"; (24) "no"; (25)"moe" for more; (26) "yea" for yes; (27) "Er"

for Ernie; (28) "row" for roll; (29)"sit"; (30) "ah" for pleasure from a drink; (31) "aw" for
all fall down; (32) "duck" for stuck; (33) "dere" for there; (34) "hoose" for horse;
(35) "bank" for blanket; (36) "tut" for tractor; (37) "bat" for baseball bat; (38) "appa" for
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apple and applesauce; (39) "boo" for blue; (40) "bodeee" for body; (41) "Daydee" for
Katie; (42) "dess" for dress.

Multiple word combinations. (1) "Mama boop"; (2)"Mama up"; (3) "uh oh boo"

for uh oh balloon; (4) "oh up, up oh boon up" commented on the balloon; (5) "dat dere"
for that there; (6) "baby dess" for baby dress.
18 Months
Additional words: (l)"apple"; (2)"hop"; (3)"neck"; (4) "car"; (5) "Ban" for

Brandy and "Bitt" for Brittany (the names of our dogs); (6) "ouch"; (7) "sit"; (8)"bir" for
bird; (9) "more"; (10) "wash"; (11) "Pop" for Granddaddy Jerry; (12) "hopit" for hospital.
Multiple-word combinations. (1) "goo gir" for good girl; (2) "a choo"; (3)"car

bye- bye" (4) "Mama up"; (5)"Dada up"; (6) "more cacker".
19 Months
Additional words'. (1) "taw" for tall; (2) "butterfy"; (3) "hewwo" for hello;

(4) "touch"; (5) "food"; (6) "cook"; (7) "piwwo" for pillow; (8) "tuc" for truck;
(9)"to"(short o) for top; (10) pea(s) and pea(rs) (long a) (she got the initial sounds but
was leaving off the endings); (11) "pot" for potty; (12) "pape" for toilet paper; (13) "two";

(14) "Four"; (15) "six"; (16) "eight"; (17) "nine"; (18) "ten"; (19) "terteen" for thirteen;
(20) "cut"; (21) "cake"; (22) "cawwy" for carry; (23) "owfi" for outfit; (24) "Awison" for

Allison; (25) "dewwo" for jello; (26) "pease" for please; (27) "cea" for cereal; (28) "milk";

(29) "cower" for color; (30) "camera"; (31) "tash" for trash; (32) "dirt"; (33) "iwwa" for
vanilla; (34) "co co" for chocolate; (35) "mime" for mine; (36) "Daddy"; (37) "elbow";
(38) "couch"; (39) "chair"; (40) "teet" for teeth; (41) "purpe"; (42) "re" for red;
(43) "geen" for green; (44) "yewwo" for yellow; (45) "back" for black; (46) "bown" for

brown; (47) "Bert"; (48) "daw" for doll; (49) "wis" for wrist; (50) "gapes" for grapes;

(51) "TD" for TV; (52) "airpane" for airplane; (53) "house"; (54) "col" for cold;
(55) "Okay" or sometimes just "kay"; (56) "mow"; (57) "coucou" for washcloth.
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Multiple-word combinations: (1) "ouch knee" (said as she bumped her knee);

(2) "sit, Mama"; (3) "peas hot"; (4) "Mama hep" for Mama help; (5) "Hi, Ernie"; (6) "Hi,
Coocoo" for Hi, Cookie Monster; (7) "Hi, baby"; (8) "boo cup" for blue cup; (9) "oange

juice" for orange juice; (10) "red cup"; (11) "shirt Daddy"; (12) "Kaykay potty" for
Katelyn potty; (13)"dess off baby" for dress off baby; (14) "Bo Bop" for Baby Bop;
(15) "I wuv..." then rocked to Barney theme song; (16) "Bye-bye, GG" for Bye-bye, great
grandmother; (17) "more pape" for more paper; (18) "Close door, kay" for close door

okay; (19) "Hi, Daddy"; (20) "hep Daddy" for help Daddy; (21) "no Bye-bye"; (22) "I
keam" for ice cream; (23) "hot do" for hot dog; (24)"uh oh piwwow" for uh oh pillow;
(25) "arm pit"; (26) "GG Nellie" (name for Great Grandmother Nellie); (27) "GG Mark"

(name for Great Granddaddy Mark); (28) "No. No. No. Mime"; (29) "high chair";
(30) "Ho Po" for Hoky Poky; (31) "Mama tow" for Mama's towel; (32) "Mama potty";
(33) "potty no"; (34) "haff no"; (35)"juice bed"; (36) "Bi Bir" for big bird; (37) "Mama

hi"; (38) "Mama sit; (39) "Kaykay sit" for Katelyn sit; (40) "Juice kay" for juice okay.
20 Months

Examples of two-word phrases'. (1) "Katie reading"; (2) "motorcycle outside";
(3) "my baby"; (4) "Kay-Kay baff' for Katelyn's bath; (5) "Kay-Kay soap"; (6) "Aw gone.
See"; (7) "Mama Coucou" for Mama's washcloth; (8) "Big airpane" for big airplane;

(9) "Kay-Kay potty"; (10) "no shirt"; (11) "up pease"; (12) "juice pease"; (13) "Daddy
shirt"; (14) "Mamma up"; (15) "duck mine"; (16) "aw done"; (17) "choo choo train;
(18) "aw go"; (19) "cacker pease" for cracker please; (20) "coocoo pease" for cookie

please; (21) "up pease"; (22) "more pease"; (23) "Mama schoo" for Mama's school;

(24) "Nana house"; (25) "Tatie up" for Katie up; (26) "Jim home"; (27) "sit Tatie";
(28) "Tatie trash"; (29) "trash tankou" for trash thank you; (30) "eyes shut"; (31) "diaper

Katie"; (32) "yea hat"; (33) "no hat"; (34) "dirty part"; (35) "rock chair" for rocking chair;
(36) "dirty Daddy"; (37) "taking baf* for taking bath; (38) "eaten cacker" for eating
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cracker; (39) "daw baby" for doll baby; (40) "tuggy boat"; (41) "hat off'; (42) "sanbock
dump" for sandbox dump; (43) "anober cup" for another cup; (44) "orange juice";

(45) "Katie come"; (46) "Get kay" for get okay; (47) "Jimmy come".

Examples of three-wordphrases. (1) "Juice aw gone"; (2) "Mama shoes off';
(3) "See, aw gone"; (4) "See wite dere" for see right there; (5) "Sit wite dere"; (6) "See
bed ky" for see in the bed the baby is crying; (7) "no baby bush" for no baby brush;

(8) "dirty Katie eating"; (9) "Top aw gone"; (10) "He wite dere" for he's right there;
(11) "uh oh bwue marker".

Examples offour-word phrases. (1) "Tatie sit right dere"; (2) "goose sit right

dere"; (3) "ouch baby go ky" (cry); (4) "no hat baby tiny."
21 Months

Attempted to say most words and clearly stated such words as "motorcycle,"
"parachute," and "Bridgewater."

Samples of larger utterances: (1) "Doll baby come too"; (2) "Doll baby runny
nose"; (3) "Duck cereal too"; (4) "Doctor Raphke"; (5) "Bwess you, Daddy"; (6) "Night

night baby, seep good"; (7) "Anober cacker, pease"; (8) "Rainen outside... baby doll
rainen outside" (showed her doll that it was raining outside.)

22 Months
Refined and improved one-word and two-word utterances, for example, "Baby

Marie" rather than "Baby Rie." Increased multiple word utterances.
Samples of multiple-word utterances: (1) "Read, no tancou, aw done"

(read, no thank you, all done); (2)"Hot juice" (i.e., Pop's coffee); (3) "Open da door";

(4)"I wuv ou too"; (5) "eight, nine, ten, eweven, twelve, tirteen"; (6) "Lambchop on.
Barney aw gone"; (7) "Anover han wite dere" (another hand right there); (8) "Katie body

odor wite dere" ; (9) "Can wash. Can wash my hans"; (10) "Mommy, hep pease";
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(11) "Daddy coat off'; (12)"Ointment nose"; (13) "Katelyn some too"; (14) "Cookie fall

down, doll baby fall down, Barney fall down, see" ; (15) "Doll baby brush teeth";

(16) "Bump head wite dere"; (17) "Mommy wash clothes"; (18) "Katie kean (clean) too";
(19) "Mommy take picture"; (20) "Mommy coat right dere, see"; (21) "Hang Daddy coat";

(22) "Nana comin too"; (23) "Cwose da door"; (24) "Cereal ready"; (25) "Katie help.

Katie zip"; (26) "Daddy do dat"; (27) "Nana Pop house"; (28) "Katie cwose door";
(29) "Katie juice pease"; (30) "tankou much" (thank you very much); (31) "Uh oh, wipe

pease"; (32) "Happy birday, Crytal."
23 Months

Examples ofmultiple-wordphrases'. (1) Big bird is on here. Big bird is on here,

watch"; (2) "Granma tomor sure" (Grandmother's house tomorrow, sure); (3) "Aw done
messy potty"; (4) "Messy potty, messy potty right dere"; (5) "Mommy open da door";

(6) "Santa Caus go"; (7) "Watch Fosty Noman"; (8) "Fosty da Noman"; (9) "Teddy bear

puzzle"; (10) "Kean up Mommy."
24 Months
Samples of language used: (1) "No, Mommy read it." (2) "Aw done. Read pig
book." (3) "Katie write too." (4) "No, Crystal up." (5)"Crystal wash hands too." (6) "I see
you, Daddy." (7) "Yittle more Frosty Snowman." (8) "Cwose da door, pease." (9) "Open

da door pease." (10) "Daddy, open door right here." (11) "Baby Rie open eyes too."
(12) "Take baby." (13) "Dat on too." (14) "Kaphryn hang coat." (15) "Mommy off too."
(16) "Sipping, sipping, sipping." (17) "I, him, and you." (18) "Push him off, push him off."
(19) "Bwow fireplace. Bwow fireplace. Stop it, stop it." (20) "Broken, nover pencil."
(21) "See teddy bear right dere." (22) "Aw done put it away." (23) "Uh oh, one fell on da

floor." (24) "Same cowor" (color). (25) "I get it. Teeny tiny bow." (26) "Mommy, yook
at dat!" (27) "Big mess bed. See. Kean." (28) "Give it back Mommy. Give it aw back."

(29) "Dere is one piece." (30) "Aw gone two piece." (31) "Bye-bye everybody, bye-bye
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everybody." (32) "Katie right dere." (33) "Hide-n-seek." (34) "Bafroom." (35) "Stop it,
Mommy,stop it." (36) "No Mommy, no Mommy." (37) "Here Mommy. Take duck."

(38) "Too yittle. Mommy Daddy bed." (39) "Daddy work hôpital." (40) "Runny nose,
Mommy." (41) "Aw gone." (42) "Wheel Fortune aw gone, Mommy." (43) "Pretty good."

(44) "I did it." (45) "Come on guys." (46) "Tankoo . .. (and person's name). (47) "Here,
Mommy, you take it." (48) "Dere she goes." (49) "You're okay Britey Brany."
(50) "Jeopardy host aw gone. "(51) "Boots. . . snowsuit. . mittens. . hat." (52) "Hat

Pop." (53) "Potato."(54) "Crystal up.Crystal seeping." (55) "Mommy exercise."

(56) "Mommy read." (57) "Katie seep good. Mommy seep good." (58) "Who was it?"
(59) "In microwave." (60) "Go downdairs, Daddy. Watch T V." (61) "French fries."
(62) "Jimmy turn." (63) "Updairs." (64) "Mommy ... Mommy . .. Katie in bed."
(65) "Mommy exercise." (66) "Katie seepy time." (67) "Bwow out candles."

(68) "Mommy read." (69) "Mommy sing."

25 Months
Examples of utterances: (1) "Uh oh, uh oh, uh oh. Hewwo baby. Mommy read

da book for her. Katie read baby Bell. Read by self." (2) "Book first Mommy. Mommy,
book first." (3) "Mommy come here. Katie in da bed, Mommy." (4) "Daddy red car aw
better." (5) "Granmoder, Granddaddy, and Grea Granmoder." (6) "Katie two,

Granddaddy."

(7) "Good idea." (8) "Drink it in da family room." (9) "More, Mommy.

More on da pwate Mommy." (10) "Make a muscle. Make a muscle. Make a muscle."

(11) "Mommy ready eat too." (12) "Mommy kean (clean) it up, pease." (13) "I'm comin
downdairs." (14) "I'm Katie." (15) "Yook. Awkean." (16) "Be careful Daddy."
(17) "No kankoo much." (18) "Don't worry. I'll show you." (19) "I'm comin updairs

Nana." (20) "Katie ski by self." (21) "Come too. Coat on. Hat on." (22) "Nana gave it to
me." (23) "Tapioca" (24) "GGNewwie have it. Bring it." (25) "I want Baby Bell back.

I take it. I want it back. I want it back. Okay." (26)"Old MacDonald had a farm. EE I
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EE I Oh." (27) "Your blanket. My blanket." (28) "No, more airpane ride." (29) "Sit

downondafwor." (30) "Tiywa basket." (31) "Spot. Good boy, Spot." (32) "See free
spots." (33) "Katie wite on it." (34) "Barney read dat book."

26 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "Oh, I see. No, Helga do dat." (2) "I yike Jimmy
house." (3) "No, I don't yike it." (4) "Go grocery store (i.e., library), get puzzles." (5) "I

want to have dat bone." (6) "Jimmy's crying. Jimmy sad." (7) "I want to do it downdairs,
Mommy." (8) "Mommy, where are you?" (9) "I want a raisen bagel." (10) "I turned on

da TV, Mommy." (11) "Read dose, Mommy." (12) "Where are you, Mommy."

(13) "I'm going rase dat. I can't. I'm going do it again." (14) "No, I can't fix dat."
(15) "Dis can't go in." (16) "Okay, I reached it." (17) "I put this backup." (18) "No, I

want to stand up there." (19) "No, I want it in here." (20) "I want read torybooks."
(21) "I can't read dis again." (22) "I brake dat." (23) T fix it." (24) "Miwwy gonna fix
dat. I want to read some. Read dis book." (25) "I draw myself." (26) "I read the

motorcycle book." (27) "Would you open dis?"

27 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "She fall down on da kitchen ... she fall down under

my table." (2) "Oh, my book fall, too." (3) "She don't want to sit in my chair." (4) "Dis is
piggy's friend, and dis is her Mommy." (5) "I stand on Mommy's stool. I stand on

Mommy's stool. I can't see. " (6) "Dis is for you, Mommy." (7) "No, I want to use
Mommy's." (8) "I'm going to write on dis." (9) "No, I'm going to write on dis." (10) "Use

disarm." (11) "I want to bring Katie's pillow and my blanket." (12) "Have to help me wif
dose." (13) "No, I want aw da songs." (14) "Sing aw da songs Mommy!" (15) "Wait a

minute, its tangled." (16) "I'll be just one minute." (17) "I need to hurry, Mommy. Messy

potty." (18) "Mommy, messy potty. It's comin out. Hurry, Mommy!" (19) "No, I didn't
have an accident." (20) "We are going to Tayor's house." (21) "Can I have some juice
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Daddy?" (22) "Can I have a cup yike Daddy's?" (23) "Daddy has to go to work,
Mommy." (24) "Dis is my parachute." (25) "I cried-n-cried." (26) "Mommy was
mowing." (27) "Mommy where did you go?" (28)"Can I come too? Daddy wants to

come too." (29) "I want to come too." (30) "He got caught on his yeg. Daddy caught on

hisyeg." (31) "Yike dat, he's okay, Daddy's okay."

28 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "I want to watch Katie's TV show." (2) "Can I write
in your journal?" (3) "No, can I write on yours, pease?" (4) "Where is Baby Rie's bwue
dress?" (5) "So peoples don't get dat." (6) "Seedatbokentoe." (7) "I don't want to tape

dese." (8) "No, don't want to tape a picture of me." (9) "I watch da tape. I put my eye

wight dere." (10) "What does dat say, Daddy?" (11) "This is mines." (12) "Hold me

Mommy." (13) "I exercise too." (14) "I need new pants, Mommy. I'll get them."

(15) "Hurry, Mommy! Potty!" (16) "I didn't tell them hurry potty." (17) "No, I just want
to get out of dis bed!" (18) "Cause I yike to everytime." (19) "Granddaddy, I need you. I

can't go outside by myself." (20) "Mommy, I can't put da sheet on me." (21) "Daddy
needs to give me a hug." (22) "No, I don't want to talk to Daddy." (23) "Dat's not a kiss.
Dat is a pull of dat dis." (24) "I can't do dat by myself. I'm too yittle ' (25) "I don't want
her on da dirty floor." (26) "Jimmy come over to my house and pay." (27) "Yea, see aw

the scratches." (28) "I have a runny nose. I better go." (29) "Oh Baby Marie has a blue
dress on the TV." (30) "Write in my journal, okay?" (31) "Mommy, hep me get it out."
(32) "One more job den we are done." (33) "No, you have to write on dat one."

29 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "You can sit on dis and I move dere." (2) "Because
he uses da men's room." (3) "I have one more job to do." (4) "Yook, Mommy, I touched
da messy potty!" (5) "I don't yike da soda at all!" (6) "I don't yike my house. I yike

Jimmy's house." (7) "I already have growed bigger." (8) "That's a word... Mommy."
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(9) "I'm wearing a pretty dress, too." (10) "It not on dere." (11) "The goat scratch me."
(12) "Mommy, its all gone." (13) "I see da Mommy baas" (i.e., sheep). (14) "We can go

there too?" ( 15) "I jumped in da balls and dat what hurt da yittle girl." (16) "Now it is my
turn. I have a geen one."

30 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "They have to catch the dirt you know." (2) "Daddy
has nipples, Mommy has nipples, and Katie has nipples." (3) "Are we taking the new
car?" (4) "I wants to watch my TV show." (5) "I will." (6) "She got her hat from

Hechinger's or somepen like dat." (7) "My shoes are too tight." (8) "Too many people."

(9) "It sounds like a choochoo train." (10) "I saw you mowing, Mommy." (11) "I want
to play with potato (i.e., play dough), Mommy." (12) "Yea, I look just like Aunt Amy."
31 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "Mommy, I need to messy potty." (2) "Nana didn't
hug me." (3) "Mommy, the sun is up. Time to get up." (4) "And you have clothes on and

I have pajamas on." (5) "No, I'm waiting for the dog to sat cheese." (6) "Now somebody
else needs a hat." (7) "They were dirty too. Everything was dirty." (8) "Yea, I liked the

cows and Pop liked da bunny rabbits ' (9) "He was out of his cage and wanted to play.

He wants to be hopping up and down. We pet da right bunny rabbits." (10) "She did pick
da teeny tiny rooster up." (11) "No, I want to do it." (12) "Yea, just like da other one

was a blue color. The big bunny. " (13) "I will try." (14) "I'm trying to get the ducks.
Would you get the ducks, pease?"

32 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "Because I want you to move when I put the blanket
on." (2) "Look Mommy, I made a(then named a letter of the alphabet).

(3) "Mommy, will you please play with me?" (4) "If I put my hand on it den it won't fall."
(5) "I already dumped it out." (6) "Where does this go?" (7) "Here is the ice cream
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cone." (8) "Dat book down dere lets put on top to keep it aw warm." (9) "I'm gonna get

my big Barney and my little Barney to match dat dog." (10) "And yook, Barney undemeef
his house." (11) "After I go get a book we can read it." (12) "GG Nellie and Mommy and
Daddy are going to go somewhere and somebody else is going to come stay with me."

(13) "Can I have the knife, pease?"

33 Months

Examples of utterances-. (1) "Twice means two times." (2) "Mommy, its soggy
outside!" (3) "Let me turn to anober page. Now you can show me." (4) "I've got them

all situated." (5) "I'll be there in just a minute." (6) "Make them go home Mommy!"

(7) "I want to make it go away." (8) "I'm still working on the computer. Sawwy is aw
done and Poochy is aw done. I wanted to drop them off to you." (9) "Well let me go get

baby Jan." (10) "No, I want to sing it over here." (11) "I go get Baby Marie. I be right

back." (12) "You are going to sit right over here." (13) "I will read dis one in just a

second."

34 Months

Examples of utterances-. (1) "I didn't want to go somewhere because I was too
mean. And then I wasn't too mean. So I didn't want to do it. I wanted to go back home.

I was someplace with Mommy." (2) Where did you go with Mommy?" (3) "I don't want
to talk about it. I just want to read books and do puzzles." (4) "Dis book is for you and
dis book is for me, and I am reading my book and your book." (5) "Yea. You can read dis
one, dis one is yours." (6) "I want to write in dis book. First I want to write Katie in dis
book." (7) "Now we are back. Now what time is?" (8) "I want to do da computer."

(9) "I want to write my name." (10) Counted correctly to 30.

35 Months

Examples of utterances: (l)"This is a baby house and this is a thing that we have
to fix and that's what we have to do." (2) "There was a bug behind this." (3) "This is
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where you wash your hands." (4) "Now let's make her to walk up the stairs." (5) "This is
a rocking chair and this is a rocking chair and this is the couch." (6) "No, my Daddy is

going to play with him and you can set him right on dat." (7) "He can sit in the rocken

chair, and all of the chairs are going to be in the family room too. And they are going to

sit right here. And they are ... " (8) "We need to watch this tape." (9) "This rock has
freckles on it." (10) "Well, I have to do one more thing on this page and it's very sneaky."

(11) This is my kitchen and I got a new helmet and new puzzles and Santa brought me
the ones that I wanted." (12) "But this one is not how I wanted it." (13) "I'm all done

with this one."
36 Months

Examples of utterances: (1) "Its aw right, Matthew." (2) "... and say Baby
Marie one month today, too." (3) "Dey way, way, way up high where he can't reach

them." (4) "Well..." (5) "Who taped dis up?" (6) "Now yet me hold him." (7) "Den we
bofe can hold ours." (8) Named the 12 months of the year as a result of learning a song.
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Appendix D
Literacy Behaviors Generalized
From the Literature Review

LITERACY BEHAVIORS; BIRTH TO 3 MONTHS
Reading

Writing

Language

.♦Receptive to reading:

Unknown

Î.Ciying and cooing:

a.
b.

sits and listens to reading;
little obvious attention to
books;
c. occasionally looks at book,
room, or reader,
d. limited mobility causes a
passive audience no choice
but to sit and listen.
♦Comforted by reading:
a. infant may stop crying
when a familiar book is read;
b. establishes security through
holding and cuddling;
c. book may become a
plaything or manipulative.
•Notices books:
appears more active when
read a familiar book;
b. eyes may focus on pictures
or print;
c. short attention span (several
seconds to 3 min );
d. infants may appear to stare
with no connection.
♦May interact with books:
a. will begin touching the books
(random to more directed
efforts);
b. random babbling may occur
during reading session.
♦Responsive to reading:
a. appears to enjoy familiar books;
b. "early warning system" (look
away to end reading session,
fuss if it is not ended on
demand, content if it ends).

a. "animal-like sounds and cries";
b. throaty sounds turn to cooing

(e.g., ooh, ah, ae);
c. responds to a person's voice;
d. whimpers, gurgles at back of
throat, squeals, and chuckles.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973;
Lewis, 1975; Case. 1985; Helms,
1981; Lenneberg, 1966,1967;
Menyuk, 1971; Stark, 1980.

a.

'

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;
Lamme & Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989..
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LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 3 TO 6 MONTHS

Reading
♦Increases participation;
a. attention span of 10 minutes
or more;
b. grabs the book to suck or chew;
c. follows left to right with eyes
if reader models by pointing;
d. tries to turn pages;
e. involved with interactive books;
f. babbles during reading
session.
ÎDisnlavs reading preferences:

Writing

Language

Unknown

♦Cooine replaced by babbling
♦Less crying, more smiling,
cooing, and other vocalizations:
a. increases vowel and
consonant sounds;
b. vocalizes spontaneously to
self and toys;
c. babbles to gain attention.
♦More responsive to human
sounds:
a. when talked to, smiles, coos;
b. turns head, looks for speaker,
c. understands name.
♦Increasing vowel and consonant
sounds:
a. fifth month - vowel sounds ee, ay, ey, air, ooh;
consonant-like sounds
(d, b, I, m);
b. sixth month - vowels
interspersed with consonants
(f, v, th, s, sir, z, sz, m, n);

a. may prefer familiar stories;
b. may prefer certain books,
types of books, parts of
books and/or pages of books;
c. may prefer colorful
illustrations to black and white.
^Displays pleasure from reading:
a. gentle touches initiated by
infant to reader,
b. infant may smile or appear
excited;
c. familiar story may help stop
crying.

c. common utterances-ma, mu,
da or di;
♦Infant's sounds differ from
mature language

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;
Lamrne & Packer, 1986; Lass,
1982; Trelease, 1989.,

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985; Gibson
& Levin, 1975; Helms, 1981;
Lenneberg, 1966, 1967;
Lewis, 1975; Martlew, 1988;
McCarthy, 1946; Stark, 1980;
Stem, 1971; White, 1975.
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LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 6 TO 9 MONTHS

Reading
^Increases participation-

Writing
Unknown

turning pages is characteristic
of this age (may even learn to
flatten pages);
b. premeditated decisions to put
books in mouth;
c. points to interesting pages
and can follow pointing cues
to pictures and text;
d. may initiate reading sessions;

a.

Language
^Babbling is the key language
behavior

a.

may say dada and/or mama
with or without meaning;
b. babbles with variety of
sounds;
may label an object in imitation
of its sound, e g., train, choo-choo.
^Mav resnond to words other
than name
ÎMav carry out simple commands
c.

e. opens and closes book;
f. attention span increases.
♦Have book preferences:
a. favorite books with favorite
routines for reading the books;
b. self-selects books as playthings.
♦Anticipates storylinea. recognizes the end of a story
as indicated by tactile/motor
gestures, verbal
responses (e g., sigh) or
affective behaviors
(e.g., smile).

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973;
Case, 1985; Helms, 1981;
Lenneberg, 1966, 1967;
Lewis, 1975; McCarthy, 1946;
Stark, 1980; Stem, 1971.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;
Lamme & Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989..
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LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 9 TO 12 MONTHS

Reading

Writing

Language

♦"Integrally" involved with
reading:
a. identifies front and back of
book;
b. places book right side up;

Unknown

*Growing ability to understand
words:

a. says no and shakes head,
bye-bye and waves;
b. may say one or two words
besides Mama and Dada;
c. recognizes words as symbols
for objects (e g., airplane - points
to sky, doggie - growls);
d. says two to eight words,
possibly no, baby, bye-bye,
hi, and words that imitate
sounds of objects, eg., bow-wow;
e. words begin to assist in
discrimination of object
classes, pei is airplane and
kite, i.e., flying objects.

c. turns pages, by request or
on cue;
d. babbles with reader;
e. makes animal sounds to go
with story;
f. anticipates storyline;
g. follows one character through
book;
h. left to right progression
with eyes;
i. identifies some books by name;
j. increased independent play
with books;
k. points to appropriate
object named;
1. first words reflect reading
vocabulary;
m. requests rereadings;
n. initiates reading session.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985;
Lenneberg, 1966, 1967; Lewis,
1975; Stern, 1971; White, 1975.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray,
1987; Lamrne & Packer, 1986;
Lass, 1982; Trelease, 1989.
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LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 12 TO 24 MONTHS

Reading

Writing

♦Increased mobility/decreased
reading.
•Lead bookreading:
a. points and expects response;
b. names tilings;
c. helps with rhymes;
d. fills in the names of characters,
sound effects or repetitive
refrains;
e. pats identified picture, then
points to identified picture then
names the identified picture;
f. begins labeling items;
g. makes associations across items;
h. single letter may identify a word
(e.g., M represents McDonald's);
i. recognizes and identifies letters;
j. locates letters in environment;
k, identifies word;
1. requests favorite books;
in. confuses letter and number
functions;
n. spells name;
o. matches letters;
p. story relates to real life;
q. pretends to read titles;
r. identifies products from logos;
s. understands up-down
reversals, fails on left-right
reversals.

•Intense Exploration:
a. experiments with the capabilities
of writing tools
b. adapts to holding writing tools.
♦"Mark" merges into "scribble."
•Lists words to be written by
conventional writer or self.
♦Unlabelled/uncontiolled scribbling:
makes spontaneous, random
marks.
•Labeled/controlled scribbling:
begins to repeat marks such
as horizontal, vertical, or
circular lines and label them
(scribble does not resemble label).
•Discovers picture from scribble:
a. scribbles, then by accident
discovers that the scribbles
resemble something
in real life;
b. names scribble after real-life
object (scribble may appear to
conventional writer to be
proportioned like the shape
the child identified).
•Names picture then scribble :
deliberately attempts to draw
something which may include
letters or words.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; llg & Ames, 1950;
Joyner & Ray, 1987; Lamrne &
Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989.

••Transitional play and practice:
any of the writing behaviors
acquired may be practiced during
writing/drawing experiences;
new skills do not replace old skills.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Goodenough,
1926; Hildreth, 1936; Isenberg &
Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967;
Lamb, 1982; Legrun (cited in
Gibson & Levin, 1975); Lowenfeld
de Brittain, 1964; Martlew, 1988;
Mortensen, 1991; Rouma (cited in
Goodenough, 1926); Schickedanz,
1990..
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Language
•First words are spoken
(Holophrastic period!
•Bv 18 months creates one- and
two-word utterances
a. about 20 words at 18 months;
b. about 200 words at 21 months;
c. everything lias a name;
d. vocabulary contents are
increased by nouns then verbs
then qualifying words
and those expressing relation.
j~Bv 24 months rapid vocabulary
growth
a. vocabulary of more than
50 items
b. telegraphic sentences
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Bloom, 1975; Caplan, 1973; Case,
1985; Gibson & Levin, 1975;
Helms, 1981; Lenneberg, 1966,
1967; Lewis, 1975; McNeil, 1970;
Stark, 1980; Stern, 1971;
White, 1975.

LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 24 TO 36 MONTHS

Reading

Writing

-Mav identify some capital letters♦Resembles adult standard:
a. some select letters by form
a. sun figures emerge;
(i.e., the round letters O, C, D, G
b. begins to create tadpole people
or the vertical and horizontal
when "drawing" a person;
ones T, 1);
c. writing may be represented by
b. some by association:
linear writing (several wavy
M for Mommy, D for Daddy,
horizontal lines described by the
J for Johnny, etc.
child as a story or other written
.♦May know alphabet through
document;
sones or poems
d. writing may be represented by
(Does not necessarily learn
line writing (series of short
the letters).
vertical lines each one representing
.♦Wants to look at pictures in book
a letter);
when read to.
e. writing may be represented by
♦Mav make categorizations of print
conventional letters that begin
items.
to emerge from scribbles or
♦Mav beein demonstrating story
deliberate writing attempts.
reading schema
♦Representation by adult standard♦May read some words:
a. use of scribbling declines;
learning words in meaning
b. chooses to draw recognizable
clumps (e g., colors, numbers,
pictures such as a person or write
shapes), then by sound.
letters and words deliberately
.♦Mav have no idea that decoding
which can be recognized
could be nspfiil,
by adult standards all of the time.
ÎMav develop various reading skills:
a. begins demonstrating sequencing;
♦♦Transitional play and practice:
b. develops skills regarding main idea; any of the writing behaviors
c. develops skills regarding detail
acquired may be practiced during
comprehension;
writing/drawing experiences;
d. develops skills regarding
new skills do noL replace old skills.
characterization;
e. classifies parts of speech;
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
f. discovers removing "s" at the
Baghban, 1984; Ferreira &
end of a word makes a word
Teberosky, 1979/1982; Goodenough,
singular,
1926; Green, 1990; Hildreth, 1936;
g begins using syllabication to
Isenberg de Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg,
determine unknown words;
1967; Lamb, 1982; Legrun (cited in
h. begins telling narratives;
Gibson & Levin, 1975); Lowenfeld
i. brings personal meaning to book.
& Brittain, 1964; Luria, 1977-78;
?Mav have definite reading interests. Martlew, 1988; Mortensen, 1991;

.♦May peruse titles
"'Mav become a conventional render.

Rouma (cited in Goodenough, 1926);
Schickedanz, 1990..

Reading behaviors generalizedfrom:
Anbar, 1984; Baghban, 1984; llg &
Ames, 1950; Lass, 1983.
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Language
♦Rapid vocabulary growth:
a. 24-27 months, vocabulary
300-400 words;
b. two- to three-word phrases
and improving;
c. uses prepositions and
pronouns;
d. frustrated when not
understood;
e. seems to understand
everything;
f. 36-39 months vocabulary
1000 words or more.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Gibson & Levin, 1975; Helms,
1981; Lenneberg, 1966, 1967;
Lewis, 1975; Stern, 1971.

Appendix E
Katelyn's Literacy Behaviors:
Birth to Three Years
Birth to Three Months

From Birth
Reading
1. introduced to print first day of life
2.
listened as reading was modeled
Writing
1.
introduced to writing first day of life
2.
observed writing being modeled
Language
1.
listened to sounds in environment
2.
studied surroundings that were visible
3.
first sound a squeak rather than a cry
4.
turned towards mother's voice
5,
made few sounds
6.
sounds referred to as "talking"
7.
spoken directly to as if she understood
8.
many spoke for her (i.e., tried to verbalize her thoughts)
9.
every sound analyzed and responded to by a caregiver
10. cried when in need of food, sleep, attention, etc.
Other Characteristics.
1.
7 lbs. .1 oz., 20 inches long
2.
active

One Month
Reading
1.
reading modeled daily (aloud and silently)
2.
read when infant nursed
3.
infant nursed faster and stayed awake during reading sessions
4.
adult literature read when infant nursed
5.
children's literature read when infant did not nurse
6.
infant preferred to look at print rather than pictures
Writing
1.
writing modeled daily (e g., journal, thank-you notes, bills)
2.
infant not stimulated by writing, often fell asleep when it was modeled.
Language
1.
language modeled daily
2.
infant listened to language spoken
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developed a sound that indicated hunger (i.e., bobbed head up and down and said, "a
a a," making consecutive short a sounds)
4.
cried
Other Characteristics
1.
nursed every two to three hours (indication of possible reading times)
2.
first true smile

3.

Two Months
Reading
1.
reading modeled daily (aloud and silently)
2.
nursing time was reading time
3.
infant stimulated by reading (nursed faster, nursed longer, stayed awake)
Writing
1.
writing modeled daily
2.
infant showed little interest other than an occasional glance
Language
1.
laughing and cooing joined smiling and crying
2.
vocal play increased
Other Characteristics
1.
22 inches long and 10 lbs. 6 oz.
2.
introduced to many new people, places, and things
3.
ate every three hours
4.
slept through the entire night for the first time
5.
signs of colic

Three to Six Months
Three Months
Reading
1.
new interest in mobility (e g., laid on back, stretched, played, moved on floor) and
personal interaction (e g., smiling) required changed reading routine
2.
reading/nursing sessions, stopped nursing, made eye contact and smiled
3.
did not like lap reading (squealed and wiggled to get down)
4.
enjoyed playing on back thus enjoyed reading on back
5.
looked at books; focused on pages and pictures
6.
looked at books; laughed, giggled, cooed, smiled, and made happy noises
7.
kicked legs and moved arms in response to reading
8.
may have been interested in up to three children's books at a time
9.
when disinterested, stopped looking at book, fretted, turned, looked away
Writing
1.
introduced to the computer; mesmerized by it
2.
first trip to the grocery store; saw grocery list
3.
showed little to no interest in writing
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Language
1.
vocal play continued to increase and improve
Other Characteristics
1.
12 lbs. 8 oz. and 23 inches tall
2.
rolled from stomach to back consistently
3.
discovered feet
4.
could hold and shake a rattle for short periods of time
5.
calmed self by sucking thumb
6.
scooted forward across the floor
7.
supported weight standing when hands were held
8.
attention span increased (e g., played with a single toy for one hour)
9.
ate every three hours

Four Months
Reading
1.
daily reading sessions; continued to read on our backs on the floor
2.
reacted to books as toys (i.e., talked to the book, smiled, laughed, and kicked her
legs)
3.
focused on book; turned to look at each page
4.
impressive reading attention span; listened to several books read and discussed
before indicated ready to stop
5.
indicated when to stop reading; looked away, began to fret
Writing
1.
writing modeled approximately 5 to 60 minutes daily near infant
2.
occasional look then became disinterested
Language
1.
easier to get a smile
2.
listened and responded to voices, both the tone and expression
3.
began to make facial expressions similar to those being modeled
4.
practiced and manipulated sounds made (e g., happy, high pitched squeals)
5.
happy sounds accompanied by physical activity (e g., stretched, kicked, slapped arms
on body
6.
sucked thumb and hummed to comfort self
7.
main form of communication crying (e g., needed food, sleep, or change from a
disagreeable situation)
Other Characteristics
1.
more observant of surroundings; discovered hands, feet, drawn to TV
2.
colic ending
3.
25 1/8 inches tall and 13 lbs. 13 oz.
4.
grasped small objects and carried them to mouth
5.
rolled easily from stomach to back
6.
scooted across floor
7.
pulled to sitting then standing position holding someone's hands
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Five Months
Reading
1.
reading routine developed (e g., read on backs after breakfast on the floor)
2.
read two to three books each session
3.
infant made swinging motions to touch book
4.
when tired of reading rolled away
5.
reading sessions approximately 5 to 20 minutes long
Writing
1.
watched writing but never with the interest displayed for reading
2.
when written material was read, showed little to no interest
Language
1.
vocalizations increased (e g., squeals accompanied by kicking legs and flapping
arms)
2.
whole body expressed emotions (eg., stiff body when cried, moved arms and legs
when happy)
3.
cried but much less important than previous months
Other Characteristics
1.
nursed every three to four hours but also began eating cereal two times a day and
drinking water from baby cup
2.
several new experiences (e g., riding in new stroller, observed golf, saw the ocean)
3.
rolled from back to stomach as well as stomach to back
4.
sat for short periods of time alone
5.
took a few steps with help
6.
slept from approximately 10:00 p.m. to 6:30 a m.
7.
transferred toys between hands
8.
chewed on feet as well as everything else possible

Six to Nine Months

Six Months
Reading
1.
tended to roll away from reading sessions (i.e., thrilled to use new mobility skills)
2. may read just one page to as many as three books before rolling away to end session
Writing
1.
"Rolled" to modeled writing sessions
2.
less interested in reading and more intrigued by writing as a result of rolling
Language
1.
vocal play included the consonant sounds b, m, p, d
2.
consonant sounds mixed with vowel sounds as overall vocal play increased
Other Characteristics.
1.
26 5/8inches long,15 lbs.1/2 oz.
2.
held bottle
3.
sat alone
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

picked up and manipulated toys
stood alone holding object for support
rocked on hands and knees
attempted to crawl
played in room alone for short periods of time
jumped in jump chair
started solid foods; continued to nurse three times each day
first tooth

Seven Months
Reading
1.
"read" first book independently (i.e., rolled over on back and babbled long
consecutive strings of long a and short a sounds); sounds stopped for new
breath or to put book down
2.
shared reading sessions grew difficult (i.e., more interested in crawling)
3.
looked at book for short periods of time, maybe a page or two, then left session
Writing
1.
crawled to modeled writing sessions
2.
discovered writing tools; took pen, tasted it, returned to other play
Language
1.
waved bye-bye
2.
began to communicate through gestures (e g., directed adult hand to piano to play)
Other Characteristics
1.
15 lbs. 12 oz., 27 inches long
2.
nursed and ate solid foods three times a day
3.
slept from approximately 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.
4.
second tooth
5.
crawled
6.
pulled up alone

Eight Months
Reading
1.
preferred to sit during independent and shared reading sessions (result of learning to
go from crawl to sitting position)
2.
back to reading one to two books completely as well as discussing pictures
3.
crawled away when tired of reading
4.
touched and manipulated books (e g., patted, rubbed, grasped pictures, turned book
in different directions)
Writing
1.
intrigued by writing (e g., took pen and paper then crawled away, manipulated
paper, tasted pen, patted clipboard then returned to other play)
2.
scribbled with assistance for the first time; did not notice marks, when hand was
released the pen went directly to mouth
3.
discovered other writing tools besides the pen (e g., paper, clipboard)
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Language
1.
"talked" on the telephone (i.e., smiled and babbled in response to people)
2.
watched Sesame Street, sometimes for as long as 30 minutes
3.
stopped to the command "No," looked at the réprimander, then generally tested the
response by trying the forbidden thing again
4.
sang and played the piano
5.
frowned and said, "nnnnnn," when mad
6.
made various vowel sounds
7.
combined consonants, like D and H, with vowel sounds (e.g.,dada, hehe)
8.
smiled when talked to
9.
made "throaty" noises investigating something
10. hummed (e g. "mmm" with each mouthful of food)
11. fretted when unhappy
12. climbed on caregiver's lap when tired and ready to sleep
Other Characteristics
1.
nursed one to two times every day and ate cereal for breakfast and a meat, fruit, and
vegetable for lunch and dinner
2.
16 lbs. 8 oz., 27 1/2 inches long
3.
could stand up, bend over, and pick up a toy
4.
could stand up holding onto something with one hand
5.
went from crawl to sitting position

Nine to Twelve Months

Nine Months
Reading
1.
acquired the ability to point and began pointing at pictures
2.
used new vocalizations during reading
3.
pointed at the book and babbled during independent reading sessions
4.
turned pages on demand
5.
initiated shared reading sessions; brought book to conventional reader
6.
sat beside model reader or on model reader's lap
Writing
1.
writing modeled daily by conventional write
2.
continued to wrinkle paper and chew pen

1.
2.
3.
4.

"mama" to ask to nurse
"dada" to male figures and practically everything else
"Mmmm-mmmm" with every mouthful of food
gestured to play game (e g., pulled pajamas over face then pulled them down
quickly)
5.
comprehended more commands (e g., pointed to lights on request)
Other Characteristics
1.
stood alone
2.
clapped
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

pointed
walked between tables, walls, chairs, etc.
gave kisses
nursed once a day
slept approximately 12 hours at night
1-1/2- to 2-hour morning and 1- to 2-hour afternoon nap
cut 3rd and 4rth teeth
27 3/4 inches long, 16 lbs. 14 oz.

Ten Months
Reading
1.
reading behaviors showed marked change
2.
increased attention span for listening to reading
3.
increased interaction (e g., more pointing, more talking, more page turning)
4.
interested in lap reading
5.
read to relax before sleeping
6.
increased practice of page-turning skills (eg., turned the pages of the book back and
forth, front to middle)
7.
reopened a book to indicate interest in reading again
8.
pointed then waited for model reader to respond
9.
reading was a comfortable, pleasurable time shared
10. "read" print not from books (e g., pointed to trash with print and babbled as
generally used during independent reading)
Writing
1.
wrote independently for the first time (see Appendix B-1 )
2.
selected and rotated between a variety of writing tools (e g., crayons, pens)
3.
jabbed at the paper leaving pointy, rigid marks
4.
tested either end of the tool for marking capabilities
5.
intense interest (averaged 15- to 20-minute writing sessions)
6.
tasted tool when tired of writing
7.
enjoyed sticky noise a crayon made when tapped on the paper supported by a
clipboard
8.
tested the crayon on other things (e g., the clipboard, a book) yet returned to
marking on paper when the other behaviors were discouraged
9.
interested in trying the tools modeled
10. held writing tool a variety of ways (e g., closed in palm or between fingers)
11. continued to turn and wrinkle paper
12 tapped two writing tools together
Language
1.
first single word utterance "ooce" (i.e., juice)
2.
occasionally talked in her sleep
3.
pointed to suggested person, place, or thing (e g., nose, lights, family members)
4.
demonstrated jealousy by fretting and crying;
5.
"Day" for Uncle Jay
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"thssss" was a happy sound
"ma ma ma" indicated time to nurse or unhappiness
nodded head to emphasize point when "talking"
babbled a variety of sounds
responded to modeled talking (e g., changed facial expressions, raised eyebrows,
frowned, smiled, produced verbal response, pointed, looked, or gestured)
11. began long conversations that sounded like book babbling ("Aaaaa-aaaaaaaaaa," string of short a sounds)
12. tried to imitate mouth movements to say "light"
13. fascinated with identifying facial parts (e g., mouth, teeth, nose)
Other Characteristics
1.
combined two naps into one
2.
17 lbs. 14 oz., 28 inches long
3.
walked a walker across the room
4.
climbed from the bottom to the top of staircases
5.
entertained self independently for longer periods of time
6.
stood on tip toes to play the piano
7.
took first independent step
8.
manipulated objects better (e g., placed rings on stand, placed top on bottle)
9.
several experiences included first trip to dentist, voted with Mommy
10. distracted by new people; less likely to demonstrate new skills in public
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Eleven Months
Reading
1.
all types of books available and read (e g., board books, cloth books, plastic books,
pop-up books, flap books, paperback books, hardcover books
2.
unlike toys, books were rarely tasted, chewed, or sucked on as indicated by no teeth
marks, wet marks, tom pages, or scribbles
3.
increased lap reading time
4.
initiated shared reading (i.e., brought book to conventional reader to read)
5.
reopened book to read again
6.
closed a book to stop reading
7.
liked to point and read
8.
took model reader's hand and pointed it at various pictures
9.
increased babble reading, picked up book, turned pages, looked at pages and said,
"Aaaaaa-aaaaaa-aaaa" (consecutive short a sounds) or "ssssssss-ssssssss"
10. pointed to pictures in the book and said, "Dat-dat"
11. held book in correct position when book babbling
12. turned pages back and forth but stopped to point at pictures
13. independent reading sessions fifteen seconds to two minutes long
14. new vocabulary used during reading (e g., pointed to pictures and said, "Dat ")
Writing
1.
fascinated by the act of writing
2.
investigated writing tools in environment (e.g., paper, pens)
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3.
knew which end of writing tool marked
4.
tested paper (e g., wrinkled or balled it up)
Language
1.
Single-word utterances spoken and used correctly: (a) "hi" and waved;
(b) "bye" and waved; (c) "uh" when dropped something (i.e., uh oh); (d) "dis" for
this, then pointed at object; (e) "dat" for that then pointed at object; (f) "ooce" for
juice; (g) "du" for duck.
2.
First two-word utterance was: "Bye, Dada."
3.
enhanced interaction through play
4.
gestures communicated needs (e g., thumb in the mouth indicated she was tired
or stressed, pointed to a desired object, patted hands together to initiate a game of
patty-cake)
Other Characteristics

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

28 1/2 inches long, 18 lbs. 8 oz.
took multiple independent steps
stood independently for longer periods of time
walked around holding someone's hands
suffered from separation anxiety (i.e., cried when left with unfamiliar caregiver)
obsessed with faces (i.e., touched eyes, nose, mouth, teeth, hair, and ears)
managed sippy cup independently without choking
learned how to use the TV remote (i.e., pointed and pushed)
developed interesting tastes (e g., ate a dead fly, chewed up grocery list)

Twelve to Twenty-Four Months

Twelve Months
Reading
1.
sat on a lap reading for 30 minutes to an hour
2.
initiated independent and shared reading sessions (e g., brought book to
conventional reader to be read)
3.
routine shared reading sessions at naptime and bedtime
4.
stopped shared reading by closing the book and throwing it on the floor
5.
continued reading by reopening the book and flipping through the pages
6.
developed favorite pages and favorite books
7.
pointed to pictures; also took model readers hand and moved it to various pictures
8.
began to respond to questions through pointing to correct pictures (e g.,when asked,
"Where is the dog?" responded by pointing to a pictured dog)
9.
independent reading reflected developing oral language (i.e., new words from
spoken vocabulary used during independent and shared reading sessions)
10. reading vocabulary matched oral vocabulary (e g., words used during independent
and shared reading included: "boo woo" for dog, "uh oh", "dis" for this, "dat" for
that, "eye", "air" for hair, "ooce" for juice, "daw" for dog, "burr" for grrr (tiger
sound).
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Writing
1.
writing developed a particular style; changed from a mark to an actual scribble
(e g., went back and forth with a stronger stroke that often swirled)
(see Appendix B-2)
2.
used the writing tools appropriately when discovered in her environment (i.e., used
them for writing rather than tasting)
3.
interested in writing immediately when it was modeled
4.
determined crayons were toys and pens and pencils were for writing
5.
writing no longer just modeled by a conventional writer; it included independent as
well as shared sessions of writing just as reading and language
6.
sometimes needed to be redirected to put a writing tool on the paper rather than in
her mouth
7.
multiple writing tools rotated and tested; model writer often asked to hold unused
tools
8,
introduced to LEA (i.e., Language Experience Approach- when child's exact word
or utterance is written down in front of the child); enjoyed LEA (e g., smiled,
giggled, talked and wrote more)
9.
preferred to write with pens and pencils
10. averaged 15-minute writing sessions
11. wrote with either hand
Language
1.
more capable of communicating wants or needs (e g., gestures and spoken words)
2.
initiated conversations (e g., while shopping said, "Hi" and "Bye-bye" to those she
passed)
3.
games evolved into vocabulary lessons
4.
combined words she knew together (e.g., said," Uh oh juice" and then
"Juice uh oh ")
5.
when words were comprehended by others they were used repeatedly
6.
sometimes frustrated by inability to communicate
7.
responded to commands more (e.g., stopped when told, "No"; brought sock when
asked; kissed when asked; tried to put on sock when asked; came when called;
pointed at balloon, body parts, or light on request)
8.
pointed to desired object
9.
guided others to do things she may not be able to do herself
10. continued to develop new sounds
11. increased single-word utterances (see Appendix C)
Other Characteristics
1.
29 inches tall, weighed 18 lbs. 10 oz.
2.
stopped nursing; began to eat some finger foods
3.
went from crawling most of the time to walking all of the time
4.
went from sitting to standing position without support
5.
imitated adult activities (e.g., exercised)
6.
began to pretend play (e.g., doll placed in stroller and pushed, put toy people in play
house, close door, open, take them out, said "Hi" on toy phone)
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7.
8.
9.

wanted to constantly be moving
investigated everything
sample of new experiences included: (a) moved into own room; (b) took first ride
on skis; (c) touched first snow; and (d) gnawed on the furniture

Thirteen Months
Reading.
1.
favorite books reflected the focus of vocabulary development (e g., interested in
animals and animal sounds, thus selected to read books about animals)
2.
initiated repeated readings of the same books
3.
practiced new vocabulary during reading sessions (e g., "juice," "Oh" for Old
MacDonald, "Moo" for cow, curled arm for a monkey, made a cat purring sound,
"boo woo" for dog)
4.
located particular books by name
5.
associated characters and things in books with life examples (e g., pointed to picture
of a lamb being bottle fed and said, "Juice")
Writing
1.
writing development appeared unchanged
2.
while scribbling developed, continued to use "marks" (i.e., tapping of writing tool on
paper which resulted in marks)
3.
interested by LEA (see Appendix B-3)
Language
1.
combined the few words she knew into reasonable combinations (e g., said, "Uh oh,
boo woo" or "Dada uh oh juice")
2.
learned to combine words and gestures to emphasize a point
3.
word games became more developed and new games were introduced (e g., peeka-boo, Ring Around the Rosy)
4.
Pretend play expanded to different subjects (e g., put play lipstick on mouth, looked
in play mirror, pretended to comb hair)
5.
language used reflected comfort zone (e g , talked when comfortable, sucked thumb
and didn't talk when not comfortable)
6.
language constantly tested (e g., "Boo woo" for a sheep)
Other Characteristics
1.
29 1/2 inches tall, 20 lbs. 8 oz.
2.
obsessed with physical activity (e g., walking, climbing stairs, independently learned
to play Ring Around the Rosy, carried household items around the house)
3.
gave herself positive reinforcement (e g., clapped, smiled, and babbled) when
completed something successfully
4.
demonstrated increased attention span (e g., watched TV for 30 minutes straight)
5.
volunteered hugs to people or stuffed friends
6.
showed fear of loud noises and unusual new things
7.
ran to trusted adult to be picked up and comforted when frightened
8.
took pointer fingers, plugged her ears, and made a face to a loud noise
9.
airplane trip to Colorado
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Fourteen Months
Reading
1.
read every day by choice; independent and shared sessions
2.
independent reading lasted a few seconds to several minutes
3.
shared reading lasted 30 minutes to an hour
4.
had always been drawn to books that required physical interaction (e g., Pat the
Bunny, Where's Spot?); instead ofjust scanning through books to manipulate
favorite pages began to wait and respond to pages based on reading cues
5.
needed to read immediately when reading was modeled
6.
as language advanced so did the ability to correctly respond to questions asked
during shared reading
7.
continued to use the positions for independent reading sessions that we used during
shared reading sessions
8.
independent reading sessions reflected shared reading sessions (e g., turned to the
Pat-a-Cake page and then began to clap her hands)
9.
intense concentration and interest in shared book reading
10. pointed and waited for label to be given
11. moved model reader's hand to interesting pictures and waited for label
12. learned the titles of more books
13. new words used during independent or shared reading: "buzz" for a bee;
"bir" for bird; "shooz" for shoes; "Dada" for Old MacDonald
Writing
1.
continued to practice moving a writing tool back and forth on the paper to make a
scribble
2.
increasingly difficult to complete a journal entry in her presence; obsessed with
writing when writing was modeled
3.
parallel writing began (i.e., she had her own pen and paper and wrote at the same
time as a conventional writer) (see Appendix B-4)
4.
continued to experiment with writing tools (e g., wrote on hands and the board
that supported her paper, peeled crayon with fingernail, still treated crayons as
toys)
5.
attempted to trace hand independently
Language
1.
marked improvement in comprehension of language (i.e., responded to more
statements accurately)
2.
communicated through gesture that certain objects belonged in certain places
3.
learned many of the names of body parts (eg., correctly identified eyes, nose, mouth,
teeth, hair, and ears)
4.
some language interactions became easy (e g., pointed to light on request without
thinking)
5.
pretend play and imitation of adult actions increased
6.
improved playing Ring Around the Rosy
7.
experimented with the tones of her voice (e g., learned to whisper and shout)
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8.

developed ways to handle stressful situations independently (e g., removed herself
from the stress and sucked her thumb)
Other Characteristics
1.
21 lbs 10 oz., 30 inches tall
2.
grew increasingly independent (e g., used the stairs independently, held arms out to
play catch, started to feed herself independently, ate more table foods, took toys
and/or books with her up and down the stairs)
3.
developed a faster pace when tired
4.
slept 12 hours at night
5.
continued to suck thumb for comfort
6.
took one or two naps each day approximately one to two hours long
7.
ate a bowl of cereal for breakfast and a baby food jar of a meat, a fruit, and a
vegetable for lunch and dinner
8.
presented everything she found to someone (i.e., often piled items on an adult to
hold)
9.
new experiences: gondola ride, trip to the library, fall down stairs
10. acted extremely irritable this month

Fifteen Months
Reading
1.
began to read to her stuffed animals and dolls during independent reading sessions
and included them in shared reading sessions
2.
followed the main characters from the beginning to the end of a book
3.
reading development and language development constantly influenced and reinforced
each other (e g., attempted to say "hat," which she had never attempted before;
volunteered the word "shoe"at an appropriate time; book babbled saying, "uhhhuhhh" as her form of reading; rocked like me to sing/read Old MacDonald;
volunteered "juice" on the page where the lamb was given a bottle; said "boo" in an
attempt to moo on the cow's page; added "boo woo" at the correct time when I
sang,
. and on his farm he had a..said "boo woo" at dog characters such as
Gifford, Spot, Sally, and Sam.
4.
became increasingly aware of print in her environment and initiated interaction
5.
demonstrated speed reading during independent play; turned to the last page of a
book, looked at that page then quickly moved head left, right, left, right, etc. with
tongue going quickly in and out of her mouth with no sound)
6.
flipped through pages in order and flipped through pages in no particular order
during independent reading; during shared reading the pattern varied (e g., read page
by page, front to back, other times we jumped from item to item)
7.
anticipated actions in familiar books
Writing
1.
did not differentiate between "Draw me a picture" or "Write something for me."
2.
average modeled writing session with no interruptions lasted approximately seven
minutes
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generally interrupted modeled writing sessions to participate; also chose to ignore
them
4.
liked to make a little scribble on as many pages as possible
5.
tested writing by using a writing tool in each hand
6.
crayons toys rather than a tool for writing
7.
explored writing during independent sessions for approximately thirty minutes
8.
pointed to writing tools and said, "Uh oh" when interested in writing
9.
pens and pencils for writing (see Appendix B-5); crayons for play (e g., peel with
fingernails)
10. began to mark on modeled writings/drawings
Language
1.
comprehension of language continued to expand rapidly
2.
began to relate or associate objects together (e g., compared her doll Ernie's watch
to real watch, key related to key hole, shoes come in pairs)
3.
modeled for dolls what was modeled for her
4.
determined objects belonged in particular places (e g., found a coat on the floor,
said, "Uh oh," then dragged it to her Grandmother Janet to hang up)
5.
verbalized desires as language developed
6.
while recognizable words increased, still used babble frequently
Other Characteristics
1.
31 3/4 inches tall, 21 lbs. 5 1/2 oz.
2.
collected items and gave them to adult
3.
mesmerized by TV shows like Sesame Street and Barney
4.
enjoyed exploring outdoors
5.
discovered how to climb out of the seatbelt of her highchair anytime
6.
special experiences included: took her third airplane trip, helped Granddaddy Paul
feed the fish, and journeyed around the yard in the wheelbarrow for the first time
3.

Sixteen Months
Reading
1.
dismantled the house piece by piece; days were otherwise chaotic; reading was our
oasis.
2.
skimmed over less interesting pages to get to her favorite pages
3.
engaged in the activity of repeated readings (i.e., independent and shared book
selection indicated a preference for certain books)
4.
particular characteristics of favorite books were: (a) had pictures of objects that
could be orally named; (b) had a common character, place, or thing pictured on
every page; (c) often had animals as the main characters;(d) often interactive, flap, or
pop-up books
5.
some first words were efforts to say the titles of favorite books (e g., "Oh" for Old
MacDonald Had a Farm or "Pot" for Where's Spot?
6.
average day initiated independent reading session three times, each approximately
five minutes long
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scheduled shared reading generally before nap and bedtime, each approximately five
minutes or more
8.
knew the position to hold a book
9.
model reader paused for answers when known, then provided answers when
unknown
10. additional words used during independent or shared reading sessions: "Boop" for
books, "oo-oo" and curled arm for monkey, "hat," "dack dack dack" for a duck
quacking
Writing
1.
made scribbles on the paper as well as other things in her environment
2.
new experiences with writing (e g., signed Mother's Day card, initiated writing on a
golf scorecard, took sticks and marked in the sand)
3.
writing sessions initiated every time writing was modeled
4.
grew increasingly knowledgeable about writing tools because continued to test them
5.
did not appear to have a consistent hand position for writing; used a variety of hand
positions
6.
generally played with crayons as toys; however, did use them to write/draw too
(see Appendix B-6)
Language
1.
grasp of the English language became increasingly sophisticated
2.
increasingly comprehended language and responded to language correctly
3.
when named, correctly pointed to family members in a photograph
4.
used less babble, less crying and more conventional language
5.
pretend play developed sophistication with increased use of imagination
Other Characteristics
1.
23 lbs. 10 oz., 32 1/4 inches tall
2.
developed interest in the process of going to the bathroom (e g., flushed toilets on
request, tore toilet paper off roll, attempted to wipe others)
3.
enjoyed playground equipment
4.
enjoyed playing the "hoky poky"
5.
investigated everything (e g., emptied drawers, closets, and cabinets; dug soil from
flower pots)
6.
feared particular things (dogs, baby crying etc.)
7.
attended first child's birthday party
8.
enjoyed outside play
9.
copied adult behaviors (e g., pretended to water plants, sweep dirt up with
whiskbroom and pan, spray hair with hairspray, and wore parent's shoes around the
house)
10. snapped her fingers for the first time
11. hugged with a grunt
12. cut two first year molars and her fourth bottom tooth giving her a total of 11 teeth
13. extremely sensitive nature until the last tooth came through the gum

7,
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Seventeen Months
Reading
1.
shared reading became a very language interactive process
2.
model reader generally initiated the question/answer routine; however, she also
initiated discussion
3.
replaced unwanted book with book of her choice
4.
drawn to read when reading was being modeled
5.
reading provided the words talked about and the words most likely learned
6.
Additional words and gestures used during reading were: two arms curled with
"oo-oo" for monkey, "bear," "quack" for duck, "baa-baa" for sheep
Writing
1.
returned to initial book babbling techniques to read journal (i.e., pointed to journal
and said, "a...a...a...a")
2.
on the way to discovering that writing/drawing represented something from real life
(see Appendix B-7)
3.
became obsessed with scribbling over other written or drawn things
4.
never wanted the model to write
5.
began to add to model's drawings with incredibly appropriate attempts (e g., had an
idea as to where particular body parts were to be placed)
6.
introduced to and enjoyed Crayola markers (e g., one writing session with the
markers lasted 45 minutes)
Language
1.
oral language improved daily; practiced language in typical everyday activities
2.
while oral language improved rapidly, comprehension of oral language soared
3.
played Ring Around the Rosy and the Hoky Poky independently when someone
sang the words
4.
verbalization of one word had multiple meanings
5.
responded consistently to the phrase, "This is a Can you say.. . ?"
6.
incorrect pronunciation of a word was generally not corrected directly but rather
remodeled
7.
semantic contingency (Snow, 1983), a procedure used by parents to assist their child
in language development, was frequently used (i.e., language was modeled and
extended so that new information was added to utterances)
8.
patterns of language interactions changed as vocabulary developed rapidly
(i.e., interactions were conversations; language no longer one sided but rather
shared)
9.
less necessary for models of language to ask and answer questions; child began to
answer most questions
Other Characteristics
1.
experienced monumental growth in literacy development which coincided with the
most challenging month as a parent thus far (i.e., difficult behavior)
2.
clumsy (i.e., falling down more)
3.
became destructive
4.
22 lbs. 8 oz, 32 1/2 inches tall
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11
12.
13.

conducted music from carseat
could log roll
drank water through a straw
learned to unbuckle carseat strap
unbuckled the highchair strap
preferred to walk down the stairs rather than slide backwards
• went to the pool for the first time
copied adult activities (e g., dusted, sat on toilet, poured drink and said "mmm")
played correctly games like Ring Around the Rosy, the Hoky Poky, and Head
Knocker

Eighteen Months
Reading
1.
began to anticipate text for most favorite books (e g., when Where's Spot? was read,
lifted each flap and said, "No" (i.e., correct word))
2.
demonstrated print was for reading (e g., initiated the babble "aaaa-aaaa-aaaa"
(i.e., reading voice) to read inside church bulletin with no pictures)
3.
independent reading included a doll friend (she read to doll as she would have been
read to by a model reader)
4.
controlled the time and place for reading (e g , took book, said, "No," or left model
when not interested in reading)
5.
sucked her thumb, ignored questions, and just listened to reading when she became
tired or was insecure about an answer
Writing
1.
took model's writing tool and used it
2.
generally scribbled over conventional writing/drawing (see Appendix B-8)
3.
sometimes acknowledged modeled writing/drawing as she pointed to and labeled it
4.
labeled work (e g.,when asked, "What is this?" responded "boo woo ")
5.
careful to keep writing/drawing on the paper; drawings appeared smaller and more
concise
6.
experimented with grasp of writing tool; however, used more frequently the second
stage for holding a pen (see figure 1, p. 157); the effect desired from writing
influenced grasp (e g., strong heavy mark resulted from the stage 1 grasp, refined
line resulted from stage 2 grasp)
7.
imitated spelling as she wrote (e g., said, "A A A A," after her name was spelled by a
model)
8.
developed monotone marking voice (e g., every time writing tool touched paper
said, "Weeee-weee-weee-weee " )
9.
experimented with a large blackboard; erasing was fascinating
10. model drew circle for head, attempted to add arms and legs to the head
11. parallel writing episodes became common
12. did not peel crayons anymore, drew with them
13. tried all the writing tools provided each session; did not choose broken crayons
14. wanted model to hold or trade writing tools
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Language
1.
experienced monumental growth in language development (see Appendix C)
2.
expanding language reinforced by pretend play
3.
practiced control through directing the life of her dolls
4.
depth and interactions of conversations developed and improved
5.
language included vocabulary about numbers as a result of reading, writing, singing
and playing (e g., said, "un" for one, "two," "five" and "eight")
6.
had as many alphabet books as number books and the alphabet song was sung
regularly yet did not name any letters
7.
loved interactive songs and games like Ring Around the Rosy, The Hoky Poky,
Patty-Cake, and Eye Winker; now verbalized some of these independently
Other Characteristics

1.
2.
3.
4.

24 lbs. 7 oz., 32 inches tall
acquired, used, and abused the word "No"
used the potty independently several times
insisted on routine (i.e., cried if anticipated schedule was changed)

Nineteen Months
Reading
1 appeared more interested in reading this month
2.
selected books that allowed her to practice the very words she was interested in
learning or words she was just learning
3.
enjoyed books that presented words in rhythmic patterns (e g., Hand, Hand,
Fingers.Thumb)
4.
contributed and interacted more during shared reading sessions, particularly with
favorite books like Hand. Hand. Fingers, Thumb
5.
language reinforced reading as conventional words were used during reading
sessions, and reading reinforced language as it provided a reason to practice spoken
language and learn new words
6.
repeated reading of familiar text allowed her to practice the fluency of language and
connect more words than otherwise stated, while independently not ready to
organize so many words together, through practice with familiar books and songs,
had an opportunity to experience multiple word utterances and prepare for using
such utterances independently
7.
related real-life objects with those pictured in books
8.
reading and life experiences reinforced each other
9.
shared reading may last approximately thirty minutes
10. increased language development allowed for the level of questioning to be raised
11. began the journey of learning the names of letters as she repeated the letter name "L"
Writing
1.
fascination with listing names for a conventional writer to write
2.
asked to write as she said, "Wite"
3.
named most of the writing tools or differentiated between them when questioned
4.
independently drew and labeled her first human (e g., human figure included:
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hair x 2; nose x 1; fafe x 1 (face); ear x 2; body xl; neck x 1, and feet x 2
(see Appendix B-ll)
5.
during independent writing sessions initiated a label for the marks of her human
drawings
6.
demonstrated a new control and refinement marking as the human face was created;
knew where to place parts and controlled the placement of those marks
(see Appendix B-9)
7.
experimented with a variety of grips (while those illustrated for the one- and twoyear-old dominated, also practiced grasps like those of the three- and four- year
old (see figure 1, p. 157)
8.
a circle appeared (see Appendix B-10)
9.
scribbles were confined to specific areas on the paper
10. began to name various colors correctly and enjoyed matching lids and markers
together appropriately
11. a perfectionist in every aspect of her life, including writing (e g., said, "Hep"
(help) when she wanted a conventional writer to create an image she could not)
Language
1.
language developed rapidly (see Appendix C)
2.
games became a large source of language development (e g., labeling games,
counting games, Patty-Cake, the Hoky Poky, If You're Happy and You Know It,
Ring Around the Rosy, Eye Winker)
3.
led her language development; displayed interest in particular topics to be discussed
4.
real-life experiences stimulated and reinforced language development
5.
began to have more conversations that referred to people, places, and things that
were not present for the conversation
6.
caretakers did not always respond immediately to what she said; even if the message
was received, it was sometimes ignored to encourage her to challenge her language
and improve
Other Characteristics
1.
reading, writing, and language practiced frequently
2.
not obsessed with the word "No"
3.
fascinated with "the potty"; consequently, tried toilet training

Twenty Months
Reading
1.
obsessed with listing names during writing sessions
2.
identified index cards that said "GG" and "Pop"
3.
insisted on knowing all the answers (e g., threw a book on the floor when she did
not immediately know the answer to a question)
4.
began to "read" books to a conventional reader and never questioned whether she
was a reader or not
5.
demonstrated sensitivity to the characters' feelings
6.
read the same book differently each session; the exact same book provided totally
different experiences each reading session
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particularly interested in reading books this month; not unusual to read five books
prior to bedtime; renewed interest in reading coincided with incredible language
growth (i.e., reading reinforced oral language and oral language reinforced reading)
8.
reading was a source of pleasure
Writing
1.
demonstrated that she could "write" and "draw" (i.e., writing samples demonstrated
that she "visually" differentiated between writing and drawing although the word
"writing" and the word "drawing" were recognized interchangeably
(see Appendix B-12)
2.
demonstrated she could "write" (e g., drew several straight lines and labeled them
"Katie") (see Appendix B-13)
3.
showed remarkable control with writing tools as she accurately placed the body
parts named
4.
had an image or plan in mind prior to drawing as she labeled that image then drew
(i.e., the plan preceded the picture, the picture did not precede the plan)
5.
had the notion that writing/drawing represented real-life objects as she drew the
human face
6.
demonstrated sense for detail as she independently recalled ten parts of the body and
included the correct number of those parts
7.
developed the skill to create a circle as she drew the circle for the face
8.
writing rather than drawing had always been modeled more; as she began to show
interest, drawing examples by model increased
9.
model stated, "I'm going to write ..." or "I'm going to draw ..." to help clarify the
terms; tried to model both at the same time
10. used the words "writing" and "drawing" interchangeably
11. as she grew more interested in writing, asked to write more, often several times a
day
12. monotone marking part of every writing session
13. often invited model to write
14. when she began to spend more time playing with the markers and lids, the writing
session was almost over
Language
1.
multiple word combinations were the obvious language development
(see Appendix C)
2.
while one-word utterances were still used, now often said one word two times to
extend an utterance
3.
used the tone of her voice to enhance language and increase the uses of words
4.
identified basic colors such as red, blue, green, yellow, black, purple
5.
began learning words to songs
6.
learned the names of a few numbers and gained some notion of one-to-one
correspondence
Other Characteristics
1.
had an incredible month of growth as reading, writing, and language development
soared (e g., "read" her first words, used linear mock to write, independently drew
7.
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2.

her first human body, and while two-word utterances dominated, demonstrated she
was capable of using three- and four-word utterances
played and talked in new ways (e g., sang songs, played new games, and enjoyed
new activities

Twenty-One Months
Reading
1.
recognized letters in environment and related them to meaningful words (e g., the
letter G was called "GG" (great grandparent), M was called "Mommy," D was
called "Daddy," and B was called "Baby Bop")
2.
as language developed so did the ability to read independently (e g., identified what
book she read based completely on the words spoken)
3.
said, "Read book, Daddy," or "Mommy, read book," to initiate a reading session
4.
identified every animal in the old MacDonald book by name and sound, as a result
moved on to books with more exotic animals (e g. soon identified and named such
animals as the elephant, giraffe, teddy bear (i.e. panda bear), lion, monkey, camel)
Writing
1.
talked before she wrote, talked as she wrote, and talked after she
2.
named the colors of her markers as she selected the tool of her choice (eg., "back
top," "purpe one," "geen")
3.
helped stuffed animals and dolls learn to write
4.
monotone marking advanced as she used the same tone of voice but with an actual
word; verbally described most of the pictures as she drew
5.
placed scribbles as she named them; had a plan prior to the scribble (e g., her human
figures may not have resembled a human figure based on adult standards, however,
she named parts as she drew a scribble in the appropriate location for a human
figure) (see Appendix B-14)
6.
as a result of limited journal writing, decreased the number of times she wrote;
obvious modeled writing encouraged her to write
7.
obsessed with listing words during writing sessions; differences between writing and
drawing demonstrated in writing/drawing sample (see Appendix B-16)
8.
discovered letter within the scribble (e g., "G") (see Appendix B-15)
Language
1.
generally made two- and three-word utterances while one- to four-word utterances
also occurred (see Appendix C)
2.
attempted to say most words and clearly stated such words as "motorcycle,"
"parachute," and "Bridgewater"
3.
as the number of words per utterance increased, fluency developed as a pause
between words was first used then gradually merged together over time for a single
utterance
4.
an utterance missed connecting words such as "my" or "the"
5.
demonstrated ability to recall details of events
6.
generally repeated a new word multiple times in a variety of situations
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Other Characteristics
1.
33 inches tall, 26 lbs. 5 oz.
2.
experienced first parade, football game, and library
3.
used independently a slide and began to drink from a regular cup
4
asked and used the potty several times a day although still wore diapers
5.
particularly enjoyed working puzzles and reading on the potty
6.
learned to unbuckle and climb out of car seat and manipulate locks on doors
7.
demanded consistent daily routine; practiced these routines with her stuffed friends

Twenty-Two Months
Reading
1.
practiced and developed "M = Mommy" theory; identified more letters based on
particular names such as A = Amy, B = Baby Bop, D = Daddy, G = GG, J = Jay,
M = Mommy, m = monkey, N = Nana, and P = Pop
2.
"repeated lists" or "repeated writing" acted in the same capacity as "repeated
readings" of favorite storybooks; the task was repeated so many times and became
so familiar that reading appeared conventional
3.
discovered letters in her environment (e g., on books, magazines, newspapers,
signs, labels)
4.
took print with no pictures and related it to letters (e g., said, "ABC ... ABC . ..
ABC" to read a TV guide newspaper)
5.
favorite books appeared to have themes (e g., finished animal books, began to be
drawn to books about colors)
6.
matched a book character with a real-life object (e.g., read about pig, find toy pig)
7.
books related to her life were more interesting and became favorite books
8.
began to announce the end of a story (e.g., "aw done")
Writing
1.
drawn to write when it was modeled
2.
shared writing sessions and independent writing sessions filled with "repeated lists"
of familiar names and words (e.g., she named words and model wrote them, model
named words and she wrote them, and she named and wrote her own words)
3.
engaged in repeated drawings (e.g., named and drew a face and body many times)
4.
picture that resulted did not necessarily resemble a face or body by adult standards;
however, it was apparent that the intent was to create this image (e.g., labeled each
scribble and also oriented scribbles in appropriate locations)
5.
mind knew where images should go, however, the hand was not ready to follow
6.
continued to use the words "write" and "draw" interchangeably; however, it was
apparent by her written lists and her drawings of human bodies that she had
mentally differentiated between the two
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Language
1.
developed a love for songs and singing
2.
developed a sense of humor with language
3.
while one-word and two-word utterances were refined and improved, such as
saying, "Baby Marie" rather than, "Baby Rie," multiple word utterances quickly
increased (see Appendix C)
Other Characteristics
1.
highlighted by repetition and practice of previously learned skills from all aspects
of development
2.
openly enjoyed the friendship of other children

Twenty-Three Months
Reading
1.
did not differentiate between the terms "write" and "draw" or "picture" and "word"
2.
began to name letters (e g., M - Mommy)
3.
named most letters with meaningful words (e g., now verbally named and identified
the following "yetters," as she called them: A = Amy, B = Baby Bop, D = Daddy,
F = Foot, G = GG or Granddaddy, J = Jay, K = Katie, L = Lincoln, M = Mommy,
N = Nana, O = O, P = Pop, X = X, Z = Z
Writing
1.
writing development leveled off
2.
practiced and refined word lists and "bodeeez"
3.
insisted that she write when a model wrote and that she use the exact same
materials
4.
asked for shared writing sessions (e g., handed me a marker and said, "Mommy
wite," or "Mommy hep pease"
5.
initiated independent writing (e g., took model's writing tool, scribbled over what
model had written, or appeared agitated by model's writing)
6.
knew how to hold a writing tool
7.
differentiated a writing tool from other items or toys
8.
knew which end of a tool marked
9.
learned that the writing tool should be used on paper although it worked perfectly
well on walls, furniture, her, etc.
10. knew there were different types of tools (e g., crayons, pens, markers)
11. had an idea that writing represented talk as demonstrated when she read her lists or
talked through a drawing
12. developed the idea that writing represented real things as she began to draw pictures
of people
Language
1.
practiced, refined, and developed language
2.
by twelve months pointed at the Christmas tree and said, "Ight. Ight," while by
twenty three months ran to her new red car and said, "Tankou much!" Then squealed
in delight, "Yook car. See. Car right dere!"
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Other Characteristics

1.
2.
3.

4.

temper tantrums became more prominent
loved to hide in comers or in closets to avoid requests
demonstrated shyness and apprehension around unfamiliar situations (e g., averaged
between two and three words per utterance yet said absolutely nothing at social
gatherings where she was not comfortable or said, "Mama," rather than, "Mommy
hep pease" )
struggled between dependence and independence

Twenty-four to Thirty-Six Months

Twenty-Four Months
Reading
1.
identified and named books by theme, main character, or title
2.
searched through stacks to find particular book
3.
high interest in reading and appeared sometimes obsessed with books
4. so familiar with favorite books, provided words from text during shared reading
5.
independent reading reflected (1) exact words from text, (2) named series of letters
(e g., read unfamiliar print "ABC.. . ABC . . .")
6.
fascinated with letters; associated the following letters and words together:
A = Amy; B = Baby Bop,; C = Crystal; D = Daddy; F = Foot; G = GG, Granddaddy,
Grandmother; J = Jay; K = Katie, Katelyn, Kathryn; L = Lincoln; M =
Mommy,monkey; N = Nana; O = Oh; P = Pop; W — (Sometimes Wampler);Y =
Yak; Z = Zebra
7.
when provided with the actual letter name, pointed correctly to every letter of the
alphabet except Q, R, U, V. When asked to name these same letters, provided the
associated word (e g., pointed to the letter D and said, "Daddy")
8.
identified letters found in environment (e g., the word CARROTS on a baby food jar
and identified each letter as follows: (a) pointed to the C and said, "C Crystal";
(b) pointed to A and said, "Amy"; (c) pointed to R and said, "Cock-a-doodle"
(i.e., rooster); (d) pointed to R and said, "Anober cock-a-doodle"; (e) pointed to O
and said, "Oh"; (f) pointed to T and said, "Tewwie" (i.e., Tellie from Sesame Street);
(g) pointed to S and said, "Sherrie."
9.
actual letter names were not easily learned; repeated name but did not retain it;
retained meaningful word associated with letter

Writing
1.
2.
3.
4.
or
5.

joined journal writing sessions with less enthusiasm; didn't initiate writing on paper
very often
preferred to write on Magnadoodle (toy writing board that could be easily erased)
included the name of a letter when lists were written (e g., "K Katie ")
continued to use loud monotone voice when writing (i.e., dragged the first, middle,
last sound of the word spoken during writing)
signed name with individual marks rather than linear mock; "drawing" marks
differentiated from "written" marks (see Appendix B-17)
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loved to sing; knew the words to several songs (e g., "Jesus Loves Me", Barney
theme song, "ABC Song," "Jingle Bells," "Frosty the Snowman," "Shiny Pony," and
"Rock-a-bye
baby"
2.
language and concepts surrounding colors, numbers, and shapes developed
(e g., answered correctly to blue, green, red, orange, black, and sometimes yellow
and purple; counted with one-to-one correspondence to three; listed numbers 1-13;
recognized and identified shapes such as a circle, square, triangle, star, and heart
3.
vocabulary growth, increased length of utterance, improved fluency
(see Appendix C)
Other Characteristics
1.
free play matured; played doctor, had tea parties, dressed dolls, read to dolls, wrote
with dolls and completed puzzles
2.
when comfortable with surroundings, ran, jumped, danced, sang, and talked about
one thing or another
3.
when uncomfortable shy and reserved
4.
showed interest in toilet training although less enthusiastic
1.

Twenty-Five Months
Reading
1.
reading behaviors changed very little
2.
created games with ABC book and letters from ABC puzzle
3.
found letters in the newspaper then scribbled over the letter
4.
discovered new books and new vocabulary
5.
words used during independent reading generally captured the main idea of the
book
Writing
1.
drew first "tadpole" human figure (e g., drew a circle, attached two long lines called
"legs," drew two more lines on the side of the circle and called them "ears," next
drew two eyes, a nose, a mouth, a belly button then a hat) (see Appendix B-18)
2.
drew various tadpole people (see Appendix B-19)
3.
all tadpole drawings resulted from independent writing/drawing sessions and did not
follow shared sessions
4.
attempted to write the letter K after it was modeled (see Appendix B-20)
Language
1.
used language new ways every day (see Appendix C)
2.
language samples between twelve and twenty-four months demonstrated growth:
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Twelve Months

Versus

Twenty-Five Months

silently handed model reader a book to read

"Mom, I want read a book. Mom, I read a book"

"Up. Up."

"Mommy, come here. Katie in da bed, Mommy."

cried for food

"More, Mommy. More o da pwate, Mommy."

"Uh oh"

"Don’t worry. I'll show you."

screamed and shook her head no

"No kankou much."

cried and we didn't know why

"Tapioca... GG Newwie have it. Bring it."

"shoes"

"Beach, I go to beach. Come on, Mommy."

Other Characteristics

1.
2.
3.

developed gradually with no marked changes
began to have dry diapers overnight; wet in the potty first thing in the morning
put coat on independently

Twenty-Six Months
Reading
1.
enjoyed independent reading and often stated, "Katie read by self "
2.
familiar books read sounded like conventional reading but were memorized
3.
recognized every letter of the alphabet by name
4.
knew at least one word that began with each letter of the alphabet
5.
named letters individually or used them with meaningful words
6.
now stated, "M is for Mommy" rather than, "M Mommy," or just "Mommy."
7.
independently pursued knowledge about letters with a passion, then just as quickly
stopped (e g., developed frequent games with letters, then stopped games and
wouldn't even discuss letters)
8.
began to ignore questions that related to letters (i.e., insecure about response)
9.
discovered M = Mommy theory needed to be adjusted (i.e., tested the idea that M
stood for more than just "Mommy")
10. shared knowledge about letters with stuffed animals or dolls; hesitated or ignored
others' questions during reading or play.
Writing
1.
tested the idea that M alone was not for "Mommy" but that M plus other letters
was for "Mommy" (e g., D had always been for "Daddy," now "DOB" was for
"Daddy") (see Appendix B-21)
2.
practiced and refined linear mock (see Appendix B-22)
3.
did not always state meaningful words during writing, sometimes listed random
letters of the alphabet (e g., "QRSTUV"); tested the idea that multiple letters create
the utterance
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advanced theory on vacation said, "G - O GO, G - O GO," on the edge of
discovering that: (a) it took more than one letter to create the words she found
meaningful, and (b) letters must be presented in a particular order to be meaningful.
5.
interested in writing when it was modeled
6.
drew people; occasionally included a token piece of clothing
Language
1.
multiple word utterances merged into combined sentences
2.
singing instrumental to language development (i.e., fluency developed from singing
then transferred naturally to spoken language)
Other Characteristics
1.
became very emotional
2.
shy public personality continued
3.
skied independently for the first time

4.

Twenty-Seven Months
Reading
1.
pointed to print and said, "What's dat say?" and "I can't read" .
2.
began to show more interest in reading (e g., read thirty minutes to our dogs,
may have read and thoroughly discussed four or five books during a shared session)
3.
identified print for reading
4.
began to recognize a difference between the purposes of print and picture however,
still tested understanding of the terms "writing" and "drawing" or "words" and
"pictures"
5.
correct answers were extremely important
Writing
1.
discovered letter hidden within scribble
2.
special drawer filled with paper, crayons, and markers; now independently retrieved
paper and pens to write
Language
1.
oral and listening language continued to be highlighted by increased vocabulary,
complexity of form and fluency
2.
as language grew, described feelings with more clarity (e g., used words such as
happy, sad, scared, proud)
Other Characteristics
1.
35 1/2 inches tall, 29 lbs.
2.
another month of emotional turmoil; took last step to be potty trained
3.
cut another molar
4
became demanding; required help and reassurance for many tasks
5.
extremely sensitive; cried when her demands were not met immediately
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Twenty-Eight Months
Reading
1.
favorite books read independently appeared to be read conventionally
2.
shared reading truly became "shared" reading (e g., read the words she recognized
in text such as "a," "stop," "Mommy," "Daddy")
3.
shared reading evolved into a cloze activity (i.e., conventional reader paused, child
added words believed to be next)
4.
repeated what the conventional reader read, used the same voice intonations and
pointed to the print
5.
time of day influenced the purpose for reading (eg., before nap or bedtime reading
was a loving, relaxing time shared together; spontaneous reading initiated during the
day was more interactive and educational)
6.
knew all upper-case letters; knew all lower case letters but g, n, r, t
7.
questions and answers about the text from both participants dominated shared
reading sessions
8.
questions that required the identification of an object such as What is that? Where
is that? Can you touch? dominated shared reading sessions; higher level questions
such as How do you think he felt? What do you think is going to happen? What
would you do? became more successful as language improved
9.
when a question was not understood or there was no interest in giving an answer,
the question was ignored or the subject was changed
Writing
1.
differentiated between the terms "writing" and "drawing"
2.
theorized that writing was created from a variety of letters (eg., when asked, "What
did you write?" responded, "m n o p")
3.
writing an opportunity to practice various concepts (e g., counting, colors, and size)
(see Appendix B-23)
4.
practiced tadpole people and labeled them (see Appendix B-24 & B-25)
Language
1.
discovered and tested new words all the time
2.
now frequently used the words "I," "me," and " my"
3.
used language that demonstrated possession (e g., "Katie's TV show," "Baby Rie's
bwue dress")
4.
used contractions (e g., I'll, didn't, don't, can't )
Other Characteristics
1.
less than desirable behavior continued (i.e., tantrums and troublesome conduct)
2.
gave up naptime

Twenty-Nine Months
Reading
1.
Shared reading included more cloze activity (i.e., text read with words deleted, she
provided the missing word or words)
2.
desire to read changed noticeably as seasons changed (e g., warmer weather resulted
in increased outdoor play, reading decreased)
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reading and experiences were endlessly interconnected (i.e., experiences sparked
reading interests and reading sparked interest for certain activities)
Writing
1.
talked when doing everything that included writing
2.
frequently used linear mock (see Appendix B-26)
3.
continued to experiment with writing tools
4.
invented writing games (eg., watched TV show Wheel of Fortune, repeated selected
letter, looked for the stencil, then traced the letter on her paper)
Language
1.
borrowed language from books
2.
increasingly efficient at using language that represented thoughts
Other Characteristics
1.
required less sleep
2.
continued to have multiple tantrums
3.
interested in jumping on and off of things
4.
did first independent somersault
5.
shy at social affairs
6.
helped with adult jobs (e g., dusted and baked)
3.

Thirty Months
Reading
1.
convinced that she could not read; favorite books made her confident enough to
read independently (i.e., knew words so well reading sounded conventional)
2.
enjoyed reading to dolls, with dolls and pretended to be dolls; dolls allowed to make
mistakes
3.
exclaimed "I can't read. I don't know how"
Writing
1.
helped with notes and cards mailed to friends and family
2.
through observation of writing letters, knew where the "words" (i.e., linear mock)
were to go and where the decorations (i.e., her pictures) were to go
3.
easy to differentiate between intentions to write and intentions to draw
4.
still experimented with writing tools
Language
1.
everything influenced language and learning, which included television and adult
print in her environment
2.
language a tool used to express needs, feelings, thoughts, and solve problems
Other Characteristics
1.
introduction to the "time-out" chair (i.e , unacceptable behavior resulted in sitting in
the chair)
2.
sat on a regular stool rather than highchair to eat
3.
shy in unfamiliar social situations, yet ran wild in the mall
4.
watched first movie at the theater; moved only once during entire film
5.
helped in the kitchen (e g., with assistance counted and added ingredients and
delighted in greasing pans); third trip to the ocean
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Thirty-One Months
Reading
1.
independent reading became a very sensitive topic (e g., responded, "I'm a big girl
and big girls don't know how to read stories. I don't know da words.")
2.
practiced independent reading by pretending to be a doll or stuffed animal.
3.
did not believe self to be a reader
4.
struggled to discover how reading worked (i.e., continued to seek conventional
literacy independently when the appropriate tools (e g. magnetic letters, books,
paper, pens) were made available
Writing
1.
lost interest in writing as a result of interest in outside play
2.
special journal sparked new interest in writing; orally told a story that was written
down by a conventional writer then she illustrated that story
(i.e., Language Experience Approach) (see Appendix B-27)
3.
wrote (i.e., linear mock) and illustrated her first story (see Appendix B-28 & B-29)
Language
1 interactions during shared reading reflected language growth and enhanced it
2.
ran words together in long strings of utterances
3.
verbalized thoughts during play
4.
language reflected regression as a result of the idea of becoming a big sister
Other Characteristics
1.
learned she was to become a big sister
2.
noticeable fears developed

Thirty-Two Months
Reading
1.
"I can't read" gradually changed to "I don't know da words"
2.
read words such as stop, off, Mommy, mom, daddy, dad, go, book, up, and
down during shared reading sessions
3.
used familiarity with text and/or context clues to determine other missing words
4.
insisted a skill be mastered before it was demonstrated publicly
5.
generally selected "memorized" books to read independently
6.
orally spelled name correctly for the first time
7.
drawn to books with difficult vocabulary and long detailed explanations; not
particularly interested in books that tended themselves to isolated vocabulary
words like alphabet books
8.
analyzed all the letters in a known word; identified missing words
9.
ideas from books used in everyday life
Writing
1.
appeared to regress as print was mixed with pictures to complete what was written
(e g., said, "I wrote Crystal. I made two C's and two legs. I didn't make a face.")
(see Appendix B-30)
2.
determined that she did not know how to write (e g., "I don't know how to
write it ")
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interested in detail as stories were orally written
interested in typing on the computer; enjoyed being able to correctly form letters in
seconds
Language
1.
during 30- to 45-minute independent play period spoke thirty-seven utterances with
a
measured MLU (i.e., Mean Length of Utterance) of 6.162 words per utterance
2.
organized time through language used (eg., used the names of the days of the week)
Other Characteristics
1.
quiet time initiated daily when naps were given up
2.
approached the idea of a new baby calmly; however, it was apparent that it had
already affected her life

3.
4.

Thirty-Three Months
Reading
1.
requests for shared reading suddenly increased; resumed more independent reading
2.
during shared reading sessions contributed words she knew how to read as well as
words that would be appropriate based on the context clues
3.
heightened awareness of environmental print
4.
interested in spelling words on the computer (e g., independently spelled then typed
her name, independently typed a number of names with spelling assistance such as:
Mommy, Daddy, Nana, Pop, Crystal, Kathryn, Phil, Amy, Jay and Great
Grandmother)
5.
began to learn phonetic sounds (e.g., responded, "It's a gugu. Its a G.")
6. reading became a valuable tool to help prepare for the arrival of a new sibling
Writing
1.
tried to write the letters in her name; frustrated when the letters did not look like
conventional letters
2.
signed name with one small line for each letter in her name and one line that
represented the completed name
3.
noticed punctuation (e.g., periods); made punctuation marks during writing sessions
4.
following a shared writing session, independently made a human figure that had a
seperate head, body, and neck in addition to other parts (see Appendix B-31)
Language
1.
identified the beginning, middle, and end of a story as demonstrated through her oral
stories
2.
listened to and revised orally written stories
Other Characteristics
1.
month of rapid cognitive growth
2.
extremely emotional as little events resulted in big tantrums
3.
demonstrated a variety of new skills (e.g., knew her age, how old she would be her
next birthday, the name of her birthday month, counted with one-to-one
correspondence from 1 through 19, put large floor puzzles together independently)
4.
pretended to have dolls and stuffed animals help do things
5.
sang in the children's choir at church
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Thirty-Four Months
Reading
1.
pointed out individual words in text as she read them
2.
rediscovered reading in her environment (e g., touched pancake box and said, "One
egg.")
3.
interested in spelling words independently; recognized any of these words
immediately when they were spelled aloud to her: Katelyn, stop, go, Nana, Pop,
Mommy, Daddy, Amy, Jay, Crystal, off, and up.
Writing
1.
interested in writing conventional letters and spelling names
2.
in addition to name, began to organize and spell other words
3.
the computer was a forgiving source of writing (i.e., print magically appeared in the
correct form)
Language
1.
creatively used language (e g., when asked, "How do you get coms?" responded
"Well, from eating lots of com."
2.
developed favorite words and phrases (e.g., "Well,...")
Other Characteristics
1.
demonstrated increased social maturity (e.g., friendly hostess when playgroup was
held at her home, stood in front of the church congregation and sang with her choir)

Thirty-Five Months
Reading
1.
books selected for reading reflected topics that regarded the current season or
recent experiences
2.
gradually began to read more print encountered in environment
Writing
1.
vacillated between using new skills and using old skills (e.g., could write the letters
Q, H, A, D, O yet still used linear mock when "writing" messages; could write and
spell a word using letters, yet still wrote words by mixing the finished product with a
drawing
2.
drew increasingly detailed human drawings (e.g., a picture of me pregnant,
included the baby in my stomach) (see Appendix B-32)
Language
1.
always wanted to give a quick answer
2.
became extremely interested in singing songs; sang many with exact words and
accurate tune
3.
absorbed new vocabulary daily as new words rapidly belonged to her language
4.
acquired a list of favorite statements such as: (a) "Let me get these guys situated"
(i.e., let me adjust my dolls and stuffed animals); (b) "I don't want to talk about it"
(i.e., knew she was in big trouble); (c) "I'll be there in just a minute" (i.e., I don't
want to come right now!); and (d) "That doesn't make any sense Mommy"
(i.e., used to argue for her way).
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Other Characteristics
1.
truly excited by the Christmas activities and participated in the festivities as she
decorated, wrapped gifts, selected a tree, sang carols, attended parties, helped bake,
etc.

Thirty-Six Months
Reading
1.
fascinated by phonic sounds; mastered the sounds to the following letters:
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j, k, 1, m, n, p, s, t, u, v, z
2.
shared reading increased (i.e., nursing time for her baby brother became reading
time)
3.
reading prepared her for life experiences (e g., read books about going to the
doctor before going to the doctor)
Writing
1.
just a few days after turning thirty-seven months old, wrote very first words
independently (e g., wrote Katelyn and Pop) (see Appendix B-33 & B-34)
2.
while the sequence of the letters were correct to write a word, direction varied
(e g., wrote words right to left or left to right) (see Appendix B-35)
3.
frustrated when letters did not look conventional
Language
1.
language did not reflect any obvious advances
2.
language ability appeared to slightly regress (i.e., result of becoming a big sister)
Other Characteristics
1.
became a big sister
2.
mood swings; sensitive nature
3.
demanded attention
4.
was not sleeping well (eg., needed to go to the bathroom; afraid of the dark)
5.
37 inches tall, 34 lbs.
6.
overly devoted big sister who experienced all the positive and negative feelings that
go along with the job
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Appendix F
Examples of Daily Schedules

15 Months

7:15-7:30 a m. Can hear Katelyn waking up. This morning she tries to get our attention
by saying, "Mama. Up. Up. Juice. Juice. Juice." When I go in to her room, she just smiles
at me and says, "Up."

8:00 We are in the process of eating breakfast. Katelyn feeds herself a bowl of cereal
then hands me the empty bowl and spoon and says, "Up. Up."

8:30 Asi sit on the bed in my bedroom and update Katelyn's vaccine records, she is
sitting on my bedroom floor taking things out of my purse and putting them back in. She

has access to leave the room but chooses to stay near me.

9:00 I am working at the kitchen counter reading a book and writing in this journal.
Katelyn comes running to me from the family room where she has been watching the end

of Mr. Rogers Neighborhood and peeling her crayons. She runs to me and opens her
mouth. There is a mouth full of yellow crayon that she has bitten off. She lets me take it
out of her mouth. Nothing is written on her paper so I pick up the paper and crayons and

pencil because I am not in the room to watch her.

9:30 Immediately after picking up crayons, Katelyn begins crying and clinging to me. So
by 9:301 am holding her on my lap, and we are watching Street Sesame as she sucks her
thumb. She acts like she doesn't feel very well, and I wonder if she's having a reaction to

the MMR vaccine given to her.

10:00 I'm reading and writing at the kitchen counter while Katelyn watches the end of
Sesame Street. She is also attempting to climb into her pet pony. She came whining to
me when Sesame Street was over so I put her in the high chair with paper and a pencil.
She immediately drew on the paper, when she appeared to tire with this I handed her a

crayon. She made two dots on the paper and put it straight to her mouth and looked at
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me. It wasn't till she got the crayon that she thought of hand to mouth. Then she tried the

pencil too. She then handed me everything and said, "up."

10:30 Katelyn rejoined me in the kitchen from playing in the family room. She brought 2
books, the Bear Detective and The first of Octember her 2 new books. She sat down next

to me and began book babbling, "Uhhh-Uhhh" She said, "Boo Woo" at a dog she saw in
the pictures. She had the books right side up and turned pages left to right. She read
approximately 5 minutes.

11:00 I was talking on the phone holding Katelyn as soon as I put her feet on the ground
she screamed so I continued to hold her.

11:30 I'm trying to read and work on my journal again. Katelyn is tugging on my leg as I
read saying, "Mama, Mama, Up." She appeared tired so I put her down for a nap.

12:00 Katelyn is napping.

12:30 Continues nap.
1:00 Katelyn is waking up from her nap. I said, "Katelyn are you up?" She responded,
"Dada." As I walk in the room she says, "Uh Oh." I said, "What Uh Oh?" Katelyn looks

around the room and said, "Uh oh" I said, "What Uh Oh? " I then popped in and out of

the room playing Peek a boo. She laughed for several times then said, "Up. Up. " So I get
her up and say, "Are you hungry?" Katelyn's response was, "Juice." so we went on to

lunch.

1:30 Katelyn continues to feed herself lunch which includes: Chicken, Macaroni, Broccoli
and peaches in orange jello.

2:00 Katelyn finally finished lunch about 1:50 then we got ready to go out to play and
went out.

2:30 We've already gotten mail, played with sticks and rocks and are now raking up grass.
3:00 Inside reading, "The Golden Egg Book." Katelyn sat quietly on my lap and just
listened.
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3:30 Watching last 30 minutes of General Hospital and although the TV is on, Katelyn is
reading, "Clifford Counts Bubbles." and Where is Mickey's Red Ball?" She is not saying

anything aloud but rather is just turning pages and looking at the books.

4:00 Katelyn in the kitchen where she brought her pet pony, the toy stroller and Cookie
Monster. She just finished giving Cookie Monster some juice from toy bottle. She is also
dragging the ice bucket all over the place.

4:30 Down for nap.
5:00 Napping.
5:30 Up from nap: pulling at my leg saying, "Juice. Juice."
6:00 Finishing dinner says, "Up Up" when ready to get up.
6:30 I'm on the phone with Dr. Marcia Baghban and Katelyn is content to play around me
in the kitchen.

7:00 Katelyn sitting on my lap with a book she brought to me. I did not read it to her but
she volunteered to read to me.

7:101 was trying to call someone on the phone. Katelyn took the ice bucket which she
had brought to the family room and returned it to the dining room exactly in the spot
where it belongs. I praised her and she smiled ear to ear.

7:30 For the second time today, Katelyn successfully climbed into the seat of her pet
pony. Next Katelyn came over to me, pulled on my leg and said, "Up. Up." I picked her
up, put her on my stool and gave her my pen. I quickly grabbed the video camera.
Katelyn wrote all over my notebook, she asked for Juice and wrote some more. When

she was finished she said, "Up."

8:00 Katelyn was sitting on my lap as we watched the video of her. She watches her
videos very closely just as if it were Sesame Street.

8:30 p.m. Katelyn was happily tucked into bed.
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Seventeen Months

8:30 a m. Just waking up. Hear Katelyn in the other room singing, chirping and humming
to herself. Suddenly she says, "Mama

Mama....Mama." I said, "Katelyn are you up?"

Katelyn responded, "Up. Up." I walked into her room. She is standing there smiling. I
said, "Why do you want to get up?" Katelyn responds, "Juice."

9:00 Katelyn feeding herself cereal while I eat my cereal.
9:30 Doing workout, Katelyn watching TV, also carrying ankle weights around the room.

10:00 Completing workout. Katelyn pulling pens/pencils and envelopes from coffee
table. Wrote all over envelope. Pulled pen cover off and put back on several times.
Walks around with pencils and envelope in hand.

10:30 I'm in shower. Katelyn pulls my shoes from the closet. Walks around in different
shoes. Tries my keys in bedroom door.

11:00 Talking to Ben on phone. Katelyn in bathroom cabinets exploring.
11:30 Driving to mall.
12:00 Shopping at mall. Katelyn is chirping and babbling in the stroller. People say hi to
her or bye bye and usually Katelyn responds with a wave, a smile and hi or bye bye.

12:30 Lunch at the mall. Katelyn very wiggly but eats her dinner.

1:00 Continue shopping. Clerk hears Katelyn talking. Comes over and says, "What a
happy baby." Clerk talks to Katelyn for a few minutes.

1:30 Continue shopping. Katelyn trying to crawl out of stroller. Actually succeeded in
getting out.

2:00 Driving to TJ Maxx. Katelyn unbuckles her seatbelt on the carseat.

2:30 Trying on clothes and continue to shop at TJ's. Can't leave Katelyn near anything.
She pulls everything. She caught clothes and actually pulled herself under a rack of

clothes.
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3:00 Finishing up at TJ's. Heading home.
3:30 Katelyn fell asleep on the way home.
4:00 Sleeping in her bed at home.
4:30 Katelyn is still sleeping.
5:00 Katelyn is still asleep.

5:30 Katelyn is still asleep.
6:00 Dinner time. I fed Katelyn ajar of beets then she fed herself hamburger dinner and
peaches in orange jello. For dessert she ate 5 graham crackers. When she was finished

she handed me her empty plate and said, "Up."

6:30 Finishing up dinner.
7:00 Katelyn sat next to me as we watched some of Wheel of Fortune.
7:30 Katelyn took my hand and said, "Juice. Juice." as she led me to the refrigerator. Ben
was washing some fresh lettuce at the kitchen sink. Katelyn walked over to him and

hugged his leg. I said, "Katelyn, step on his toes. She picked up her right foot high off
the floor and stomped the floor. She did this several times but never actually stepped on

his toes.

8:00 Katelyn climbed up the step stool. Said, "Off. Off." as she turned the lights and fan
off and on. When she finished whined and cried to get down. She also said, "Up. Up."

Since she has gotten down alone before, we just encouraged her till she got down on her
own. She was very proud when she did.

8:30 As we watch the end of Full House, Katelyn sitting on Ben's lap watching, says,
"Shoes. Shoes." as she sees all the shoes Michelle on the show has out. (Show about

Michelle learning to tie her shoes.)

9:00 p.m. Getting ready for bed. Rocking in the rocking chair in Katelyn's room we read,
Baby's First ABC's, Pat the Bunny and Where's Spot? Ben comes in the room. Katelyn
gets off my lap, Gets Old Hat, New Hat and takes it to Ben. They talk about several
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pages. Point and use the words Hat, Boo Woo, Eye. Katelyn gets tired, crawls out of

Ben's lap and begins playing with toys. Ben says, "It's time for bed Katelyn. Picks her up,
turns off the light. Katelyn cried out, "Mama." I was still sitting in the rocking chair. Ben
leaves her with me. We rock. Katelyn sits up and points at her bed and says, "Be" I said,

"Can you give me another hug. " Katelyn lays her head back down on my shoulder and

sucks her thumb. We rock a few minutes more. I get up to put her in bed. Katelyn says,
"Dada." I said, "He's downstairs Katelyn. Its time for you to go to bed." I lay her down.
She curls up in her usual position. Right thumb in mouth, left hand up next to her head,

knees tucked up underneath her. Her caboose sitting straight up in the air. She was in
this very same position a lot when I was pregnant with her. You could usually look at my

stomach and see her caboose sitting straight up in the air like a little ball. She especially
liked this particular position first thing in the morning.

Seventeen Months
7:30 a m. Katelyn and I get up and walk Ben downstairs as her leaves for work. Katelyn
is extremely quiet. Not saying anything or responding to any questions, just sucking her

thumb.

8:00 Enjoying breakfast. Katelyn eats a huge bowl of cereal as usual then hands me her
empty bowl.

8:30 Starting workout. Katelyn standing by the chair next to TV watching. Occasionally
waves arms or squats.

9:00 Still working out. Katelyn tired of my exercising. She is running up to me and
hugging my legs. Glad I'm almost finished.

9:30 Getting ready to go outside. Putting suntan lotion all over Katelyn. She helps to
rub it in.
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10:00 Outside watering flowers. Katelyn trying to walk around the house out of sight.
Also taking her hat off. I asked her to find me a rock. She went around the house, picked
up a rock and gave it to me. I asked her to put her had back on, she did then took it off

again. She stepped back from the flowers when I said, "Be careful, don't step on the
flowers Katelyn."

10:30 Coming inside. Watch some Sesame Street while I write in journal. Katelyn
comes over and says, ""Pe" her word for pen. I gave her a pen that didn't have ink. She
scribbled on the journal a little, got bored and left to watch TV close.

11:00 Watch Barney start. Listen to songs and watch standing next to chair next to TV.
Also plays with French doors, open and close and go in and out.

11:30 Katelyn went to the pantry door and said, "Cacker. Cacker." as she tried to open
the door. She actually turned the knob and opened the door although she leaned against it

and closed it again. Following one cracker, she wanted more so we had an early lunch.

Today she said, "Beef." several times in response to me. We got Baby after Katelyn called
her. Katelyn would feed baby Marie a bite of peaches then eat it herself. She is very good

at pretending.

12:00 The most incredible thing just happened. Katelyn immediately following lunch led
me up the stairs. I thought to her room. Instead she pointed to my closed bedroom door

and said, "Baff." I opened the door and she took me directly to the toilet room. I opened

that door. She patted the closed toilet lid and said, "Pot." I quickly put on her potty seat
and pulled off her pants and diaper. She then sat on the pot and said, "Baby." Wanting
Baby Marie who was on the floor in front of her. I handed the doll to her. Next she said,

"Buff* referring to the scrub brush on the floor. As soon as she was holding both of these
things I heard her urinate in the toilet. I smiled from ear to ear. I think I scared her at first

with my excitement. I hugged her, kissed her, praised her. she put baby and the brush
down and asked for paper. She wiped herself as she had done yesterday evening. I asked
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if she was ready to get up. "No" she replied, shaking her head. She sat and played awhile
longer without anything happening. I finally got her up against her wishes. What a
wonderful sign that she is starting to understand about the potty.

12:30 I'm on the phone calling GP with the news. Katelyn says, "Hi." a few times on the
phone then goes on about her business.

1:00 Katelyn drags the ice bucket from the dining room to directly in front of the TV. I
notice she has pulled the nuts and washers off one handle. I said, "Katelyn, what did you
do?" She looked at me, pointed to the empty screw and said, "Off." I put it back on for

her.

1:30 As I watch All My Children, Katelyn continues to play with the ice bucket. She
lifted it up on the couch. She also is trying to climb over the back of the couch to get to
the family picture. She is saying, "Nana, Mama, Dada." as she studies the picture.

2:00 Putting paper to the stuffed goose's mouth. Appears to be feeding the goose. Just
finished opening and closing the French doors using the handle for the first time. Can now

latch and unlatch doors.

2:30 Putting Katelyn down for a nap. I asked her if she was ready to take a nap or go
sleepy time. She shook her head hard and said, "No." I put her in bed anyway, she cried

for just a couple seconds before she settled down to go to sleep.

3:00-5:00 Asleep
5:00 Just waking up. Actually woke up crying. I held her for a few minutes until she was
ready to go. It started raining a few minutes ago. Katelyn and I are watching it. Katelyn
tried to say rain. It sounded like, "Wain." We ran out into it 3 times. It was fun. Katelyn
giggled and thought it was funny.

5:30 Pulling me to the kitchen, Katelyn pats her highchair and says, "Sit. Sit." She has
done this several times the past week. I guess she's ready to eat again.
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6:00 Katelyn ate ajar of veal, we pretended to feed baby Marie too. Now Katelyn is
feeding herself green beans and peaches in peach jello while I fix my plate to eat with her.
Ben called and is on his way. home.

6:30 Ben just getting home. Katelyn finishing up her "Cacker."
7:00 Katelyn whining to play with Ben. I try to distract her so he can eat. We throw the
ball around some.

7:30 Katelyn and I play with her pop-on beads and alphabet blocks. She easily said,
"Duck" when she saw the picture of one on the letter D. We also stacked blocks.

8:00 Watched Full House. Katelyn really likes this show. She also played horsy with me
as I bounced her on my legs.

8:30 p.m. Katelyn is laying on her tummy on the floor. Ben says, "Katelyn do you want
some juice?" "No" replied Katelyn. Are you ready to go to bed?" "Be" said, Katelyn. Ben
got her ready then let her select some books. She picked out Bears on Wheels. The Bear

Detectives and I can read with my eyes shut. After flipping through a few pages Of I can

read

, katelyn finally listened to the entire book, Bears on Wheels before Ben tucked

her in bed with Baby Marie.

Eighteen Months

9:30 a m. Katelyn, as I do a few things in my bedroom, successfully puts on a pair of my
shorts which were drying in the bathroom. Walking by the cheese I said, "Now we need
some cheese." She pointed and said, "Cheese. Cheese." I had never heard her say that

before. During commercials comes to kitchen, hugs my leg while sucking her thumb and

says, "Up. UP. " I would pick her up, hug her, tell her what I was doing and why I
couldn't play, she would then be content for me to put her down again.

12:00 Katelyn picks up something off Kitchen floor, says, "Mama. Mama." Hands it to
me. I look at it and say, "Oh Katelyn what did you find?" she replied, "Dirt" I was
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surprised by the response, she then brought me something else from the floor. Again I

asked her what it was and again she said, "Dirt" She was correct so we threw the dirt
away each time.

12:30 Katelyn was happy to eat Gerber's baby food for lunch. Turkey and Spinach, she
still prefers the smooth food even though she has a mouth full of teeth. She pointed to her
empty turkey jar and said, "More," I showed her it was all gone but that she had more
spinach, she grew tired of Spinach but ate it all with the help of the Up down in out game,

she even participated three times. I would look at her to say the word and each time she
used the correct word. I held the spoon up looked at her and she said, "Up." then I
continued with, "Down. In. Out" Then I held it Up and said Up then moved the spoon

down and looked at her. she con. with "Dow" then I said, "In Out." Finally I also did Up
Down In then pulled the spoon out and looked at her. She said, "Out" Katelyn eats a

whole banana next. She loves bananas.

1:001 try to eat but Katelyn keeps pointing and wanting a taste of my lunch. Even though
I know she is frill.

1:30 Changing Katelyn's diaper. She wasn't as wiggly as usual. Nice change. She didn't
appreciate me trying to wipe off her face so I let her do it. that was fine with her.

2:00-3:30 Katelyn is sleeping.

4:00 Woke up worried saying, "Nana. Nana" Looked for her so I called her so Katelyn
could talk to her. Katelyn listened and sucked her thumb, she usually pushes the phone
away. Katelyn said, "Nana. Nana" Then was obviously telling her about baby Marie, she

pointed to the doll and said, "Baby." Then said, "Dess" her word for dress. Katelyn
listened more and said, "Nana, Nana." then listened. Then she said, "Pop. Pop" Her

word for GDI. Katelyn left the phone so I proceeded to talk she then said, "Back" and
reached for the receiver again, she talked and listened again then laid down on the couch
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and proceeded to get off. I said, "Tell Nana Bye Bye." Katelyn waved then said, "Bye

Bye" she seemed better after talking with Nana.

4:30 Katelyn wanted Baby Marie in her high chair. She handed me the doll patted the
high chair and said, "More. More. Sit." I guess she wanted her to sit there so she could
feed her more. She then took my hands to buckle the doll. I said, "You can do it

Katelyn." she tried a few more times and did get it buckled, she said, "Bu" for buckled.

Took some things upstairs. In Katelyn's room 3 of her dolls were still in her bed. Katelyn
pointed and said, "Baby up."

5:00 Katelyn was sitting on the floor with Baby Marie, Pinky, Cookie and Ernie. Pointing
at their shoes saying, "Shoes. Shoes. Shoes." she then points at Ernie's red coat and says,
"Dess. No" I go to the family room to play with Katelyn and ask her if she wants to play

"Bed" where she usually covers me with the blanket and says, "Shhh Shhh" When I laid
down on the floor this time however she shouted, "No Mama. Mama up." I asked her

what she wanted to play, She laid on her back and raised her legs and said, "Up" then
lowered her legs and said, "Down" A game we sometimes play, when I did this she

jumped up said, "No. No," she wanted to play bed as she said, "Be. Be." Covered me
then played with Ernie. She talked about his "Hat, tie, bu (for button) and "zit (zipper) I
talked to her some about those things and asked her where Ernie's nose was. She pointed

to it and said, "Boo" she still doesn't try to say nose.

5:30 Insisted on writing in my journal. Accidentally missed the paper after writing for a
long time and wrote on the counter. Stopped immediately and said, "Oh no" as she tried

to wipe the mark off the counter. I said it was OK and got it wiped off. She returned to

writing, she was content to play with my plastic containers until I started to write, now
she is pulling on my legs saying, "No. No. No. NO. NO."
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6:00 Eating dinner. Ate baby jar of chicken and carrots. Then ate bowl of applesauce

followed by 4 oreo cookies which she calls cacker. I show her the crackers and she says

"No. No" I pull out the oreos and she smiles and pats the tray.
6:30 Finishing the last Oreo. More on the mouth then in the stomach.
7:00 Ben arrived home. Katelyn was lifted from the high chair and asked if she needed to

go potty, she led Ben to the bathroom. After a few minutes she wet. We clapped and
said, Good Girl, she smiled from ear to ear, clapped and said, "Goo Gir" This is about the

4rth time she has said Good Girl. The first few times were at the beach. She said "More"
in response to did she need to go more but she didn't, she was dressed and back

downstairs. About 15 minutes later she led Ben back to the potty, she sat a few minutes

then jumped up to flush the toilet, this is when she wet. Unfortunately we had a puddle
on the floor. I think she got too excited and eager and jumped the gun before it was time.
7:30 Ben and Katelyn playing with Cookie, Ernie, Baby Marie and Baby.
8:00 Ben goes to the bathroom and Katelyn goes too for observation time.
8:30 p.m. Katelyn is in bed. Following two stories. Ben read Spot's Birthday Party

completely through then he read most of Dr. Seuss's ABC's Katelyn rushed him through

the final pages.

Twenty Months
9:00 a m. Finally getting up. Late night. Katelyn saying, "Mmm-Mmmm-MmmmMmmm" as she sucks on her thumb. She then says, "Potty" when I pick her up but then

says, "no no no juice." I change her pants. As I prepare breakfast she says several things:

(1) points to counter says, "money" as she points to two dimes sitting on the counter. I
hand her one of the dimes, she looks for pocket on me to put it in and actually says,
"Pocket" I did not suggest to her to say either one of these words. (2) Says "Nana" for
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banana and it actually sounds like the end of the word banana. (3) Again to ask for orange

juice and milk she says, "Oange juice" and "milk" (4) She now also says, "Cea" for cereal.

9.30 Eating breakfast and talking about "milk. milk, oange juice, oange juice." She just
seems to be rambling on. When I started writing in my notebook she said, "Pape" and

pointed to me as I was writing. When I then fixed my bagel Katelyn said, "Bage" for the

first time for bagel. She obviously wanted some of mine. After she finished eating she got
down and immediately climbed up on the stool in the kitchen and turned the light and fan

off and on. She got down and left the light on. I said, "Katelyn please turn the light off.

She climbed back up on the stool and turned the light off. She then looked at me and said,
"Yight off." Then climbing down she noticed my book bag and pointed to it and said,

"Bag." OC -1 am surprised sometimes by the words that come out of Katelyn's mouth. I
didn't know she knew to call that a bag or that she even knew how to say bag. The same

with the words money and pocket. I have also noticed and increase in two word uses as

indicated again by several examples just described. Katelyn while investigating my bag
said, "potty" and then proceeded to mess her pants. These days more times then not when

she says potty the event has just occurred. Coming back from changing her dirty diaper

Katelyn noticed Ben's crumpled pajama pants on the floor. She said, "Daddy Shirt."
From where we were standing it could have been a shirt rather then pants from what we

could see.

10:00 Katelyn is just whining around not very happy about anything. This usually means
that she does not feel very well. I get ready to start exercises by getting out my mat and
weights.

10:30 As I exercise Katelyn is looking at her cards, she comes running to me saying,
"GG" and hands me the GG card. Then says, "Nana" and looks for another card. Next

she gets the family picture down, looks at it then goes to the telephone, looks at me and
says, "Caw" which means call for Katelyn I am sure since she says, "Baw" for Ball.
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Katelyn then picks up the receiver looks at me again and says, "talk" After her recent

conversation about Nana, I was convinced that she had decided that she wanted to call
and talk to Nana. Unfortunately, Nana was at work and we could not call her. I told her

that and explained that we would call her later. OC - Again, when did she pick up on the
words call and talk?

11:00 I was at the point of doing leg lifts in my workout. So I am down on the floor on
my mat. Katelyn pulls the blanket off the back of the couch, puts it on the floor then lays
down on it and begins to lift her legs just like me. I praised her and she gave me a smile.

She then got up and did closing arm stretches with me too. She then helped me to put

work out things away including her red chair which stays in the closet with my things. As
I write this entry Katelyn cried, "Pen.. . Pen.. Mine... Mine .. Mine"

11:30 Katelyn and I baked a cake together. She sat on the island next to the mixer. She
actually poured in the water and helped to grease the pan. As the cake baked I suggested
that she write some. The first thing she did while using the pencil and scribbling was say,

"Body... Body... Body" I pointed to her drawing and said, "What did you write?
Katelyn responded, "Boo Woo." I then point to a different place and said, "What did you

draw?" Katelyn again responded, "Boo Woo. " She then handed me a marker and said,

"Hep. Hep" meaning help. I wrote GG to see if I could get a response from her. She did
not recognize the letters. I then drew a body and left off the hair. I asked Katelyn, "What

goes there?" Katelyn immediately responded, "Hair." I then said, "What should we name

it?" Katelyn said, "Kay Kay" (i.e. Katelyn) So I wrote Katelyn beside the picture of the
person.

12:00 We finish our cake. I just made a cake mix so I had been pointing to the directions
and reading them aloud to Katelyn. When I was finished with the cake I let her play with

the box. She carried it around for awhile. I caught her several times pointing to the box,
like I had done, and said, "BBBBBBB" as if she was reading the box.
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12:30 I was cleaning up some things in the kitchen when Katelyn from the family room,
looking over the back of the couch at me said, "Mama. . . sit. Mama.. . sit." I took that

as an invitation to come sit with her. I sat down with her. She smiled and sat next to me.
She then said, "Mama... Kay Kay." We then got the family picture and talked about the
people as we so often do.

1:00 Eating lunch. Has some trouble at first. She didn't want to eat the meat. Finally ate
it by alternating bites of meat with peaches. She said, "Peaches" very clearly for the first
time. She also asked for more jello by asking, "Dewwo." for jello.

1:30 Katelyn asked to read so we read the books she suggested which were her usual
ones as of lately. What Do You Say When A Monkey Acts That Way then parts of Hop

OILEqP and The B Book
2:00-4:00 Sleeping
4:00 Following her nap Katelyn brought 3 books down to the family room. TheB Book
What do YOU sav when a Monkey acts that Way and Baby's First ABC. She looked
through the books for a few minutes independently.

4:30 As I looked through my Sunday school materials, Katelyn watched Barney.
5:00 As I continued to look over my lesson plans Katelyn came, sat on my lap with her
The B Book, looked through the book for awhile then wrote in my journal for awhile

which was also in her reach on the counter.
5:30 Katelyn has said, "Potty" three times today. Each time she messed in her pants. She

just did it again. I watch the news while Katelyn climbs on the table to get to the coach

then goes down on the floor and climbs around again.
6:00 Eating dinner. Katelyn feeds herself and eats relatively good but not great.

6:30 Finishing up dinner. Katelyn has gone back to climbing over the furniture.
7:00 Ben is now home from work and eating. I'm reading the mail. Katelyn is just
running here and there. She enjoys looking through her cards again.
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7:30 The three of us veg out on the couch and watch ET together (Entertainment
Tonight) Then Katelyn proceeds to crawl all over us and the floor. She circles the table

crawling and crawls under our legs. Interesting that she is choosing to crawl.

8:00 Katelyn sucking her thumb sits next to me and watches Family Matters. Ben is
asleep on the large couch after being up all night with surgery.

8:30 p.m. I keep forgetting to enter that for a week now Katelyn has clearly said,
"Ointment" when referring to her "AD Ointment" She said it again tonight when I
changed her for bed. She had diarrhea 3 times today and was very sensitive about things-

she cried easily. I've felt a bit sick actually myself.

Twenty-Two Months

9:30 a m. As soon as I picked up my journal, before I even started to write, Katelyn said,
Katie wite. Katie wite." We went down stairs and I got her paper and markers out. She

drew while I started writing in my journal. First thing she did was pick up the red marker

and said, "Boo marker." I said, No that's the red marker. She repeated, "Red marker"
and drew. Occasionally she would hold the marker out to me and say, "Mommy help" I
didnt accept until we got a second piece of paper out. She pointed and touched paper and
said, Pop" after saying "Mommy help." I proceeded to write the words she listed. She

then said, "Katie turn. GG, Pop, Nana." and she drew on the paper. Then she asked me
to write more. Then saying the same words scribbled over what I drew. I said, "Why

don't you write there." As I pointed to more empty space on the paper. That's when she
drew and said, "GG right dere." As I noted what she was saying and doing, Katelyn began
pulling the tops off all the markers and throwing markers and tops on the floor. Definitely

a sign that she is finished. As I sat next to her and wrote with her she handed me the top

off the marker she was writing with and said, "Hold da top." Later, picking up thrown
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markers, I couldn't find the purple marker. When I did I said, "Oh there is the purple

marker. Katelyn said, "Purple marker right dere."

10.00 Katelyn stands next to TV sucking thumb, holding baby Marie and watching
Sesame Street.

10:30 Play with "My Colors" chart in Katelyn's room; during play Katelyn points to the
"M" in title and says, "Mommy right dere." (I have never pointed this out to her.) Points
to the word blue and says, "E-R-E-R" as she points to individual letters. Does same for

the word red. OC - It would appear that Katelyn is imitating me when I spell in front of

her.

10:45 Katelyn decides she wants to work puzzles. She says, "Baby puzzle. Baby puzzle."
Because she wants Baby Marie to play too. Baby Marie talks to Katelyn. I had her say on
purpose the incorrect names of the animals in the puzzle. Katelyn would look at the doll
and say, "No" and give the correct name and/or sound.Katelyn said, "Read book";

pulled out library book, read aloud, turned pages, when she got to the end said, "yast
page." Which reminds me, for a few weeks now, to get me to read one more book at

bedtime, Katelyn will hold up one finger and say, "Yast book, yast book. "Baby Marie said,
"Red Motorcycle" as she put in this puzzle piece. Katelyn took the piece, went to the

bathroom, brought out clown and said, "Red see." Put Motorcycle to back of clown
which is red. I modeled this yesterday as she sat on potty. Showing her that both were
red. After Katelyn dumps out the puzzle she now says, "Over, over" as she turns pieces

right side up in order to prepare to do the puzzle again.

11:00 Barney
11:30 Takes Baby Marie for a ride in the doll stroller.

12:00 Brought me books saying, "Read book. Read Book. " We read several books.
12:30 Lunch
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1:00 Katelyn has just wet and messed on the toilet. We worked puzzles while she sat
there. She really looks forward to it.

1:30- 5:00 Nap

5:30 Finishing dinner.
6:00 Katelyn eating pumpkin cookies while Ben and I eat. Keeps asking for more. Finally

just have to get her up from the table.

6:30 Goes to the potty and wets.
7:00 At GPP pick up something prior to looking for couch. Katelyn screams and cries
when she has to leave behind the monkey and bear that live at her GPP
7:30 Looking for couch, Katelyn running rampant through the stores. Really have to

keep close eye on her so that nothing is broken.

8:00 Driving to service Merchandise to buy tripod to replace the one Katelyn broke.
8:30 Shopping at Service Merchandise, letting Katelyn try various riding toys; plan to get
her one for Christmas.

9:00 Leaving for home with new tripod; Katelyn exhausted, whining, screaming,

climbing out of cart or if on floor running wild.
9:30 Almost ready for bed, reading to Katelyn before bed really helps to calm her down.
10:00 p.m. Asleep.
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Appendix G

Literacy Behaviors From Birth to 3 Years:
Consolidated Findings

LITERACY BEHAVIORS: BIRTH TO 3 MONTHS

Reading
♦Receptive to rendinga. sits and listens to reading;
b. little obvious attention to
books;
c. occasionally looks at book,
room, or reader,
d. limited mobility causes a
passive audience no choice
but to sit and listen,
^Comforted by reading:
a. infant may stop crying
when a familiar book is read;
b. establishes security through
holding and cuddling;
c. book may become a
playtiling or manipulative.
♦Notices books:

appears more active when
read a familiar book;
b. eyes may focus on pictures
or print;
c. short attention span (several
seconds to 3 min );
d. infants may appear to stare
with no connection.
♦May interact with books:
a. will begin touching the books
(random to more directed
efforts);
b. random babbling may occur
during reading session.
♦Responsive to reading:

a.

a. appears to enjoy familiar books;
b. "early warning system" (look
away to end reading session,
fuss if it is not ended on
demand, content if it ends).
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;
Lamme & Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989; Wampler, 1996.

Writing
♦Receptive to writing:
a. sits and watches writing;
b. little obvious attention to
writing;
c. occasionally looks at the
act of writing or writer,
d. limited mobility causes a
passive audience, no choice
but to sit and watch.
♦Notices writing:
a. eyes may focus on print for
short periods (several
seconds);
b. infants may appear to stare
with no connection;
c. may touch writing tools
(random to more directed
efforts)
♦Responsive to writing:
a. "early warning system"
(look away to end writing
session, fuss if it is not ended
on demand, content if it ends).
b. may respond through
demonstrating lack of interest;
boredom with activity may
cause sleep;
c. written language experience
enhanced through reading
what lias been written;
infant stimulated by oral
language (oral language
appears to be the key
to stimulating interest in
reading and writing
at this age).
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Wampler, 1996.
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Language
♦Crying and cooing:
a. "animal-like sounds and cries";
b. throaty sounds turn to cooing
(e.g., ooh, all, ae);
c. responds to a person's voice;
d. whimpers, gurgles at back of
throat, squeals, and chuckles.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973;
Lewis, 1975; Case, 1985; Helms,
1981; Lenneberg, 1966,1967;
Menyuk, 1971; Stark, 1980;
Wampler, 1996.

LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 3 TO 6 MONTHS

Reading
■^Increases participation:
a. attention span of 10 minutes
or more;
b. grabs the book to suck or chew;
c. follows left to right with eyes
if reader models by pointing;
d. tries to turn pages;
e. involved with interactive books;
f. babbles during reading
session.
^Displays reading preference-

a. may prefer familiar stories;
b. may prefer certain books,
types of books, parts of
books and/or pages, of books;
c. may prefer colorful
illustrations to black and white.
♦Displays pleasure from readinga. gentle touches initialed by
infant to reader;
b. infant may smile or appear
excited;
c. familiar story may help stop
ciying.

Writing
♦.Writing as modeled activity:
a. shows little to no interest
in writing (lack of physical
capabilities to interact with
writing makes writing a
boring activity);
b. may occasionally look at the
act of writing but quickly
becomes disinterested;
c. watches writing but never
with the interest displayed
for reading (i.e., lack of oral
language and pictures make
writing unstimulating
to infant);
d. may respond to the act of
writing by giving a brief
passing touch of writing tools
or shows disinterest.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Wampler, 1996.

Language
-Cooine replaced by babbling
Uess crvinr. more smiling

COOUlg. and other vocalizationsa. increases vowel and
consonant sounds;
b. vocalizes spontaneously to
self and toys;
c. babbles to gain attention.
♦More responsive to human
sounds:
a. when talked to, smiles, coos;
b. turns head, looks for speaker,
c. understands name.
♦Increasing vowel and consonant
sounds:
a. fifth month - vowel sounds ee, ay, ey, ah, ooh;
consonant-like sounds
(d, b, 1, in);
b. sixth month - vowels
interspersed with consonants
(f, v, Ui, s, sh, z, sz, m, n);

common utterances-ma, mu,
da or di;
♦Infant’s sounds differ from
mature language
c.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray. 1987;
Lamrne & Packer, 1986; Lass,
. 1982; Trelease, 1989; Wampler,
1996.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985; Gibson
& Levin, 1975; Helms, 1981;
Lenneberg, 1966,1967;
Lewis, 1975; Martlew, 1988;
McCarthy. 1946; Stark, 1980;
Stem, 1971; Wampler, 1996;
White, 1975.
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LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 6 TO 9 MONTHS

Reading
•Increases participation-

Writing

Language

Increases participation!
a. turning pages is characteristic a. infants motor development
of this age (may even learn to
makes the "act" of writing more
flatten pages);
interesting;
b. premeditated decisions to put b. drawn to the action of writing
books in mouth;
(e g., "rolls" or "crawls" to
c. points to interesting pages
modeled writing sessions);
and can follow pointing cues
c. discovers writing tools
to pictures and text;
(e g., manipulates pen and
d. may initiate reading sessions;
paper, tastes pen and paper);
e. opens and closes book;
d. may "pre-scribble" with
f. attention span increases.
assistance (however, preferred
•Have bonk preferences!
to manipulate tools rallier than
a. favorite books with favorite
to use them to write);
routines for reading the books; e. fascinated by the "act" of writing
b. self-selects books as playthings. rallier than the result of writing
♦Anticipates storyline(i.e., may not notice marks).
a. recognizes the end of a story
as indicated by tactile/inotor
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
gestures, verbal
responses (e g., sigh) or
affective behaviors
(eg, smile).

Wampler, 1996.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;
Lamme & Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989; Wampler, 1996.
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•Babbling is the key language
behavior!

may say dada and/or mama
with or without meaning;
b. babbles with variety of
sounds;
c. may label an object in imitation
of its sound, e g., train, choo-choo.
•Mav respond to words other
than name.
ÎMay carry out simple commands
a.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973;
Case, 1985; Helms, 1981;
Lenneberg, 1966,1967;
Lewis, 1975; McCarthy, 1946;
Stark, 1980; Stern. 1971;
Wampler, 1996.

LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 9 TO 12 MONTHS

Reading

Writing

LwInteerallv" involved with
reading:
a. identifies front and back of
book;
b. places book right side up;

*Mav write independently
(appearance nf "Pre-scrihhle"!:
a. makes marks, observes marks,
intrigued by marks without
guidance from a model writer,
b. jabs at the paper leaving
dotted then dragged marks;
^Integrally" involved with writinga. wrinkles paper and chews pen;
b. selects and rotates between

turns pages, by request or
on cue;
d. babbles with reader;

c.

e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.

1.

makes animal sounds to go
with story;
anticipates storyline;
follows one character through
book;
c.
left to. right progression
with eyes;
identifies some books by name;
increased independent play
d.
with books;
points to appropriate
object named;
.
e.
first words reflect reading
vocabulary;
f.

m. requests rereadings;
n. initiates reading session.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray,
1987; Lamme & Packer, 1986;
Lass. 1982; Trelease, 1989;
Wampler, 1996.

a variety of writing tools
(eg-, crayons, pens);
tests either end of the tool
for marking capabilities;
knows which end of writing
tool marked;
may show intense interest
for writing (e g., average
15-20 min. writing sessions)
tasting tool may occur more
when tired of "writing";
enjoys noises made when
tapping together writing tools
(e g., sticky noise a crayon
makes when pressed on paper);
g. may test writing tools on
other tilings (e g., clipboard,
body);
h. interested in hying the tools

modeled;
i. holds writing tools a variety
of ways (e.g., closed in pahn
or between fingers);
j. investigates writing tools
casually found in environment
(eg., paper, pens).
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Wampler, 1996.
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Language
♦Growing ability to understand
words:

a. says no and shakes head,
bye-bye and waves;
b. may say one or two words
besides Mama and Dada;
c. recognizes words as symbols
for objects (e g., airplane - points
to sky, doggie - growls);
d. says two to eight words,
possibly no, baby, bye-bye,
hi, and words that imitate
sounds of objects, eg., bow-wow;
e. words begin to assist in
discrimination of object
classes, pei is airplane and
kite, i.e., flying objects.
Behaviors generalizedfrom;
Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985;
Lenneberg, 1966, 1967; Lewis,
1975; Stern, 1971; Wampler,
1996; White, 1975.

LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 12 TO 24 MONTHS

Reading

Writing

Language

♦Intense Exploration♦First words arc spoken
a. experiments with the capabilities (Holonlirastic period)
♦Lead bookreadingof writing tools
*Bv 18 months creates nne-and
a. points and expects response;
b. adapts to holding writing tools. two-word utterance
b. names tilings;
*?Mark" merges into "scribble ■
a. about 20 words at 18 months;
c. helps with rhymes;
■♦LiSlS words to be written by
b. about 200 words at 21 months;
d. fills in the names of characters, conventional writer or self
...
..
c. everything has a name;
sound effects or repetitive
-Unlabelled/unconlrolled scribbling: d. vocabulary contents are
refrains;
makes spontaneous, random
increased by nouns then verbs
e. pals identified picture, then
marks.
then qualifying words
points to identified picture then ÎLabeled/controlled scribblingand those expressing relation.
names the identified picture;
begins to repeat marks such
ÎBy 24 months rapid vocabulary
f. begins labeling
- items;
.
as horizontal, vertical, or
growth
g. makes associations across items; circular lines and label them
a. vocabulary of more than
h. single letter may identify a word (scribble does no! resemble label),
50 items
(e g., M represents McDonald's); ♦Discovers picture from scribbleb. telegraphic sentences
i. recognizes and identifies letters; a. scribbles, then by accident
j. locales letters in environment;
discovers that the scribbles
Behaviors generalisedfrom:
k. identifies word;
resemble something
Bloom, 1975; Caplan, 1973; Case,
1. requests favorite books;
in real life;
1985; Gibson & Levin, 1975;
m. confuses letter and number
b. names scribble after real-life
Helms, 1981; Lenneberg, 1966,
functions;
object (scribble may appear to
1967; Lewis, 1975; McNeil, 1970;
n. spells name;
conventional writer to be
Stark, 1980; Stem, 1971;
o. matches letters;
proportioned like the shape
Wampler, 1996; White, 1975.
P- story relates to real life;
the child identified).
q. pretends to read titles;
.♦Names Picture then scribble •
r. identifies products from logos; deliberately attempts to draw
s. understands up-down
something which may include
reversals, fails on left-right
letters or words.
reversals.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Ilg & Ames, 1950;
Joyner & Ray, 1987; Lamme de
Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989; Wampler, 1996.

^Transitional play and practice
any of the writing behaviors
acquired may be practiced during
writing/drawing experiences;
new skills do not replace old skills
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Goodenough,
1926; Hildreth, 1936; Isenberg &
Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967;
Lamb. 1982; Legrun (cited in
Gibson de Levin. 1975); Lowenfeld
& Brittain, 1964; Martlew, 1988;
Mortensen, 1991; Rouma (cited in
Goodenough, 1926); Schickedanz,
1990; Wampler, 1996.
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LITERACY BEHAVIORS: 24 TO 36 MONTHS
Reading
,*Mav identify some capital lettersa. some select letters by form
(i.e., the round letters 0, C, D, G
or the vertical and horizontal
ones T, I);
b. some by association:
M for Mommy, D for Daddy,
J for Johnny, etc.
ÎMav know alphabet through
songs or poems
(Does not necessarily learn
the letters).

-Wants to look at pictures in book
when read to
■*Mâv make categorizations of print
items.
*Mav bepin demonstrating story
reading schema
.
.
♦May read some words:
learning words in meaning
clumps (e.g., colors, numbers,
shapes), then by sound.
ÎMav have no idea that decoding
could he useful
♦May develop various reading skillsa. begins demonstrating sequencing;
b. develops skills regarding main idea;
c. develops skills regarding detail
comprehension;
d. develops skills regarding
characterization;
e. classifies parts of speech;
f. discovers removing "s" at the
end of a word makes a word
singular,
g. begins using syllabication to
determine unknown words;
h. begins telling narratives;
i. brings personal meaning to book.
ÎMav have definite reading interests
♦May peruse titles
ÎMav become a conventional reader

Writing

Language

♦Resembles adult standard:
a. sun figures emerge;
b. begins to create tadpole people
when "drawing" a person;
c. writing may be represented by
linear writing (several wavy
horizontal lines described by the
child as a story or oilier written
document;
d. writing may be represented by
line writing (series of short
vertical lines each one representing
a letter);
e. writing may be represented by
conventional letters that begin
to emerge from scribbles or
deliberate writing attempts.
^Representation by idult standard:
a. use of scribbling declines;
b. chooses to draw recognizable
pictures such as a person or write
letters and words deliberately

♦Rapid vocabulary growtha. 24-27 months, vocabulary
300-400 words;
b. two- to three-word phrases
and improving;
c. uses prepositions and
pronouns;
d. frustrated when not
understood;
e. seems to understand
everything;
f. 36-39 months vocabulary

which can be recognized
by adult standards all of the time.

^♦Transitional play and practiceany of the writing behaviors
acquired may be practiced during
writing/drawing experiences;
new skills do mil replace old skills.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Ferreira &
Teberosky, 1979/1982; Goodenough,
1926; Green, 1990; Hildreth, 1936;
Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg,
1967; Lamb, 1982; Legrun (cited in
Gibson & Levin, 1975); Lowenfeld
& Brittain. 1964; Luria, 1977-78;
Martlew, 1988; Mortensen, 1991;
Rouma (cited in Goodenough, 1926);
Schickedanz, 1990; Wampler, 1996.

Reading behaviors generalizedfrom:
Anbar, 1984; Baghban, 1984; llg &
Ames, 1950; Lass, 1983; Wampler, 1996.
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1000 words or more.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Gibson & Levin, 1975; Helms,
1981; Lenneberg, 1966,1967;
Lewis, 1975; Stern, 1971;
Wampler, 1996.

Appendix H
Bibliography of Katelyn’s Books

(1981). Animal Sounds. Racine, WI: Western Publishing.
(1990) Baby's First ABC New York: Platt & Munk.

Berenstain, S. & Berenstain, J. (1969). Bears on Wheels New York: Random House.
Berenstain, S. & Berenstain, J. (1970). Old Hat New Hat. New York: Random House.

Berenstain, S. & Berenstain, J. (1971). The Berenstains' B Book

New York: Random

House.
Berenstain, S. & Berenstain, J. (1974). He Bear. She Bear New York: Random House.

Berenstain, S. & Berenstain, J. (1978). The Berenstain Bears and The Spooky Old Tree
New York: Random House.
Bridwell, N. (1992). Clifford Counts Bubbles Singapore: Scholastic.
Daniel, J. (1990). The Gingerbread Cat Miami, FL: Red Jacket.

Daniel, J. (1990). The Gingerbread Girl. Miami, FL: Red Jacket.
Dudko, M. A. & Larsen, M. (1993). Baby Bop's Counting Book Allen, TX: Lyons

Group.
Eastman, P. D. (1961). Gor Dog. Go! New York: Random House.

Ferguson, D. (1994). Disney’s: The Lion King United States: Walt Disney.

(1989). The First Christmas Newmarket, England: Brimax Books.
Hardy, A. (1987). Baby Goofy Catches a Fish Walt Disney.

Hardy, A. (1987). Where Is Baby Mickey's Red Ball? Walt Disney.
Hill, E. (1980). Where's Spot? New York: G. P Putnam's Sons.
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Hill, E. (1981). Spot’s First Walk New York: G P. Putnam's Sons.
Hill, E. (1982). Spot's Birthday Party New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Hill, E. (1985). Spot Goes to the Beach, New York. G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Hill, E. (1985). Spot's Book on Weather, New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Johnson, J. E. (1979). The Me Book New York: Random House.
Kunhardt, D. Eat the Bunny. Racine, WI: Western Publishing.

Singer, D. (Executive Producer), & Stone, J. (Director). (1986). Learning Ahnut Letters

[Film]. New York: Random House.
LeSieg, T. (1981). The Tooth Book. New York: Random House.

Loots, B. K. A Visit to the Zoo Kansas City, MO: Hallmark Children's Editions.
Lopshire, R. (1960). Put Me in the Zoo. New York Beginner Books.

Moncure, J. B. (1988). What Do You Say When a Monkey Acts This Way? Mankato,
MN: Child's World.
0975)- Old MacDonald Had a Farm Racine WI Western Publishing.

Ottum, B. & Wood, J. A. (1974). Santa’s Beard Is Soft and Warm Racine, WI: Western

Publishing.
Perkins, A. (1968). The Ear Book New York Random House.
Perkins, A. (1969). Hand, Hand. Fingers, Thumb. New York: Random House.
Perkins, A. (1970). The Nose Book. New York: Random House.

Sendak, M. (1963). Where the Wild Things Are United States: Harper & Row.

Seuss, D. (1960). Green Eggs and Ham New York Beginner Books.
Seuss, D. (1963). Dr. Seuss's ABC. New York- Random House.
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Seuss, D. (1963). Hop on Pop. New York: Random House.
Seuss, D. (1968). The Foot Book. New York: Random House.
Shrode, M. (1992). lust Imagine with Barney Allen, TX: The Lyons Group.

Tether, G. (1979). The Hair Book New York: Random House.

(1984). The Three Little Pigs New York: Grosset & Dunlap.

(1986). Walt Disney; Snow White and the Seven Dwarfe New York: Gallery Books.

Weiss, E. (1992). Jim Henson’s Muppet Babies: Bean's Boo-Boo Danbury, CT: Grolier
Direct Marketing.

Weiss, E. (1992). Jim Henson's Muppet Babies: Piggy Visits the Doctor. Danbury, CT:

Grolier Direct Marketing.
White, S. (1993). Baby Bop Discovers Shapes Allen, TX: Lyons Group.

Wilkin, E. (1961). Mother Goose. Racine, WI: Western Publishing.
Ziefert, H. & Smith, M. (1987). Hurry Up. Jessie! Singapore: Harper Collins.
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Appendix I
Levels of Literacy Development From Birth to Three Years

Level 1:

The Receptive Level
Birth to 3 Months
(Child as Receiver of Literacy: literacy is modeled for the child.)

Level 2:

The Responsive Level
3 to 6 Months
(Child as Responder to Literacy: acknowledges literacy

Level 3:

The Interactive Level
6 to 9 Months
(Child Interacts With Literacy: begins to touch, explore and
verbally interact with literacy.)

Level 4:

The Contributive Level
9 to 12 Months
(Child as Contributor to Literacy: participates in literacy experience jointly
with others.)

Level 5:

The Experimental Level
12 to 24 Months
(Child as Explorer of Literacy: begins intense exploration of literacy.)

Level 6:

The Symbolic Level
24 to 36 Months
(Child Recognizes Symbols Represent Real Objects: begins to recognize
that symbols such as the letter "M" may be used to represent "Mommy".)

From 36 Months:

Level 7:

The Interpretive Level
(Child Gathers Meaning From Some Print: begins to accurately explain the
meaning of printed words - first contextualized then decontextualized. )

Level 8:

The Conventional Level
(Child as Reader/Writer/Speaker)
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Appendix J

Levels of Literacy Development and Corresponding Behaviors
Level 1 - The Receptive Level (Child as Receiver of Literacy)
Literacy Behaviors: Birth to 3 Months

Reading
♦Receptive to readinga. sits and listens to reading;
b. little obvious attention to
books;
c. occasionally looks at book,
room, or reader,
d. limited mobility causes a
passive audience no choice
but to sit and listen.
♦Comforted by readinga. infant may stop crying
when a familiar book is read;
b. establishes security through
holding and cuddling;
c. book may become a
playtliing or manipulative.
♦Notices books:

a.

appears more active when
read a familiar book;
b. eyes may focus on pictures
or print;
c. short attention span (several

seconds to 3 min.);
infants may appear to stare
with no connection.
♦May interact with books-

d.

a.

will begin touching the books
(random to more directed
efforts);
b. random babbling may occur
during reading session.
♦Responsive to reading:

a.
b.

appears to enjoy familiar books;
"early warning system" (look
away to end reading session,
fuss if it is not ended on
demand, content if it ends).

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;
Lamnie & Packer, 1986; Lass, 1
Trelease, 1989; Wampler. 1996.

Writing
♦Receptive to writinga. sits and watches writing;
b. little obvious attention to
writing;
c. occasionally looks at the
act of writing or writer,
d. limited mobility causes a
passive audience, no choice
but to sit and watch.
♦Notices writinga. eyes may focus on print for
short periods (several

seconds);
b. infants may appear to stare
with no connection;
c. may touch writing tools
(random to more directed
efforts)
♦Responsive to writing:
a. "early warning system"
(look away to end writing
session, fuss if it is not ended
on demand, content if it ends).
b. may respond through
demonstrating lack of interest;
boredom with activity may

cause sleep;
c. written language experience
enhanced through reading
what lias been written;
infant stimulated by oral
language (oral language
appears to be the key
to stimulating interest in
reading and writing
at this age).
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Wampler, 1996.
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Language
♦Crying and coninga. "animal-like sounds and cries";
b. throaty sounds turn to cooing
(eg., ooh, ah, ae);
c. responds to a person's voice;
d. whimpers, gurgles at back of
throat, squeals, and chuckles.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973;
Lewis, 1975; Case, 1985; Helms,
1981; Lenneberg, 1966,1967;
Menyuk, 1971; Stark, 1980;
Wampler, 1996.

Level 2 - The Responsive Level (Child as Responder to Literacy)
Literacy Behaviors; 3 to 6 Months

Reading
^Increases participationa. attention span of 10 minutes
or more;
b. grabs the book to suck or chew;
c. follows left to right with eyes
if reader models by pointing;
d. tries to turn pages;
e. involved with interactive books;
f. babbles during reading
session.
^Displays reading preferences-

a. may prefer familiar stories;
b. may prefer certain books,
types of books, parts of
books and/or pagesof books;

c. may prefer colorful
illustrations to black and white.
♦Displays Pleasure from readinga. gentle touches initiated by
infant to reader;
b. infant may smile or appear

excited;
c. familiar story may help stop
ciying.

Writing
♦Writing as modeled activity;
a. shows little to no interest
in writing (lack of physical
capabilities to interact with
writing makes writing a
boring activity);
b. may occasionally look at the
act of writing but quickly
becomes disinterested;
c. watches writing but never
with the interest displayed
for reading (i.e., lack of oral
language and pictures make
writing unstimulating
to infant);
d. may respond to the act of
writing by giving a brief
passing touch of writing tools
or shows disinterest.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Wampler, 1996.

Language
.♦Cooing replaced by babbling
♦Less crying, more smiling
GOOing. and other vocalizationsa. increases vowel and
consonant sounds;
b. vocalizes spontaneously to
self and toys;
c. babbles to gain attention.
-More responsive to human
sounds:
a. when talked to, smiles, coos;
b. turns head, looks for speaker,
c. understands name.
.♦Increasing vowel and consonant
sounds:
a. fifth month - vowel sounds -

ee, ay, ey, ah, ooh;
consonant-like sounds
(d, b, 1, m);
b. sixth month - vowels
interspersed with consonants
(f, v, th, s, sh, z, sz, m, n);
common utterances-ma, mu,
da or di;
^Infant's sounds differ from
mature language

c.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986; Joyner & Ray, 1987;
Lamme & Packer, 1986; Lass,
1982; Trelease, 1989; Wampler,
1996.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985; Gibson
<6 Levin, 1975; Helms, 1981;
Lenneberg, 1966,1967;
Lewis, 1975; Martlew, 1988;
McCarthy, 1946; Stark, 1980;
Stern, 1971; Wampler, 1996;
White, 1975.
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Level 3.. The Interactive Level (Child Interacts With Literacy)
Literacy Behaviors; 6 to 9 Month*

Reading
•Increases participation-

Writing

Language

Increases participation!
a. turning pages is characteristic
a. infants motor development
of this age (may even learn to
makes the "act" of writing more
flatten pages);
interesting;
b. premeditated decisions to put
b. drawn to the action of writing
books in mouth;
(e g., "rolls" or "crawls" to
c. points to interesting pages
modeled writing sessions);
and can follow pointing cues
c. discovers writing tools
to pictures and text;
(e g., manipulates pen and
d. may initiate reading sessions;
paper, tastes pen and paper);
e. opens and closes book;
d. may "pre-scribble" with
f. attention span increases.
assistance (however, preferred
*Have honk preferencesto manipulate tools rallier than
a. favorite books with favorite
to use them to write);
routines for reading the books; e. fascinated by the "act" of writing
b. self-selects books as playthings.
rallier than the result of writing
*Anticipates stoiyline(i.e., may not notice marks).
a. recognizes the end of a story
as indicated by tactile/motor
Behaviors generalizedfront:
gestures, verbal
Wampler, 1996.
responses (e.g., sigh) or
affective behaviors
(eg, smile).

Behaviors generalizedfront:
Doake, 1986; Joyner <6 Ray, 1987;
Lantrne & Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989; Wampler, 1996.
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•Babbling is the key language
behavior!

may say dada and/or mama
with or without meaning;
b. babbles with variety of
a.

sounds;
may label an object in imitation
of its sound, e.g., train, choo-choo.
.*Mav respond to words other
than name.
*Mav carry ont simple commands

c.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Caplan, 1973;
Case, 1985; Helms, 1981;
Lenneberg, 1966, 1967;
Lewis, 1975; McCarthy, 1946;
Stark, 1980; Stern, 1971;
Wampler, 1996.

Level 4 - The Contributive Level (Child as Contributor to Literacy)
Literacy Behaviors: 9 to 12 Months

Reading

Writing

♦"Integrally* involved with
■♦May write independently
reading:
{appearance of *Pre-scrihhle"t:
a. identifies front and back of
a. makes marks, observes marks,
book;
intrigued by marks without
b. places book right side up;
guidance from a model writer;
c. turns pages, by request or
b. jabs at the paper leaving
on cue;
dotted then dragged marks;
d. babbles with reader;
♦"Integrally" involved with writing:
e. makes animal sounds to go
a. wrinkles paper and chews pen;
with story;
b. selects and rotates between
f. anticipates storyline;
a variety of writing tools
g. follows one character through
(eg., crayons, pens);
book;
c. tests either end of the tool
h. left to. right progression
for marking capabilities;
with eyes;
knows which end of writing
i. identifies some books by name;
;;
tool marked;
j. increased independent play
d. may show intense interest
with books;
for writing (e g., average
k. points to appropriate
15-20 min. writing sessions)
object named;
e. tasting tool may occur more
1. first words reflect reading
when tired of "writing";
vocabulary;
f. enjoys noises made when
m. requests rereadings;
tapping together writing tools
n. initiates reading session.
(e g., sticky noise a crayon

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Doake, 1986: Joyner & Ray,
1987; Lamme & Packer, 1986;
Lass, 1982; Trelease, 1989;
Wampler, 1996.

makes when pressed on paper);
g. may test writing tools on
other tilings (e g., clipboard,
body);
h. interested in trying the tools
modeled;
i. holds writing tools a variety
of ways (e g., closed in palm
or between fingers);
j. investigates writing tools
casually found in environment
(eg., paper, pens).
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Wampler, 1996.
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Language
♦Growing ability to understand
words:

a. says no and shakes head,
bye-bye and waves;
b. may say one or two words
besides Mama and Dada;
c. recognizes words as symbols
for objects (e g., airplane - points
to sky, doggie - growls);
d. says two to eight words,
possibly no, baby, bye-bye,
hi, and words that imitate
sounds of objects, e g., bow-wow;
e. words begin to assist in
discrimination of object
classes, pei is airplane and
kite, i.e., flying objects.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Caplan, 1973; Case, 1985;
Lenneberg, 1966, 1967; Lewis,
1975; Stern, 1971; Wampler,
1996; White. 1975.

Level 5 - The Experimental Level (Child as Explorer of Literacy)

Reading

Literacy Behaviors:
Writing

12 tn 24 Mnntfa

♦Increased innbility/decreased
reading.
a. experiments with the capabilities
♦Lead boolrreadingof writing tools
a. points and expects response; b. adapts to holding writing tools.
b. names tilings;
^Mark" inerees into "scribble "
c. helps with rhymes;
♦Lists words to be written by
d. fills in the names of characters,
.. conventional writer or self
♦UriabdlcMinronlfollcd scribbling:
sound effects or repetitive
refrains;
makes spontaneous, random
e. pats identified picture, then
marks.
points to identified picture then .♦Labeled/cnntrolled scribblingnames the identified picture;
begins to repeat marks such
f begins labeling items;
.
.-,
as horizontal, vertical, or
g. makes associations across items; circular lines and label them
h. single letter may identify a word (scribble does noi resemble label).
(e.g., M represents McDonald's); ♦Discovers picture from scribblei. recognizes and identifies letters; a. scribbles, then by accident
j. locates letters in environment;
discovers that the scribbles
k. identifies word;
resemble something
1. requests favorite books;
in real life;
m. confuses letter and number
b. names scribble after real-life
functions;
object (scribble may appear to
n. spells name;
conventional writer to be
o. matches letters;
proportioned like the shape
p. story relates to real life;
the child identified).
q. pretends to read titles;
♦Names nictnre then scribble.
r. identifies products from logos;
deliberately attempts to draw
s. understands up-down
something which may include
reversals, fails on left-right
letters or words.
reversals.
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Ilg & Ames, 1950;
Jovner &
A Ray,
J?/w 1987;
îor7* Lamrne &
».
Joyner
Packer, 1986; Lass, 1982;
Trelease, 1989; Wampler, 1996.

•

.

®

writing/drawing experiences;
new skills do no! replace old skills.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Goodenough,
1926; Hildreth, 1936; Isenberg &
Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg, 1967;
Lamb, 1982; Legrun (cited in
Gibson & Levin, 1975); Lowenfeld
& Brittain, 1964; Martlew, 1988;
Mortensen, 1991; Rouma (cited in
Goodenough, 1926); Schickedanz,
1990; Wampler, 1996.
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♦By.. 18 months creates one- and
tWO-word ntterançflfi
a. about 20 words at 18 months;
b. about 200 words at 21 months;
d. SS’wnteZme

'
increased by nouns then verbs
then qualifying words
and those expressing relation.

ÎBy 24 months rapid vocabulary
growth
a. vocabulary of more than
50 items
b. telegraphic sentences
Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Bloom, 1975; Caplan, 1973; Case.
1985; Gibson & Levin, 1975;
Helms, 1981; Lenneberg, 1966,
1967; Lewis. 1975; McNeil. 1970;
Stark. 1980; Stern, 1971;
Wampler, 1996; White, 1975.

^Transitional nlav and practice
any of the writing behaviors
acquired may be practiced during
__ ____ » «

Language
♦First weirds are cpnlfen
fflolnphrastie period!

Level 6 - The Symbolic Level (Child Recognizes Symbols Represent Real Objects)
Literacy Behaviors; 24 to 36 Months

Reading
♦May identify some capital letters:
a. some select letters by form
(i.e., the round letters O, C, D, G
or the vertical and horizontal
ones T, I);
b. some by association:
M for Mommy, D for Daddy,
J for Johnny, etc.
^Mav know alphabet through
sones or poems
(Does not necessarily learn
the letters).
IWants to look at pictures in book
when read to.
*Mày make categorizations of print
items.
*Mav beein demonstrating story
reading schema
*May read some words:
learning words in meaning
clumps (e g., colors, numbers,
shapes), then by sound.
♦May have no idea that decoding
could be useful
ÎMav develop various reading skills:
a. begins demonstrating sequencing;
b. develops skills regarding main idea;
c. develops skills regarding detail
comprehension;
d. develops skills regarding
characterization;
e. classifies parts of speech;
f. discovers removing "s" at the
end of a word makes a word
singular;
g. begins using syllabication to
determine unknown words;
h. begins telling narratives;
i. brings personal meaning to book.
♦May have definite reading interests
♦May nemse titles
-Mav become a conventional reader.

Writing

Language

♦Resembles adult standard:
a. sun figures emerge;
b. begins to create tadpole people
when "drawing" a person;
c. writing may be represented by
linear writing (several wavy
horizontal lines described by the
child as a story or other written
document;
d. writing may be represented by
line writing (series of short
vertical lines each one represent
a letter);
e. writing may be represented by
conventional letters that begin
to emerge from scribbles or
deliberate writing attempts.
♦Representation by adult standard:
a. use of scribbling declines;
b. chooses to draw recognizable
pictures such as a person or write
letters and words deliberately
which can be recognized
by adult standards all of the time.

♦Rapid vocabulary growth:
a. 24-27 months, vocabulary
300-400 words;
b. two- to three-word phrases
and improving;
c. uses prepositions and
pronouns;
d. frustrated when not
understood;
e. seems to understand
everything;
f. 36-39 months vocabulary
1000 words or more.

♦♦Transitional play and practice:
any of the writing behaviors
acquired may be practiced during
writing/drawing experiences;
new skills do not replace old skills.

Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Baghban, 1984; Ferreiro &
Teberosky, 1979/1982; Goodenough,
1926; Green, 1990; Hildreth, 1936;
Isenberg & Jalongo, 1993; Kellogg,
1967; Lamb, 1982; Legrun (cited in
Gibson & Levin, 1975); Lowenfeld
& Brittain, 1964; Luria, 1977-78;
Martlew, 1988; Mortensen, 1991;
Rouma (cited in Goodenough, 1926);
Schickedanz, 1990; Wampler, 1996.

Reading behaviors generalizedfrom:
Anbar, 1984; Baghban, 1984; Ilg&
Ames, 1950; Lass, 1983; Wampler, 1996.
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Behaviors generalizedfrom:
Gibson <6 Levin, 1975; Helms,
1981; Lenneberg, 1966, 1967;
Lewis, 1975; Stern, 1971;
Wampler, 1996.

KATELYN'S EMERGENT LITERACY STORY: A CASE STUDY AND
CONSOLIDATED LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LITERACY FROM BIRTH TO THREE YEARS
Sherrie Kimberly Wampler
ABSTRACT

By definition, the study of emergent literacy must address the literacy development
of children from "birth" to "conventional literacy." In actuality, studies of the literacy
development of children between the ages of 2 and 4 have become common, while studies

regarding literacy development of 1-year-olds is extremely limited and studies beginning at
birth even fewer. Through this study, data regarding the language, reading, and writing

behaviors of children from birth to three years is identified, consolidated, and confirmed.
Two research questions guided this study: (1) What are the emergent literacy

behaviors of a child from birth to three years? (2) In what ways do reading, writing, and

oral language skills develop concurrently and interrelatedly in literate environments? To
answer these questions, a three-year study of the emergent literacy behaviors of one child

is organized following a phenomenological theoretical perspective and utilizing qualitative

research methodologies. The subject's mother, as the participant observer, collected

descriptive data that were analyzed inductively following the grounded theory approach.
In addition to the case study, research regarding children's literacy development from birth
to three years is consolidated for the first time.
Analysis of the data indicated the following: (1) the existence of 8 levels of

emergent literacy with corresponding literacy behaviors; (2) literacy concepts are tested
and rehearsed across reading, writing, and language simultaneously from birth;

(3) children independently create meaningful relationships to discover literacy; (4) literacy
skills are practiced through multiple patterns of repetition; (5) reading and writing develop
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new definitions within the study of emergent literacy; and (6) literacy is a component of
language development in literate societies.

It is concluded that: (1) literacy development is a cognitive process, therefore, a

developmental process with distinct stages; (2) literacy development is influenced by the
number and quality of literacy experiences, the age when literacy experiences are
introduced, and a child's individual characteristics; and (3) shared and independent literacy

experiences from infancy are key to successful literacy experiences at school.
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